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Introduction

Ever since the introduction of abelian categories in the 1950s as a categorical
abstraction of the properties of abelian groups and modules, there has been
the wish to find a similar framework that nicely reflects the properties of (not
necessarily abelian) groups, rings and algebras.

Over the years, several attempts at such an abstract framework have been
made: worth mentioning here is the work of Higgins [24], Huq [26] and R.-
Grandjeán [32], see [27] for an exhaustive list. Since none of these attempts
were entirely successful, and furthermore the connections between them were
not clear, some of these approaches were not further developed or even given a
name. In 1999, Janelidze, Márki and Tholen realised that Barr-exactness [2],
combined with the concept of Bourn-protomodularity [5], provides a context
which simplifies and unifies the above-mentioned “old” axiom systems, and in
which the relationships with modern categorical algebra can be explored.

Expressed in terms of “new” axioms, a semi-abelian category is a pointed
category which is Barr-exact and Bourn-protomodular with finite sums. Ex-
amples of semi-abelian categories are abundant and ubiquitous. In particular,
we may find many of the non-associative and non-commutative algebraic struc-
tures studied in the literature [3], including all those that have an underlying
group structure. More precisely, any pointed variety of algebras which has
amongst its operations and identities those of the theory of groups is semi-
abelian.

One of the advantages of this categorical framework is that it allows a
unified study of many important homological properties. For instance, in any
semi-abelian category, the classical diagram lemmas (the Short Five Lemma,
the 3ˆ 3 Lemma, the Snake Lemma, Noether’s Isomorphism Theorems) hold.
As seen in [34], the theory of semi-abelian categories is perfectly suited for the
study of non-abelian (co)homology and the corresponding homotopy theory,
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unifying many basic aspects of the classical (co)homology theories of groups,
Lie algebras and crossed modules.

From an algebraic point of view, the cohomology theory of Lie algebras was
introduced in [11], aiming to give an algebraic construction of the cohomology
of topological spaces of compact Lie groups. It was very much studied through
the years and extended to other related structures, such as crossed modules
of Lie algebras [8, 7], Lie superalgebras [31], Lie-Rinehart algebras [25, 33],
Leibniz (super)algebras [28], n-Lie algebras [1], n-Leibniz algebras [9], etc.

The theory of non-associative algebras is strongly related to different areas
of mathematics and it has many applications in physics, mechanics, biology
and other sciences. Foremost amongst them are the theories of Lie and Jordan
algebras, which have had an enormous relevance in the past century. The
study of non-associative algebras encompasses the theory of not necessarily
associative R-algebras (with associative algebras being an important special
case), where Rmay be a ring or a field. The problems arising in these topics are
of various kinds, such as the study of solvability and nilpotency, classifications,
characterisations, relations with differential geometry and manifolds, etc.

The objective of this dissertation is twofold: firstly to use categorical and
algebraic methods to study homological properties of some of the aforemen-
tioned semi-abelian, non-associative structures and secondly to use categorical
and algebraic methods to study categorical properties and provide categorical
characterisations of some well-known algebraic structures. On one hand, the
theory of universal central extensions together with the non-abelian tensor
product will be studied and used to explicitly calculate some homology groups
[10, 12, 17, 19, 18] and some problems about universal enveloping algebras
and actions will be solved [14, 15, 6, 20]. On the other hand, we will focus
on giving categorical characterisations of some algebraic structures, such as
a characterisation of groups amongst monoids [16], of cocommutative Hopf
algebras amongst cocommutative bialgebras [22] and of Lie algebras amongst
alternating algebras [21].

Since each chapter will have an explicit and fully detailed introduction it
does not seem necessary to overextend this first general overview. It is worth
mentioning here that notations might not be coherent throughout the text,
nevertheless the notation in each chapter is fully internally consistent.

The dissertation is organised as follows: In Chapter 1, the universal central
extension of a Lie-Rinehart algebra is described and related with the generali-
sation of Ellis’s non-abelian tensor product [13] of Lie algebras to Lie-Rinehart
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algebras. Chapter 2 is devoted to introducing the non-abelian tensor prod-
uct of Lie superalgebras, relating it with universal central extensions. Here
also the low-dimensional non-abelian homology is introduced and its relation-
ship with the cyclic homology of associative superalgebras is established. In
Chapter 3 an explicit computation of H2

`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

and H2
`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

is
obtained, where A is a superalgebra and 3 ď m ` n ď 5, and connections
with the cyclic homology of associative superalgebras are made. Later on,
these results are extended in Chapter 4 to the case of superdialgebras for any
m`n ě 3, with the additional interest of introducing a new method using the
non-abelian tensor product. A generalisation of Ellis’s non-abelian exterior
product [13] to Leibniz algebras is given in Chapter 5, where it is applied to
the construction of an eight term exact sequence in Leibniz homology.

Chapter 6 is devoted to extending the notion of biderivation of Leibniz
algebras to the crossed modules setting, and to check in which situations it
behaves as the actor of the category (also called the split extension classifier
in [4]). In Chapter 7, the universal enveloping algebra of a crossed module
of Leibniz algebras is studied using new techniques. Then, it is seen as a
particular case of crossed modules of Lie algebras in the Loday-Pirashvili cat-
egory [29]. In Chapter 8 a proper definition of the universal enveloping algebra
functor of n-Lie algebras is given, and it is proven that this functor cannot
have a right adjoint.

In Chapter 9 there is a sharpened version of the characterisation of groups
amongst monoids given by Montoli, Rodelo and Van der Linden in [30], prov-
ing that a monoid is a group if and only if all splits extensions over it are
strong. This characterisation is generalised in Chapter 10, where the follow-
ing result is obtained: a cocommutative bialgebra over an algebraically closed
field is a Hopf algebra if and only if all splits extensions over it are stably
strong. In this chapter it is also shown that the category of (not necessarily
commutative or cocommutative) Hopf algebras is not unital, so in particu-
lar is not semi-abelian. Using Gray’s notion of locally algebraically cartesian
closed category [23], in Chapter 11 a characterisation of Lie algebras amongst
all varieties of non-associative, alternating algebras is given. The result is a
categorical characterisation of the Jacobi identity.

Finally, Chapter 12 is devoted to saying some words about the current
state of affairs of several works in progress that are taking shape right now,
and to mention some lines of research that may be followed when taking this
dissertation as a starting point.
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Chapter 1

Universal central extensions
of Lie-Rinehart algebras

Abstract

In this paper we study the universal central extension of a Lie-Rinehart algebra and we
give a description of it. Then we study the lifting of automorphisms and derivations
to central extensions. We also give a definition of a non-abelian tensor product in
Lie-Rinehart algebras based on the construction of Ellis of non-abelian tensor product
of Lie algebras. We relate this non-abelian tensor product to the universal central
extension.

Reference

J. L. Castiglioni, X. García-Martínez, and M. Ladra, Universal cen-
tral extensions of Lie-Rinehart algebras, J. Algebra Appl., 2017,
doi:10.1142/S0219498818501347.

1.1 Introduction

Let A be a unital commutative algebra over a commutative ring K with unit.
A Lie-Rinehart algebra is a LieK-algebra, which is also an A-module and these
two structures are related in an appropriate way [11]. The leading example
of Lie-Rinehart algebras is the set DerKpAq of all K-derivations of A. Lie-
Rinehart algebras are the algebraic counterpart of Lie algebroids [20].
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2 1 Universal central extensions of Lie-Rinehart algebras

The concept of Lie-Rinehart algebra generalizes the notion of Lie algebra.
In [24] and [8] universal central extensions of Lie algebra are studied, prov-
ing that if a Lie algebra is perfect then it has a universal central extension.
Moreover, it is characterized the kernel of the universal central extension as
the second homology group with trivial coefficients. In this paper we extend
this study to Lie-Rinehart algebras.

On the other hand, in [6] a non-abelian tensor product of Lie algebras is
introduced, its more important properties are studied and it is related to the
universal central extension. It has been extended to other structures as Leibniz
algebras [9], Lie superalgebras [7] or Hom-Lie algebras [3]. In this paper we
broaden this construction to Lie-Rinehart algebras, we study some important
properties and we relate it to the universal central extension of Lie-Rinehart
algebras.

After the introduction, the paper is organized in four sections. In Sec. 1.2,
we recall some needed notions and facts on Lie-Rinehart algebras, actions,
crossed modules, universal enveloping algebras, free algebras, homology and
cohomology and abelian extensions of Lie-Rinehart algebras. In Sec. 1.3, fol-
lowing Neher’s paper on Lie superalgebras [21], we introduce central exten-
sions and universal central extensions of Lie-Rinehart algebras giving a char-
acterization of them (Theorem 1.3.7), extending classic results of Lie algebras
(see [24]). We construct an endofunctor uceA that when the Lie-Rinehart al-
gebra is perfect gives explicitly the universal central extension. In Sec. 1.4,
we study the lifting of automorphisms and derivations to central extensions.
Finally, in Sec. 1.5, we introduce a non-abelian tensor product of Lie-Rinehart
algebras extending Ellis [6] non-abelian tensor product of Lie algebras. We
relate this non-abelian tensor product with the universal central extension.

1.2 Preliminaries on Lie-Rinehart algebras

Most of the content of this section is well known, or follows from known results
(see [4, 5, 11, 23]). We included it in order to fix terminology, notations and
main examples. In what follows we fix a unital commutative ring K. All
modules are considered over K. We write b and Hom instead of bK and
HomK .
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1.2.1 Definitions, Examples

Let A be a unital commutative algebra over K. Then the set DerKpAq of all
K-derivations of A is a Lie K-algebra and an A-module simultaneously. These
two structures are related by the following identity

rD, aD1s “ arD,D1s `DpaqD1, D,D1 P DerKpAq.

This leads to the notion below, which goes back to Herz under the name
“pseudo-algèbre de Lie” and which is the algebraic counterpart of the Lie
algebroid [20].
Definition 1.2.1. A Lie-Rinehart A-algebra consists of a Lie K-algebra L
together with an A-module structure on L and a morphism, called the anchor
map,

α : LÑ DerKpAq,
which is simultaneously a Lie algebra and A-module homomorphism such that

rx, ays “ arx, ys ` xpaqy.

Here x, y P L, a P A and we write xpaq for αpxqpaq [11]. These objects are
also known as pK,Aq-Lie algebras [23] and d-Lie rings [22]. As stated in the
literature ([10] for example), if L is a faithful A-module, the requirement of α
being a Lie homomorphism follows from the other axioms.

Thus DerKpAq with α “ IdDerKpAq is a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra. Let us
observe that Lie-Rinehart A-algebras with trivial homomorphism α : L Ñ

DerKpAq are exactly Lie A-algebras. Therefore the concept of Lie-Rinehart
algebras generalizes the concept of Lie A-algebras. If A “ K, then DerKpAq=0
and there is no difference between Lie and Lie-Rinehart algebras. If L is an
A-module, then L is a trivial Lie-Rinehart A-algebra, that is L itself endowed
with trivial Lie bracket and trivial anchor map.

If L and L1 are Lie-Rinehart algebras, a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra homomor-
phism f : L Ñ L1 is a map, which is simultaneously a Lie K-algebra homo-
morphism and a homomorphism of A-modules. Furthermore it has to preserve
the action on DerKpAq, in other words the diagram

L
f ,2

α
�(

L1

α1v�
DerKpAq
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commutes. We denote by LRAK the category of Lie-Rinehart A-algebras. We
have the full inclusion

LieA Ă LRAK ,

where LieA denotes the category of Lie A-algebras.
It is important to see that the product in this category is not the cartesian

product. For two Lie-Rinehart algebras L and M , the product in LRAK is
L ˆDerKpAq M “ tpl,mq P L ˆM | lpaq “ mpaq for all a P Au, where L ˆM
denotes the cartesian product, with the action pl,mqpaq “ lpaq “ mpaq for
all a P A. Also note that the initial object is 0 but the terminal object is
DerKpAq, then it does not have zero object (unless K “ A). This means that
in general it is not a semi-abelian category in the sense of [15]. When we speak
about a short exact sequence I Ñ E Ñ L in LRAK , we mean that the first
homomorphism is injective and the second is surjective.

Let L be a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra. A Lie-Rinehart subalgebra M of L is a
K-Lie subalgebra which is an A-module, with action induced by the inclusion
in L. If M and N are two Lie-Rinehart subalgebras of L, we define the com-
mutator of M and N , denoted by tM,Nu as the span as an A-module of the
elements of the form rx, ys where x P M and y P N . Given a subalgebra M
of L we say that it is a quasi-ideal if M is K-Lie ideal of L. Moreover, if the
anchor map restricted to M is trivial, we will call it an ideal. In this way we
have a correspondence between kernels of Lie-Rinehart homomorphisms (nor-
mal subobjects) and ideals. Another example is the centre of a Lie-Rinehart
algebra, defined by

ZApLq “ tx P L | rax, zs “ 0 and xpaq “ 0, for all a P A, z P Lu.

Note that L or tL,Lu are quasi-ideals of L but they are not necessarily
ideals of L. We denote by Lab the A-module L{tL,Lu.

Example 1.2.2. The space of sections of a Lie algebroid is a Lie-Rinehart
algebra (see [20]).

Example 1.2.3. If g is a K-Lie algebra acting on a commutative K-algebra
A by derivations (that is, a homomorphism of Lie K-algebras γ : gÑ DerKpAq
is given), then the transformation Lie-Rinehart algebra of pg,Aq is L “ Ab g
with the Lie bracket

rab g, a1 b g1s :“ aa1 b rg, g1s ` aγpgqpa1q b g1 ´ a1γpg1qpaq b g,
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where a, a1 P A, g, g1 P g and the action α : L Ñ DerKpAq is given by αpa b
gqpa1q “ aγpgqpa1q.

Example 1.2.4. LetM be an A-module. The Atiyah algebra AM ofM is the
Lie-Rinehart A-algebra whose elements are pairs pf,Dq with f P EndKpMq
and D P DerKpAq satisfying the following property:

fpamq “ afpmq `Dpaqm, a P A,m PM .

AM is a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra with the Lie bracket

rpf,Dq, pf 1, D1qs “ prf, f 1s, rD,D1sq

and anchor map pf,Dq ÞÑ D (see [16]).

Example 1.2.5. Let R be an associative algebra and ZpRq its centre (i.e. the
elements z P R such that zr “ rz for all r P R). Then DerKpRq is a Lie-
Rinehart algebra over ZpRq where the anchor α : DerKpRq Ñ DerK

`

ZpRq
˘

maps each derivation to its restriction in ZpRq (see [18]).

Example 1.2.6. Consider the K-algebra of dual numbers,

A “ Krεs “ KrXs{pX2q “
 

c1 ` c2ε | c1, c2 P K, ε
2 “ 0

(

.

We can endow to A with the Lie algebra structure given by the bracket:

rc1 ` c2ε, c
1
1 ` c

1
2εs “ pc1c

1
2 ´ c2c

1
1qε, c1 ` c2ε, c

1
1 ` c

1
2ε P A.

Thus A is a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra with anchor map α : A Ñ DerKpAq, c1 `
c2ε ÞÑ adc1 , where adc1pc11 ` c12εq “ rc1, c

1
1 ` c

1
2εs is the adjoint map of c1.

Example 1.2.7. For a Lie-Rinehart algebra L, the A-module L‘A with the
bracket

rpx, aq, px1, a1qs “
`

rx, x1s, xpa1q ´ x1paq
˘

,

and anchor map rα : L ‘ A Ñ DerKpAq, rαpx, aq “ αLpxq is a Lie-Rinehart
algebra.

Example 1.2.8. Let us recall that a Poisson algebra is a commutative K-
algebra P equipped with a Lie K-algebra structure such that the following
identity holds

ra, bcs “ bra, cs ` ra, bsc, a, b, c P P.
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There are (at least) three Lie-Rinehart algebras related to P . The first one
is P itself considered as a P -module in an obvious way, where the action
of P (as a Lie algebra) on P (as a commutative algebra) is given by the
homomorphism ad : P Ñ DerpP q given by adpaq “ ra,´s P DerpP q. The
second Lie-Rinehart algebra is the module of Kähler differentials Ω1

P . It is
easily shown (see [11]) that there is a unique Lie-Rinehart algebra structure
on Ω1

P such that rda, dbs “ dra, bs and such that the Lie algebra homomorphism
Ω1
P Ñ DerpP q is given by adb ÞÑ arb,´s. To describe the third one, we need

some preparations. We put

H0
PoisspP, P q :“ ta P P | ra,´s “ 0u.

ThenH0
PoisspP, P q contains the unit of P and is closed with respect to products,

thus it is a subalgebra of P . A Poisson derivation of P is a linear map
D : P Ñ P which is a simultaneous derivation with respect to commutative
and Lie algebra structures. We let DerPoisspP q be the collection of all Poisson
derivations of P . It is closed with respect to Lie bracket. Moreover if a P
H0

PoisspP, P q and D P DerPoisspP q then aD P DerPoisspP q. It follows that
DerPoisspP q is a Lie-Rinehart H0

PoisspP, P q- algebra. There is the following
variant of the first construction in the graded case. Let P˚ “

À

ně0 Pn be a
commutative graded K-algebra in the sense of commutative algebra (i.e. no
signs are involved) and assume P˚ is equipped with a Poisson algebra structure
such that the bracket has degree p´1q. Thus r´,´s : Pn b Pm Ñ Pn`m´1.
Then P1 is a Lie-Rinehart P0-algebra, where the Lie algebra homomorphism
P1 Ñ DerpP0q is given by a1 ÞÑ ra1,´s, ra1,´spa0q “ ra1, a0s, where ai P Pi,
i “ 0, 1.

1.2.2 Actions and Semidirect Product of Lie-Rinehart alge-
bras

Definition 1.2.9. Let L P LRAK and let R be a Lie A-algebra. We will say
that L acts on R if it is given a K-linear map

LbRÑ R, px, rq ÞÑ x ˝ r, x P L, r P R

such that the following identities hold

(1) x ˝ parq “ apx ˝ rq ` xpaqr,
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(2) rx, ys ˝ r “ x ˝ py ˝ rq ´ y ˝ px ˝ rq,

(3) x ˝ rr, r1s “ rx ˝ r, r1s ` rr, x ˝ r1s,

(4) ax ˝ r “ apx ˝ rq,

where a P A, x, y P L and r, r1 P R.

Let us observe that (2) and (3) mean that L acts on R in the category of
Lie K-algebras.

For a Lie-Rinehart algebra L and a Lie A-algebra R on which L acts we
can form the semidirect product L¸R in the category of Lie K-algebras, which
is L‘R as a K-module, equipped with the following bracket

rpx, rq, py, r1qs :“ prx, ys, rr, r1s ` x ˝ r1 ´ y ˝ rq,

where x, y P L and r, r1 P R. With the A-module structure given by apx, rq “
pax, arq and the anchor map rαpx, rq :“ αpxq it has a Lie-Rinehart algebra
structure, as seen in [4]. Observe that Example 1.2.7 is a particular case.

Definition 1.2.10 ([22]). A left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module over a Lie-
Rinehart A-algebra L is a K-moduleM together with two operations

LbMÑM, px,mq ÞÑ xm,

and
AbMÑM, pa,mq ÞÑ am,

such that the first one makes M into a module over the Lie K-algebra L in
the sense of the Lie algebra theory, while the second map makes M into an
A-module and additionally the following compatibility conditions hold

paxqpmq “ apxmq,

xpamq “ apxmq ` xpaqm, a P A,m PM and x P L.

This definition can be seen as a particular case of Definition 1.2.9 where
M is an abelian Lie A-algebra. Notice that a left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module
is equivalent to give a morphism of Lie-Rinehart A-algebras L Ñ AM (see
Example 1.2.4).

It is easy to see that A is a left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module for any Lie-
Rinehart algebra L given by the anchor.
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Definition 1.2.11 ([13]). A right Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module over a Lie-
Rinehart A-algebra L is a K-moduleM together with two operations

MbLÑM, pm,xq ÞÑ mx,

and
AbMÑM, pa,mq ÞÑ am,

such that the first one makes M into a module over the Lie K-algebra L in
the sense of the Lie algebra theory, while the second map makes M into an
A-module and additionally the following compatibility conditions hold

pamqx “ mpaxq “ apmxq ´ xpaqm, a P A,m PM and x P L.

Remark 1.2.12. The differences between the definitions of left and right pA, Lq-
module are significantly large. While in Lie algebras left and right L-modules
are equivalent, in Lie-Rinehart that is not true. Concretely, A has a canonical
left pA, Lq-module structure but it does not hold a canonical right pA, Lq-
module structure. See [12] for a characterization of right pA, Lq-module struc-
tures and see [19] for a concrete example.

1.2.3 Crossed Modules of Lie-Rinehart algebras

A crossed module B : R Ñ L of Lie-Rinehart A-algebras (see [4]) consists of a
Lie-Rinehart algebra L and a Lie A-algebra R together with the action of L on
R and the Lie K-algebra homomorphism B such that the following identities
hold:

1. Bpx ˝ rq “ rx, Bprqs,

2. Bpr1q ˝ r “ rr1, rs,

3. Bparq “ aBprq,

4. Bprqpaq “ 0,

for all a P A, r P R and x P L.
We can see some examples of crossed modules of Lie-Rinehart algebras.

1. For any Lie-Rinehart homomorphism f : LÑ R, the diagram Ker f Ñ L
is a crossed module of Lie-Rinehart algebras.
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2. If M is an ideal of L, the inclusion M ãÑ L is a crossed module where
the action of L on M is given by the Lie bracket.

3. If R is a left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module, the morphism 0: R Ñ L is a
crossed module.

4. If B : R Ñ L is a central epimorphism
`

i.e. Ker B Ă ZpRq
˘

from a Lie
A-algebra R to a Lie-Rinehart algebra L, B is a crossed module where
the action from L to R is given by x ˝ r “ rr1, rs, such that Bpr1q “ x.

1.2.4 Universal enveloping algebras and related constructions

There is a K-algebra UA L that has the property that the category of left
(resp. right) UA L-modules is equivalent to the category of left (resp. right)
pA, Lq-modules. Actually this algebra was constructed in [23]. We define the
algebra UA L in terms of generators and relations. We have generators ipxq
for each x P L and jpaq for each a P A. These generators must satisfy the
following relations

jp1q “ 1, jpabq “ jpaqjpbq,

ipaxq “ jpaqipxq,

iprx, ysq “ ipxqipyq ´ ipyqipxq,

ipxqjpaq “ jpaqipxq ` j
`

xpaq
˘

.

The first relations show that j : A Ñ UA L is an algebra homomorphism.
Notice that in case of a trivial anchor one obtains the universal enveloping

algebra of L as a Lie A-algebra.
We let Vn be the A-submodule spanned on all products ipx1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ipxkq,

where k ď n. Then

0 Ă A “ V0 Ă V1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Vn Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă UA L

defines an algebra filtration on UA L. It is clear that UA L “ Yně0Vn. It
follows from the third relation that the associated graded object gr˚pV q is
a commutative A-algebra. In other words UA L is an almost commutative
algebra in the following sense.

An almost commutative algebra is an associative K-algebra C together
with a filtration

0 Ă A “ C0 Ă C1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Cn Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă C “
ď

ně0
Cn
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such that CnCm Ă Cn`m and such that the associated graded object gr˚pCq “
À

ně0Cn{Cn´1 is a commutative A-algebra.
Remark 1.2.13. If C is an almost commutative algebra, then there is a well-
defined bracket

r´,´s : grnpCq b grmpCq ÝÑ grn`m´1pCq

which is given as follows. Let a P grnpCq and b P grmpCq and â P Cn and
b̂ P Cm be representatives of a and b. Since gr˚pCq is a commutative algebra
it follows that âb̂ ´ b̂â P Cn`m´1 and the corresponding class in grn`m´1pCq
is ra, bs. In this way we obtain a Poisson algebra structure on gr˚pCq. Since
the bracket is of degree (-1) it follows from Example 1.2.8 that L “ gr1pCq is
a Lie-Rinehart A “ gr0pCq-algebra. Moreover the short exact sequence

A Ñ C1 Ñ L

is an abelian extension of Lie-Rinehart algebras (see below Definition 1.2.18).

Proposition 1.2.14. The correspondence assigning C1 to the almost commu-
tative algebra C, defines a functor LR : ACommA Ñ LRAK .

Proof. Let f : C Ñ D be a morphism in ACommA. Since f preserves the
filtration, fpC1q Ď D1. Furthermore, fpaxq “ fpaqfpxq “ afpxq, for any
a P C0 “ D0 and x P C1, and fprx, ysq “ fpxy´ yxq “ fpxqfpyq ´ fpyqfpxq “
rfpxq, fpyqs, for x, y P C1. Hence the restriction of f to C1, which we shall
call LRpfq, is a morphism of K-Lie algebras and of A-modules such that the
following diagram commutes in LieK,

C1
LRpfq ,2

r˝,´s �)

D1

r˝,´su�
DerKpAq .

Thus, LRpfq P LRAK .
On the other hand, it is clear that LRp1C1q “ 1C1 and the following dia-

gram commutes in K-mod,

C
f ,2 D

g ,2 E

C1
?�

iC

LR

LRpfq,2 D1
?�

iD

LR

LRpgq,2 E1 .
?�

iE

LR
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Hence LR is functorial.

Proposition 1.2.15. The functor LR is right adjoint to the universal en-
veloping functor UA : LRAK Ñ ACommA.

Proof. Let Φ: ACommApUA L,Cq Ñ LRAK
`

L,LRpCq
˘

be the map given as fol-
lows. Since UA L is generated as a K-algebra by L and A, a morphism
f : UA L Ñ C is completely determined by its restriction to L and A. Since
fpaq “ a for every a P A, and fpLq Ď f

`

pUA Lq1
˘

Ď C1, it follows that the
restriction of f to L, Φf : L Ñ C1 “ LRpCq is a morphism of Lie-Rinehart
algebras and Φ is a monomorphism.

Let g : L Ñ C1 be a morphism in LRAK . We build up rg : UA L Ñ C by
rgpax1 ¨ ¨ ¨xmq :“ agpx1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpxmq P C. It is straightforward to see that rg is a
morphism in ACommA and Φrg “ g. Hence Φ is bijective, and UA and LR form
an adjoint pair.

There is another way to understand the universal enveloping algebra as an
adjunction. We consider the category AncA of anchored algebras, defined as
A-algebras B equipped with an A-algebra morphism α : B Ñ EndpAq, where
the A-algebra structure on EndpAq is given by a ÞÑ pla : a1 ÞÑ aa1q and we
construct a functor from AncA to LRAK that sends an anchored algebra B to
the A-submodule consisting of those elements b P B such that αpbq P DerKpAq.
Then this functor is left adjoint to the universal enveloping functor (see [1]).

1.2.5 Free Lie-Rinehart Algebras

Here we follow [5]. Let Kmod{DerKpAq be the category of K-linear maps
ψ : V Ñ DerKpAq, where V is a K-module. We have the functor

U : LRAK Ñ Kmod{DerKpAq

which assigns α : L Ñ DerKpAq to a Lie-Rinehart algebra L. A morphism
ψ Ñ ψ1 in Kmod{DerKpAq is a K-linear map f : V Ñ V1 such that ψ “ ψ1f .
Now we construct the functor

F : Kmod{DerKpAq Ñ LRAK

as follows. Let ψ : V Ñ DerKpAq be a K-linear map. We let LpV q be the
free Lie K-algebra generated by V . Then we have the unique Lie K-algebra
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homomorphism LpV q Ñ DerKpAq which extends the map ψ, which is still
denoted by ψ. Now we can apply the construction from Example 1.2.3 to get
a Lie-Rinehart algebra structure on AbLpV q. We let F pψq be this particular
Lie-Rinehart algebra and we call it the free Lie-Rinehart algebra generated by
ψ. In this way we obtain the functor F , which is the left adjoint to U .

Kapranov [17] defines a different concept of free Lie-Rinehart algebra as
the adjoint of the forgetful functor U 1 : LRAK Ñ Amod{DerKpAq. The relation
between both constructions is given in [17, (2.2.8) Proposition].

1.2.6 Rinehart homology and cohomology of Lie-Rinehart al-
gebras

LetM be a left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module. Let us recall the definition of the
Rinehart cohomologyH˚RinpL,Mq of a Lie-Rinehart algebra L with coefficients
in a left Lie-Rinehart moduleM (see [22, 23] and [5, 11]). We put

CnApL,Mq :“ HomApΛnAL,Mq, n ě 0,

where Λ˚ApV q denotes the exterior algebra over A generated by an A-module
V . The coboundary map

δ : Cn´1
A pL,Mq ÝÑ CnApL,Mq,

is given by

pδfqpx1, . . . , xnq “
n
ÿ

i“1
p´1qpi´1q xi

`

fpx1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xnq
˘

`
ÿ

jăk

p´1qj`k fprxj , xks, x1, . . . , x̂j , . . . , x̂k, . . . , xnq,

where x1, . . . , xn P L,m PM, f P Cn´1
A pL,Mq.

We note that the differential δ is not A-linear unless L acts trivially on A.
For any left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-moduleM, the Lie-Rinehart cohomology

is defined by
Hn

RinpL,Mq “ Hn
`

CnApL,Mq
˘

, n ě 0.
Let M be a right Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module. Let us recall the defini-

tion of the Rinehart homology HRin
˚ pL,Mq of a Lie-Rinehart algebra L with

coefficients in a right Lie-Rinehart moduleM. We put

CA
n pL,Mq :“MbAΛnAL, n ě 0.
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The boundary map

B : CA
n pL,Mq ÝÑ CA

n´1pL,Mq,

is given by

B
`

mbA px1, . . . , xnq
˘

“

n
ÿ

i“1
p´1qpi´1qmxi bA px1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xnq

`
ÿ

jăk

p´1qj`kmbA prxj , xks, x1, . . . , x̂j , . . . , x̂k, . . . , xnq,

where x1, . . . , xn P L,m PM.
We note that the differential B is not A-linear unless L acts trivially on A.
For any right Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module M, the Lie-Rinehart homology

is defined by
HRin
n pL,Mq “ Hn

`

CA
n pL,Mq

˘

, n ě 0.

Let g be a Lie algebra over K and letM be a g-module. Then we have the
Chevalley-Eilenberg chain and cochain complexes CLie

˚ pg,Mq and C˚Liepg,Mq,
which compute the Lie algebra (co)homology (see [2]):

CLie
n pg,Mq “ Λnpgq bM,

CnLiepg,Mq “ HompΛnpgq,Mq.

Here Λ˚ denotes the exterior algebra defined over K.
One observes that if A “ K, then HRin

˚ pL,Mq and H˚RinpL,Mq generalize
the classical definition of Lie algebra (co)homology.

For a general A by forgetting the A-module structure one obtains the
canonical homomorphisms

HLie
˚ pL,Mq Ñ HRin

˚ pL,Mq, H˚RinpL,Mq Ñ H˚LiepL,Mq,

where HLie
˚ pL,Mq and H˚LiepL,Mq denote the homology and cohomology of L

considered as a Lie K-algebra. On the other hand if A is a smooth commuta-
tive algebra, then H˚RinpDerpAq,Aq is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology
of A (see [23] and [11]).

Lemma 1.2.16. Let g be a Lie K-algebra acting on a commutative algebra A
by derivations and let L be the transformation Lie-Rinehart algebra of pg,Aq
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(see Example 1.2.3). Then for any (right or left, depending on the situation)
Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module M we have the canonical isomorphisms of com-
plexes CA

˚ pL,Mq – CLie
˚ pg,Mq, C˚ApL,Mq – CnLiepg,Mq and in particular the

isomorphisms

HRin
˚ pL,Mq – HLie

˚ pg,Mq,
H˚RinpL,Mq – H˚Liepg,Mq.

Proof. Since L “ Abg we have ΛnALbAM – ΛngbM and HomApΛnAL,Mq –
HompΛng,Mq and lemma follows.

Proposition 1.2.17. Let L be a free Lie-Rinehart algebra generated by
ψ : V Ñ DerKpAq and let M be any (right or left, depending on the situa-
tion) Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module. Then

HRin
n pL,Mq “ 0, n ą 1,

Hn
RinpL,Mq “ 0, n ą 1.

Proof. By our construction L is a transformation Lie-Rinehart algebra
of pLpV q,Aq. Thus we can apply Lemma 1.2.16 to get isomorphisms
HRin
˚ pL,Mq – HLie

˚ pLpV q,Mq and H˚RinpL,Mq – H˚LiepLpV q,Mq and then
we can use the well-known vanishing result for free Lie algebras (see [25]).

1.2.7 Low degree homology groups of Lie-Rinehart algebras

Here we follow [5]. By definition, HRin
0 pL,Mq “ M

M ˝L , is the module of
coinvariants ofM, whereM ˝L means the K-submodule ofM generated by
mx, x P L,m PM, andH0

RinpL,Mq “ML “ tm PM | xm “ 0 for all x P Lu,
is the invariant K-submodule ofM.

It follows from the definition that one has the following exact sequence

0 Ñ H0
RinpL,Mq ÑM

d
ÝÝÑ DerApL,Mq Ñ H1

RinpL,Mq Ñ 0, (1.2.1)

where DerApL,Mq consists of A-linear maps d : LÑM which are derivations
from the Lie K-algebra L toM. In other words d must satisfy the following
conditions:

dpaxq “ adpxq,

dprx, ysq “ x
`

dpyq
˘

´ y
`

dpxq
˘

, a P A, x, y P L.
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If m P M, the map dm : L Ñ M, x ÞÑ xm, is a derivation. The
maps dm are called inner derivations of L into M, and they form an
K-submodule IDerApL,Mq of DerApL,Mq. By (1.2.1), H1

RinpL,Mq –

DerApL,Mq{ IDerApL,Mq.
If M is a trivial pA, Lq-module, then H1

RinpL,Mq – DerApL,Mq –
HomApL

ab,Mq and HRin
1 pL,Mq – MbAL

MbAtL,Lu
–MbAL

ab.

1.2.8 Abelian extensions of Lie-Rinehart algebras

Definition 1.2.18. Let L be a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra and letM a left Lie-
Rinehart pA, Lq-module. An abelian extension of L by M is a short exact
sequence

M i
ÝÑ L1

B
ÝÝÑ L,

where L1 is a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra and B is a Lie-Rinehart algebra homo-
morphism. Moreover, i is an A-linear map and the following identities hold

ripmq, ipnqs “ 0,
ripmq, x1s “

`

Bpx1q
˘

pmq, m, n PM, x1 P L1.

An abelian extension is called A-split if B has an A-linear section.

Proposition 1.2.19 ([11, Theorem 2.6]). If L is A-projective, then the coho-
mology H2

RinpL,Mq classifies the abelian extensions

M ÝÑ L1 ÝÑ L

of L by M in the category of Lie-Rinehart algebras that split in the category
of A-modules.

The extensionM ÝÑ L‘M ÝÑ L represents 0 P H2
RinpL,Mq.

1.3 Universal central extensions of Lie-Rinehart al-
gebras

1.3.1 Central extensions

An extension of a Lie-Rinehart algebra L is a short exact sequence

I
i
ÝÑ E

p
ÝÝÑ L, (1.3.1)
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where I, E and L are Lie-Rinehart algebras and i, p are Lie-Rinehart homo-
morphisms. Since i : I Ñ ipIq “ Ker p is an isomorphism we shall identify I
and ipIq. In other words, an extension of L is a surjective Lie-Rinehart homo-
morphism p : E Ñ L. If p : E Ñ L and p1 : E1 Ñ L are two extensions of L, a
homomorphism from p to p1 is a commutative diagram in LRAK of the form

E
f ,2

p
�%�%

E1

p1x� x�
L .

In particular,

Ker f Ď f´1pKer p1q “ Ker p and E1 “ fpEq ` Ker p1. (1.3.2)

An extension (1.3.1) is called split if there exists a Lie-Rinehart morphism
s : L Ñ E, called splitting homomorphism, such that ps “ 1L. In this case,
E “ I‘spLq and s : LÑ spLq is an isomorphism with inverse p|spLq. Moreover,
E » I ¸L, the semidirect product. In this way, semidirect products and split
exact sequences are in a one to one correspondence. We point out that not
every extension splits. We shall say that an extension splits uniquely whenever
the splitting morphism is unique.

A central extension of L is an extension p such that Ker p Ď ZApEq. In

particular, if p : E p
,2,2 L

s
qx is a split central extension, it is a product of

K-Lie algebras E “ Ker pˆ L, which is also a Lie-Rinehart algebra.

Proposition 1.3.1. If L is A-projective, then H2
RinpL, Iq classifies the central

extensions
I ÝÑ E ÝÑ L

of L by I.

Proof. Note that, if I is a trivial left Lie-Rinehart pA, Lq-module, then an
abelian extension of L by I is a central extension, and so the assertion follows
by Proposition 1.2.19.

In the A-projective case, the study of central extensions of Lie-Rinehart
algebras can be seen as central extensions of Lie algebras, as we show in the
next proposition.
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Proposition 1.3.2. Let I “ A ¨ αpLqpAq be the ideal generated by the action
of the anchor map on A. Then L “ L{IL is a Lie algebra over A “ A{I, and
there is an equivalence of categories between on the one hand central extensions
of the Lie-Rinehart algebra L that split as A-modules, and on the other hand
central extensions of the A-Lie algebra L “ L{IL.

Proof. If Ker p ,2 E
p ,2,2 L is an A-split central extension, then centrality

of Ker p implies I ¨ Ker p “ t0u. Now I ¨ L Ă L is an ideal of K-Lie algebras,
making L “ L{IL a Lie-Rinehart algebra over A with trivial anchor map,
that is, an A-Lie algebra. Since p is A-split, we obtain a central extension
Ker p ,2 E

p ,2,2 L of A-Lie algebras. Conversely, every central extension

Ker p ,2 Ẽ
p ,2,2 L of A-Lie algebras gives rise to the pullback central exten-

sion
Ê ,2,2

��

L

��
Ẽ

p ,2,2 L ,

where Ê “ tpx, yq P Ẽ ˆ L | x mod Ker p “ y mod ILu. The correspondences
E ÞÑ E and Ẽ ÞÑ Ê are functorial, and the natural transformations imple-
menting the equivalence are the obvious ones.

In the rest of this section we will study the general case of central extensions
of Lie-Rinehart algebras.

A Lie-Rinehart A-algebra L is said perfect if L “ tL,Lu. A central ex-
tension E of L is called a covering if E is perfect; in that case, L is also
perfect.

A central extension u : L Ñ L is called universal if there exists a unique
homomorphism from u to any other central extension of L. From the univer-
sal property of universal central extensions it immediately follows that two
universal central extensions of L are isomorphic as extensions.

Lemma 1.3.3. (central trick) Let p : E ÝÝ� L be a central extension.

(a) If ppxq “ ppx1q and ppyq “ ppy1q then rx, ys “ rx1, y1s and for every a P A,
xpaq “ x1paq.
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(b) If the following diagram commutes in LRAK ,

P
f
,2

g ,2 E
p ,2,2 L

then the restriction of both f and g to tP, P u agree; i.e. f |tP,P u “ g|tP,P u.
In particular, there exists at most one homomorphism from a covering
C ÝÝ� L to the central extension E

p
ÝÝÝ� L.

Proof. (a) We have x1 “ x` z and y1 “ y ` z1 for some z, z1 P Ker p Ă ZApEq,
so it is clear that rx1, y1s “ rx ` z, y ` z1s “ rx, ys. In addition, if p is a
Lie-Rinehart homomorphism, the action on DerKpAq must be preserved so
xpaq “ x1paq.

(b) Using part (a), we have gparx, ysq “ argpxq, gpyqs “ arfpxq, fpyqs “
fparx, ysq.

Lemma 1.3.4. Let p : E ÝÝ� L be a central extension where L is perfect.
Then

(a) E “ tE,Eu ` Ker p, and p1 “ p|tE,Eu : tE,Eu ÝÝ� L is a covering.

(b) ZApEq “ p´1`ZApLq
˘

and p
`

ZApEq
˘

“ ZApLq.

(c) If f : L ÝÝ�M is a central extension then so is fp : E ÝÝ�M .

(d) If f : C ÝÝ� L is a covering and

E
g ,2

p
�%�%

C

fz� z�
L

a morphism of extensions, then g : E ÝÝ� C is a central extension. In
particular, g is surjective.

Proof. (a) Since pptE,Euq “ tL,Lu “ L it follows easily that E “ tE,Eu `
Ker p and p|tE,Eu is clearly a covering.

(b) Let z P ZApEq. For every a P A we have raz,Es “ 0, so 0 “

rappzq, ppEqs “ rappzq, Ls then ppzq P ZApLq. Conversely, let z P p´1`ZApLq
˘

.
For every a P A we have ppraz,Esq “ rappzq, Ls “ 0 so raz,Es Ă Ker p Ă
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ZApEq. Since raz,Es “ raz, tE,Eu ` Ker ps “ raz, tE,Eus we just have
to check that raz, tE,Eus is zero. Therefore,

“

az, brx, ys
‰

“ b
“

az, rx, ys
‰

“

b
“

x, raz, ys
‰

` b
“

y, rx, azs
‰

“ 0.
(c) The composition fp is clearly surjective and Ker fp “ p´1pKer fq Ă

p´1`ZApLq
˘

“ ZApEq.
(d) Since C “ gpEq ` Ker f , see (1.3.2), we have that C “ tC,Cu “

tgpEq, gpEqu “ gptE,Euq so g is surjective. Moreover, it is central since
Ker g Ă Ker p.

Corollary 1.3.5. Let L P LRAK , arbitrary. If L{ZApLq is perfect, then
ZApL{ZA Lq “ 0.

Proof. It can be seen applying the second formula of Lemma 1.3.4(b) to the
canonical map p : L ,2,2 L{ZApLq , which is a central extension.

Lemma 1.3.6. (pullback Lemma) Let c : N ÝÝ�M be a central extension
and f : LÑM a morphism of Lie-Rinehart algebras, then,

P :“ tpl, nq P LˆDerKpAq N | fplq “ cpnqu

is a Lie-Rinehart algebra and pL : P Ñ L, pl, nq ÞÑ l, is a central extension.
This extension splits if and only if there exists a (unique) Lie-Rinehart mor-
phism h : LÑ N such that ch “ f .

P
pN ,2

pL

����

N

c
����

L
f
,2

h

9D

s

DL

M

Proof. It is clear that P is a Lie-Rinehart algebra with action pl, nqpaq “ lpaq “
npaq, and pL is a central extension. Moreover, a splitting homomorphism
s : LÑ P exists (uniquely) if and only if there exists a (unique) Lie-Rinehart
homomorphism h : LÑ N such that splq “

`

l, hplq
˘

for all l P L.

Theorem 1.3.7. (characterization of universal central extensions)
For a Lie-Rinehart algebra L, there are equivalent:

1. Every central extension L1 Ñ L splits uniquely.
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2. 1L : LÑ L is a universal central extension.

Moreover, if u : L Ñ M is a central extension, then (1) and (2) are
equivalent to

3. u : LÑM is a universal central extension of M .
In this case we also have,
(a) both L and M are perfect and

(b) ZApLq “ u´1`ZApMq
˘

, u
`

ZApLq
˘

“ ZApMq.
Proof. By definition, (1) is equivalent to (2). Suppose that (3) holds, we want
to prove (a). Let be the product as K-Lie algebras LˆL{tL,Lu. In this case,
this is actually a Lie-Rinehart algebra, with the usual operations and action
px, y ` tL,Luqpaq “ xpaq, because

arpx, y ` tL,Luq, px1, y1 ` tL,Luqs “ parx, x1s, 0q,

px, y ` tL,Luqpaqpx1, y1 ` tL,Luq “ pxpaqx1, xpaqy1 ` tL,Luq

“ pxpaqx1, rx, ay1s ´ arx, y1s ` tL,Luq “ pxpaqx1, 0q,

and therefore

rpx, y ` tL,Luq, apx1, y1 ` tL,Luqs “ parx, x1s, 0q ` pxpaqx1, 0q.

Now we can define the central extension ū : L ˆ L{tL,Lu Ñ M , and two
maps f and g

L
u ,2

g !)

f

!)

M

Lˆ L{tL,Lu

ū

5=

where fpxq “ px, x ` tL,Luq and gpxq “ px, 0q. Since u is universal, f and g
must be equal, so L{tL,Lu = 0. By the surjectivity of u, M is perfect too.
The assertion (b) is consequence of Lemma 1.3.4(b).

We can prove now (3) ñ (1). Let f : L1 Ñ L be a central extension. By
Lemma 1.3.4(c) uf is a central extension too, so by the universality of u, there
exists g : LÑ L1 such that ufg “ u and by Lemma 1.3.3(b) fg “ 1L.

To show (1) ñ (3), for a central extension f : N Ñ M we construct
as in Lemma 1.3.6 the central extension pL. Since pL splits uniquely, by
Lemma 1.3.6 there exists a unique map h : LÑ N such that fh “ u.
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Corollary 1.3.8. Let f : E Ñ L and g : L Ñ M be central extensions. Then
gf : E Ñ M is a universal central extension if and only if f is a universal
central extension.

Proof. The extension gf is central because E is perfect, so we can apply
Lemma 1.3.4(c). Hence, f is universal if and only if 1E : E Ñ E is universal,
if and only if gf is universal.

In the following corollary we assume that the perfect Lie-Rinehart algebras
have universal central extensions, although in the next subsection we will prove
that it is always the case.

Corollary 1.3.9. Let L and L1 be perfect Lie-Rinehart algebras, with universal
central extensions u : LÑ L and u1 : L1 Ñ L1 respectively. Then

L{ZApLq – L1{ZApL
1q ðñ L – L1.

Proof. Given the diagram

L u ,2

φ
��

L
π ,2 L{ZApLq

ϕ

��
L1 u1 ,2 L1

π1 ,2 L1{ZApL
1q ,

we assert that φ exists and is an isomorphism if and only if ϕ exists and is
an isomorphism. Since πu and π1u1 are universal central extensions by Corol-
lary 1.3.8 and L{ZApLq is isomorphic to L1{ZApL

1q, by the uniqueness of the
universal central extension, L – L1. Conversely, by Corollary 1.3.5 L{ZApLq
is centreless. By Lemma 1.3.4(b) ZApLq “ Kerpπuq and ZApL1q “ Kerpπ1u1q.
Therefore, Kerpπ1u1φq “ φ´1`Kerpπ1u1q

˘

“ φ´1`ZApL1q
˘

“ ZApLq “ Kerpπuq.
Since πu and π1u1φ are surjective, ϕ exists and is an isomorphism.

Note that the results obtained in this section generalize classic results of
Lie algebras (see [24] and [25]).

1.3.2 The functor uceA

Let L be a Lie-Rinehart A-algebra. We denote by SApLq the A-submodule of
AbK LbK L spanned by the elements of the form
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1. ab xb x

2. ab xb y ` ab y b x

3. ab xb ry, zs ` ab y b rz, xs ` ab z b rx, ys

4. ab rx, ys b rx1, y1s ` rx, yspaq b x1 b y1 ´ 1b rx, ys b arx1, y1s

with x, x1, y, y1, z P L and a P A, and put

uceAL :“ AbK LbK L{SApLq.

We shall write pa, x, yq :“ ab xb y ` SApLq P uceAL.
By construction, the following identities hold in uceA:

1. pa, x, yq “ ´pa, y, xq,

2. pa, x, ry, zsq ` pa, y, rz, xsq ` pa, z, rx, ysq “ 0,

3. p1, rx, ys, arx1, y1sq “ pa, rx, ys, rx1, y1sq ` prx, yspaq, x1, y1q.

The map of A-modules AbKLbKLÑ L, determined by pa, x, yq ÞÑ arx, ys,
vanishes on SApLq and hence descends to a linear map

u : uceALÑ L.

Note that
Ker u “

!

ÿ

i

pai, xi, yiq |
ÿ

i

airxi, yis “ 0
)

.

It is an easy but tedious calculation to see that the module uceAL becomes a
Lie-Rinehart algebra with the product

rpa, x, yq, pa1, x1, y1qs :“paa1, rx, ys, rx1, y1sq ` parx, yspa1q, x1, y1q
´ prx1, y1spaqa1, x, yq,

and action
pa, x, yqpbq :“ arx, yspbq.

It then follows that u : uceALÑ tL,Lu is a central extension of tL,Lu. In
the case A “ K, we recover the well-known central extension uceL Ñ rL,Ls
of Lie algebras, where uceL denotes the universal central extension of L in the
category of Lie algebras.
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Let f : L Ñ M be a Lie-Rinehart homomorphism. The A-module mor-
phism 1A bK f bK f : SApLq Ñ SApMq induces an A-linear map

uceApfq : uceALÑ uceAM, pa, x, yq ÞÑ
`

a, fpxq, fpyq
˘

.

Note that the following diagram commutes by construction,

uceAL

uL

��

uceApfq ,2 uceAM

uM

��
L

f
,2M .

(1.3.3)

To check that uceAf is a morphism it suffices to show that

uceApfqprpa, x, yq, pa
1, x,1 y, qsq “ ruceApfqpa, x, yq, uceApfqpa

1, x1, y1qs,

which since f is a Lie-Rinehart homomorphism, we have that

arx, yspa1q “ fparx, ysqpa1q “ arfpxq, fpyqspa1q

and the proof follows immediately.

Proposition 1.3.10. Let f : LÑM be a morphism of Lie-Rinehart algebras
and suppose that g : M 1 Ñ M is a central extension. Then there exists a
homomorphism f : uceALÑM 1, making the following diagram commutative

uceAL

u
��

f ,2M 1

g

��
L

f
,2M.

(1.3.4)

The map f is uniquely determined on the commutator subalgebra
tuceAL, uceALu by the commutativity of (1.3.4).

Proof. Let s : M ÑM 1 a section of g in Set. The map s may not be linear but
we know that spkmq ´ kspmq P Ker g Ă ZApM

1q and spm` nq ´ spmq ´ spnq P
Ker g Ă ZApM

1q for k P K and m,n PM . Using this, we claim that the map

Aˆ Lˆ L f̄
ÝÝÑM 1

pa, x, yq ÞÝÝÑ arsfpxq, sfpyqs,
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is bilinear, since

arsfpkxq, sfpyqs “ arsfpkxq ´ ksfpxq ` ksfpxq, sfpyqs “ arksfpxq, sfpyqs.

The other property follows in the same way. By the universal property of
tensor product, f̄ defines a unique map between A bK L bK L and M 1. In
addition, the map is zero in SApLq, so it can be extended to f : uceAL Ñ M 1,
making the diagram commutative. It also preserves the anchor map because
the section s must preserve it too. Using the property that arx, yspa1q “
fparx, ysqpa1q “ arfpxq, fpyqspa1q, it follows immediately that f is a Lie algebra
homomorphism, hence it is a Lie-Rinehart algebra homomorphism that makes
the diagram commutative. The uniqueness in tuceAL, uceALu follows from
Lemma 1.3.3(b).

Theorem 1.3.11. Let L be a perfect Lie-Rinehart algebra. Then

Ker u ÝÑ uceAL
u
ÝÝÑ L,

is a universal central extension of L. Moreover, if L is centreless, then Ker u “
ZApuceALq.
Proof. It can be seen that uceAptL,Luq Ă tuceAL, uceALu Ă uceAL. Thus
when L is perfect, tuceAL, uceALu “ uceAL, so applying Proposition 1.3.10
for every central extension f : M Ñ L we have a unique map f : uceAL Ñ M
making the diagram commutative. In other words, uceAL is the universal
central extension of L.

Remark 1.3.12. In many algebraic structures as Lie algebras, Ker u is the sec-
ond homology group with trivial coefficients. However, this is not possible
here since we do not have a canonical right pA, Lq-module structure in A as
we have seen in Remark 1.2.12.

1.4 Lifting automorphisms and derivations
Let f : L1 Ñ L be a covering. Bringing back the commutative diagram (1.3.3)
we get

L1

u1

��

f ,2 L
u
��

L1
f

,2 L
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where L1 “ uceApL
1q, L “ uceApLq and u1 “ uL1 , u “ uL. Since both u1 and

f are central extensions, by Corollary 1.3.8 we know that fu1 : L1 Ñ L is a
universal central extension of L. By the uniqueness of the universal central
extension, we know that L1 – L. In addition, since f is a morphism from
the universal central extension fu1 to the central extension u, it must be an
isomorphism. Therefore, we get a covering u1f´1 : LÑ L1 with kernel

C :“ Kerpu1f´1q “ fpKer u1q.

1.4.1 Lifting of automorphisms

Theorem 1.4.1. Let f : L1 Ñ L be a covering.

(a) Let h P AutpLq. Then there exists h1 P AutpL1q such that the diagram

L1

h1

��

f ,2 L

h
��

L1
f
,2 L

(1.4.1)

commutes if and only if uceAphqpCq “ C. Moreover, h1 is uniquely
determined by the diagram (1.4.1) and h1pKer fq “ Ker f .

(b) The group homomorphism

th P AutpLq | uceAphqpCq “ Cu Ñ tg P AutpL1q | gpKer fq “ Ker fu, h ÞÑ h1,

is a group isomorphism.

Proof. (a) If h1 exists, it is a morphism from the covering hf to the covering f
so by Lemma 1.3.3(b) it is uniquely determined by the commutativity of the
diagram (1.4.1). Let us suppose that h1 exists. If we apply the uceA functor
to the diagram (1.4.1), we obtain the commutative diagram

L1

uceAph
1q
��

f ,2 L
uceAphq
��

L1
f
,2 L .
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In this way,

uceAphqpCq “ uceAphq
`

fpKer u1q
˘

“ puceAphq fqpKer u1q
“ pf uceAph

1qqpKer u1q “ fpKer u1q “ C.

Suppose now that uceAphqpCq “ C. We obtain the commutative diagram

L
uceAphq

��

u1f´1
,2 L1

��

f ,2 L

h
��

L u1f´1
,2 L1

f ,2 L .

(1.4.2)

If uceAphqpCq “ C, the kernel of the epimorphism u1f´1 ˝ uceAphq is C, i.e. the
kernel of u1f´1. In this way, we obtain an automorphism h1 : L1 Ñ L1 such that
(1.4.2) commutes. The condition that h1pKer fq “ Ker f follows immediately
by the commutativity of (1.4.1).

(b) The map is well defined and injective by part (a) of the theorem. Let
g P AutpL1q such that gpKer fq “ Ker f . It descends to h P AutpLq such that
fg “ hf . Again by (a), g must be the lifting of h and since the lifting exists
it follows that uceAphqpCq “ C.

Corollary 1.4.2. If L is perfect, the map

AutpLq Ñ tg P Aut
`

uceApLq
˘

| gpKer uq “ Ker uu, f ÞÑ uceApfq,

is a group isomorphism. Moreover, if L is centreless, then AutpLq –

Aut
`

uceApLq
˘

.

Proof. Applying the last theorem to the covering u : uceApLq Ñ L, we have
that u1 is the identity map, so C “ 0 and the corollary follows immediately.
By Lemma 1.3.4(b), if L is perfect we have that Ker u “ ZA

`

uceApLq
˘

and
since every automorphism leaves the centre invariant it is straightforward that
AutpLq – Aut

`

uceApLq
˘

.

1.4.2 Lifting of derivations

Definition 1.4.3. Let L be a Lie-Rinehart algebra over A. A derivation of L
is a pair D :“ pδ, δ0q, where δ : LÑ L is a derivation of L as a K-Lie algebra,
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δ0 P DerKpAq and the following identities hold:

δpaxq “ aδpxq ` δ0paqx,

δ0
`

xpaq
˘

“ x
`

δ0paq
˘

` δpxqpaq,

with a P A and x P L. Note that the second identity means that the following
diagram commutes,

L

α
��

δ ,2 L

α
��

DerKpAq
rδ0,´s

,2 DerKpAq .

For any x P L we have an associated derivation pδ, δ0q where δpyq “ rx, ys
and δ0paq “ xpaq.

We shall write DerpLq the A-module of all derivations of the Lie-
Rinehart algebra L. Observe that DerpLq, with Lie bracket rpδ, δ0q, pδ

1, δ10qs “
prδ, δ1s, rδ0, δ

1
0sq and anchor map DerpLq Ñ DerKpAq, pδ, δ0q ÞÑ δ0 is a Lie-

Rinehart algebra over A. In the particular case of K “ A, we recover the
notion of Lie derivation.

Recall that if pδ, δ0q P DerpLq we have that δ
`

ZApLq
˘

Ă ZApLq, since if
x P ZApLq,

raδpxq, zs “ δprax, zsq ´ rax, δpzqs ´ rδ0paqx, zs “ 0.

Lemma 1.4.4. Let f : LÑM be a central extension of Lie-Rinehart algebras.
If pδ, δ0q and pδ1, δ0q are derivations of L such that fδ “ fδ1 then δ|tL,Lu “
δ1|tL,Lu.

Proof. Since f is a central extension, arδpxq, ys “ arδ1pxq, ys and arx, δpyqs “
arx, δ1pyqs. Thus,

δparx, ysq “ δ0paqrx, ys ` arδpxq, ys ` arx, δpyqs

“ δ0paqrx, ys ` arδ
1pxq, ys ` arx, δ1pyqs “ δ1parx, ysq,

for all a P A and x, y P L.

Given a derivation D “ pδ, δ0q P DerpLq, one can define uceApDq “ pδ
u, δ0q,

where δu is defined on generators as pa, x, yq ÞÑ pδ0paq, x, yq ` pa, δpxq, yq `
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`

a, x, δpyq
˘

. It is a straightforward verification that the map uceApDq is also a
derivation of the Lie-Rinehart algebra uceApLq and yields the following com-
mutative diagram

uceApLq

u
��

δu ,2 uceApLq

u
��

L
δ

,2 L

leaving Ker u invariant. Moreover, the map

uceA : DerpLq Ñ tpγ, γ0q P Der
`

uceApLq
˘

| γpKer uq Ă pKer uqu, D ÞÑ uceApDq,

is a Lie-Rinehart homomorphism, and its kernel is contained in the subalgebra
of those derivations vanishing on tL,Lu.

In the following lemma we check how uceA operates with derivations.

Lemma 1.4.5. Let f : LÑM be a morphism of perfect Lie-Rinehart algebras
and let pδL, δ0q P DerpLq and pδM , δ0q P DerpMq be such that fδL “ δMf .
Then, we have that

uceApfqδ
u
L “ δuMuceApfq.

Proof. It suffices to check it for an element pa, x, yq P uceApLq.

uceApfqδ
u
Lpa, x, yq “ uceApfq

`

pδ0paq, x, yq ` pa, δLpxq, yq ` pa, x, δLpyqq
˘

“
`

δ0paq, fpxq, fpyq
˘

`
`

a, f
`

δLpxq
˘

, fpyq
˘

`
`

a, fpxq, f
`

δLpyq
˘˘

“
`

δ0paq, fpxq, fpyq
˘

`
`

a, δM
`

fpxq
˘

, fpyq
˘

`
`

a, fpxq, δM
`

fpyq
˘˘

“ δM
`

a, fpxq, fpyq
˘

“ δMuceApfqpa, x, yq.

We will state now the analogue of Theorem 1.4.1 for derivations.

Theorem 1.4.6. Let f : L1 Ñ L be a covering of the Lie-Rinehart algebra L
and as before, we denote C “ uceApfqpKer u1q.

(a) A derivation D “ pδ, δ0q P DerpLq lifts to a derivation D1 “ pδ1, δ0q of L1
satisfying δf “ fδ1 if and only if the derivation δupCq Ă C. Moreover,
δ1 is uniquely determined and leaves Ker f invariant.
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(b) The map

tpδ, δ0q P DerpLq | uceApδ
uqpCq Ă Cu ÝÝÑ tpη, η0q P DerpL1q | ηupKer fq Ă Ker fu

pδ, δ0q ÞÝÝÑ pδ1, δ0q

is an isomorphism of Lie-Rinehart algebras.

(c) In particular, from the covering u : uceApLq Ñ L we obtain that the map

uceA : DerpLq Ñ tpγ, γ0q P Der
`

uceApLq
˘

| γpKer uq Ă Ker uu

is an isomorphism. Moreover, if L is centreless, we have that DerpLq –
Der

`

uceApLq
˘

.

Proof. (a) If the derivation D1 “ pδ1, δ0q exists, by Lemma 1.4.4 it is
unique. Using Lemma 1.4.5 we have that δupCq “ uceApδ

uq
`

fpKer u1q
˘

“

puceApδ
uq fqpKer u1q “ pf ˝ uceApδ

1uqqpKer u1q Ă fpKer u1q “ C. Conversely, if
δupCq Ă C, taking the analogue for derivations of diagram (1.4.1), it follows
immediately.

(b) The map is well defined and injective by part (a) and surjective by
Lemma 1.4.4.

(c) We have that u1 is the identity map, so C “ 0. In the case that
ZApLq “ 0, we have that Ker u “ ZA

`

uceApLq
˘

, then DerpLq – Der
`

uceApLq
˘

follows immediately, since every derivation leaves the centre invariant.

1.4.3 Universal central extensions of split exact sequences

Theorem 1.4.7. Let L
f ,2M g

,2,2 N
s

pw be a split short exact se-
quence of perfect Lie-Rinehart algebras. We have the following commutative
diagram

uceApLq
ϕ ,2

uL

��

uceApMq γ
,2,2

uM

��

uceApNq
σnt

uN

��
L

f ,2M g
,2,2 N

s
ou

where uceApMq is a semidirect product

uceApMq “ ϕ
`

uceApLq
˘

¸ σ
`

uceApNq
˘

,
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and
Ker uM “ ϕpKer uLq ‘ σpKer uN q.

We know that M – L ¸ N since the bottom row exact sequence splits. If
moreover M “ L‘N , i.e. rfpLq, spNqs “ t0u, we have

uceApL‘Nq – uceApLq ‘ uceApNq.

Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we can interpret f and s as identi-
fications, so we will write l for fplq and n for spnq. Given an element of the
form pa, ñ, l̃q P uceApMq, with ñ P N and l̃ P L, by the perfectness of L and
the properties of uceApMq, we have

pa, ñ, l̃q “ pa, brn, n1s, crl, l1sq

“ pac, brn, n1s, rl, l1sq ` pabrn, n1spcq, l, l1q

“ pac, rbrn, n1s, ls, l1q ` pac, l, rbrn, n1s, lsq ` pabrn, n1spcq, l, l1q,

which means that pA,N,Lq Ă pA,L,Lq, so uceApMq “ pA,L,Lq ` pA,N,Nq.
By definition, pA,L,Lq “ ϕ

`

uceApLq
˘

and pA,N,Nq “ σ
`

uceApNq
˘

. Now
since γσ is the identity map, we know that uceApMq – Ker γ ¸ σ

`

uceApNq
˘

.
In this way, σ

`

uceApNq
˘

– uceApNq and since pA,L,Lq Ă Ker γ it follows that
Ker γ “ pA,L,Lq “ ϕ

`

uceApLq
˘

, so we have that uceApMq “ ϕ
`

uceApLq
˘

¸

σ
`

uceApNq
˘

.
Every element of uceApMq has the form ϕplq ` σpnq where l P uceApLq

and n P uceApNq. This means that any element of uceApMq is in Ker uM if
and only if 0 “ uMϕplq “ uLplq and 0 “ uMσpnq “ uN pnq, so Ker uM “

ϕpKer uLq ‘ σpKer uN q.
In the particular case that M “ L‘N , we can define the induced map

ϕ‘ σ : uceApLq ‘ uceApNq Ñ uceApMq,

and it is an easy computation that it is a Lie-Rinehart algebra morphism.
Moreover, Kerpϕ ‘ σq “ Kerϕ. Given l P Kerϕ, uMϕplq “ 0 “ uLplq so
l P Ker uL P ZApLq, which means that ϕ ‘ σ is a covering. We can use now
Theorem 1.3.7(2) to see that ϕ‘σ is an isomorphism completing the proof.
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1.5 Non-abelian tensor product of Lie-Rinehart al-
gebras

A non-abelian tensor product of Lie algebras was introduced by Ellis [6]. Here
we adapt some of his results to the case of Lie-Rinehart algebras, in order
to use them to obtain a description of universal central extensions in this
category.

Definition 1.5.1. Let L,M P LRAK . By a quasi-action of L on M , we mean
a K-bilinear map, LˆM ÑM , px,mq ÞÑ xm, satisfying

1. xpamq “ apxmq ` xpaqm,

2. rx,ysm “ xpymq ´ ypxmq,

3. xrm,ns “ rxm,ns ` rm,x ns,

for all a P A, x, y P L and m,n P M . We will say that L quasi-acts on M .
For example, if L is a subalgebra of some Lie-Rinehart algebra L and M is
an ideal of L then the bracket in L yields a quasi-action of L on M . In the
particular case of K “ A, a quasi-action is the same as a Lie action.

Remark 1.5.2. The category of Lie-Rinehart algebras does not fit into the
theory of semi-abelian categories in the sense of [15] so the notion of internal
action [14] cannot be recovered. We could be tempted to add another identity
such as axm “ apxmq (identity (4) in Definition 1.2.9), but then a Lie-Rinehart
algebra would not act on itself via the bracket. On the other hand, since the
normal subobjects are very limited (they have to be Lie A-algebras), to form
a semidirect product compatible with the notion of split extensions we recover
the notion of action of Definition 1.2.9, but this is not useful to our proposes
since we cannot form an action over an arbitrary Lie-Rinehart algebra.

If we have a quasi-action of L on M and a quasi-action of M on L, for
any Lie-Rinehart algebra L we call a K-bilinear function f : L ˆM Ñ L a
Lie-Rinehart pairing if

1. αL
`

fpx,mq
˘

“ rαLpxq, αM pmqs,

2. fprx, ys,mq “ fpx, ymq ´ fpy, xmq,

3. fpx, rm,nsq “ fpnx,mq ´ fpmx, nq,
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4. f
`

apmxq, bpynq
˘

“ ´abrfpx,mq, fpy, nqs ´ arαLpxq, αM pmqspbqfpy, nq

` rαLpyq, αM pnqspaqbfpx,mq,

for all a, b P A, x, y P L, m,n P M , and where αL, αM denote the anchor
maps corresponding to L and M , respectively. If M and N are quasi-ideals
of a Lie-Rinehart algebra L, then f : M ˆN Ñ M XN, pm,nq ÞÑ rm,ns is a
Lie-Rinehart pairing.

We say that a Lie-Rinehart pairing f : L ˆM Ñ L is universal if for any
other Lie-Rinehart pairing f 1 : L ˆM Ñ L1 there is a unique Lie-Rinehart
homomorphism ϕ : LÑ L1 making commutative the diagram:

LˆM
f ,2

f 1 #+

L
ϕ
��
L1 .

The Lie-Rinehart algebra L is unique up to isomorphism which we will describe
as the non-abelian tensor product of L and M .

Definition 1.5.3. Let L and M be a pair of Lie-Rinehart algebras together
with a quasi-action of L on M and a quasi-action of M on L. We define the
non-abelian tensor product of L and M in LRAK , LbM , as the Lie-Rinehart
A-algebra spanned as an A-module by the symbols x bm, and subject only
to the relations:

1. kapxbmq “ apkxbmq “ apxb kmq,

2. xb pm` nq “ xbm` xb n,
px` yq bm “ xbm` y bm,

3. rx, ys bm “ xb ym´ y b xm,
xb rm,ns “ nxbm´ mxb n,

4. apmxq b bpynq “ abpmxb ynq ´ arαLpxq, αM pmqspbqpy b nq
` brαLpyq, αM pnqspaqpxbmq,

for every k P K, a, b P A, x, y P L and m,n P M , with the induced bracket
rapxbmq, bpybnqs “ ´apmxqb bpynq and anchor map α : LbM Ñ DerKpAq
given by α

`

apxbmq
˘

:“ arαLpxq, αM pmqs.
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This way, the map f : L ˆM Ñ L bM which sends px,mq to x bm is a
universal Lie-Rinehart pairing by construction.

Definition 1.5.4. Two quasi-actions LˆM Ñ M and M ˆ L Ñ L are said
to be compatible if for all x, y P L and m,n PM ,

1. ´αLpmxq “ αM p
xmq “ rαLpxq, αM pmqs,

2. pmxqn “ rn, xms,

3. pxmqy “ ry,mxs.

This is the case, for example, if L and M are both quasi-ideals of some
Lie-Rinehart algebra and the quasi-actions are given by multiplication. We
can see another example of compatible quasi-actions when B : L Ñ N and
B1 : M Ñ N are crossed modules. In this case, L and M quasi-act on each
other via the action of N . These quasi-actions are compatible. If A “ K then
we recover the notion of compatible actions between Lie algebras [6].

From this point on we shall assume that all quasi-actions are compatible.

Proposition 1.5.5. Let µ : LbM Ñ L and ν : LbM ÑM be the homomor-
phisms defined on generators by µ

`

apx bmq
˘

“ ´apmxq and ν
`

apx bmq
˘

“

apxmq. They are Lie-Rinehart homomorphisms and the following diagram is
commutative:

LbM
ν ,2

µ

��

α

$,

M

αM

��
L αL

,2 DerKpAq .

We can relate the Lie-Rinehart tensor product L b M with the tensor
product of L and M as an A-module. We will denote it by L b

mod
M the

A-module generated by the symbols xbm subject to the relations

1. kpxbmq “ kxbm “ xb km,

2. xb pm` nq “ xbm` xb n,
px` yq bm “ xbm` y bm,

for every k P K, x, y P L and m,n PM .
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Proposition 1.5.6. The canonical map L b
mod

M Ñ L bM is a surjective
A-module homomorphism. In addition, if L and M quasi-act trivially on each
other, there is an isomorphism of A-modules:

LbM –
L

rL,Ls
b

mod

M

rM,M s
,

where L{rL,Ls and M{rM,M s denote the abelianization as K-Lie algebras.

Proof. The identity (3) of Definition 1.5.3 is satisfied since the quasi-action is
trivial and the identity (4) is consequence of this fact and of Definition 1.5.4
(1).

Proposition 1.5.7. The Lie-Rinehart algebras L bM and M b L are iso-
morphic.

Proof. The map f : L ˆ M Ñ M b L which sends px,mq Ñ m b x is a
Lie-Rinehart pairing, then by the universal property of LbM there is a Lie-
Rinehart homomorphism LbM ÑM bL. In a similar way, we can construct
the inverse M b LÑ LbM and establish an isomorphism.

Proposition 1.5.8. Consider the following short exact sequence of Lie-
Rinehart algebras

L
f ,2M

g ,2 N,

and assume that there are compatible quasi-actions of a Lie-Rinehart algebra
P on L, M and N , and of L,M,N on P . Suppose also that the Lie-Rinehart
morphisms f and g preserve these quasi-actions, i.e. fppxq “ pfpxq, xp “ fpxqp
and gppmq “ pgpmq, mp “ gpmqp, where x P L, m P M and p P P . Then, the
following sequence is exact

Lb P
fb1 ,2M b P

gb1 ,2 N b P, with g b 1 surjective.

Proof. Since f and g preserve the quasi-actions, it is easy to see that f b 1
and g b 1 are Lie-Rinehart algebra morphisms. Furthermore, the morphism
g b 1 is clearly surjective, and Impf b 1q Ă Kerpg b 1q. Since gf “ 0, we
have that fpxqpaq “ 0 for every a P A and x P L. This means that pf b
1qpx b pqpaq “ rαM

`

fpxq
˘

, αP ppqspaq “ 0. Moreover, Impf b 1q is an A-
module and preserves the Lie bracket since f and g preserve the quasi-actions,
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so Impf b 1q is an ideal. Then to prove the other inclusion, we will show
that M b P { Impf b 1q – N b P . Since Impf b 1q Ă Kerpg b 1q we have a
natural epimorphism φ : M bP { Impf b 1q Ñ N bP . Now we define the map
ψ : N ˆP ÑM bP { Impf b1q such that ϕpn, pq “ mbp` Impf b1q where m
is such that gpmq “ n. It follows that it is a well-defined Lie-Rinehart pairing,
so by the universality of the tensor product, there exists a unique Lie-Rinehart
morphism ϕ : N bP ÑM bP { Impf b1q, and it is straightforward that φ and
ϕ are inverse morphisms.

Proposition 1.5.9. Given a perfect Lie-Rinehart algebra L, the non-abelian
tensor product Lb L is the universal central extension of L, where the quasi-
action of L on itself is the Lie bracket.

Proof. It is routine to check that LbLÑ L is a central extension. To see the
universality, given a central extension p : M Ñ L, we pick a section in Set,
s : L Ñ M . We define now a map f : L ˆ L Ñ M by fpx, yq “ rspxq, spyqs.
Doing the same trick as in Proposition 1.3.10, we see that is a Lie-Rinehart
pairing, so it can be extended to L b L Ñ M . Since L is perfect, we saw in
Lemma 1.3.3 that this map is unique.
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Chapter 2

Non-abelian tensor product
and homology of Lie
superalgebras

Abstract

We introduce the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras and study some of
its properties. We use it to describe the universal central extensions of Lie superalge-
bras. We present the low-dimensional non-abelian homology of Lie superalgebras and
establish its relationship with the cyclic homology of associative superalgebras. We
also define the non-abelian exterior product and give an analogue of Miller’s theorem,
Hopf formula and a six-term exact sequence for the homology of Lie superalgebras.

Reference

X. García-Martínez, E. Khmaladze, and M. Ladra, Non-abelian tensor product
and homology of Lie superalgebras, J. Algebra 440 (2015), 464–488.

2.1 Introduction
In [1], Brown and Loday introduced the non-abelian tensor product of groups
in the context of an application in homotopy theory. Analogous theories of
non-abelian tensor product have been developed in other algebraic structures
such as Lie algebras [8] and Lie–Rinehart algebras [4]. In [8], Ellis investigated

39
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the main properties of the non-abelian tensor product of Lie algebras and its
relation to the low-dimensional homology of Lie algebras. In particular, he
described the universal central extension of a perfect Lie algebra via the non-
abelian tensor product. In [7], the non-abelian exterior product of Lie algebras
is introduced and a six-term exact sequence relating low-dimensional homolo-
gies is obtained. In [10], using the non-abelian tensor product, Guin defined
the non-abelian low-dimensional homology of Lie algebras and compared these
groups with the cyclic homology and Milnor additive K-theory of associative
algebras.

The theory of Lie superalgebras, also called Z2-graded Lie algebras, has
aroused much interest both in mathematics and physics. Lie superalgebras
play a very important role in theoretical physics since they are used to describe
supersymmetry in a mathematical framework. A comprehensive description
of the mathematical theory of Lie superalgebras is given in [14], containing
the complete classification of all finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. In the last few years,
the theory of Lie superalgebras has experienced a remarkable evolution ob-
taining many results on representation theory and classification, most of them
extending well-known facts on Lie algebras.

In this paper we develop the non-abelian tensor product and the low-
dimensional non-abelian homology of Lie superalgebras, generalizing the cor-
responding notions for Lie algebras, with applications in universal central ex-
tensions and homology of Lie superalgebras and cyclic homology of associative
superalgebras.

The organization of this paper is as follows: after this introduction, in
Section 2.2 we give some definitions and necessary well-known results for the
development of the paper. We also introduce actions and crossed modules of
Lie superalgebras. In Section 2.3 we introduce the non-abelian tensor product
of Lie superalgebras, we establish its principal properties such as right exact-
ness and relation with the tensor product of supermodules. We describe the
universal central extension of a perfect Lie superalgebra via the non-abelian
tensor product (Theorem 2.4.1). In particular, applying this theorem, we
obtain that stpm,n,Aq is the universal central extension of slpm,n,Aq, for
m ` n ě 5, where A is a unital associative superalgebra. We also study
nilpotency and solvability of the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalge-
bras (Theorem 2.3.9). Using the non-abelian tensor product, in Section 2.5
we introduce the low-dimensional non-abelian homology of Lie superalgebras
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with coefficients in crossed modules. We show that, if the crossed module
is a supermodule, then the non-abelian homology is the usual homology of
Lie superalgebras. Then we apply this non-abelian homology to relate cyclic
homology and Milnor cyclic homology of associative superalgebras, extending
the results of [10]. Finally, in the last section we construct the non-abelian
exterior product of Lie superalgebras and we use it to obtain Miller’s type the-
orem for free Lie superalgebras, Hopf formula and a six-term exact sequence
in the homology of Lie superalgebras.

Conventions and notations

Throughout this paper we denote by K a unital commutative ring unless other-
wise stated. All modules and algebras are defined over K. We write Z2 “ t0̄, 1̄u
and use its standard field structure. We put p´1q0̄ “ 1 and p´1q1̄ “ ´1.

By a supermodule M we mean a module endowed with a Z2-gradation:
M “ M0̄ ‘M1̄. We call elements of M0̄ (resp. M1̄) even (resp. odd). Non-
zero elements of M0̄ YM1̄ will be called homogeneous. For a homogeneous
m P Mᾱ, ᾱ P Z2, its degree will be denoted by |m|. We adopt the convention
that whenever the degree function occurs in a formula, the corresponding ele-
ments are supposed to be homogeneous. By a homomorphism of supermodules
f : M Ñ N of degree |f | P Z2 we mean a linear map satisfying fpMᾱq Ď Nᾱ`|f |.
In particular, if |f | “ 0̄, then the homomorphism f will be called of even grade
(or even linear map).

By a superalgebra A we mean a supermodule A “ A0̄ ‘A1̄ equipped with
a bilinear multiplication satisfying AᾱAβ̄ Ď Aᾱ`β̄, for ᾱ, β̄ P Z2.

2.2 Preliminaries on Lie Superalgebras

In this section we review some terminology on Lie superalgebras and recall
notions used in the paper. We mainly follow [2, 18], although with some
modifications. We also introduce notions of actions and crossed modules of
Lie superalgebras.

2.2.1 Definition and some examples of Lie superalgebras

Definition 2.2.1. A Lie superalgebra is a superalgebra M “ M0̄ ‘M1̄ with
a multiplication denoted by r , s, called bracket operation, satisfying the fol-
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lowing identities:

rx, ys “ ´p´1q|x||y|ry, xs,
“

x, ry, zs
‰

“
“

rx, ys, z
‰

` p´1q|x||y|
“

y, rx, zs
‰

,

rm0̄,m0̄s “ 0,

for all homogeneous elements x, y, z PM and m0̄ PM0̄.

Note that the last equation is an immediate consequence of the first one in
the case 2 has an inverse in K. Moreover, it can be easily seen that the second
equation is equivalent to the graded Jacobi identity

p´1q|x||z|
“

x, ry, zs
‰

` p´1q|y||x|
“

y, rz, xs
‰

` p´1q|z||y|
“

z, rx, ys
‰

“ 0.

For a Lie superalgebra M “M0̄ ‘M1̄, the even part M0̄ is a Lie algebra.
Hence, ifM1̄ “ 0, thenM is just a Lie algebra. A Lie superalgebraM without
even part, i. e., M0̄ “ 0, is an abelian Lie superalgebra, that is, rx, ys “ 0 for
all x, y PM .

A Lie superalgebra homomorphism f : M Ñ M 1 is a supermodule homo-
morphism of even grade such that f rx, ys “ rfpxq, fpyqs for all x, y PM .

Example 2.2.2.

(i) Any associative superalgebra A can be considered as a Lie superalgebra
with the bracket

ra, bs “ ab´ p´1q|a||b|ba.

(ii) Let m, n be positive integers and A a unital associative superalgebra.
Consider the algebraMpm,n,Aq of all pm`nqˆpm`nq-matrices with entries
in A and with the usual product of matrices. A Z2-gradation is defined as
follows: homogeneous elements are matrices Eijpaq having the homogeneous
element a P A at the position pi, jq and zero elsewhere, and |Eijpaq| “ |i| `
|j| ` |a|, where |i| “ 0̄ if 1 ď i ď m and |i| “ 1̄ if m ` 1 ď i ď m ` n. With
this gradation, Mpm,n,Aq turns out to be an associative superalgebra. The
corresponding Lie superalgebra will be denoted by glpm,n,Aq.

(iii) Let V “ V0̄ ‘ V1̄ be a supermodule. Then the supermodule EndKpV q
of all linear endomorphisms V Ñ V (of both degrees 0 and 1) has a structure
of an associative superalgebra with respect to composition (see [2]) and hence
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becomes a Lie superalgebra. In particular, if the ground ring K is a field, and
m, n are dimensions of V0̄ and V1̄ respectively, then choosing a homogeneous
basis of V ordered such that even elements stand before odd, the elements of
EndKpV q can be seen as pm` nq ˆ pm` nq-square matrices

ˆ

a b
c d

˙

where a, b, c and d are respectively mˆm, mˆ n, nˆm and nˆ n matrices
with entries in K. The even elements are the matrices with b “ c “ 0 and the
odd elements are matrices with a “ d “ 0.

Let M and N be two submodules of a Lie superalgebra P . We denote by
rM,N s the submodule of P spanned by all elements rm,ns with m P M and
n P N . A Z2-graded submodule M is a graded ideal of P if rM,P s Ď M . In
particular, the submodule ZpP q “ tc P P : rc, ps “ 0 for all p P P u is a graded
ideal and it is called the centre of P . Clearly if M and N are graded ideals of
P , then so is rM,N s.

Let M be a Lie superalgebra and D P EndKpMq. We say that D is a
derivation if for all x, y PM

Dprx, ysq “ rDpxq, ys ` p´1q|D||x|rx,Dpyqs.

We denote by
`

DerKpMq
˘

ᾱ
the set of homogeneous derivations of degree ᾱ P

Z2. One verifies that the supermodule of derivations

DerKpMq “
`

DerKpMq
˘

0̄ ‘
`

DerKpMq
˘

1̄

is a subalgebra of the Lie superalgebra EndKpMq.

2.2.2 Actions and crossed modules of Lie superalgebras

Definition 2.2.3. Let P and M be two Lie superalgebras. By an action of
P on M we mean a K-bilinear map of even grade,

P ˆM ÑM, pp,mq ÞÑ pm,

such that

(i) rp,p1sm “ ppp
1

mq ´ p´1q|p||p1| p1ppmq,
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(ii) prm,m1s “ rpm,m1s ` p´1q|p||m|rm, pm1s,

for all homogeneous p, p1 P P and m,m1 PM .
The action is called trivial if pm “ 0 for all p P P and m PM .

For example, if M is a graded ideal and P is a subalgebra of a Lie super-
algebra Q, then the bracket in Q induces an action of P on M .

Note that the action of P on M is the same as a Lie superalgebra homo-
morphism P Ñ DerKpMq.
Remark 2.2.4. If M is an abelian Lie superalgebra enriched with an action
of a Lie superalgebra P , then M has a structure of a supermodule over P
(P -supermodule, for short) (see e. g. [18]), that is, there is a K-bilinear map
of even grade P ˆM ÑM , pp,mq ÞÑ pm, such that

rp, p1sm “ ppp1mq ´ p´1q|p||p1|p1ppmq,

for all homogeneous p, p1 P P and m PM .
Note that a P -supermoduleM is the same as a K-supermoduleM together

with a Lie superalgebra homomorphism P Ñ EndKpMq.

Definition 2.2.5. Given two Lie superalgebras M and P with an action of
P on M , we can define the semidirect product M ¸ P with the underlying
supermodule M ‘ P endowed with the bracket given by

rpm, pq, pm1, p1qs “ prm,m1s ` pm1 ´ p´1q|m||p1|pp1mq, rp, p1sq.

Now we are ready to introduce the following notion of crossed modules of
Lie superalgebras (see also [23, Definition 5]).

Definition 2.2.6. A crossed module of Lie superalgebras is a homomorphism
of Lie superalgebras B : M Ñ P with an action of P on M satisfying

(i) Bppmq “ rp, Bpmqs,

(ii) Bpmqm1 “ rm,m1s,

for all p P P and m,m1 PM .
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Example 2.2.7. There are some standard examples of crossed modules:

(i) The inclusion M ãÑ P of a graded ideal M of a Lie superalgebra P is a
crossed module of Lie superalgebras.

(ii) If P is a Lie superalgebra and M is a P -supermodule, the trivial map
0: M Ñ P is a crossed module of Lie superalgebras.

(iii) A central extension of Lie superalgebras B : M � P (i.e., Ker B Ď ZpMq)
is a crossed module of Lie superalgebras. Here the action of P on M is given
by pm “ rm̄,ms, where m̄ PM is any element of B´1ppq.

(iv) The homomorphism of Lie superalgebras B : M Ñ DerKpMq which sends
m P M to the inner derivation adpmq P DerKpMq, defined by adpmqpm1q “
rm,m1s, together with the action of DerKpMq on M given by Dm “ Dpmq, is
a crossed module of Lie superalgebras.

Lemma 2.2.8. Let B : M Ñ P be a crossed module of Lie superalgebras. Then
the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) The kernel of B is in the centre of M .

(ii) The image of B is a graded ideal of P .

(iii) The Lie superalgebra Im B acts trivially on the centre ZpMq, and so triv-
ially on Ker B. Hence Ker B inherits an action of P { Im B making Ker B a
P { Im B-supermodule.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Definition 2.2.6.

2.2.3 Free Lie superalgebra and enveloping superalgebra of a
Lie superalgebra

Definition 2.2.9. The free Lie superalgebra on a Z2-graded set X “ X0̄YX1̄
is a Lie superalgebra FpXq together with a degree zero map i : X Ñ FpXq
such that if M is any Lie superalgebra and j : X Ñ M is a degree zero map,
then there is a unique Lie superalgebra homomorphism h : FpXq Ñ M with
j “ h ˝ i.

The existence of free Lie superalgebras is guaranteed by an analogue of
Witt’s theorem (see [18, Theorem 6.2.1]). In the sequel we need the following
construction of the free Lie superalgebra.
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Construction 2.2.10. Let X “ X0̄ Y X1̄ be a Z2-graded set. Denote by
magpXq the free magma over the set X. The free superalgebra on X, denoted
by algpXq, has as elements the finite sums

ř

i λixi, where λi P K and xi are el-
ements of magpXq and the multiplication in algpXq extends the multiplication
in magpXq. Note that the grading is naturally defined in algpXq. The free
Lie superalgebra FpXq is the quotient algpXq{I, where I is the graded ideal
generated by the elements

xy ` p´1q|x||y|yx,
p´1q|x||z|

`

xpyzq
˘

` p´1q|y||x|
`

ypzxq
˘

` p´1q|z||y|
`

zpxyq
˘

,

x0̄x0̄,

for all homogeneous x, y, z P X and x0̄ P X0̄.

Definition 2.2.11. The universal enveloping superalgebra of a Lie superalge-
bra M is a pair pUpMq, σq, where UpMq is a unital associative superalgebra
and σ : M Ñ UpMq is an even linear map satisfying

σrx, ys “ σpxqσpyq ´ p´1q|x||y|σpyqσpxq, (2.2.1)

for all homogeneous x, y P M , such that the following universal property
holds: for any other pair pA, σ1q, where A is a unital associative superalgebra
and σ1 : M Ñ A is an even linear map satisfying (2.2.1), there is a unique
superalgebra homomorphism f : UpMq Ñ A such that f ˝ σ “ σ1.

Now we need to recall (see e. g. [21]) that, given two supermodules M
and N , the tensor product of modules M bK N has a natural supermodule
structure with Z2-grading given by

pM bK Nqᾱ “
à

β̄`γ̄“ᾱ

pMβ̄ bK Nγ̄q.

In particular, the tensor power Mbn, n ě 2, has the induced Z2-grading.
Hence the tensor algebra T pMq has the Z2-grading extending that of M . We
call T pMq the tensor superalgebra.

Construction 2.2.12. Let M be a Lie superalgebra and T pMq the tensor
superalgebra over the underlying supermodule of M . Consider the two-sided
ideal JpMq of T pMq generated by all elements of the form

mbm1 ´ p´1q|m||m1|m1 bm´ rm,m1s,
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for all homogeneous m,m1 P M . Then the quotient UpMq “ T pMq{JpMq
is a unital associative superalgebra. By composing the canonical inclusion
M Ñ T pMq with the canonical projection T pMq Ñ UpMq we get the canonical
even linear map σ : M Ñ UpMq. Then the pair pUpMq, σq is the universal
enveloping superalgebra of M (see [2]).

Note that, as in the Lie algebra case, the universal enveloping superal-
gebra turns out to be a very useful tool for the representation theory of Lie
superalgebras. In particular, by the universal property, it follows that a Lie
supermodule over a Lie superalgebra M is the same as a Z2-graded (left)
UpMq-module (see [21, Chapter 1]).

Let us consider K with Z2-grading concentrated in degree zero, that is,
with K1̄ “ 0. Then the trivial map from a Lie superalgebra M into K gives
rise to a unique homomorphism of superalgebras ε : UpMq Ñ K. The kernel of
ε, denoted by ΩpMq, is called the augmentation ideal of M . Obviously, ΩpMq
is just the graded ideal of UpMq generated by σpMq.

2.2.4 Homology of Lie superalgebras

Now we briefly recall from [18, 22] the definition of homology of Lie superal-
gebras.

The Grassmann algebra of a Lie superalgebra P , denoted by
Ź

KpP q, is
defined to be the quotient of the tensor superalgebra T pP q of P by the ideal
generated by the elements

xb y ` p´1q|x||y|y b x,

for all homogeneous x, y P P . Note that
Ź

KpP q “
À

ną0
Źn

KpP q, where
Źn

KpP q is the image of Pbn in
Ź

KpP q, has an induced P -supermodule struc-
ture given by

xpx1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xnq “
n
ÿ

i“1
p´1q|x|

ř

kăi |xk|px1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ rx, xis ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xnq.

LetM be a P -supermodule and consider the chain complex pC˚pP,Mq, d˚q
defined by CnpP,Mq “

Źn
KpP q bK M , for n ě 0, with boundary maps
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dn : CnpP,Mq Ñ Cn´1pP,Mq defined on generators by

dnpx1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xn b yq “
n
ÿ

i“1
p´1qi`|xi|

ř

kąi |xk|px1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ x̂i ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xn b xiyq

`
ÿ

iăj

p´1qωprxi, xjs ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ x̂i ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ x̂j ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xn b yq,

where ω “ i` j`|xi|
ř

kăi |xk|` |xj |
ř

lăj |xl|` |xi||xj |. The n-th homology of
the Lie superalgebra P with coefficients in the P -supermodule M , HnpP,Mq,
is the n-th homology of the chain complex pC˚pP,Mq, d˚q, i.e.

HnpP,Mq “
Ker dn

Im dn`1
.

If K is regarded as a trivial P -supermodule, we write HnpP q for HnpP,Kq.
In the case when the ground ring K is a field, there is a relation between

Tor functor and the homology (see [18]) given by

HnpP,Mq – TorUpP q
n pK,Mq.

By analogy to Lie algebras (see e. g. [11]), we have the following isomorphisms

H0pP,Mq – Coker
`

ΩpP q bUpP qM ÝÑM
˘

, (2.2.2)

H1pP,Mq – Ker
`

ΩpP q bUpP qM ÝÑM
˘

. (2.2.3)

2.3 Non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalge-
bras

In this section we introduce a non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras,
which generalizes the non-abelian tensor product of Lie algebras [8], and study
its properties.

2.3.1 Construction of the non-abelian tensor product

Definition 2.3.1. LetM andN be two Lie superalgebras with actions on each
other. LetXM,N be the Z2-graded set of all symbolsmbn, wherem PM0̄YM1̄,
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n P N0̄ YN1̄ and the Z2-gradation is given by |mb n| “ |m| ` |n|. We define
the non-abelian tensor product of M and N , denoted by M b N , as the Lie
superalgebra generated by XM,N and subject to the relations:

(i) λpmb nq “ λmb n “ mb λn,

(ii) pm`m1q b n “ mb n`m1 b n, where m,m1 have the same grade,
mb pn` n1q “ mb n`mb n1, where n, n1 have the same grade,

(iii) rm,m1s b n “ mb m1n´ p´1q|m||m1|pm1 b mnq,

mb rn, n1s “ p´1q|n1|p|m|`|n|qpn1mb nq ´ p´1q|m||n|pnmb n1q,

(iv) rmb n,m1 b n1s “ ´p´1q|m||n|pnmb m1n1q,

for every λ P K, m,m1 PM0̄ YM1̄ and n, n1 P N0̄ YN1̄.

Let us remark that if m “ m0̄ `m1̄ is any element of M and n “ n0̄ ` n1̄
is any element of N , then under the notation mb n we mean the sum

m0̄ b n0̄ `m0̄ b n1̄ `m1̄ b n0̄ `m1̄ b n1̄.

If M “M0̄ and N “ N0̄ then M bN is the non-abelian tensor product of
Lie algebras introduced and studied in [8] (see also [12]).

Definition 2.3.2. Actions of Lie superalgebras M and N on each other are
said to be compatible if

(i) pnmqn1 “ ´p´1q|m||n|rmn, n1s,

(ii) pmnqm1 “ ´p´1q|m||n|rnm,m1s,

for all m,m1 PM0̄ YM1̄ and n, n1 P N0̄ YN1̄.

For example, if M and N are two graded ideals of some Lie superalgebra,
the actions induced by the bracket are compatible.

Proposition 2.3.3. Let M and N be Lie superalgebras acting compatibly on
each other. Then there is a natural isomorphism of Lie superalgebras

M bN –
M bK N

DpM,Nq
,

where DpM,Nq is the submodule of the supermodule M bKN generated by the
elements
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(i) rm,m1s b n´mb m1n` p´1q|m||m1|pm1 b mnq,

(ii) mb rn, n1s ´ p´1q|n1|p|m|`|n|qpn1mb nq ` p´1q|m||n|pnmb n1q,

(iii) pnmq b pmnq, with |m| “ |n|

(iv) p´1q|m||n|pnmq b pm1n1q ` p´1qp|m|`|n|qp|m1|`|n1|q`|m1||n1|pn1m1q b pmnq,

(v) ö
pm,nq,pm1,n1q,pm2,n2q

p´1qp|m|`|n|qp|m2|`|n2|q`|m||n|`|m1||n1|rnm, n1m1s b pm2n2q,

for all m,m1,m2 P M0̄ YM1̄ and n, n1, n2 P N0̄ YN1̄, where ö
x,y,z

denotes the

cyclic summation with respect to x, y, z.

Proof. There is a Lie superalgebra structure on the supermodule pM bK

Nq{DpM,Nq given on generators by the following bracket

rmb n,m1 b n1s “ ´p´1q|m||n|pnmb m1n1q,

for all m,m1 P M0̄ YM1̄, n, n1 P N0̄ Y N1̄ and extended by linearity. It is
routine to check that this bracket is compatible with the defining relations of
pM bK Nq{DpM,Nq and it indeed defines a Lie superalgebra structure. Then
the canonical homomorphismMbN Ñ pMbKNq{DpM,Nq, mbn ÞÑ mbn,
is an isomorphism.

The proof of the following proposition is a routine calculation.

Proposition 2.3.4. Let M and N be two Lie superalgebras acting compatibly
on each other.

(i) The following morphisms

µ : M bN ÑM, mb n ÞÑ ´p´1q|m||n|pnmq,
ν : M bN Ñ N, mb n ÞÑ mn,

are Lie superalgebra homomorphisms.

(ii) There are actions of M and N on M bN given by
m1pmb nq “ rm1,ms b n` p´1q|m||m1|mb pm1nq,
n1pmb nq “ pn

1

mq b n` p´1q|n||n1|mb rn1, ns,

for m,m1 PM0̄ YM1̄, n, n1 P N0̄ YN1̄ and extended by linearity. More-
over, with these actions µ and ν are crossed modules of Lie superalgebras.
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We will denote by rM,N sM (resp. rM,N sN ) the image of µ (resp. ν),
which by Lemma 2.2.8(ii) is a graded ideal of M (resp. N) generated by the
elements of the form nm (resp. mn) for m P M and n P N . Note that by
Lemma 2.2.8(iii) Kerpµq

`

resp. Kerpνq
˘

is an M{rM,N sM -supermodule (resp.
N{rM,N sN -supermodule).

2.3.2 Some properties of the non-abelian tensor product

The obvious analogues of Brown and Loday results [1] hold for Lie superalge-
bras. In the following two propositions immediately below we show that some-
times the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras can be expressed in
terms of the tensor product of supermodules.

Proposition 2.3.5. Let M and N be Lie superalgebras acting on each other.
Then the canonical map M bK N Ñ M b N , m b n ÞÑ m b n, is an even,
surjective homomorphism of supermodules. In addition, if M and N act triv-
ially on each other, then M b N is an abelian Lie superalgebra and there is
an isomorphism of supermodules

M bN –Mab bK N
ab,

where Mab “M{rM,M s and Nab “ N{rN,N s.

Proof. It is straightforward by the identities (iv), (iii) of Definition 2.3.1.

Proposition 2.3.6. Let P be a Lie superalgebra and M a P -supermodule
considered as an abelian Lie superalgebra acting trivially on P . Then there is
an isomorphism of supermodules

P bM – ΩpP q bUpP qM.

Proof. By Proposition 2.3.3 there is an isomorphism of supermodules

P bM –
P bK M

W
,

where W is the submodule of P bK M generated by all elements of the form

rp, p1s bm´ pb p1m` p´1q|p||p1|p1 b pm
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for all p, p1 P P0̄ Y P1̄ and m P M0̄ YM1̄. Now by using Construction 2.2.12
and by repeating the respective part of the proof of [3, Proposition 13], it is
easy to see that there is an isomorphism of supermodules

P bK M

W
– ΩpP q bUpP qM,

which completes the proof.

The non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras is symmetric, in the
sense of the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.7. The Lie superalgebra homomorphism

M bN Ñ N bM, mb n ÞÑ ´p´1q|m||n|pnbmq,

is an isomorphism.
Proof. This can be checked readily.

Let us consider the category SLie2
K whose objects are ordered pairs of Lie

superalgebras pM,Nq acting compatibly on each other, and the morphisms are
pairs of Lie superalgebra homomorphisms pφ : M Ñ M 1, ψ : N Ñ N 1q which
preserve the actions, i.e., φpnmq “ ψpnqφpmq and ψpmnq “ φpmqψpnq. For such
a pair pφ, ψq we have a homomorphism of Lie superalgebras φbψ : M bN Ñ

M 1 bN 1, mb n ÞÑ φpmq b ψpnq. Therefore, b is a functor from SLie2
K to the

category of Lie superalgebras.
Given an exact sequence in SLie2

K

p0, 0q ÝÑ pK,Lq
pi,jq
ÝÝÑ pM,Nq

pφ,ψq
ÝÝÝÑ pP,Qq ÝÑ p0, 0q, (2.3.1)

by Proposition 2.3.4(ii) there is a Lie superalgebra homomorphismMbLÑ L
and an action of N on K bN . Thus, there is an action of M b L on K bN ,
so we can form the semidirect product pK bNq ¸ pM b Lq, and we have the
following obvious analogue of [8, Proposition 9].
Proposition 2.3.8. Given the short exact sequence (2.3.1), there is an exact
sequence of Lie superalgebras

pK bNq ¸ pM b Lq
α
ÝÝÑM bN

φbψ
ÝÝÝÑ P bQ ÝÑ 0.

In particular, given a Lie superalgebra M and a graded ideal K of M ,
there is an exact sequences of Lie superalgebras

pK bMq ¸ pM bKq ÑM bM Ñ pM{Kq b pM{Kq Ñ 0. (2.3.2)
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2.3.3 Nilpotency, solvability and Engel of the non-abelian ten-
sor product

The results from [20] on nilpotency, solvability and Engel of the non-abelian
tensor product on Lie algebras can be easily extended to the case of Lie su-
peralgebras. The notions of nilpotency and solvability of Lie superalgebras
are given in [18]. As they are very similar to the respective notions for Lie
algebras, we omit them. We say that a Lie superalgebra M is n-Engel if it
satisfies adpxqn “ 0 for all x P M . The proof of the following result is similar
to the proof of [20, Theorem 2.2].

Theorem 2.3.9. Let M and N be two Lie superalgebras acting compatibly on
each other. Then,

(i) If rM,N sM is nilpotent, then M b N and rM,N sN are nilpotent too.
Moreover, if the nilpotency class of rM,N sM is clprM,N sM q, then

clprM,N sM q ď clpM bNq ď clprM,N sM q ` 1,
clprM,N sN q ď clprM,N sM q ` 1.

(ii) If rM,N sM is solvable, thenMbN and rM,N sN are solvable too. More-
over, if the derived length of rM,N sM is `prM,N sM q, then

`prM,N sM q ď `pM bNq ď `prM,N sM q ` 1,
`prM,N sN q ď `prM,N sM q ` 1.

(iii) If rM,N sM is Engel, thenMbN and rM,N sN are Engel too. Moreover,
if rM,N sM is n-Engel, then M bN and rM,N sN are pn` 1q-Engel.

2.4 Universal central extensions of Lie superalge-
bras

Now we use the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras to describe
universal central extensions of Lie superalgebras. Recall that a central exten-
sion u : U � P is universal if for any other central extension f : M � P there
is a unique homomorphism θ : U ÑM such that f ˝ θ “ u. It is shown in [19]
that a Lie superalgebra P admits a universal central extension if and only if
P is perfect, i.e. P “ rP, P s.
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It follows from Proposition 2.3.4 and Lemma 2.2.8(i) that the homomor-
phism u : P b P � rP, P s, uppb p1q “ rp, p1s, is a central extension of the Lie
superalgebra rP, P s.

Theorem 2.4.1. If P is a perfect Lie superalgebra, then the central extension
u : P b P � P is the universal central extension.

Proof. Let f : M � P be a central extension of P . Since Ker f is in the centre
ofM , we get a well-defined homomorphism of Lie superalgebras θ : PbP ÑM
given by θppb p1q “ rmp,mp1s, where mp and mp1 are any preimages of p and
p1, respectively. Obviously θ ˝ f “ u. Since P is perfect, then by relation (iv)
of Definition 2.3.1, so is P b P . Then by [19, Lemma 1.4] the homomorphism
θ is unique.

Remark 2.4.2. If P is a perfect Lie superalgebra, then H2pP q « KerpP bP u
ÝÑ

P q, since the kernel of the universal central extension is isomorphic to the
second homology H2pP q (see [19]).

It is a classical result that the universal central extension of the Lie alge-
bra slpn,Aq, where A is a unital associative algebra, is the Steinberg algebra
stpn,Aq, when n ě 5 (see e. g. [16]). Recently, in [5, 9], this result has been
extended to Lie superalgebras. Below, using the non-abelian tensor product
of Lie superalgebras, we propose an alternative proof of the same result.

First we recall from [5] that, given a unital associative superalgebra A,
the Lie superalgebra slpm,n,Aq, m ` n ě 3, is defined to be the subalgebra
of the Lie superalgebra glpm,n,Aq

`

see Example 2.2.2 (ii)
˘

generated by the
elements Eijpaq, 1 ď i ‰ j ď m`n, a P A0̄YA1̄. It is shown in [5, Lemma 3.3]
that slpm,n,Aq is a perfect Lie superalgebra. This guarantees the existence
of the universal central extension of slpm,n,Aq.

The Steinberg Lie superalgebra stpm,n,Aq is defined for m ` n ě 3 to be
the Lie superalgebra generated by the homogeneous elements Fijpaq, where
1 ď i ‰ j ď m ` n, a P A is a homogeneous element and the Z2-grading is
given by |Fijpaq| “ |i| ` |j| ` |a|, subject to the following relations:

a ÞÑ Fijpaq is a K-linear map,
rFijpaq, Fjkpbqs “ Fikpabq, for distinct i, j, k,
rFijpaq, Fklpbqs “ 0, for j ‰ k, i ‰ l.
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Theorem 2.4.3 ([5]). If m` n ě 5, then the canonical epimorphism

stpm,n,Aq� slpm,n,Aq, Fijpaq ÞÑ Eijpaq,

is the universal central extension of the perfect Lie superalgebra slpm,n,Aq.

Proof. We claim that there is an isomorphism of Lie superalgebras

stpm,n,Aq – stpm,n,Aq b stpm,n,Aq.

Indeed, one can readily check that the maps

stpm,n,Aq ÝÑ stpm,n,Aq b stpm,n,Aq, Fijpaq ÞÑ Fikpaq b Fkjp1q for k ‰ i, j,

stpm,n,Aq b stpm,n,Aq ÝÑ stpm,n,Aq, Fijpaq b Fklpbq ÞÑ rFijpaq, Fklpbqs,

are well-defined homomorphisms of Lie superalgebras if m` n ě 5, and they
are inverses to each other. Since stpm,n,Aq is a perfect Lie superalgebra, then
Theorem 2.4.1 and [19, Corollary 1.9] complete the proof.

2.5 Non-abelian homology of Lie superalgebras
The low-dimensional non-abelian homology of Lie algebras with coefficients
in crossed modules was defined in [10] and it was extended to all dimensions
in [12]. In this section we extend to Lie superalgebras the construction of zero
and first non-abelian homologies. We also relate the non-abelian homology
of Lie superalgebras with the cyclic homology of associative superalgebras
studied in [13, 15].

2.5.1 Construction of the non-abelian homology and some
properties

Let P be a Lie superalgebra. We denote by CrosspPq the category of crossed
modules of Lie superalgebras over P (crossed P -modules, for short), whose
objects are crossed modules pM, Bq ” pB : M Ñ P q and a morphism from
pM, Bq to pN, B1q is a Lie superalgebra homomorphism f : M Ñ N such that
fppmq “ pfpmq for all p P P , m P M and B1 ˝ f “ B. By an exact sequence
pL, B2q

f
ÝÑ pM, Bq

g
ÝÑ pN, B1q in CrosspPq we mean that the sequence of Lie

superalgebras L f
ÝÑM

g
ÝÑ N is exact.
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Lemma 2.5.1. Given a short exact sequence in CrosspPq

0 Ñ pL, B2q
f
ÝÑ pM, Bq

g
ÝÑ pN, B1q Ñ 0,

the morphism B2 : LÑ P is trivial and L is an abelian Lie superalgebra.

Proof. Clearly B2 “ B1 ˝ g ˝ f “ 0 and rl, l1s “ B2plql1 “ 0, for all l, l1 P L.

If pM, Bq and pN, B1q are two crossed P -modules, then the Lie super-
algebras M and N act compatibly on each other via the action of P .
Thus, we can construct the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalge-
bras M b N . Moreover, we have an action of P on M b N defined by
ppm b nq “ pm b n ` p´1q|p||m|m b pn, and straightforward computations
show that η : M bN Ñ P , mb n ÞÑ rBpmq, B1pnqs, is a crossed P -module.

Proposition 2.5.2. Let pM, Bq be a crossed P -module. There is a right exact
functor pM b ´q : CrosspPq Ñ CrosspPq given, for any crossed P -module
pN, B1q, by

pM b´qpN, B1q “ pM bN, ηq.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.8

Definition 2.5.3. Let pM, Bq be a crossed P -module. We define the zero and
first non-abelian homologies of P with coefficients in M by setting

H0pP,Mq “ Coker ν and H1pP,Mq “ Ker ν,

where ν : P bM Ñ M , pbm ÞÑ pm, is the Lie superalgebra homomorphism
as in Proposition 2.3.4.

If we consider the crossed P -module pP, idP q we have that

H0pP, P q “
P

rP, P s
– H1pP q.

In addition, if P is perfect, by Theorem 2.4.1 we have that H1pP, P q – H2pP q.

The zero and first non-abelian homologies generalize respectively the zero
and first homologies of Lie superalgebras in the sense of the following propo-
sition.
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Proposition 2.5.4. Let the ground ring K be a field. Let P be a Lie super-
algebra and M a P -supermodule thought as a crossed P -module pM, 0q. Then
there are isomorphisms of super vector spaces

H0pP,Mq – H0pP,Mq and H1pP,Mq – H1pP,Mq.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3.6 and the isomor-
phisms (2.2.2) and (2.2.3).

Proposition 2.5.5. Given a short exact sequence in CrosspPq

0 Ñ pL, 0q Ñ pM, Bq Ñ pN, B1q Ñ 0

we have an exact sequence of supermodules

H1pP,Lq Ñ H1pP,Mq Ñ H1pP,Nq Ñ H0pP,Lq Ñ H0pP,Mq Ñ H0pP,Nq Ñ 0.

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the snake lemma applied to
the diagram obtained from Proposition 2.5.2

P b L

��

,2 P bM

��

,2 P bN

��

,2 0

0 ,2 L ,2M ,2 N ,2 0.

2.5.2 Application to the cyclic homology of associative super-
algebras

Now we recall from [15] and [13] the definition of cyclic homology of associative
superalgebras. Let A be an associative superalgebra and pC 1˚pAq, d1˚q denote
its Hochschild complex, that is C 1npAq “ AbKpn`1q and the boundary map
dn : C 1npAq Ñ C 1n´1pAq is given by

d1npa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “
n´1
ÿ

i“0
p´1qia0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aiai`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an

` p´1qn`|an|p|a0|`¨¨¨`|an´1|qana0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1.
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Now the cyclic group Z{pn` 1qZ acts on AbKpn`1q via

tnpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “ p´1qn`|an|
ř

kăn |ak|an b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1,

where tn “ 1` pn` 1qZ P Z{pn` 1qZ. For each n ě 0, consider the quotient
CnpAq “ AbKpn`1q{ Imp1 ´ tnq which is the module of coinvariants of C 1npAq
under the Z{pn`1qZ-action. Then d1n induces a well-defined map dn : CnpAq Ñ
Cn´1pAq and there is an induced chain complex pC˚pAq, d˚q, which is called the
Connes complex of A. Its homologies are, by definition, the cyclic homologies
of the associative superalgebra A, denoted by HCnpAq, n ě 0.

Easy calculations show that, given an associative superalgebra A, HC1pAq
is the kernel of the homomorphism of supermodules

pAbK Aq{ IpAq Ñ rA,As, ab b ÞÑ ab´ p´1q|a||b|ba,

where rA,As is the graded submodule of A generated by the elements ab ´
p´1q|a||b|ba and IpAq is the graded submodule of the supermodule A bK A
generated by the elements

ab b` p´1q|a||b|bb a,
abb c´ ab bc` p´1q|c|p|a|`|b|qcab b,

for all homogeneous a, b, c P A.
Now let us consider A as a Lie superalgebra

`

see Example 2.2.2(i)
˘

. Then
there is a Lie superalgebra structure on pAbK Aq{ IpAq given by

rab b, a1 b b1s “ ra, bs b ra1, b1s

for all a, a1, b, b1 P A. We denote this Lie superalgebra by VpAq. In fact,
VpAq is the quotient of the non-abelian tensor product A b A by the graded
ideal generated by the elements xb y ` p´1q|x||y|y b x and xy b z ´ xb yz `
p´1q|z|p|x|`|y|qzxb y, for all homogeneous x, y, z P A.

Proposition 2.5.6. Let A be a Lie superalgebra. Then the following asser-
tions hold:

(i) There are compatible actions of the Lie superalgebras A and VpAq on
each other.

(ii) The map µ : VpAq Ñ A given by xb y ÞÑ rx, ys, together with the action
of A on VpAq, is a crossed module of Lie superalgebras.
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(iii) The action of A on VpAq induces the trivial action of A on HC1pAq.

(iv) There is a short exact sequence in the category CrosspAq

0 Ñ pHC1pAq, 0q Ñ pVpAq, µq Ñ prA,As, iq Ñ 0,

where i : rA,As Ñ A is the inclusion.

Proof.

(i) The action of A on VpAq is induced by the action of A on A b A given
in Proposition 2.3.4(ii), that is

apxb yq “ ra, xs b y ` p´1q|a||x|xb ra, ys
“ axb y ` p´1q|a|p|x|`|y|qxb ya´ p´1q|x||a|xb ay ´ p´1q|x||a|xab y
“ ab xy ´ p´1q|x||y|ab yx
“ ab rx, ys,

whilst the action of VpAq on A is defined by

xbya “
“

rx, ys, a
‰

for all homogeneous a, x, y P A. Straightforward calculations show that these
are indeed (compatible) actions of Lie superalgebras.

(ii) Since the crossed module of Lie superalgebras A b A Ñ A, x b y ÞÑ
rx, ys, given in Proposition 2.3.4, vanishes on the elements of the form xb y`
p´1q|x||y|ybx and xybz´xbyz`p´1q|z|p|x|`|y|qzxby, then µ is well defined
and obviously it is a crossed module of Lie superalgebras.

(iii) If
ř

i λipxi b yiq P HC1pAq, i.e.
ř

i λirxi, yis “ 0, then for all a P A we
have

a
`

ÿ

i

λipxi b yiq
˘

“
ÿ

i

λipab rxi, yisq “ ab
ÿ

i

λirxi, yis “ 0.

(iv) This is an immediate consequence of the assertions above.
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By Proposition 2.5.5 we have the following exact sequence of supermodules

H1
`

A,HC1pAq
˘

H1
`

A,VpAq
˘

H1pA, rA,Asq

H0
`

A,HC1pAq
˘

H0
`

A,VpAq
˘

H0pA, rA,Asq 0.

(2.5.1)

Below, we will calculate some of the terms of this exact sequence. At first,
by analogy to the Dennis-Stein generators [6], we give a definition of the first
Milnor cyclic homology for associative superalgebras.

Definition 2.5.7. Let A be an associative superalgebra. We define the first
Milnor cyclic homology HCM

1 pAq of A to be the quotient of the supermodule
AbK A by the graded ideal generated by the elements

ab b` p´1q|a||b|bb a,
abb c´ ab bc` p´1q|c|p|a|`|b|qcab b,
ab bc´ p´1q|b||c|ab cb,

for all homogeneous a, b, c P A.

It is clear that if A is supercommutative, that is, ab “ p´1q|a||b|ba, for all
homogeneous a, b P A, then HC1pAq – HCM

1 pAq.

Lemma 2.5.8. We have the following equalities and isomorphisms

(i) H0
`

A,HC1pAq
˘

“ HC1pAq,

(ii) H1
`

A,HC1pAq
˘

– A{rA,As bK HC1pAq,

(iii) H0pA, rA,Asq “ rA,As{
“

A, rA,As
‰

,

(iv) H0
`

A,VpAq
˘

– HCM
1 pAq.

Proof.

(i) Since A acts trivially on HC1pAq, we have that Coker
`

A b HC1pAq Ñ
HC1pAq

˘

“ HC1pAq.
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(ii) Since HC1pAq is abelian, by Proposition 2.3.5 we have that Ker
`

A b
HC1pAq Ñ HC1pAq

˘

– A{rA,As bK HC1pAq.

(iii) and (iv) are straightforward.

It follows that the exact sequence (2.5.1) can be written as in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.5.9. If A is a unital associative superalgebra. Then there is an
exact sequence of supermodules

A

rA,As
bK HC1pAq H1

`

A,VpAq
˘

H1pA, rA,Asq

HC1pAq HCM
1 pAq

rA,As
“

A, rA,As
‰ 0.

Corollary 2.5.10. If A is perfect as a Lie superalgebra, we have an exact
sequence

0 Ñ H1
`

A,VpAq
˘

Ñ H2pAq Ñ HC1pAq Ñ 0,

where H2pAq is the usual second homology of the Lie superalgebra A. If in
addition H2pAq “ 0, then all terms of the exact sequence in the previous
theorem are trivial.

Proof. Since A is perfect we know that H1pA,Aq – H2pAq, A{rA,As bK

HC1pAq “ 0 and the map AbVpAq Ñ VpAq is surjective.

2.6 Non-abelian exterior product of Lie superalge-
bras

In this section we extend to Lie superalgebras the definition of the non-abelian
exterior product of Lie algebras introduced in [8]. Then we use it to derive the
Hopf formula for the second homology of a Lie superalgebra and to construct
a six-term exact homology sequence of Lie superalgebras.

2.6.1 Construction of the non-abelian exterior product

Let P be a Lie superalgebra and pM, Bq and pN, B1q two crossed P -modules.
We consider the actions of M and N on each other via P .
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Lemma 2.6.1. Let M ˝ N be the graded submodule of M b N generated by
the elements

(a) mb n` p´1q|m1||n1|m1 b n1, where Bpmq “ B1pn1q and Bpm1q “ B1pnq,

(b) m0̄ b n0̄, where Bpm0̄q “ B
1pn0̄q,

with m,m1 PM0̄ YM1̄, n, n1 P N0̄ YN1̄, m0̄ PM0̄ and n0̄ P N0̄. Then, M ˝N
is a graded ideal in the centre of M bN .

Proof. Given an element mb n` p´1q|m1||n1|m1 b n1 of the form (a), suppose
that |m1| “ |n|, then we have

rxb y,mb n` p´1q|m1||n1|m1 b n1s “ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b
`

mn` p´1q|m1||n1|pm1n1q
˘

“ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b
`

Bpmqn` p´1q|m1||n1|pBpm1qn1q
˘

“ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b
`

B1pn1qn` p´1q|m1||n1|pB1pnqn1q
˘

“ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b
`

rn1, ns ` p´1q|n||n1|rn, n1s
˘

“ 0.

This is also true when |m1| ‰ |n|. Indeed, if |m1| ‰ |n|, since B, B1 are even
maps, the equality Bpmq “ B1pn1q holds if and only if Bpmq “ 0 “ B1pn1q. Now
take an element m0̄ b n0̄ of the form (b). Then we have

rxb y,m0̄ b n0̄s “ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b pm0̄n0̄q

“ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b pBpm0̄qn0̄q

“ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b pBpn0̄qn0̄q

“ ´p´1q|x||y|pyxq b rn0̄, n0̄s

“ 0,

for any xb y PM bN . This completes the proof.

Definition 2.6.2. Let P be a Lie superalgebra and pM, Bq and pN, B1q two
crossed P -modules. The non-abelian exterior product M ^ N of the Lie su-
peralgebras M and N is defined by

M ^N “
M bN

M ˝N
.

The equivalence class of mb n will be denoted by m^ n.
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Note that if M “ M0̄ and N “ N0̄ then M ^ N coincides with the non-
abelian exterior product of Lie algebras [8].

Reviewing Section 2.3, one can easily check that most of results on the
non-abelian tensor product are fulfilled for the non-abelian exterior product.
In particular, there are homomorphisms of Lie superalgebras M ^ N Ñ M ,
M ^N Ñ N and actions of M and N on M ^N , induced respectively by the
homomorphisms and actions given in Proposition 2.3.4. It is also satisfied the
isomorphism M ^N – N ^M . Further, given a short exact sequence of Lie
superalgebras 0 Ñ K Ñ M Ñ P Ñ 0, as an exterior analogue of the exact
sequence (2.3.2), we get the following exact sequence of Lie superalgebras

K ^M ÑM ^M Ñ P ^ P Ñ 0. (2.6.1)

Given a Lie superalgebra M , since id : M Ñ M is a crossed module, we
can consider M ^M . It is the quotient of M bM by the following relations

m^m1 “ ´p´1q|m||m1|m1 ^m,
m0̄ ^m0̄ “ 0,

for all m,m1 P M0̄ YM1̄ and m0̄ P M0̄. In the particular case when M is
perfect, it is easy to see that M ˝ M “ 0, so M ^ M – M b M and in
Theorem 2.4.1 we can replace M bM by M ^M .

2.6.2 A six term exact homology sequence

In [7], the non-abelian exterior product of Lie algebras is used to construct a
six-term exact sequence of homology of Lie algebras. In this section we will
extend these results to Lie superalgebras.

First of all, we prove an analogue of Miller’s theorem [17] on free Lie
superalgebras extending the similar result obtained in [7] for Lie algebras.

Proposition 2.6.3. Let F “ FpXq be the free Lie superalgebra on a graded
set X. Then the homomorphism F ^ F Ñ F , x^ y ÞÑ xy is injective.

Proof. Let us prove that rF, F s – F ^ F . Using the same notations as
in Construction 2.2.10, we define a map φ : algpXq ˚ algpXq Ñ F ^ F by
ř

i λixiyi ÞÑ
ř

i λipxi ^ yiq, where algpXq ˚ algpXq is the free product of su-
peralgebras. It is easy to see that φ is a K-superalgebra homomorphism since
rx^ y, x1^ y1s “ xy^x1y1. The ideal I is contained in algpXq ˚ algpXq and by
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using the defining relations of F ^F it is not difficult to check that φ vanishes
on I. So we have an induced map from rF, F s to F ^ F , which is inverse to
the homomorphism F ^ F Ñ rF, F s, x^ y ÞÑ xy.

Let P be a Lie superalgebra and take the quotient supermodule pP ^K

P q{ Im d3, where d3 :
Ź3

KpP q Ñ
Ź2

KpP q is the boundary map in the homology
complex pC˚pP,Kq, d˚q. Here K is considered as a trivial P -module. We define
a bracket in pP ^K P q{ Im d3 by setting

rx^ y, x1 ^ y1s “ rx, ys ^ rx1, y1s

for all x, y P P . As a particular case of the exterior analogue of Proposi-
tion 2.3.3 we have

Lemma 2.6.4. There is an isomorphism of Lie superalgebras
P ^K P

Im d3
« P ^ P.

Corollary 2.6.5.

(i) For any Lie superalgebra P there is an isomorphism of supermodules

H2pP q – KerpP ^ P Ñ P q.

(ii) H2pF q “ 0 if F is a free Lie superalgebra.

(iii) (Hopf Formula) Given a free presentation 0 Ñ R Ñ F Ñ P Ñ 0 of a
Lie superalgebra P , there is an isomorphism of supermodules

H2pP q –
RX rF, F s

rF,Rs
.

Proof.

(i) This follows immediately from Lemma 2.6.4.

(ii) This is a consequence of (i) and Proposition 2.6.3.

(iii) Since F ^ F – rF, F s, using the exact sequence (2.6.1), we have

P ^ P –
rF, F s

rF,Rs
.

Then Lemma 2.6.4 completes the proof.
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Theorem 2.6.6. Let M be a graded ideal of a Lie superalgebra P . Then there
is an exact sequence

KerpP^M Ñ P q Ñ H2pP q Ñ H2pP {Mq Ñ
M

rP,M s
Ñ H1pP q Ñ H1pP {Mq Ñ 0.

Proof. By using the exact sequence (2.6.1) we have the following commutative
diagram of Lie superalgebras with exact rows

M ^ P

��

,2 P ^ P

��

,2 P

M
^
P

M

��

,2 0

0 ,2M ,2 P ,2 P

M
,2 0.

Since CokerpM ^ P – P ^ M Ñ Mq – M{rP,M s and CokerpP ^ P Ñ

P q – P {rP, P s – H1pP q, then the assertion follows by using snake lemma and
Corollary 2.6.5(i).

In particular, if P is a Lie algebra and M is an ideal of P , then this
sequence coincides with the six-term exact sequence in the homology of Lie
algebras obtained in [7].
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Chapter 3

Universal central extensions
of slpm, n, Aq

Abstract

We find the universal central extension of the matrix superalgebras slpm,n,Aq where
A is an associative superalgebra and m` n “ 3, 4 and its relation with the Steinberg
superalgebra stpm,n,Aq. We calculate H2

`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

and H2
`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

. Finally,
we introduce a new method using the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras
to find the connection between H2

`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

and the cyclic homology of associative
superalgebras for m` n ě 3.

Reference

X. García-Martínez and M. Ladra, Universal central extensions of slpm,n,Aq
of small rank over associative superalgebras, Turkish J. Math., 2017,
doi:10.3906/mat-1604-3.

3.1 Introduction
The study of central extensions plays an important role in the theory of groups
or Lie algebras and has numerous applications going through physics, repre-
sentation theory or homological algebra. They have been studied by many
people in the context of Lie algebras as [8, 15], etc. The universal central
extension is a key object in this study, since it simplifies the task of finding

69
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all central extensions and moreover, its kernel is the second homology group.
In [4] the universal central extension of Lie algebras is constructed as a non-
abelian tensor product, extended to Lie superalgebras in [7]; and in [9, 13]
some of the results of [8] are extended to Lie superalgebras and the universal
central extension is constructed. The main problem of these constructions is
that they are usually hard to compute.

The concrete problem of finding the universal central extension of slnpAq
for n ě 5 was solved in [11]. It is a very important result which involves
Steinberg Lie algebras (see [2, 5]) and allowed to develop the additive K-
theory. If n ě 5, stnpAq is the universal central extension of slnpAq and if A
is K-free, the kernel is isomorphic to the first cyclic homology HC1pAq. The
problem of finding the universal central extension of slnpAq and stnpAq for
n “ 3, 4 was solved years later in [6]. In [12] the universal central extension of
the Lie superalgebras slpm,n,Aq and stpm,n,Aq is computed with m`n ě 5,
where A is an associative algebra, and the remaining cases where m`n “ 3, 4
are solved in [14].

If A is an associative superalgebra, the universal central extension of slnpAq
is computed in [3] for all n ě 3. The case slpm,n,Aq is studied in [7] form`n ě
5, leaving as an open problem the cases m ` n “ 3, 4. In this paper, we will
solve these specific cases in order to complete the computation of the universal
central extension of slpm,n,Aq where A is an associative superalgebra andm`
n ě 3; and therefore giving a complete characterization of the second homology
H2

`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

for m ` n ě 3 (Theorem 3.8.1). Moreover, we introduce
a new technique using the non-abelian tensor product of Lie superalgebras
defined in [7] to relate H2

`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

and the cyclic homology of associative
superalgebras for m` n ě 3 (Theorem 3.8.2).

The organization of this paper is the following. In Section 3.2 we give some
preliminary well-known results and some technical lemmas about slpm,n,Aq
and stpm,n,Aq. In Section 3.3 we adapt the classical construction of a cen-
tral extension from a super 2-cocycle in Lie superalgebras. In Section 3.4 we
start with the case of slp2, 1, Aq and we show that its universal central ex-
tension is stp2, 1, Aq, constructing a (unique) homomorphism to any central
extension. In Section 3.5 we find the universal central extension of stp3, 1, Aq
(which consequently will be the universal central extension of slp3, 1, Aq) via
the construction of a super 2-cocycle; repeating the procedure for stp2, 2, Aq in
Section 3.6. In Section 3.7 we relate the second homology of slpm,n,Aq with
cyclic homology. Finally, in Section 3.8 we give concluding remarks establish-
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ing a combination of the results presented here with results of [3, 7] to give
the full computation of H2

`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

and H2
`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

for m` n ě 3.

3.2 The Lie superalgebras slpm, n, Aq and stpm, n, Aq

Throughout this paper we consider K as a unital commutative ring and
A “ A0̄ ‘ A1̄ an associative unital K-superalgebra. For any m,n P Z`,
let t1, . . . ,mu Y tm ` 1, . . . ,m ` nu be the Z2-graded set, where the first
set is the even part and the second one the odd part. We now consider
Matpm,n,Aq the pm ` nq ˆ pm ` nq matrices with coefficients in A. It
is defined a Z2-graduation where homogeneous elements are matrices, de-
noted by Eijpaq, having a P A0̄, A1̄ at position pi, jq and zero elsewhere and
|Eijpaq| “ |i| ` |j| ` |a|. With this graduation we define the associative su-
peralgebra glpm,n,Aq which underlying set is Matpm,n,Aq with the usual
matrix product and it is endowed by a Lie superalgebra structure with the
usual bracket rx, ys “ xy ´ p´1q|x||y|yx.

Assuming that m` n ě 3, we define the special Lie superalgebra

slpm,n,Aq “ rglpm,n,Aq, glpm,n,Aqs.

It is generated by the elements Eij , 1 ď i ‰ j ď m` n, a P A, with bracket

rEijpaq, Eklpbqs “ δjkEilpabq ´ p´1q|Eijpaq||Eklpbq|δliEkjpbaq.

In [1] is introduced a generalization of the supertrace for x P glpm,n,Aq,
defined as follows:

Str1pxq “
m`n
ÿ

i“1
p´1q|i|p|i|`|xii|qxii,

where xii represents the element of x in the position pi, iq. It is straightforward
that slpm,n,Aq “ tx P glpm,n,Aq : Str1pxq P rA,Asu and that slpm,n,Aq is
perfect.

For m` n ě 3, the Steinberg Lie superalgebra stpm,n,Aq is defined as the
Lie superalgebra over K generated by homogeneous Fijpaq, 1 ď i ‰ j ď m`n,
and a P A homogeneous, with grading |Fijpaq| “ |i| ` |j| ` |a|, satisfying the
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following relations:

a ÞÑ Fijpaq is a K-linear map, (3.2.1)
rFijpaq, Fjkpbqs “ Fikpabq, for distinct i, j, k, (3.2.2)
rFijpaq, Fklpbqs “ 0, for j ‰ k, i ‰ l, (3.2.3)

where a, b P A, 1 ď i, j, k, l ď m ` n. Note that stpm,n,Aq is a perfect Lie
algebra and there is a canonical central extension

ϕ : stpm,n,Aq Ñ slpm,n,Aq, ϕ
`

Fijpaq
˘

ÞÑ Eijpaq.

Using a completely new technique, in [7] it is shown that if m`n ě 5, this
epimorphism is the universal central extension of slpm,n,Aq. The remaining
cases, when m ` n “ 3 or 4, are left as an open problem and they are the
object of study of this paper. Our procedure to solve the problem is to find
the universal central extension of stpm,n,Aq and by [13, Corollary 1.9] it will
be the universal central extension of slpm,n,Aq.

We begin giving some relations in stpm,n,Aq that will be useful. Let

Hijpa, bq “ rFijpaq, Fjipbqs,

hpa, bq “ H1jpa, bq ´ p´1q|a||b|H1jp1, baq,

for 1 ď i ‰ j ď m` n, a P A. It is well defined since hpa, bq does not depend
on j, for j ‰ 1. We recall that |Hijpa, bq| “ |a| ` |b| for homogeneous a, b P A.

Lemma 3.2.1. We have the following identities in stpm,n,Aq,

Hijpa, bq “ ´p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|j|`|b|qHjipb, aq, (3.2.4)
rHijpa, bq, Fikpcqs “ Fikpabcq, (3.2.5)
rHijpa, bq, Fkipcqs “ ´p´1qp|a|`|b|qp|i|`|k|`|c|qFkipcabq, (3.2.6)
rHijpa, bq, Fkjpcqs “ p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|j|`|b|q`p|a|`|b|qp|j|`|k|`|c|qFkjpcbaq

(3.2.7)
rHijpa, bq, Fijpcqs “ Fij

`

abc` p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a||b|`|b||c|`|c||a|qcba
˘

, (3.2.8)
rHijpa, bq, Fklpcqs “ 0, (3.2.9)
rhpa, bq, F1ipcqs “ F1i

`

pab´ p´1q|a||b|baqc
˘

, (3.2.10)
rhpa, bq, Fjkpcqs “ 0 for j, k ě 2. (3.2.11)

for homogeneous a, b, c P A and i, j, k, l distinct.
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Proof. Relations (3.2.4)–(3.2.9) are just consequences of antisymmetry and
Jacobi identities. To check (3.2.10) and (3.2.11) we need to apply (3.2.5)
and (3.2.9) to the definition of hpa, bq.

The following lemma gives a better understanding of the structure of
stpm,n,Aq.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let FijpAq be the subalgebra generated by Fijpaq, N` the
subalgebra generated by Fijpaq for 1 ď i ă j ď m ` n, N´ the subalgebra
generated by Fijpaq for 1 ď j ă i ď m` n and H the subalgebra generated by
Hijpa, bq, for all a, b P A. Then

N` “
à

1ďiăjďm`n
FijpAq,

N´ “
à

1ďjăiďm`n
FijpAq,

H “ hpA,Aq ‘

ˆm`n
à

j“2
H1jp1, Aq

˙

,

and we have the decomposition

stpm,n,Aq “ N`‘H‘N´ “ hpA,Aq‘

ˆm`n
à

j“2
H1jp1, Aq

˙

à

1ďi‰jďm`n
FijpAq.

Definition 3.2.3. Let Im be the graded ideal of A generated by the elements
ma (i.e. a ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a, m times) and ab ´ p´1q|a||b|ba. Let Am “ A{ Im be the
quotient algebra and denote by ā “ a` Im its elements.

Lemma 3.2.4 ([3]). Im “ mA`ArA,As and rA,AsA “ ArA,As.

3.3 Central extensions of slpm, n, Aq and cocycles

Definition 3.3.1. Let L be a Lie superalgebra andW be a K-free supermod-
ule. A super 2-cocycle is a K-bilinear map ψ : Lˆ LÑW such that
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ψpx, yq “ ´p´1q|x||y|ψpy, xq,
p´1q|x||z|ψprx, ys, zq ` p´1q|x||y|ψpry, zs, xq ` p´1q|y||z|ψprz, xs, yq “ 0,

ψpx0̄, x0̄q “ 0,

for all x, y, z P L, x0̄ P L0̄.

Given an even super 2-cocycle ψ, we can construct a central extension ([13])
L ‘W Ñ L, px,wq ÞÑ x, where the bracket is given by rpx,w1q, py, w2qs “
`

rx, ys, ψpx, yq
˘

(see [13]). In the particular case of L “ stpm,n,Aq and the su-
per 2-cocycle being surjective, this construction can be described in a different
way using generators and relations.

Definition 3.3.2. Let ψ : stpm,n,Aq ˆ stpm,n,Aq ÑW be an even super 2-
cocycle, i.e. a super 2-cocycle such that |ψpx, yq| “ |x| ` |y| for homogeneous
x, y P stpm,n,Aq. Let stpm,n,Aq7 be the Lie superalgebra generated by the
elements Fijpaq7 with homogeneous a P A, 1 ď i ‰ j ď m ` n, with degree
|F 7ijpaq| “ |i| ` |j| ` |a| and by the elements of W, with the relations

a ÞÑ F 7ijpaq is a K-linear map,

rW,Ws “ rF 7ijpaq,Ws “ 0,

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

jkpbqs “ F 7ikpabq ` ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fjkpbq
˘

for distinct i, j, k,

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

klpbqs “ ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fklpbq
˘

for i ‰ j ‰ k ‰ l ‰ i,

where a, b P A.

Lemma 3.3.3. If stpm,n,Aq1 “ stpm,n,Aq ‘W is a central extension con-
structed from a surjective super 2-cocycle ψ : stpm,n,Aq ˆ stpm,n,Aq Ñ W
then there is an isomorphism ρ : stpm,n,Aq7 Ñ stpm,n,Aq1 where ρ

`

F 7ijpaq
˘

“

Fij and ρpwq “ w.

Proof. The proof of [3, Lemma 1] can be easily adapted.

As before, we denote H7ijpa, bq “ rF
7
ijpaq, F

7
jipbqs and h7pa, bq “ H71jpa, bq ´

p´1q|a||b|H71jp1, baq. Therefore, h7 is independent of j and we have the analogue
decomposition lemma.
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Lemma 3.3.4. We can decompose the Lie superalgebra stpm,n,Aq7 gener-
ated by a surjective super 2-cocycle ψ : stpm,n,Aq ˆ stpm,n,Aq Ñ W in the
following way:

stpm,n,Aq7 “W ‘ h7pA,Aq ‘

ˆm`n
à

j“2
H71jp1, Aq

˙

à

1ďi‰jďm`n
F 7ijpAq.

3.4 Universal central extension of stp2, 1, Aq

In this section we study the case when m` n “ 3 and prove that stp2, 1, Aq is
the universal central extension of slp2, 1, Aq.
Theorem 3.4.1. If τ : rstp2, 1, Aq Ñ stp2, 1, Aq is a central extension, then
there exists a unique section η : stp2, 1, Aq Ñ rstp2, 1, Aq.
Proof. We will directly obtain a Lie superalgebra homomorphism
η : stp2, 1, Aq Ñ rstp2, 1, Aq, such that τ ˝ η “ id and since stp2, 1, Aq is
perfect it must be unique. Let

0 ,2 V ,2
rstp2, 1, Aq τ ,2 stp2, 1, Aq ,2 0

be a central extension. We choose a preimage for Fijpaq denoted by rFijpaq
and extend it by K-linearity to all a P A.

We define rHijpa, bq “ r rFijpaq, rFjipbqs, since it is independent of the choice
of rFijpaq. By identity (3.2.4) we know that r rHikp1, 1q, rFijpaqs “ rFijpaq`vijpaq,
where vijpaq P V, so we will replace rFijpaq by rFijpaq ` vijpaq.

It suffices to show that these rFijpaq satisfy relations (3.2.1)–(3.2.3) because
our K-linear section η : stp2, 1, Aq Ñ rstp2, 1, Aq, Fijpaq ÞÑ rFijpaq will be a Lie
superalgebra homomorphism and the result is proved. The first relation is
immediate by definition.

To see the second one, we use Jacobi identity and the fact that V is in the
centre of rstp2, 1, Aq.
rFijpabq “ r rHikp1, 1q, rFijpabqs “

“

rHikp1, 1q, r rFikpaq, rFkjpbqs
‰

“
“

r rHikp1, 1q, rFikpaqs, rFkjpbq
‰

`
“

rFikpaq, r rHikp1, 1q, rFkjpbqs
‰

“ r rFikpa` p´1q|i|`|k|aq, rFkjpbqs ` r rFikpaq,´p´1qp|i|`|k|qp|i|`|k|q rFkjpbqs
“ r rFikpaq, rFkjpbqs.
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Now we check that the remaining brackets vanish.

r rFijpaq, rFijpbqs “
“

rFijpaq, r rFikpbq, rFkjp1qs
‰

“
“

r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs, rFkjp1q
‰

` p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|k|`|b|q
“

rFikpbq, r rFijpaq, rFkjp1qs
‰

“ 0.

To see that r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs “ 0 we can assume |i| ` |j| “ 1̄, then

0 “ p´1q1̄`|a|
“

rHijp1, 1q, r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs
‰

“ p´1q1̄`|a|
“

r rHijp1, 1q, rFijpaqs, rFikpbq
‰

` p´1qp1̄`|a|q`p|i|`|j|qp|i|`|j|`|a|q
“

rFijpaq, r rHijp1, 1q, rFikpbqs
‰

“ p´1q1̄`|a|r rFijpa` p´1q1̄aq, rFikpbqs ` r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs “ r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs.

If |i| ` |j| “ 0̄, we have that |i| ` |k| “ 1̄ and the calculation is the same.
Therefore, r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “ 0 if j ‰ k and i ‰ l, satisfying relation (3.2.3)
and completing the proof.

Corollary 3.4.2. The universal central extension of slp2, 1, Aq and stp2, 1, Aq
is stp2, 1, Aq. Moreover, H2

`

stp2, 1, Aqq “ 0.

3.5 Universal central extension of stp3, 1, Aq

In this section we find the universal central extension of slp3, 1, Aq. Let S4
be the symmetric group of degree 4, i.e. the set of all quadruples pi, j, k, lq
where 1 ď i, j, k, l ď 4 distinct. We quotient S4 by Klein’s subgroup, formed by
tp1, 2, 3, 4q, p3, 2, 1, 4q, p1, 4, 3, 2q, p3, 4, 1, 2qu, obtaining 6 cosets denoted by Pm.
We have a map θ that sends pi, j, k, lq ÞÑ θ

`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ m when pi, j, k, lq P
Pm.

Let ΠpA2q be the K-supermodule A2 (see Definition 3.2.3) with the parity
changed, i.e.,

`

ΠpA2q
˘

0̄ “ pA2q1̄ and
`

ΠpA2q
˘

1̄ “ pA2q0̄. Let W “ ΠpA2q
6

be the K-supermodule formed by the direct sum of six copies of ΠpA2q and
consider the maps εm : ΠpA2q ÑW, εmpāq ÞÑ p0, . . . , ā, . . . , 0q, in the position
m.

Using the decomposition of Lemma 3.2.2 we consider the K-bilinear map

ψ : stp3, 1, Aq ˆ stp3, 1, Aq ÑW,
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where

ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fklpbq
˘

“ ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq,

ψpx, yq “ 0 if x or y belong to H.

Lemma 3.5.1. The K-bilinear map ψ is a super 2-cocycle.

Proof. Since the grading in W is changed and exactly one index is odd, we
have that

|ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fklpbq
˘

| “ |i|`|j|`|a|`|k|`|l|`|b| “ |a|`|b|` 1̄ “ |ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq|,

for homogeneous a, b P A, so ψ is even.
To complete the proof we can just follow the steps of [6, Lemma 2.2] since

ā “ ´ā so signs do not play any important role.

By the previous lemma, we have a central extension

0 ,2W ,2 stp3, 1, Aq7 π ,2 stp3, 1, Aq ,2 0,

where stp3, 1, Aq7 “ stp3, 1, Aq ‘W is the Lie superalgebra constructed by the
surjective super 2-cocycle ψ, defined by the following relations

a ÞÑ F 7ijpaq is a K-linear map, (3.5.1)

rW,Ws “ rF 7ijpaq,Ws “ 0, (3.5.2)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

jkpbqs “ F 7ikpabq for distinct i, j, k, (3.5.3)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7
ijpaqs “ 0, (3.5.4)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

ikpbqs “ 0, (3.5.5)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

klpbqs “ ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq for distinct i, j, k, l. (3.5.6)

Theorem 3.5.2. The central extension 0 ÑW Ñ stp3, 1, Aq7 Ñ stp3, 1, Aq is
universal.

Proof. Let

0 ,2 V ,2
rstp3, 1, Aq τ ,2 stp3, 1, Aq ,2 0
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be a central extension. We need to show that there exists a Lie superalgebra
homomorphism ρ : stp3, 1, Aq7 Ñ rstp3, 1, Aq such that τ ˝ ρ “ π.

We choose a preimage rFijpaq of Fijpaq K-linearly for all a P A. Since
V Ă Zprstp3, 1, Aqq, we have that

r rFikpaq, rFkjpbqs “ rFijpabq ` vijkpa, bq,

for distinct i, j, k, where vijkpa, bq P V. Using Jacobi identity we have

r rFikpaq, rFkjpcbqs “
“

rFikpaq, r rFklpcq, rFljpbqs
‰

“
“

r rFikpaq, rFklpcqs, rFljpbq
‰

` p´1qp|i|`|k|`|a|qp|k|`|l|`|c|q
“

rFklpcq, r rFikpaq, rFljpbqs
‰

“ r rFilpacq, rFljpbqs,

so choosing c “ 1 we have the identities vijkpa, bq “ vijlpa, bq and
r rFikpaq, rFkjpbqs “ r rFilpaq, rFljpbqs. This means that vijkpa, bq is independent
of the choice of k so we have

r rFikpaq, rFkjpbqs “ rFijpabq ` vijpa, bq,

and
r rFikp1q, rFkjpbqs “ rFijpbq ` vijp1, bq.

Therefore, we can replace rFijpbq by rFijpbq ` vijp1, bq. We want to define
ρ
`

F 7ijpaq
˘

“ rFijpaq so will see that these elements satisfy relations (3.5.1)–
(3.5.6).

Relations (3.5.1), (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) are straightforward by definition. To
see relation (3.5.4), we choose i, j, k distinct

r rFijpaq, rFijpbqs “
“

rFijpaq, r rFikpbq, rFkjp1qs
‰

“
“

r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs, rFkjp1q
‰

` p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|k|`|b|q
“

rFikpbq, r rFijpaq, rFkjp1qs
‰

“ 0.
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For relation (3.5.5), taking i, j, k, l distinct, we have

r rFijpaq, rFikpbqs “
“

rFijpaq, r rFilpbq, rFikp1qs
‰

“
“

r rFijpaq, rFilpbqs, rFikp1q
‰

` p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|l|`|b|q
“

rFilpbq, r rFijpaq, rFikp1qs
‰

“ 0.

To check relation (3.5.6) we define rHijpa, bq “ r rFijpaq, rFjipbqs and following
the steps of Lemma 3.2.1 we can check that for distinct i, j, k, l,

rHijpa, bq “ ´p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|j|`|b|q rHjipb, aq,

r rHijpa, bq, rFikpcqs “ rFikpabcq,

r rHijpa, bq, rFkipcqs “ ´p´1qp|a|`|b|qp|i|`|k|`|c|q rFkipcabq,
r rHijpa, bq, rFkjpcqs “ p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|i|`|j|`|b|q`p|a|`|b|qp|j|`|k|`|c|q rFkjpcbaq,
r rHijpa, bq, rFijpcqs “ rFijpabc` p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a||b|`|b||c|`|c||a|qcbaq,
r rHijpa, bq, rFklpcqs “ 0.

When i, j, k, l are distinct we denote

r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs “ vijklpaq,

where vijklpaq P V. We want that ρpε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabqq “ vijklpabq, since

r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “ rρ
`

F 7ijpaq
˘

, ρ
`

F 7klpbq
˘

s

“ ρ
`

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

klpbqsq “ ρpε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabqq “ vijklpabq.

Thus, we have to check that

(R1) 2vijklpaq “ 0,

(R2) vijklpaq “ vkjilpaq “ vilkjpaq “ vklijpaq,

(R3) vijklparb, csq “ 0,

(R4) r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “ vijklpabq.
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Assume |i| ` |j| “ 0̄,

0 “
“

rHijpa, bq, r rFijpcq, rFklp1qs
‰

“
“

r rHijpa, bq, rFijpcqs, rFklp1q
‰

´
“

rFijpaq, r rHijp1, 1q, rFklp1qs
‰

“ r rFijpabc` p´1q|i|`|j|`|a||b|`|b||c|`|c||a|cbaq, rFklp1qs
“ vijklpabc` p´1q|a||b|`|b||c|`|c||a|cbaq.

If b “ c “ 1, we have that

vijklp2aq “ 2vijklpaq “ 0,

proving (R1).
If c “ 1, we have that

vijklpab´ p´1q|a||b|baq “ 0,

so

0 “ vijklpabc` p´1q|a||b|`|b||c|`|c||a|cbaq “ vijkl
`

pab` p´1q|a||b|baqc
˘

,

implying (R2). If |k| ` |l| “ 0̄, the calculation is the same.
On the other hand,

r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “
“

r rFikpaq, rFkjp1qs, rFklpbq
‰

“
“

rFikpaq, r rFkjp1q, rFklpbqs
‰

´ p´1qp|i|`|k|`|a|qp|k|`|j|q
“

rFkjp1q, r rFikpaq, rFklpbqs
‰

“ p´1qp|l|`|k|`|b|qp|k|`|j|qr rFilpabq, rFkjp1qs
“ vilkjpabq,

since the sign does not play any role. Choosing b “ 1 and using (R1), we have
that

vijklpaq “ vilkjpaq.

Doing the same but changing the indexes we have relations (R3) and (R4).
Thus, the morphism ρ : stp3, 1, Aq7 Ñ rstp3, 1, Aq defined by

ρ
`

F 7ijpaq
˘

“ rFijpaq and ρpε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabqq “ vijklpabq

is actually a Lie superalgebra homomorphism completing the proof.

Corollary 3.5.3. The universal central extension of slp3, 1, Aq is stp3, 1, Aq7 –
slp3, 1, Aq ‘ΠpA2q

6. Moreover, H2
`

stp3, 1, Aq
˘

–W – ΠpA2q
6.
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3.6 Universal central extension of stp2, 2, Aq

In this section we find the universal central extension of stp2, 2, Aq. As in the
previous section we consider the partition of S4 but with a small difference.
Not all the cosets will be considered as equals. The coset formed by

tp1, 3, 2, 4q, p1, 4, 2, 3q, p2, 3, 1, 4q, p2, 4, 1, 3qu,

is named P5 the one formed by

tp3, 1, 4, 2q, p3, 2, 4, 1q, p4, 1, 3, 2q, p4, 2, 3, 1qu,

is named P6. The order of the other cosets P1, . . . , P4, will not be relevant.
Note that all the elements of P5 and P6 have the property that |i| “ |k|, |j| “ |l|
and |i| ` |j| “ |k| ` |l| “ 1̄.

Let σ : S4 Ñ t´1, 1u be a map defined by

σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ 1 if pi, j, k, lq P P1, P2, P3 or P4,

in P5,

σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ 1 if pi, j, k, lq “ p1, 3, 2, 4q or p2, 4, 1, 3q,
σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ ´1 if pi, j, k, lq “ p1, 4, 2, 3q or p2, 3, 1, 4q,

and in P6,

σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ 1 if pi, j, k, lq “ p3, 1, 4, 2q or p4, 2, 3, 1q,
σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ ´1 if pi, j, k, lq “ p3, 2, 4, 1q or p4, 1, 3, 2q.

Furthermore, letW “ A4
2‘A

2
0 beK-supermodule formed by the direct sum

of four copies of A2 and two copies of A0 and the maps εmpāq “ p0, . . . , ā, . . . , 0q
in position m.

Using the decomposition of Lemma 3.2.2 we consider the K-bilinear map

ψ : stp2, 2, Aq ˆ stp2, 2, Aq ÑW,

where

ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fklpbq
˘

“ ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq, if pi, j, k, lq P P1, P2, P3, P4

ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fklpbq
˘

“ p´1q|b|σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq, if pi, j, k, lq P P5 or P6,

ψpx, yq “ 0 if x or y belong to H.
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Lemma 3.6.1. The K-bilinear map ψ is a super 2-cocycle.

Proof. The map is even since |i| ` |j| ` |k| ` |l| “ 0̄. To check antisymmetry,
it suffices to see what happens when pi, j, k, lq P P5 or P6 since in the other
cases the signs do not make any difference since A2 and A0 are commutative.
Let pi, j, k, lq P P5, we know that |i| ` |j| “ |k| ` |l| “ 1̄,

´p´1q|Fijpaq||Fklpbq|ψ
`

Fklpbq,Fijpaq
˘

“ ´p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|l|`|b|qψ
`

Fklpbq, Fijpaq
˘

“ ´p´1qp1̄`|a|qp1̄`|b|qp´1q|a|σ
`

pk, l, i, jq
˘

ε5pbaq

“ p´1q|b|`|a||b|σ
`

pk, l, i, jq
˘

ε5pp´1q|a||b|abq
“ p´1q|b|σ

`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq

“ ψ
`

Fijpaq, Fklpbq
˘

,

since σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

“ σ
`

pk, l, i, jq
˘

and ab “ p´1q|a||b|ba. If pi, j, k, lq belongs to
P6 it is analogue.

The identity ψpx0̄, x0̄q “ 0 where x0̄ P
`

stp2, 2, Aq
˘

0̄ is straightforward by
definition. The last step is to check Jacobi identity. In order to ease notation,
we denote by Jpx, y, zq the expression

p´1q|x||z|ψprx, ys, zq ` p´1q|x||y|ψpry, zs, xq ` p´1q|y||z|ψprz, xs, yq.

We have to check that Jpx, y, zq “ 0 for all x, y, z P stp2, 2, Aq.
Let ψprx, ys, zq ‰ 0. Using the decomposition of Lemma 3.2.2 we see that

at most one of x, y belongs to H. We can assume that x P H. To exclude
trivial cases we need that y “ Fijpaq and z “ Fklpbq, where i, j, k, l are distinct.
If pi, j, k, lq P P1, . . . , P4, the signs does not make any difference so the proof
is the same as in [6, Lemma 2.2]. Therefore, we just need to check when
pi, j, k, lq “ p1, 3, 2, 4q P P5 since the other cases are similar.

If x “ hpc, dq, then

Jpx, y, zq “ p´1qp|c|`|d|qp|b|`1̄qψ
`

rhpc, dq, F13paqs, F24pbq
˘

` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄qψ
`

rF24, hpc, dqs, F13pbq
˘

“ p´1qp|c|`|d|qp|b|`1̄qψ
`

F13
`

pab´ p´1q|a||b|baqc
˘

, F24pbq
˘

` 0

“ p´1qp|c|`|d|qp|b|`1̄q`|b|σ
`

p1, 3, 2, 4q
˘

ε5
`

pab´ p´1q|a||b|baqcb
˘

“ 0.
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If x “ H12p1, cq, then

Jpx, y, zq “ p´1q|c|p|a|`1̄qψ
`

rH12p1, cq, F13paqs, F24pbq
˘

` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄qψ
`

rF24pbq, H12p1, cqs, F13paq
˘

“ p´1q|c|p|a|`1̄qψ
`

F13pcaq, F24pbq
˘

` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄q`|c|p|b|`1̄qψ
`

F24pcbq, F13paq
˘

“ p´1q|c|p|b|`1̄q`|a|σ
`

p1, 3, 2, 4q
˘

ε5pcabq

` p´1qp|a|`|c|`1̄qp|b|`1̄q`|b|σ
`

p2, 4, 1, 3q
˘

ε5pcbaq

“ p´1q|c|p|b|`1̄q`p´1q|a|ε5pcabq ` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄q`|b|ε5pcbaq
˘

“ p´1q|c|p|b|`1̄q`|a|`ε5pcab´ p´1q|a||b|cbaq
˘

“ 0.

If x “ H13p1, cq, then

Jpx, y, zq “ p´1q|c|p|a|`1̄qψ
`

rH13p1, cq, F13paqs, F24pbq
˘

“ ψ
`

F13pca` p´1q1̄`|a||c|acq, F24pbq
˘

“ p´1q|b|σ
`

p1, 3, 2, 4q
˘

ε5ppca´ p´1q|a||c|acqbq
“ 0.

If x “ H14p1, cq, then

Jpx, y, zq “ p´1q|c|p|b|`1̄qψ
`

rH14p1, cq, F13paqs, F24pbq
˘

` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄qψ
`

rF24pbq, H14p1, cqs, F13paq
˘

“ p´1q|c|p|b|`1̄qψ
`

F13pcaq, F24pbq
˘

` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄q`|c|ψ
`

F24pbcq, F13paq
˘

“ p´1q|c|p|b|`1̄q`|b|σ
`

p1, 3, 2, 4q
˘

ε5pcabq

` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄q`|c|`|a|σ
`

p2, 4, 1, 3q
˘

ε5pbcaq

“ p´1q|b|`|c|
`

p´1q|c||b|ε5pcabq ´ p´1q|a||b|ε5pbcaq
˘

“ p´1q|b|`|c|
`

p´1q|c||b|`|b||c|`|a||b|ε5pbcaq ´ p´1q|a||b|ε5pbcaq
˘

“ 0.
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Assume now that neither x, y, z P H. If ψprx, ys, zq ‰ 0 we must have
ψ
`

rFikpaq, Fkjpbqs, Fklpcq
˘

or ψ
`

rFilpaq, Fljpbqs, Fklpcq
˘

. Again, if pi, j, k, lq P
P1, . . . , P4, the sign does not matter so the proof is the same as in [6]. Assume
that pi, j, k, lq “ p1, 3, 2, 4q P P5.

If x “ F12paq, y “ F23pbq and z “ F24pcq, then

Jpx, y, zq “ p´1q|a|p|c|`1̄qψ
`

F13pabq, F24pcq
˘

´ p´1qp|b|`1̄qp|c|`1̄q`|a|p|c|`1̄qψ
`

F14pacq, F23pbq
˘

“ p´1q|a|p|c|`1̄q`|c|σ
`

p1, 3, 2, 4q
˘

ε5pabcq

´ p´1qp|a|`|b|`1̄qp|c|`1̄q`|b|σ
`

p1, 4, 2, 3q
˘

ε5pacbq

“ p´1q|a|p|c|`1̄q`|c|`ε5pabcq ` p´1q|b||c|`1̄ε5pacbq
˘

“ p´1q|a|p|c|`1̄q`|c|ε5
`

apbc´ p´1q|b||c|cbq
˘

“ 0.

If x “ F14paq, y “ F43pbq and z “ F24pcq, then

Jpx, y, zq “ p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|c|`1̄qψ
`

F13pabq, F24pcq
˘

´ p´1q|b|p|a|`1̄q`|b|p|c|`1̄qψ
`

F23pacq, F14pbq
˘

“ p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|c|`1̄q`|c|σ
`

p1, 3, 2, 4q
˘

ε5pabcq

´ p´1q|b|p|a|`|c|q`|a|σ
`

p2, 3, 1, 4q
˘

ε5pcbaq

“ ´p´1q|a|ε5
`

p´1q|a||c|abc´ p´1q|a||b|`|b||c|cba
˘

“ ´p´1q|a|ε5
`

p´1q|a||c|abc´ p´1q|a||b|`|b||c|`|c|p|b|`|a|qbac
˘

“ ´p´1q|a|`|a||c|ε5
`

pab´ p´1q|a||b|qc
˘

“ 0.

We have a central extension

0 ,2W ,2 stp2, 2, Aq7 π ,2 stp2, 2, Aq ,2 0,

where stp2, 2, Aq7 “ stp2, 2, Aq ‘W is the Lie superalgebra constructed by the
surjective super 2-cocycle ψ, defined by the following relations:
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a ÞÑ F 7ijpaq is a K-linear map, (3.6.1)

rW,Ws “ rF 7ijpaq,Ws “ 0, (3.6.2)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

jkpbqs “ F 7ikpabq for distinct i, j, k, (3.6.3)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7
ijpaqs “ 0, (3.6.4)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

ikpbqs “ 0, (3.6.5)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

klpbqs “ ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq if pi, j, k, lq P P1, P2, P3, P4 (3.6.6)

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

klpbqs “ p´1q|b|σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq if pi, j, k, lq P P5, P6.

(3.6.7)

Theorem 3.6.2. The central extension 0 ÑW Ñ stp2, 2, Aq7 Ñ stp2, 2, Aq is
universal.

Proof. Let

0 ,2 V ,2
rstp2, 2, Aq τ ,2 stp2, 2, Aq ,2 0

be a central extension. As done in Theorem 3.4.1, we need a Lie superalgebra
homomorphism ρ : stp2, 2, Aq7 Ñ rstp2, 2, Aq such that τ ˝ ρ “ π. Choosing
preimages rFijpaq of τ , we have to check they satisfy relations (3.6.1)–(3.6.7).
Doing the analogue computations as in Theorem 3.4.1 it is obvious that re-
lations (3.6.1)–(3.6.5) are satisfied. We have to check that the rFijpaq follow
(3.6.6) and (3.6.7) to complete the proof.

As in the previous section, when i, j, k, l are distinct, denote

r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs “ vijklpaq.

To satisfy relations (3.6.6) and (3.6.7) we want to define the homomor-
phism from W by the expression ρpε

θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabqq “ σ

`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

vijklpabq. If
pi, j, k, lq P P1, . . . , P4, we have to check the conditions

(R1) 2vijklpaq “ 0,

(R2) vijklpaq “ vkjilpaq “ vilkjpaq “ vklijpaq,

(R3) vijklparb, csq “ 0,

(R4) r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “ vijklpabq.
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Note that every permutation in P1, . . . , P4, has an element such that |i| `
|j| “ 0̄. Thus, recovering some computations of the previous section we have
that

0 “
“

rHijp1, 1q, r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs
‰

“ r rFijpa` p´1q|i|`|j|aq, rFklp1qs
“ vijklpa` p´1q|i|`|j|aq.

If |i| ` |j| “ 0̄, we have that r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs “ ´r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs. Then,

r rFilpaq, rFkjp1qs “ ´p´1qp|k|`|l|qp|k|`|j|`|b|qr rFijpaq, rFklp1qs,

so r rFilpaq, rFkjp1qs “ ´r rFilpaq, rFkjp1qs. Changing the indexes we obtain (R1)
and (R2), and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.5.2, conditions (R3)
and (R4) are satisfied.

If pi, j, k, lq P P5, P6, we have that

r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “ rρ
`

F 7ijpaq
˘

, ρ
`

F 7klpbq
˘

s

“ ρ
`

rF 7ijpaq, F
7

klpbqsq

“ ρ
`

p´1q|b|σ
`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

ε
θ
`

pi,j,k,lq
˘pabq

˘

“ p´1q|b|vijklpabq
“ p´1q|b|r rFijpabq, rFklp1qs.

Thus, we have to check the following conditions:

(C1) vijklpaq “ ´vkjilpaq “ ´vilkjpaq “ vklijpaq,

(C2) r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “ p´1q|b|r rFijpabq, rFklp1qs,

(C3) vijklparb, csq “ 0.

To see (C1),

vijklpaq “ r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs
“

“

rFijpaq, r rFkip1q, rFilp1qs
‰

“
“

r rFijpaq, rFkip1qs, rFilp1q
‰

“ ´p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|i|qr rFkjpaq, rFilp1qs
“ ´r rFkjpaq, rFilp1qs “ ´vkjilpaq,
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and

vijklpaq “ r rFijpaq, rFklp1qs
“

“

rFijpaq, r rFkjp1q, rFjlp1qs
‰

“

“ p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|j|q
“

rFkjp1q, r rFijpaq, rFjlp1qs
‰

“ p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|j|qr rFkjp1q, rFilpaqs “
“ ´p´1qp|k|`|j|qp|l|`|j|qr rFilpaq, rFkjp1qs “
“ ´r rFilpaq, rFkjp1qs “ ´vilkjpaq.

To check (C2),

r rFijpaq, rFklpbqs “
“

rFijpaq, r rFkjp1q, rFjlpbqs
‰

“ p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|j|q
“

rFkjp1q, r rFijpaq, rFjlpbqs
‰

“ p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|j|q
“

rFkjp1q, rFilpabq
‰

´ p´1qp|j|`|l|`|b|qp|k|`|j|qr rFilpabq, rFkjp1qs
“ ´p´1q|b|r rFilpabq, rFkjp1qs “ p´1q|b|r rFijpabq, rFklp1qs
“ p´1q|b|vijklpabq,

by part (C1).
Using (C2) and the fact that |k| ` |l| “ 1̄,

vijklparb, csq “ r rFijparb, csq, rFklp1qs
“ p´1q|b|`|c|σ

`

pi, j, k, lq
˘

r rFijpaq, rFklpbc´ p´1q|b||c|cbqs
“ p´1q|b|`|c|σ

`

pi, j, k, lq
˘“

rFijpaq, r rHklpb, cq, rFklp1qs
‰

“ 0,

by Jacobi identity, we have that (C3) is satisfied.
Thus, we obtained a Lie superalgebra homomorphism

ρ : stp2, 2, Aq7 Ñ rstp2, 2, Aq completing the proof.

Corollary 3.6.3. The universal central extension of slp2, 2, Aq is stp2, 2, Aq7 –
slp2, 2, Aq ‘A4

2 ‘A
2
0. Moreover, H2

`

stp2, 2, Aq
˘

–W – A4
2 ‘A

2
0.
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3.7 Non-abelian tensor product and cyclic homol-
ogy

In this section, we will consider the associative superalgebra A free as a K-
supermodule. This assumption is needed in the definition of cyclic homology
via complex.

Definition 3.7.1 ([10]). Let CnpAq “ Abn{In be the chain complex for n ě 0
where In is the submodule generated by the relations

a0 b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an ´ p´1qn`|a0|
řn´1

i“0 |ai|an b a0 b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1,

for ai P A homogeneous. The boundary maps dn are defined on generators by

dnpa0 b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “
n´1
ÿ

i“0
p´1qia0 b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aiai`1 b ai`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ an

` p´1qn`|an|
řn´1

i“0 |ai|ana0 b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1,

for ai P A homogeneous. The cyclic homology HCnpAq of the associative
superalgebra A is the homology of the chain complex C˚pAq.

In [7], it is introduced the non-abelian tensor product of two Lie superalge-
bras acting on each other. For the sake of simplicity, we recover the definition
in the particular case of a Lie superalgebra L acting on itself by the canonical
action, also called non-abelian tensor square.

Definition 3.7.2. Let L be a Lie superalgebra. The non-abelian tensor square
LpbL is the tensor product of supermodules LbL quotient by the submodule
generated by the relations

(i) rx, ys b z “ xb ry, zs ´ p´1q|x||y|y b rx, zs,

(ii) xb ry, zs “ p´1q|z|p|x|`|y|qprz, xs b yq ´ p´1q|x||y|pry, xs b zq,

for all x, y, z P L. It has a Lie superalgebra structure with bracket

rxb y, z b ws “ rx, ys b rz, ws.
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It is shown in [7] that if L is perfect, the homomorphism u : LpbL Ñ L,
x b y ÞÑ rx, ys, is the universal central extension of L and Ker u “ H2pLq.
Therefore, the universal central extension of slpm,n,Aq is the same as the
universal central extension of stpm,n,Aq which is stpm,n,Aqpbstpm,n,Aq. Ad-
ditionally, we know that the universal central extension of stpm,n,Aq is just
itself plus a K-supermodule, which will be denoted by Wpm,n,Aq, possibly
zero.
Theorem 3.7.3. Let m ` n ě 3. Then there is an isomorphism of K-
supermodules

H2pslpm,n,Aqq – HC1pAq ‘Wpm,n,Aq.
Proof. We consider the following diagram

0 ,2 HC1pAq ‘Wpm,n,Dq ,2 AbA

Im d2
‘Wpm,n,Aq

µ

��

d1 ,2 rA,As

E11p´q

�

,2 0

0 ,2 H2
`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

,2 stpm,n,Aqpbstpm,n,Aq

Str2

LR

ω ,2 slpm,n,Aq

Str1

LR

,2 0,

where µpa b bq “ F1jpaq b Fj1pbq ´ p´1q|a||b|F1jpbaq b Fj1p1q, µ
`

vijklpaq
˘

“

Fijpaq b Fklpbq and

Str2
`

Fijpaq b Fklpbq
˘

“

$

’

&

’

%

ab b, if i “ j and k “ l,
vijklpabq, when it makes sense depending of m,n,

0, otherwise.

It is a straightforward computation that µ ˝Str2 and E11p´q ˝Str1 are the
identity maps and that the diagram is commutative. Then the restrictions of
Str2 to the kernel of ω is also a split epimorphism, with µ restricted to the ker-
nel of d1 as section. Let us see that these restrictions are indeed isomorphisms.
An element in the kernel of ω, is a sum of elements of the form FijpaqbFjipbq
plus the elements of Wpm,n,Dq. Any element of Kerω can be written as an
element of Imµ plus

řm`n
i“2 F1ipaiq b Fi1p1q, since

Fijpaq b Fjipbq “ Fi1paq b F1ipbq ´ p´1qp|Fijpaq|qp|Fjipbq|qFj1pbaq b F1jp1q,

and

F1jpaq b Fj1pbq “F1jpaq b Fj1pbq ´ p´1q|a||b|Fj1pbaq b F1jp1q
` p´1q|a||b|Fj1pbaq b F1jp1q.
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Furthermore, if it is in the kernel of ω, all the ai must be zero. Then the
restriction of µ to the kernel of d1 is surjective.

3.8 Concluding remarks
Combining the main theorems presented here with the main theorems of [3, 7]
we have a complete characterization of H2

`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

and H2
`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

for m` n ě 3.

Theorem 3.8.1. Let K a unital commutative ring and A an associative unital
K-superalgebra. Then,

H2
`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0 for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
A6

3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,
A6

2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,
ΠpA2q

6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,
A4

2 ‘A
2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

where Am is the quotient of A by the ideal mA ` ArA,As (Definition 3.2.3)
and Π is the parity change functor.

Theorem 3.8.2. Let K a unital commutative ring and A an associative unital
K-superalgebra with a K-basis containing the identity. Then,

H2
`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

HC1pAq for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
HC1pAq ‘A

6
3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,

HC1pAq ‘A
6
2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,

HC1pAq ‘ΠpA2q
6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,

HC1pAq ‘A
4
2 ‘A

2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

where Am is the quotient of A by the ideal mA ` ArA,As (Definition 3.2.3)
and Π is the parity change functor.
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Chapter 4

Universal central extensions
of Leibniz superalgebras over
superdialgebras

Abstract

We complete the problem of finding the universal central extension in the category
of Leibniz superalgebras of slpm,n,Dq when m ` n ě 3 and D is a superdialgebra,
solving in particular the problem when D is an associative algebra, superalgebra or
dialgebra. To accomplish this task we use a different method than the standard
studied in the literature. We introduce and use the non-abelian tensor square of
Leibniz superalgebras and its relations with the universal central extension.

Reference

X. García Martínez and M. Ladra, Universal central extensions of Leibniz
superalgebras over superdialgebras, Mediterr. J. Math. 14 (2017), no. 2, Art.
73, 15.

4.1 Introduction
Leibniz algebras, the non-antisymmetric analogue of Lie algebras, were first
defined by Bloh [1] and later recovered by Loday in [22] when he handled
periodicity phenomena in algebraic K-theory. Many authors have studied

93
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this structure and it has some interesting applications in Geometry and
Physics ([16], [25], [6]). On the other hand, the theory of superalgebras arises
directly from supersymmetry, a part of the theory of elemental particles, in
order to have a better understanding of the geometrical structure of spacetime
and to complete the substantial meaningful task of the unification of quantum
theory and general relativity ([32]). The study of Lie or Leibniz superalgebras
has been a very active field in the recent years since the classification of simple
complex finite-dimensional Lie superalgebras by Kac in [14].

The study of central extensions is a very important topic in mathematics.
There is a direct connection between central extensions and (co)homology, and
they also have relations with Physics ([30]). In particular, universal central
extensions have been studied in many different structures as groups [27], Lie
algebras [11], [31] or Lie superalgebras [28]. A very interesting tool in the study
of universal central extensions is the non-abelian tensor product introduced in
[2] and extended to Lie algebras in [5] and to Lie superalgebras in [9].

The theory related with the universal central extension of the special linear
algebra slpn,Aq has been very active due its relation with cyclic homology and
its relevance in algebraic K-theory. The first approach was in the category of
Lie algebras by Kassel and Loday in [15] where they described it when n ě 5
and A is an associative algebra, and in [8] it was obtained for n ě 3. For the Lie
superalgebra slpn,Aq and A an associative superalgebra, the universal central
extension was given in [3]. For the special linear superalgebra slpm,n,Aq,
the universal central extension for A an associative algebra was found in [26]
and [29]; and for A an associative superalgebra was found in [4] and [10]. In the
category of Leibniz algebras, the universal central extension of slpn,Aq (seen
as a Leibniz algebra), where A is an associative algebra, was found in [24] when
n ě 5 and in [13] when n ě 3. For the Leibniz superalgebra slpm,n,Aq, when
m` n ě 5 and A is an associative algebra it was calculated in [21]. In [18] it
was found for the Leibniz algebra slpm,Dq and for the Leibniz superalgebra
slpm,n,Dq, where m ě 5 and m`n ě 5, respectively, and D is an associative
dialgebra.

The aim of this paper is to complete the task, finding the universal central
extension of slpm,n,Dq where D is a superdialgebra and m ` n ě 3. Since
associative algebras, associative superalgebras and dialgebras are all examples
of associative superdialgebras, we will solve all cases at once. Moreover, we
obtain a result contradicting a specific point of a theorem given in [18]. The
most interesting part of this paper is that the method used is not the same
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as in all the papers cited above. Due its relation with central extensions,
we introduce and use the non-abelian tensor square of Leibniz superalgebras
providing another point of view to this topic.

4.2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper we fix a commutative ring R with unit.

4.2.1 Dialgebras

We recall from [23] the definitions and basic examples of (super)dialgebras.

Definition 4.2.1. An associative dialgebra (dialgebra for short) is an R-
module equipped with two R-linear maps

$ : D bR D Ñ D,

% : D bR D Ñ D,

where $ and % are associative and satisfy the following conditions:
$

’

&

’

%

a % pb % cq “ a % pb $ cq,

pa $ bq % c “ a $ pb % cq,

pa % bq $ c “ pa $ bq $ c,

for all a, b, c P D.

An ideal I Ă D is an R-submodule such that if a or b belong to I then
a % b P D and a $ b P D.

A bar-unit in D is an element e P D such that for all a P D,

a % e “ a “ e $ a.

Note that a bar-unit may not be unique. A unital dialgebra is a dialgebra with
a chosen bar-unit, that will be denoted by 1.

An associative superdialgebra (superdialgebra for short) is a dialgebra
equipped with a Z-graded structure compatible with the two operations, i.e.
Dᾱ $ Dβ̄ Ď Dᾱ`β̄ and Dᾱ % Dβ̄ Ď Dᾱ`β̄, for ᾱ, β̄ P Z. The concepts of
bar-unit, unital and ideal are analogous in superdialgebras. Note that the
bar-unit is always even.
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Example 4.2.2. We introduce some examples of superdialgebras.

(i) An associative (super)algebra defines a (super)dialgebra structure in a
canonical way, where a % b “ ab “ a $ b. If it is unital, then the
superdialgebra is unital.

(ii) Let pA, dq a differential associative (super)algebra, i.e., dpabq “ dpaqb`
adpbq and d2 “ 0. We define the two operations by

a % b “ adpbq,

a $ b “ dpaqb.

It is immediate to check that with these operations pA, dq is a (su-
per)dialgebra.

(iii) Let A an associative (super)algebra, M an A-(super)bimodule and
f : M Ñ A an A-(super)bimodule map. Then we can define a (su-
per)dialgebra structure with operations

m % m1 “ mfpm1q,

m $ m1 “ fpmqm1.

(iv) Let D and D1 be two superdialgebras. The tensor product DbRD1 is a
superdialgebra where

pab a1q % pbb b1q “ p´1q|a1||b|pa % bq b pa1 % b1q,

pab a1q $ pbb b1q “ p´1q|a1||b|pa $ bq b pa1 $ b1q.

4.2.2 Leibniz superalgebras

Definition 4.2.3. A Leibniz superalgebra L is an R-supermodule with an
R-linear even map

r´,´s : LbR LÑ L,

satisfying the Leibniz identity
“

x, ry, zs
‰

“
“

rx, ys, z
‰

´ p´1q|y||z|
“

rx, zs, y
‰

,

for all x, y, z P L.
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Note that a Leibniz superalgebra where the identity rx, ys “

´p´1q|x||y|ry, xs also holds, is a Lie superalgebra.

Example 4.2.4.

(i) A Lie superalgebra is in particular a Leibniz superalgebra.

(ii) Let D be a superdialgebra. Then D with the bracket

ra, bs “ a % b´ p´1q|a||b|b $ a,

is a Leibniz superalgebra. If the two operations % and $ are equal, i.e.,
D is also an associative superalgebra, this bracket also induces a Lie
superalgebra structure.

Definition 4.2.5. The centre of a Leibniz superalgebra L, denoted by ZpLq,
is the ideal formed by the elements z P L such that rz, xs “ rx, zs “ 0 for all
x P L. The commutator of L, denoted by rL,Ls, is the ideal generated by
the elements rx, ys where x, y P L. A Leibniz superalgebra is called perfect if
L “ rL,Ls.

Definition 4.2.6. A central extension of a Leibniz superalgebra L is a sur-
jective homomorphism φ : M Ñ L such that Ker φ Ď ZpMq. We say that a
central extension u : U Ñ L is universal if for any central extension φ : M Ñ L
there is a unique homomorphism f : U ÑM such that u “ φ ˝ f .

The theory of central extensions of Leibniz superalgebras is studied in [20].
We obtain the following straightforward results.

Proposition 4.2.7. Let φ : E ÑM and ψ : M Ñ L be two central extensions
of Leibniz superalgebras. Then φ is universal if and only if ψ ˝ φ is universal.

Proposition 4.2.8. LetM be a Leibniz superalgebra and L an R-supermodule.
An R-supermodule homomorphism ϕ : M Ñ L such that Kerϕ Ď ZpMq defines
a Leibniz superalgebra structure in L where the bracket is given by

rx, ys “ ϕprϕ´1pxq, ϕ´1pyqsq.

for x, y P L.

Now, we introduce the homology of Leibniz superalgebras with trivial co-
efficients adapting it from the non-graded version [24].
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Definition 4.2.9. Let L be a Leibniz superalgebra and δn : Lbn Ñ Lbn´1

the R-linear map defined on generators by

δnpx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq “
ÿ

iăj

p´1qn´j`|xj |p|xi`1|`¨¨¨`|xj´1|qx1b¨ ¨ ¨bxi´1brxi, xjsbxi`1b¨ ¨ ¨b pxjb¨ ¨ ¨bxn.

The homology of Leibniz superalgebras with trivial coefficients is the homology
of the chain complex formed by δn, i.e.

HLnpLq “
Ker δn

Im δn`1

Note that δ3pxb y b zq “ ´rx, ys b z ` xb ry, zs ` p´1q|y||z|rx, zs b y.

In [12] it is defined a non-abelian tensor product of Leibniz algebras and
in [17] a variation is introduced. Both coincide in the case of perfect Leib-
niz algebras, so for simplicity we will generalize to Leibniz superalgebras the
version of [17].

Definition 4.2.10. Let L be a perfect Leibniz superalgebra. The non-abelian
tensor product of L is

Lb L “
LbR L

Im δ3
,

where δ3 is the map defined on the chain complex of Leibniz homology and
the bracket is rx b y, x1 b y1s “ rx, ys b rx1, y1s. Therefore, we have a short
exact sequence.

0 ,2 HL2pLq ,2 Lb L
δ2 ,2 L ,2 0.

Theorem 4.2.11. Let L be a perfect Leibniz superalgebra. Then δ2 : LbLÑ L
is the universal central extension of L and its kernel is HL2pLq.

Proof. Let
ř

i xi b yi be in the kernel of δ2. Then
ř

irxi, yis “ 0, so r
ř

i xi b
yi, x

1 b y1s “
ř

irxi, yis b rx
1, y1s “ 0. Therefore, δ2 is a central extension.

Let 0 ,2 K
ι ,2M

φ ,2 L ,2 0 be a central extension. We define a
homomorphism u : L b L Ñ M , x b y ÞÑ rx̄, ȳs, where x̄ and ȳ are preimages
by φ of x and y respectively. This homomorphism is well defined since Ker φ Ď
ZpMq. If u, u1 are two homomorphisms such that φ˝u “ φ˝u1, then u´u1 “ ι˝η
where η : Lb LÑ K and ηprLb L,Lb Lsq “ 0. Since L is perfect, Lb L is
also perfect and u is unique.
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4.2.3 Matrix Leibniz superalgebras

Let t1, . . . ,mu Y tm` 1, . . . ,m` nu be a graded set and D “ D0̄ ‘D1̄ unital
superdialgebra. We consider the setMpm,n,Dq of pm`nqˆpm`nq-matrices.
Let Eijpaq be the matrix with a P D in the position pi, jq and zeros elsewhere.
We define a grading inMpm,n,Dq where the homogeneous elements are Eijpaq
with a homogeneous and the grading is given by |Eijpaq| “ |i| ` |j| ` |a|. Now
we define the general Leibniz superalgebra glpm,n,Dq which hasMpm,n,Dq
with the previous grading as underlying set and the Leibniz bracket is given
by rx, ys “ x % y ´ p´1q|x||y|y $ x. If m` n ě 2, we define the special linear
Leibniz superalgebra slpm,n,Dq “ rglpm,n,Dq, glpm,n,Dqs. It is easy to see
that slpm,n,Dq is generated by Eijpaq with a P D0̄YD1̄ and 1 ď i ‰ j ď m`n
and the bracket is given by

rEijpaq, Eklpbqs “ δjkEilpa % bq ´ p´1q|Eijpaq||Eklpbq|δilEkjpb $ aq.

Following [18], ifm`n ě 3 then slpm,n,Dq is perfect. We define the supertrace
as the R-linear homomorphism Str1 : glpm,n,Dq Ñ D with

Str1pxq “
m`n
ÿ

i“1
p´1q|i|p|i|`|xii|qxii.

Note that slpm,n,Dq “ tx P glpm,n,Dq : Str1pxq P rD,Dsu.

Definition 4.2.12. Let D be a superdialgebra and m and n non-negative
integers such that m ` n ě 3. We define the Steinberg Leibniz superalgebra
denoted by stlpm,n,Dq as the Leibniz superalgebra generated by the elements
Fijpaq with a P D0̄ Y D1̄, 1 ď i ‰ j ď m ` n, where the grading is given by
|Fijpaq| “ |i| ` |j| ` |a|, subject to the relations

a ÞÑ Fijpaq is R-linear,
rFijpaq, Fklpbqs “ Filpa % bq, if i ‰ l and j “ k,

rFijpaq, Fklpbqs “ ´p´1q|Fijpaq||Fklpbq|Fkjpb $ aq, if i “ l and j ‰ k,

rFijpaq, Fklpbqs “ 0, if i ‰ l and j ‰ k.

We recall from [19] that stlpm,n,Dq is perfect and the canonical Leibniz
superalgebra homomorphism φ : stlpm,n,Dq Ñ slpm,n,Dq, Fijpaq ÞÑ Eijpaq
is a central extension.
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4.3 Universal central extension of slpm, n, Dq

In this section we are going to show that stlpm,n,Dq is the universal cen-
tral extension of slpm,n,Dq when m ` n ě 5. We are going to use a
slightly different method than usual found in the literature. The strategy
is to prove that there is an isomorphism between the non-abelian tensor prod-
uct stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq and stlpm,n,Dq itself. Then Proposition 4.2.7
implies that stlpm,n,Dq is the universal central extension of slpm,n,Dq.

Theorem 4.3.1. There is an isomorphism stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq –
stlpm,n,Dq for m` n ě 5.

Proof. Let us consider the following homomorphisms defined on generators:

ϕ : stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq Ñ stlpm,n,Dq, Fijpaq b Fklpbq ÞÑ rFijpaq, Fklpbqs,

ψ : stlpm,n,Dq Ñ stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq, Fijpaq ÞÑ Fikpaq b Fkjp1q.

It is straightforward that ϕ is a well-defined Leibniz superalgebra homomor-
phism. For different i, j, k we have

Fikpaq b Fkjp1q “ rFispaq, Fskp1qs b Fkjp1q “ Fispaq b Fsjp1q,

so ψ does not depend of the choice of k. To check if ψ preserves the relations
it is enough to see that:

(a) If i ‰ l and j “ k,

Fijpaq b Fklpbq “ Fijpaq b rFkspbq, Fslp1qs “ Fispa % bq b Fslp1q.

(b) If i “ l and j ‰ k,

Fijpaq b Fklpbq “ rFispaq, Fsjp1qs b Fklpbq
“ ´p´1qp|i|`|j|`|a|qp|k|`|ss|`|b|qFkspb $ aq b Fsjp1q.

(c) If i ‰ l and j ‰ k,

Fijpaq b Fklpbq “ rFispaq, Fsjp1qs b Fklpbq “ 0.

Moreover, these relations show that ψ ˝ φ is the identity map and it is
obvious that φ ˝ ψ is the identity map too.
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4.4 Universal central extension of slpm, n, Dq when
m` n ă 5

In this section we will find the universal central extension of slpm,n,Dq when
3 ď m` n ă 5. We need some preliminary results first. Recall that rD,Ds is
the subalgebra generated by the elements a % b ´ p´1q|a||b|b $ a. It happens
that in superdialgebras, this is not necessarily an ideal.

Lemma 4.4.1. Let D be a unital superdialgebra. We have that D % rD,Ds Ď
rD,Ds % D, rD,Ds $ D Ď D $ rD,Ds and rD,Ds % D “ D $ rD,Ds. Then
the ideal generated by the elements a % b´ p´1q|a||b|b $ a is just rD,Ds % D.

Proof. The results follow, respectively, from the identities

a % rb, cs “ ra, bs % c´ p´1q|b||c|ra % c, bs % 1,
ra, bs $ c “ ´p´1q|b||c|a $ rc, bs ` p´1q|b||c|1 $ ra $ c, bs,

ra, bs % c “ ´p´1q|a||b|b $ ra, cs ` ra, b $ cs.

Definition 4.4.2. Let D be a superdialgebra and m a positive integer. Let
Im be the ideal of D generated by the elements ma and a % b´p´1q|a||b|b $ a.
We denote the quotient

Dm “
D

Im
.

We claim that stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq – stlpm,n,Dq ‘ Wpm,n,Dq
where Wpm,n,Dq is an R-supermodule which depends on m and n and the
Leibniz superalgebra structure is given by an R-supermodule homomorphism
ϕ : stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq Ñ stlpm,n,Dq ‘Wpm,n,Dq in the conditions
of Proposition 4.2.8. Then we will define an inverse.

4.4.1 Case of slp4, 0, Dq

Let Wp4, 0, Dq be the direct sum of six copies of D2. The elements will
be represented by vijklpaq where 1 ď i, j, k, l ď 4 are distinct, a P D and
|vijklpaq| “ |a|. They will be related by R-linearity, the equivalence relations
of D2 and by vijklpaq “ ´vilkjpaq “ ´vkjilpaq “ vklijpaq.
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Theorem 4.4.3. The universal central extension of slp4, 0, Dq is stlp4, 0, Dq‘
D6

2.

Proof. Let ϕ : stlp4, 0, Dq b stlp4, 0, Dq Ñ stlp4, 0, Dq ‘ D6
2 be the homomor-

phism defined on generators by Fijpaq b Fklpbq ÞÑ vijklpa % bq, if i, j, k, l are
distinct and Fijpaq b Fklpbq ÞÑ rFijpaq, Fklpbqs, otherwise. It is obvious that it
conserves the grading and that the kernel is inside the centre, so we have to
check if ϕ sends the relation of the non-abelian tensor product to zero.

The relation on generators is given by

Fijpaq b rFklpbq, Fstpcqs ´ rFijpaq, Fklpbqs b Fstpcq `

p´1q|Fklpbq||Fstpcq|rFijpaq, Fstpcqs b Fklpbq.
(Gen)

If is not involved any preimage of Wp4, 0, Dq, then the image is just the
Leibniz identity on stlp4, 0, Dq. To have any vijklpaq we need that in i, j, k, l, s, t
one element appears three times and the others three once. Using the relation
vijklpa % rb, csq “ 0 “ vijklpra, bs % cq and that we do not need to worry about
signs (vijklp2aq “ 0) it is easy to go through the different possibilities and
check that they all vanish. Therefore, the bracket defined on stlpm,n,Dq‘D6

2
is the standard bracket unless if i, j, k, l are distinct, then rFijpaq, Fklpbqs “
vijklpa % bq. Moreover, the elements vijklpaq are in the centre.

Now we define ψ : stlp4, 0, Dq‘D6
2 Ñ stlp4, 0, Dqb stlp4, 0, Dq by Fijpaq ÞÑ

FikpaqbFkjp1q and vijklpaq ÞÑ FijpaqbFklp1q. It is well defined for the elements
of stlp4, 0, Dq (as in Theorem 4.3.1) so we have to check if it is well defined for
the elements of D6

2.

Fijpaq b Fklp1q “ rFilpaq, Fljp1qs b Fklp1q “ ´Filpaq b Fkjp1q,
Fijpaq b Fklp1q “ Fijpaq b rFkip1q, Filp1qs “ ´Fkjpaq b Filp1q.

So vijklpaq “ ´vilkjpaq “ ´vkjilpaq “ vklijpaq. Now,

0 “ rFijpaq b Fjipbq, Fijpcq b Fklp1qs “ rFijpaq, Fjipbqs b rFijpcq, Fklp1qs
“

“

rFijpaq, Fjipbqs, Fijpcq
‰

b Fklp1q
“

“

rFijpaq, Fjipbqs, rFikpcq, Fkjp1qs
‰

b Fklp1q
“ Fijpa % b % c` p´1q|a||b|`|a||c|`|b||c|c $ b $ aq b Fklp1q,

Choosing b “ c “ 1 we have Fijp2aq b Fklp1q “ 0. Choosing c “ 1, we have

Fijpa % b` p´1q|a||b|b $ aq b Fklp1q “ 0.
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Therefore, ψ is a well-defined R-supermodule homomorphism. Moreover,
the identity

Fijpaq b Fklpbq “ Fijpaq b rFkipbq, Filp1qs “ ´p´1q|a||b|Fkjpb $ aq b Filp1q
“ Fkjpa % bq b Filp1q,

shows that ψ is a Leibniz superalgebra homomorphism and that ϕ and ψ are
inverses to each other.

4.4.2 Case of slp3, 1, Dq

Let Wp3, 1, Dq be the direct sum of six copies of ΠpD2q, where Π denotes the
parity change functor. The elements will be represented by vijklpaq with the
same relations as in the previous case.

Theorem 4.4.4. The universal central extension of slp3, 1, Dq is stlp3, 1, Dq‘
ΠpD2q

6.

Proof. Assuming that |i| “ 0, we can adapt the proof of Theorem 4.4.3. In
the case that |i| “ 1,

0 “ rFklpaq b Flkp1q, Fijp1q b Fklp1qs,

gives us that Fklp2aq b Fijp1q “ 0, and we adapt again the proof of Theo-
rem 4.4.3.

4.4.3 Case of slp2, 2, Dq

Let Wp2, 2, Dq be the direct sum of four copies of D2 and two copies of D0.
The elements will be represented by vijklpaq related by vijklpaq “ ´vilkjpaq “
´vkjilpaq “ vklijpaq, where v1324paq and v3142paq will represent the copies of
D0 and the rest will be the copies of D2. Note that vijklpaq represents one
copy of D0 if and only if |i| ` |j| “ 1̄ “ |k| ` |ll| and |i| ` |k| “ 0̄ “ |j| ` |ll|.

Theorem 4.4.5. The universal central extension of slp2, 2, Dq is stlp2, 2, Dq‘
D4

2 ‘D
2
0.

Proof. Let S4 be the group of permutations of 4 elements and let σ : S4 Ñ
t´1, 1u be the map that sends p1423q, p2314q, p3241q, p4132q to ´1 and the
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rest to 1. Note that if σpijklq “ ´1, then vijklpaq represents a copy of D0.
Let us consider the homomorphism

ϕ : stlp2, 2, Dq b stlp2, 2, Dq Ñ stlp2, 2, Dq ‘D4
2 ‘D

2
0,

defined on generators by

Fijpaq b Fklpbq ÞÑ

#

p´1qbσpijklqvijklpa % bq if i, j, k, l are distinct,
rFijpaq, Fklpbqs otherwise.

Again we need to check that ϕ sends the relation of the non-abelian ten-
sor product to zero. If vijklpaq represents an element of D2, then the proof
is similar as the proof given in Theorem 4.4.3. Therefore, we have to check
if relation (Gen) vanishes when an element of D0 appears. Avoiding sym-
metries, the choices that we have to check are pi, j, k, l, s, tq “ p1, 3, 2, 1, 1, 4q,
p1, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4q, p1, 3, 1, 4, 2, 1q and p1, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3q. It is a straightforward com-
putation and we omit it.

Now we define ψ : stlp2, 2, Dq ‘ D4
2 ‘ D2

0 Ñ stlp2, 2, Dq b stlp2, 2, Dq by
Fijpaq ÞÑ Fikpaq bFkjp1q and vijklpaq ÞÑ σpijklqFijpaq bFklp1q. To check that
is a well-defined homomorphism we can follow the proofs of Theorem 4.3.1
and Theorem 4.4.3 and we will cover all the cases except the two copies of D0.
In that case, we have that

Fijpaq b Fklp1q “ rFilpaq, Fljp1qs b Fklp1q “ ´Filpaq b Fkjp1q,
Fijpaq b Fklp1q “ Fijpaq b rFkip1q, Filp1qs “ ´Fkjpaq b Filp1q.

So vijklpaq “ ´vilkjpaq “ ´vkjilpaq “ vklijpaq. Then,

0 “ rFijpaq b Fjipbq, Fijpcq b Fklp1qs “ rFijpaq, Fjipbqs b rFijpcq, Fklp1qs

“ Fijpa % b % c` p´1qp|a|`1̄qp|b|`1̄q`p|c|`1̄qp|a|`|b|qc $ b $ aq b Fklp1q,

choosing c “ 1 we have that

Fijpa % b´ p´1q|a||b|b $ aq b Fklp1q “ 0.

To see that ψ is a Leibniz superalgebra homomorphism,

Fijpaq b Fklpbq “ Fijpaq b rFkipbq, Filp1qs “ rFijpaq, Fkipbqs b Filp1q
“ ´p´1q|a||b|`|b|Fkjpb $ aq b Filp1q
“ ´p´1q|b|Fkjpa % bq b Filp1q
“ p´1q|b|Fijpa % bq b Fklp1q.
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The previous relation also proves that ψ ˝ ϕ is the identity map. Moreover, it
is straightforward that ϕ ˝ ψ is the identity map, completing the proof.

4.4.4 Case of slp3, 0, Dq

Let Wp3, 0, Dq be the direct sum of six copies of D3. The elements will be
represented by vijpqpaq where pq “ ik or kj and ti, j, ku “ t1, 2, 3u and they
will be related byR-linearity, the equivalence relations ofD3 and the additional
relation vijpqpaq “ ´vpqijpaq.

Theorem 4.4.6. The universal central extension of slp3, 0, Dq is stlp3, 0, Dq‘
D6

3.

Proof. Let be the homomorphism

ϕ : stlp3, 0, Dq b stlp3, 0, Dq Ñ stlp3, 0, Dq ‘D6
3,

defined on generators by

Fijpaq b Fpqpbq ÞÑ

#

vijpqpa % bq if pq = ik or kj,
rFijpaq, Fpqpbqs otherwise.

To check that ϕ is well defined we only need to check that relation (Gen)
is followed when a vijpqpaq appears. It is immediate that

ϕpxb ry, zsq “ ´p´1q|y||z|ϕpxb rz, ysq,

so the non straightforward cases are

ϕpFjipaq b rFjipbq, Fikpcqsq “ vjijkpa % b % cq

“ vjijk
`

a % pb $ cq
˘

“ ´p´1q|b||c|vjkjipa % c % bq

“ ´p´1q|b||c|ϕ
`

Fjkpa % cq b Fjipbq
˘

“ ϕ
`

rFjipaq, Fjipbqs b Fikpcq

´ p´1q|b||c|rFjipaq, Fikpcqs b Fjipbq
˘

,
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and

ϕpFijpaq b rFkipbq, Fijpcqsq “ vijkjpa % b % cq

“ ´p´1q|a||b|vkjij
`

pb $ aq % c
˘

“ ´p´1q|a||b|ϕ
`

Fkjpb $ aq b Fijpcq
˘

“ ϕ
`

rFijpaq, Fkipbqs b Fijpcq

´ p´1q|b||c|rFijpaq, Fijpcqs b Fkipbq
˘

.

Now we define ψ : stlp3, 0, Dq‘D6
3 Ñ stlp3, 0, Dqb stlp3, 0, Dq by Fijpaq ÞÑ

FikpaqbFkjp1q and vijpqpaq ÞÑ FijpaqbFpqp1q. There is only one choice for k,
but we need to check that it is well defined for elements of stlp3, 0, Dq, since
the arguments of Theorem 4.3.1 do not hold.

Then,

Fikpa % bq b Fkjp1q “ ´Fijpa % bq b rFkjp1q, Fjkp1qs
“ ´rFikpaq, Fkjpbqs b rFkjp1q, Fjkp1qs
“ Fikpaq b

`

Fkjpbq ` Fkjpbq
˘

´ Fikpaq b Fkjpbq

“ Fikpaq b Fkjpbq,

and similarly for Fikpa % bq b Fjip1q “ Fikpaq b Fjipbq. Moreover,

Fijpaq b Fijpbq “ Fijpaq b rFikpbq, Fkjp1qs “ 0.

For the elements of D6
3,

0 “ rFijpaq, Fikp1qs b rFikp1q, Fkip1qs “ Fijpaq b Fikp´3q “ Fijp3aq b Fikp1q,

and

0 “ rFijpaq, Fjipbqs b rFijpcq, Fikp1qs
“ Fijpa % b % c` p´1q|a||b|`|a||c|`|b||c|c $ b $ aq b Fikp1q ´ Fikpa % bq b Fijpcq,

choosing b “ c “ 1,

Fikpaq b Fijp1q “ ´Fijpaq b Fikp1q,

and choosing c “ 1,

Fijp´a % b` p´1q|a||b|b $ aq b Fikp1q “ 0.
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To complete the proof,

Fijpaq b Fikpbq “ ´Fijpaq b rFjkpbq, Fijp1qs “ ´Fikpa % bq b Fijp1q
“ Fijpa % bq b Fikp1q.

4.4.5 Case of slp2, 1, Dq

In this case, Wp2, 1, Dq “ 0.

Theorem 4.4.7. The universal central extension of slp2, 1, Dq is stlp2, 1, Dq.

Proof. Defining the homomorphisms as in Theorem 4.4.6, we can recover the
relations and additionally

0 “ rFijpaq, Fikpbqs b rFikp1q, Fkip1qs “ Fijpaq b Fikp2` p´1q|i|`|k|1q.

Therefore, if |i| “ 1̄ or |k| “ 1̄, we have the relation Fijpaq b Fikp1q “ 0. If
|j| “ 1̄, we do the same calculation but for Fikpaq b Fijp1q. It is similar for
Fijpaq b Fkjp1q.

4.5 Hochschild homology and Leibniz homology
In this section we adapt to the superalgebra case the definition of Hochschild
homology of dialgebras introduced in [7] and we relate it with the universal
central extension of slpm,n,Dq. From now on, we assume that D is R-free.

Let D be a superdialgebra with an R-basis containing the bar-unit. The
boundary map dn : Dbn`1 Ñ Dbn is defined on generators by

dnpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “
n´1
ÿ

i“0
pa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ai % ai`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq

` p´1qn`|an|
řn´1

i“0 |ai|pan $ a0 b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1q,

where ai P D. The Hochschild homology of superdialgebras, denoted by
HH˚pDq, is the homology of the chain complex formed by the boundary
maps d˚. Let I be the ideal of D generated by the elements of the form
ab b % c´ ab b $ c. We define

HHS1pDq “
Ker d1

Im d2 ` I
.
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Theorem 4.5.1. There is an isomorphism of R-supermodules
HL2

`

slpm,n,Dq
˘

– HHS1pDq ‘Wpm,n,Dq.

Proof. We have the following diagram

0 ,2 HHS1pDq ‘Wpm,n,Dq ,2 D bD

Im d2 ` I
‘Wpm,n,Dq

µ

�

d1 ,2 rD,Ds

E11p´q

�

,2 0

0 ,2 HL2
`

slpm,n,Dq
˘

,2 stlpm,n,Dq b stlpm,n,Dq

Str2

LR

ω ,2 slpm,n,Dq

Str1

LR

,2 0,

where µpab bq “ F1jpaq bFj1pbq ´ p´1q|a||b|F1jpb $ aq bFj1p1q, µ
`

vijklpaq
˘

“

Fijpaq b Fklpbq and

Str2
`

Fijpaq b Fklpbq
˘

$

’

&

’

%

ab b if i “ j and k “ l

vijklpa % bq if it makes sense depending on m,n
0 otherwise.

It is a straightforward computation that µ˝Str2 and E11p´q˝Str1 are the iden-
tity maps and that the diagram is commutative. Then the restriction of Str2
to the kernel of ω is also a split epimorphism, with µ restricted to the kernel of
d1 as section. Let us see that these restrictions are indeed isomorphisms. An
element in the kernel of ω is a sum of elements of the form FijpaqbFjipbq plus
elements of Wpm,n,Dq. Any element of Kerω can be written as an element
of Imµ plus

řm`n
i“2 F1ipaiq b Fi1p1q, since

FijpaqbFjipbq “ Fi1paqbF1ipbq´ p´1qp|a|`|i|`|j|qp|b|`|i|`|j|qFj1pb $ aqbF1jp1q,

and

F1jpaq b Fj1pbq “ F1jpaq b Fj1pbq ´ p´1q|a||b|Fj1pb $ aq b F1jp1q `
p´1q|a||b|Fj1pb $ aq b F1jp1q.

Furthermore, if it is in the kernel of ω, all the ai must be zero. Then the
restriction of µ to the kernel of d1 is surjective.

Remark 4.5.2. The proof given in [21] can also be adapted since the assump-
tions on the characteristic of the ring are not used, but we rather give our
version of the proof to show its relation with non-abelian tensor product.
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4.6 Concluding remarks
Combining the results obtained above we present the following summarizing
theorems

Theorem 4.6.1. Let R a unital commutative ring and D an associative unital
R-superdialgebra with an R-basis containing the bar-unit. Then,

HL2
`

slpm,n,Dq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

HHS1pDq for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
HHS1pDq ‘D

6
3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,

HHS1pDq ‘D
6
2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,

HHS1pDq ‘ΠpD2q
6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,

HHS1pDq ‘D
4
2 ‘D

2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

where Dm is the quotient of D by the ideal mD ` prD,Ds % Dq (Defini-
tion 4.4.2) and Π is the parity change functor.

Theorem 4.6.2. Let R a unital commutative ring and D an associative unital
R-superdialgebra with an R-basis containing the bar-unit. Then,

HL2
`

stlpm,n,Dq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0 for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
D6

3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,
D6

2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,
ΠpD2q

6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,
D4

2 ‘D
2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

where Dm is the quotient of D by the ideal mD ` prD,Ds % Dq (Defini-
tion 4.4.2) and Π is the parity change functor.

Remark 4.6.3. We recall that in the case that m “ n “ 2, Wp2, 2, Dq might
not be zero even if charpRq ‰ 2 contradicting [18, Theorem 6.2].
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Chapter 5

A non-abelian exterior
product and homology of
Leibniz algebras

Abstract

We introduce a non-abelian exterior product of two crossed modules of Leibniz al-
gebras and investigate its relation to the low-dimensional Leibniz homology. Later
this non-abelian exterior product is applied to the construction of an eight term exact
sequence in Leibniz homology. Also its relationship to the universal quadratic func-
tor is established, which is applied to the comparison of the second Lie and Leibniz
homologies of a Lie algebra.

Reference

G. Donadze, X. García-Martínez, and E. Khmaladze, A non-abelian exte-
rior product and homology of Leibniz algebras, Rev. Mat. Complut., 2017,
doi:10.1007/s13163-017-0237-2.

5.1 Introduction
Leibniz algebras were first defined in 1965 by Bloh [2] as a non skew-symmetric
analogue of Lie algebras but they became very popular when in 1993 Loday
rediscovered them in [22]. One of the main reasons that Loday had to introduce

113
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them was that in the Lie homology complex the only property of the bracket
needed was the so called Leibniz identity. Therefore, one can think about this
notion as “non-commutative” analog of Lie algebras and study its homology.
Since then, many authors have been studying them obtaining very relevant
algebraic results ([24], [25]) and due their relations with Physics ([20], [26])
and Geometry ([17]). Many results of Lie algebras have been extended to the
Leibniz case. As an example of these generalizations, Gnedbaye [18] extended
to Leibniz algebras the notion of non-abelian tensor product, defined by Brown
and Loday in the context of groups [5] and by Ellis in the context of Lie
algebras [15]. The non-abelian tensor product was firstly introduced as a
tool in homotopy theory, but it can give us nice information about central
extensions and (co)homology.

The notion of non-abelian exterior product was introduced in groups by
Brown and Loday [4] and also extended to the Lie case by Ellis [15, 14]. The
main objective of this manuscript is to give a proper generalization of this
concept to Leibniz algebras. Given two ideals a and b of a Lie algebra g, the
non-abelian exterior product is the quotient of the non-abelian tensor product
a‹b by the elements of the form c˚ c, where c P aXb. This makes sense in Lie
theory since these are elements of the kernel of the homomorphism g ‹ gÑ g,
g ˚ g1 ÞÑ rg, g1s for all g, g1 P g, but this is not true in Leibniz algebras due
to the lack of antisymmetry. Nevertheless, the non-abelian tensor product
of two ideals of a Leibniz algebra, has some duplicity in the elements of the
intersection, so this will be the way we can affront the problem. In fact, our
definition of the non-abelian exterior product is given for crossed modules of
Leibniz algebras, which is more general concept than ideals of Leibniz algebras.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we recall some basic
definitions and properties of Leibniz algebras and Leibniz homology. In Sec-
tion 5.3 we introduce the non-abelian exterior product and we study its con-
nections with the second Leibniz homology. In Section 5.4 we obtain an eight
term exact sequence using the non-abelian exterior product. In Section 5.5 we
explore the relations with Whitehead’s universal quadratic functor. Finally,
in Section 5.6 we compare the second Leibniz homology and the second Lie
homology of a Lie algebra.
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5.2 Leibniz algebras and homology
Throughout the paper K is a field, unless otherwise stated. All vector spaces
and algebras are considered over K, all linear maps are K-linear maps and b
stands for bK.

Definition 5.2.1 ([22]). A Leibniz algebra is a vector space g equipped with
a linear map (Leibniz bracket)

r , s : gb gÑ g

satisfying the Leibniz identity

rx, ry, zss “ rrx, ys, zs ´ rrx, zs, ys,

for all x, y, z P g.

A homomorphism of Leibniz algebras is a linear map preserving the
bracket. The respective category of Leibniz algebras will be denoted by Lb.

A subspace a of a Leibniz algebra g is called (two-sided) ideal of g if
ra, xs, rx, as P a for all a P a and x P g. In this case the quotient space g{a
naturally inherits a Leibniz algebra structure.

An example of ideal of a Leibniz algebra g is the commutator of g, denoted
by rg, gs, which is the subspace of g spanned by elements of the form rx, ys,
x, y P g. The quotient g{rg, gs is denoted by gab and is called abelianization
of g. One more example of an ideal is the center Cpgq “ tc P g | rx, cs “ 0 “
rc, xs, for all x P gu of g. Note that both gab and Cpgq are abelian Leibniz
algebras, that is, Leibniz algebras with the trivial Leibniz bracket r , s “ 0.

Clearly, any Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra and conversely, any Leibniz
algebra with the antisymmetric Leibniz bracket is a Lie algebra. This is why
Leibniz algebras are called non-commutative generalization of Lie algebras.
Thus, there is a full embedding functor Lie ãÑ Lb, where Lie denotes the
category of Lie algebras. This embedding has a left adjoint Lie : Lb Ñ Lie,
called the Liezation functor and defined as follows. Given a Leibniz algebra
g, Liepgq is the quotient of g by the subspace (that automatically is an ideal)
spanned by elements of the form rx, xs, x P g (see for example [21]).

The original reason to introduce Leibniz algebras was a new variant of
Lie homology, called non-commutative Lie homology or Leibniz homology,
developed in [23, 24] and denoted by HL˚. Let us recall the definition of
HL˚.
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Given a Leibniz algebra g, consider the following chain complex:

CL˚pgq ” ¨ ¨ ¨
d
ÝÑ gbn

d
ÝÑ gbn´1 d

ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
d
ÝÑ g

d
ÝÑ K,

where the boundary map d is given by

dpxq “ 0, for each x P g;
dpx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq

“
ÿ

1ďiăjďn
p´1qjpx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xi´1 b rxi, xjs b xi`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pxj b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq,

for x1, . . . , xn P g and n ą 1. The n-th homology group of g is defined by

HLnpgq “ HnpCL˚pgqq, n ě 0.

5.2.1 Homology via derived functors

Let X be a set andMX be the free magma on X with a binary operation r , s.
Denote by KpMXq the free vector space over the set MX . In a natural way we
can extend r , s to a binary operation r , s on KpMXq. Thus KpMXq is the free
algebra on X (see e.g. [28]). For any subset S Ď KpMXq, let N1pSq denote the
vector subspace of KpMXq generated by S and trx, ss, rs, xs | x P MX , s P Su.
Let N pSq “ Y

iě1
N ipSq where for i ą 1, N ipSq “ N1pN i´1pSqq. In particular,

consider SX “ trx, ry, zss ´ rrx, ys, zs ` rrx, zs, ys | x, y, z P MXu and denote
KpMXq{N pSXq by FpXq. In other words, FpXq is the quotient of KpMXq by
the two-sided ideal generated by the subset SX . Clearly FpXq is a Leibniz
algebra, called the free Leibniz algebra on the set X. It is easy to see that the
construction X ÞÑ FpXq defines a covariant functor

F : Set Ñ Lb,

which is left adjoint to the natural forgetful functor U : Lb Ñ Set, where Set
denote the category of sets.
Remark 5.2.2. Let Vect denote the category of vector spaces. There is a
functor F1 : Vect Ñ Lb assigning to each vector space V the free Leibniz
algebra over V (see [21]). Then F “ F1 ˝F2, where F2 : Set Ñ Vect associates
to each set X the vector space with basis X.
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It is well known that every adjoint pair of functors induces a cotriple (see
for example [1, Chapter 1] or [19, Chapter 2]). Let F “ pF, δ, τq denote the
cotriple in Lb defined by the adjunction F % U, that is, F “ FU : Lb Ñ Lb,
τ : F Ñ 1Lb is the counit and δ “ FuU : F Ñ F2, where u : 1Set Ñ UF is the
unit of the adjunction. Then, given an endofunctor T : Lb Ñ Lb, one can
consider derived functors LF

nT : Lb Ñ Lb, n ě 0, with respect to the cotriple
F (see again [1]). In particular, Leibniz homology can be described in terms
of the derived functors of the abelianization functor Ab : Lb Ñ Lb, defined by
Abpgq “ gab.

Theorem 5.2.3. Let g be a Leibniz algebra. Then there is an isomorphism

HLn`1pgq – LF
nAbpgq, n ě 0.

Proof. Let f˚ be the F-cotriple simplicial resolution of g, that is, f˚ “

pf˚pgq, d
n
i , s

n
i q is the simplicial Leibniz algebra with

fnpgq “ Fn`1pgq “ F
`

Fnpgq
˘

,

dni “ FipτFn´iq, sni “ FipδFn´iq, 0 ď i ď n, n ě 0.

Applying the functor CL˚ to f˚ dimension-wise, we get the following bi-
complex:

...
...

...

d

§

§

đ

´d

§

§

đ
d

§

§

đ

fb2
0 ÐÝÝÝÝ fb2

1 ÐÝÝÝÝ fb2
2 ÐÝÝÝÝ ¨ ¨ ¨

d

§

§

đ

´d

§

§

đ
d

§

§

đ

f0 ÐÝÝÝÝ f1 ÐÝÝÝÝ f2 ÐÝÝÝÝ ¨ ¨ ¨

d

§

§

đ

´d

§

§

đ
d

§

§

đ

K ÐÝÝÝÝ K ÐÝÝÝÝ K ÐÝÝÝÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

where the horizontal differentials are obtained by alternating sums of face
homomorphisms. Since K is a field, fbn˚ Ñ gbn is an aspherical augmented
simplicial vector space (see for example [10, Lemma 2.3] or [11, Lemma 2.1]),
for each n ě 1. Therefore, we have an isomorphism:

HLnpgq – HnpTotpCL˚pf˚qqq, n ě 0.
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On the other hand we have the following spectral sequence:

E1
pq “ Hqpfpq ñ Hp`qpTotpCL˚pf˚qqq.

Since fn is a free Leibniz algebra for each n ě 0, we obtain:

E1
pq “

$

&

%

K for q “ 0 ,
fp{rfp, fps for q “ 1 ,

0 for q ą 1 .

This spectral sequence degenerates at E2 and

E2
pq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

K for q “ 0 and p “ 0 ,
0 for q “ 0 and p ą 0 ,

HppAbpf˚qq for q “ 1 ,
0 for q ą 1 .

Thus, the spectral sequence argument completes the proof.

Remark 5.2.4. The F-cotriple simplicial resolution of a Leibniz algebra g is a
free (projective) simplicial resolution of g and by [1, 5.3], if f˚ is any of them,
then there are natural isomorphisms

HLnpgq – πn´1pAbpf˚qq, n ě 1.

5.2.2 Hopf formulas

Theorem 5.2.3 enables us to prove Hopf formulas for the (higher) homology of
Leibniz algebras, pursuing the line and technique developed in [13] for the de-
scription of higher group homology via Hopf formulas (see [3]). In this respect
herewith we state two theorems without proofs. In fact they are particular
cases of [7, Theorem 15] describing homology of Leibniz n-algebras via Hopf
formulas. Note also that, of course, these results agree with the categorical
approach to the problem given in [16] for semi-abelian homology.

An extension of Leibniz algebras 0 Ñ r Ñ f Ñ g Ñ 0 is said to be a free
presentation of g, if f is a free Leibniz algebra over a set.

Theorem 5.2.5. Let 0 Ñ r Ñ f Ñ g Ñ 0 be a free presentation of a Leibniz
algebra g. Then there is an isomorphism:

HL2pgq –
rX rf, fs

rr, fs
.
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Theorem 5.2.6. Let t and s be ideals of a free Leibniz algebra f. Suppose that
f{t and f{s are free Leibniz algebras, and that g “ f{pt ` sq. Then there is an
isomorphism:

HL3pgq –
tX sX rf, fs

rt, ss ` rtX s, fs
.

5.3 Non-abelian tensor and exterior product of
Leibniz algebras

5.3.1 Leibniz actions and crossed modules

Definition 5.3.1. Let m and n be Leibniz algebras. A Leibniz action of m
on n is a couple of bilinear maps m ˆ n Ñ n, pm,nq ÞÑ mn, and n ˆ m Ñ n,
pn,mq ÞÑ nm, satisfying the following axioms:

rm,m1sn “ mpm
1

nq ` pmnqm
1

, mrn, n1s “ rmn, n1s ´ rmn1, ns,

nrm,m
1s “ pnmqm

1

´ pnm
1

qm, rn, n1sm “ rnm, n1s ` rn, n1ms,

mpm
1

nq “ ´mpnm
1

q, rn, mn1s “ ´rn, n1ms,

for each m,m1 P m, n, n1 P n. For example, if m is a subalgebra of a Leibniz
algebra g (maybe g “ m) and n is an ideal of g, then the Leibniz bracket in g
yields a Leibniz action of m on n.

Definition 5.3.2. A Leibniz crossed module pm, g, ηq is a homomorphism of
Leibniz algebras η : mÑ g together with an action of g on m such that

ηpxmq “ rx, ηpmqs, ηpmxq “ rηpmq, xs,

ηpm1qm2 “ rm1,m2s “ m
ηpm2q
1 ,

where x P g and m,m1,m2 P m.

Example 5.3.3. Let a be an ideal of a Leibniz algebra g. Then the inclusion
i : aÑ g is a crossed module where the action of g on a is given by the bracket
in g. In particular, a Leibniz algebra may be regarded as a crossed module in
two ways, as the inclusion i : 0 Ñ g and as the identity map 1g : gÑ g.
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5.3.2 Non-abelian tensor product

Let m and n be Leibniz algebras with mutual actions on one another. The
non-abelian tensor product of m and n, denoted by m ‹ n, is defined in [18] to
be the Leibniz algebra generated by the symbols m˚n and n˚m, for all m P m
and n P n, subject to the following relations:

p1aq kpm ˚ nq “ km ˚ n “ m ˚ kn,

p1bq kpn ˚mq “ kn ˚m “ n ˚ km,

p2aq pm`m1q ˚ n “ m ˚ n`m1 ˚ n,

p2bq pn` n1q ˚m “ n ˚m` n1 ˚m,

p2cq m ˚ pn` n1q “ m ˚ n`m ˚ n1,

p2dq n ˚ pm`m1q “ n ˚m` n ˚m1,

p3aq m ˚ rn, n1s “ mn ˚ n1 ´mn1 ˚ n,

p3bq n ˚ rm,m1s “ nm ˚m1 ´ nm
1

˚m,

p3cq rm,m1s ˚ n “ mn ˚m1 ´m ˚ nm
1

,

p3dq rn, n1s ˚m “ nm ˚ n1 ´ n ˚mn1 ,

p4aq m ˚ m1n “ ´m ˚ nm
1

,

p4bq n ˚ n1m “ ´n ˚mn1 ,

p5aq mn ˚ m1n1 “ rm ˚ n,m1 ˚ n1s “ mn ˚m1n
1

,

p5bq nm ˚ n1m
1

“ rn ˚m,n1 ˚m1s “ nm ˚ n1m1,

p5cq mn ˚ n1m
1

“ rm ˚ n, n1 ˚m1s “ mn ˚ n1m1,

p5dq nm ˚ m1n1 “ rn ˚m,m1 ˚ n1s “ nm ˚m1n
1

,

for each k P K, m,m1 P m and n, n1 P n.
There are induced homomorphisms of Leibniz algebras τm : m ‹ nÑ m and

τn : m ‹ nÑ n where τmpm ˚ nq “ mn, τmpn ˚mq “ nm, τnpm ˚ nq “ mn and
τnpn ˚mq “ nm. Note that, in the case of compatible actions (see [18] for the
definition), both τm and τm are crossed modules of Leibniz algebras.

5.3.3 Non-abelian exterior product

Let us consider two Leibniz crossed modules η : m Ñ g and µ : n Ñ g. Then
there are induced actions of m and n on each other via the action of g. There-
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fore, we can consider the non-abelian tensor product m ‹ n. We define m ˝ n
as the vector subspace of m ‹ n generated by the elements m ˚n1´n ˚m1 such
that ηpmq “ µpnq and ηpm1q “ µpn1q.

Proposition 5.3.4. The vector subspace m ˝ n is contained in the center of
m ‹ n, so in particular it is an ideal of m ‹ n.

Proof. Everything can be readily checked by using defining relations (5a)-(5d)
of m ‹ n. For instance, for any m2 P m and n2 P n, we have

rm ˚ n1 ´ n ˚m1,m2 ˚ n2s “ mn1 ˚ m2n2 ´ nm1 ˚ m2n2

“ mµpn1q ˚ m2n2 ´ µpnqm1 ˚ m2n2

“ mηpm1q ˚ m2n2 ´ ηpmqm1 ˚ m2n2

“ rm,m1s ˚ m2n2 ´ rm,m1s ˚ m2n2

“ 0.

Definition 5.3.5. Let η : mÑ g and µ : nÑ g be two Leibniz crossed modules
in the previous setting. We define the non-abelian exterior product m N n of
m and n by

mN n “
m ‹ n

m ˝ n
.

The cosets of m˚n and n˚m will be denoted by mNn and nNm, respectively.

Remark 5.3.6. Definitions of the non-abelian tensor and exterior products do
not require K to be necessarily a field. It is clear that one can do the same for
a commutative ring with identity.

There is an epimorphism of Leibniz algebras π : m ‹ n Ñ m N n sending
m ˚ n and n ˚m to mN n and nNm, respectively.

To avoid any confusion, let us note that, given a Leibniz algebra g, for each
x, y P g, the non-abelian tensor square g ‹ g has two copies of generators of
the form x ˚ y, and exactly these generators are identified in the non-abelian
exterior square g N g. Thus we need to distinguish two copies of inclusions
(identity maps) i1, i2 : gÑ g, ii “ i2 “ 1g and take gN g to be the quotient of
g ‹ g by the relation i1pxq ˚ i2pyq “ i2pxq ˚ i1pyq for each x, y P g.

In the case of a and b being two ideals of a Leibniz algebra g seen as
crossed modules, the non-abelian exterior product aN b is just a ‹ b quotient
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by the elements of the form i1pcq N i2pc
1q ´ i2pcq N i1pc

1q, where c, c1 P a X b;
i1 : aX bÑ a and i2 : aX bÑ b are the natural inclusions.

The proof of the following proposition is immediate.

Proposition 5.3.7. Let a and b be two ideals of a Leibniz algebra. There is
a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras

θa,b : aN bÑ aX b

defined on generators by θa,bpa N bq “ ra, bs and θa,bpb N aq “ rb, as, for all
a P a and b P b. Moreover, θa,b is a crossed module of Leibniz algebras (c.f.
[18, Proposition 4.3]).

Proposition 5.3.8. Let g be a perfect Leibniz algebra, that is, g “ rg, gs.
Then g ‹ g “ g N g and the homomorphism θg,g : g N g � g is the universal
central extension of g.

Proof. The last four identities of the non-abelian tensor product immediately
imply that g ‹ g “ g N g. Hence, by [18, Theorem 6.5] the homomorphism
θg,g : gNg � g is the universal central extension of the perfect Leibniz algebra
g.

5.3.4 Relationship to the second homology

Let γ : g Ñ h be a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras, a and a1 (resp. b and
b1) be two ideals of g (resp. h) such that γpaq Ď b and γpa1q Ď b1. Since
γpaX a1q Ď bX b1, it is easy to see that γ induces a homomorphism of Leibniz
algebras a N a1 Ñ b N b1 in the natural way: a N a1 ÞÑ γpaq N γpa1q and
a1 N a ÞÑ γpa1q N γpaq, for all a P a, a1 P a1.

Now suppose that 0 Ñ a Ñ g Ñ h Ñ 0 and 0 Ñ a1 Ñ g1 Ñ h1 Ñ 0 are
extensions of Leibniz algebras, where a1 and g1 are ideals of g, while h1 is an
ideal of h. Then the following naturally induced map gNa1ˆaNg1 Ñ gNg1 is
not in general a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras, but the following sequence

gN a1 ˆ aN g1 Ñ gN g1 Ñ hN h1 Ñ 0 (5.3.1)

is exact, in the sense that Im
`

gN a1ˆ aN g1 Ñ gN g1
˘

“ Ker
`

gN g1 Ñ hN h1
˘

.

Lemma 5.3.9. Let 0 Ñ aÑ gÑ hÑ 0 be an extension of Leibniz algebras.
Then, the following induced sequence of Leibniz algebras a N g Ñ g N g Ñ
hN hÑ 0 is exact.
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Proof. Since the images of the induced homomorphisms a N g Ñ g N g and
g N a Ñ g N g are the same, the statement follows immediately from the
exactness of (5.3.1).

Proposition 5.3.10. Let f be a free Leibniz algebra over a set X. Then θf,f
is injective.

Proof. We will consider the epimorphism θf,f : f N f � rf, fs and show that it
is an isomorphism. Using the same notations as in Subsection 5.2.1, suppose
rMX ,MXs denotes the subset trx, ys | x, y P MXu of MX and KrMX ,MXs

denotes the free vector space over the set rMX ,MXs. Then,

rf, fs “
KrMX ,MXs

N pSXq
.

Note that for each element m P rMX ,MXs there are unique x and y in MX

such that m “ rx, ys. Therefore, the following map τ : KrMX ,MXs Ñ f N f,
given by rx, ys ÞÑ xN y for each x, y PMpXq, is well defined. We have

rx, ry, zss ´ rrx, ys, zs ` rrx, zs, ys
τ
ÞÑ xN ry, zs ´ rx, ys N z ` rx, zs N y “ 0,

for each x, y, z P MX . Moreover, if m “
n
ř

i“1
kixi P SX with k1, . . . , kn P K and

x1, . . . , xn PMX , then we have:

rx,ms
τ
ÞÑ

n
ÿ

i“1
kipxN xiq “ xN

´
n
ÿ

i“1
kixi

¯

“ 0,

rm,xs
τ
ÞÑ

n
ÿ

i“1
kipxi N xq “

´
n
ÿ

i“1
kixi

¯

N x “ 0,

for each x P MX . As a result we have that τpN pSXqq “ 0. Thus, τ induces
a well-defined linear map τ˚ : rf, fs Ñ f N f. Furthermore, τ˚ ˝ θf,f “ 1fNf and
θf,f ˝ τ

˚ “ 1rf,fs. This completes the proof.

Corollary 5.3.11. Let 0 Ñ rÑ fÑ gÑ 0 be a free presentation of a Leibniz
algebra g. Then there is an isomorphism

gN g – rf, fs{rr, fs.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3.9 and Proposition 5.3.10.
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Theorem 5.3.12. Let g be a Leibniz algebra. Then there is an isomorphism

HL2pgq – Ker
´

θg,g : gN gÑ g
¯

.

Proof. Let 0 Ñ r Ñ f Ñ g Ñ 0 be a free presentation of g. By the Hopf
formula we have

HL2pgq – Ker
´

rf, fs{rr, fs Ñ g
¯

.

Thus, Corollary 5.3.11 completes the proof.

Proposition 5.3.13. Let 0 Ñ a Ñ g Ñ h Ñ 0 be an extension of Leibniz
algebras. Then we have the following exact sequence

Ker
`

θa,g : aN gÑ a
˘

Ñ HL2pgq Ñ HL2phq

Ñ a{ra, gs Ñ HL1pgq Ñ HL1phq Ñ 0.

Proof. By Lemma 5.3.9 we have the following commutative diagram with exact
rows

aN g ,2

θa,g

��

gN g ,2

θg,g

��

hN h ,2

θh,h

��

0

0 ,2 a ,2 g ,2 h ,2 0.

Now the Snake Lemma and Theorem 5.3.12 yield the exact sequence.

Let g ‚ g denote the vector space Cokerpgbgb g
d
Ñ gb gq, where d is the

boundary map in CL˚pgq. Let δ : g ‚ g Ñ g N g be a linear map given by
x ‚ y ÞÑ x N y, where x ‚ y denotes the coset of x b y P g b g into g ‚ g. It is
easy to check that δ is well defined.

Proposition 5.3.14. The linear map δ : g ‚ g Ñ g N g is an isomorphism of
vector spaces.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
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0 ,2 Ker d1 ,2

��

g ‚ g
d1

,2

δ

��

g ,2 g{rg, gs

0 ,2 Ker θg,g ,2 gN g
θg,g

,2 g ,2 g{rg, gs,

where d1 is given by x ‚ y ÞÑ rx, ys for each x, y P g. Since HL2pgq “ Ker d1, by
Theorem 5.3.12 we have an isomorphism Ker d1 – Ker θg,g. It is easy to verify
that this isomorphism is induced by δ. Hence, the above diagram proves the
proposition.

Remark 5.3.15. It is shown in [21] that the vector space g ‚ g has the Leibniz
algebra structure given by

rx ‚ y, x1 ‚ y1s “ rx, ys ‚ rx1, y1s,

for each x, y, x1, y1 P g. This fact results from the previous proposition, because
in gN g we have that rxN y, x1 N y1s “ rx, ys N rx1, y1s.

5.4 Third homology and the eight term exact se-
quence

In this section we will use the method developed in [12] to construct an eight
term exact sequence in Leibniz homology.

Lemma 5.4.1. Let 0 Ñ a Ñ g
τ
Ñ h Ñ 0 be a split extension of Leibniz

algebras, i.e. there is a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras σ : hÑ g such that
τ ˝σ “ 1h. Then the induced homomorphism of Leibniz algebras aN gÑ gN g
is injective.

Proof. Denote the induced homomorphism of Leibniz algebras aN gÑ gN g
by α. We shall show that there exists a linear map g N g Ñ a N g which is
a K-linear splitting for α. For each element x P g there are unique a P a and
h P h such that x “ a` σphq. Let β : gb gÑ aN g be a linear map given by
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pa` σphqq b pa1` σph1qq
β
ÞÑ aN σph1q ` aN a1` σphq N a1 for each a, a1 P a and

h, h1 P h. It is easy to check that β is a well-defined K-linear map and that
βpIm dq “ 0, where d : gbgbgÑ gbg is the boundary map in CL˚pgq. Thus,
β induces the linear map β̄ : g ‚ g Ñ a N g. Now, let δ : g ‚ g Ñ g N g be the
linear map defined as in Section 5.3. Then, the linear map β̄δ´1 : gNgÑ aNg
is such that β̄δ´1α “ 1aNg. Thus, α is injective.

Theorem 5.4.2. Let 0 Ñ r Ñ f Ñ g Ñ 0 be a free presentation of a Leibniz
algebra g. Then there is an isomorphism

HL3pgq – Ker
´

θr,f : rN fÑ r
¯

.

Proof. According to Remark 5.2.4, for computing HL˚pgq we can use an exact
augmented simplicial Leibniz algebra

¨ ¨ ¨ f2

d2
0
Ñ
Ñ
Ñ
d2

2

f1
d1

0
Ñ
Ñ
d1

1

f0
d0

0
Ñ g

such that fi is a free Leibniz algebra over a set, for each i ě 0, f0 “ f and
Ker d0

0 “ r. Then, the long exact homotopy sequence derived from the following
short exact sequence of simplicial Leibniz algebras

0 Ñ rf˚, f˚s Ñ f˚ Ñ Abpf˚q Ñ 0,

implies that HL3pgq is isomorphic to the first homotopy group of the following
simplicial Leibniz algebra

¨ ¨ ¨ rf2, f2s

d2
0
Ñ
Ñ
Ñ
d2

2

rf1, f1s
d1

0
Ñ
Ñ
d1

1

rf0, f0s.

Hence,

HL3pgq – Ker d1
0 X Ker d1

1 X rf1, f1s{d
2
2
`

Ker d2
0 X Ker d2

1 X rf2, f2s
˘

.

Since HL2pf0q “ 0 and HL3pf1q “ 0, using Hopf formulas we have

Ker d1
0 X rf1, f1s “ rKer d1

0, f1s,

Ker d2
0 X Ker d2

1 X rf2, f2s “ rKer d2
0 X Ker d2

1, f2s ` rKer d2
0,Ker d2

1s.
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Therefore,

HL3pgq – Ker d1
1 X rKer d1

0, f1s{d
2
2
`

rKer d2
0 X Ker d2

1, f2s ` rKer d2
0,Ker d2

1s
˘

“ Ker d1
1 X rKer d1

0, f1s{
`

rd2
2pKer d2

0 X Ker d2
1q, d

2
2pf2qs

` rd2
2pKer d2

0q, d
2
2pKer d2

1qs
˘

“ Ker d1
1 X rKer d1

0, f1s{
`

rKer d1
0 X Ker d1

1, f1s ` rKer d1
0,Ker d1

1s
˘

.

Since d1
1
`

rKer d1
0 X Ker d1

1, f1s ` rKer d1
0,Ker d1

1s
˘

“ 0, we get

HL3pgq – Ker
˜

rKer d1
0, f1s

rKer d1
0 X Ker d1

1, f1s ` rKer d1
0,Ker d1

1s

d1
1

ÝÑ rf0, f0s

¸

. (5.4.1)

Furthermore, since 0 Ñ Ker d1
1 Ñ f1

d1
1
Ñ f0 Ñ 0 is a free presentation of

f0 which splits, by Proposition 5.3.10 and Lemma 5.4.1 the following map
Ker d1

1 N f1 Ñ rKer d1
1, f1s, defined by x N y ÞÑ rx, ys, y N x ÞÑ ry, xs, for all

x P Ker d1
1 and y P f1, is an isomorphism. Therefore,

rKer d1
0, f1s

rKer d1
0 X Ker d1

1, f1s ` rKer d1
0,Ker d1

1s
–

Ker d1
0 N f1

`

pKer d1
0 X Ker d1

1q N f1
˘

`
`

Ker d1
0 N Ker d1

1
˘ .

Hence, the exact sequences 0 Ñ Ker d1
0 X Ker d1

1 Ñ Ker d1
0 Ñ Ker d0

0 Ñ 0 and
0 Ñ Ker d1

1 Ñ f1 Ñ f0 Ñ 0, and (5.3.1) imply that

rKer d1
0, f1s

rKer d1
0 X Ker d1

1, f1s ` rKer d1
0,Ker d1

1s
– Ker d0

0 N f0 “ rN f. (5.4.2)

Now (5.4.1) and (5.4.2) complete the proof.

Proposition 5.4.3. Let 0 Ñ a Ñ g
τ
Ñ h Ñ 0 be an extension of Leibniz

algebras. Then we have the following exact sequence

HL3pgq Ñ HL3phq Ñ Ker
`

θa,g : aN gÑ a
˘

Ñ HL2pgq Ñ HL2phq

Ñ a{ra, gs Ñ HL1pgq Ñ HL1phq Ñ 0.

Proof. Any free presentation 0 Ñ r Ñ f
ρ
Ñ g Ñ 0 of g produces a free

presentation 0 Ñ s Ñ f
τ˝ρ
Ñ h Ñ 0 of h and an extension 0 Ñ r Ñ s Ñ a Ñ 0

of Leibniz algebras. By (5.3.1) we have the following exact sequence

sN rˆ rN fÑ sN fÑ aN gÑ 0.
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This sequence yields the following exact sequence

rN fÑ sN fÑ aN gÑ 0.

Thus, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows

rN f ,2

θr,f

��

sN f ,2

θs,f

��

aN g ,2

θa,g

��

0

0 ,2 r ,2 s ,2 a ,2 0.

The Snake Lemma and Theorem 5.4.2 imply the following exact sequence

HL3pgq Ñ HL3phq Ñ Ker
`

θa,g : aN gÑ a
˘

Ñ r{rr, fs Ñ s{rs, fs.

It is easy to see that

Im
`

Ker
`

θa,g : aN gÑ a
˘

Ñ r{rr, fs
˘

Ď
rX rf, fs

rr, fs
.

Therefore, we have an exact sequence:

HL3pgq Ñ HL3phq Ñ Ker
`

θa,g : aN gÑ a
˘

Ñ
rX rf, fs

rr, fs
Ñ

sX rf, fs

rs, fs
.

Using the Hopf formula we get an exact sequence:

HL3pgq Ñ HL3phq Ñ Ker
`

θa,g : aN gÑ a
˘

Ñ HL2pgq Ñ HL2phq.

The rest of the proof follows from Proposition 5.3.13.

Corollary 5.4.4. (see [9]) Let 0 Ñ aÑ gÑ hÑ 0 be a central extension of
Leibniz algebras, i.e. ra, xs “ rx, as “ 0 for all a P a and x P g. Then there is
the following exact sequence

HL3pgq Ñ HL3phq Ñ Coker
ˆ

ab a
η
Ñ ab

g

rg, gs
‘

g

rg, gs
b a

˙

Ñ HL2pgq Ñ HL2phq Ñ aÑ HL1pgq Ñ HL1phq Ñ 0,

where η : ab aÑ ab g
rg,gs ‘

g
rg,gs b a is given by ab b ÞÑ pab b,´ab bq, where

a “ a` rg, gs and b “ b` rg, gs for each a, b P a.
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Proof. Under the required conditions, the Leibniz algebras a and g act trivially
on each other. Then, by [18, Proposition 4.2], we have a natural isomorphism

a ‹ g – ab
g

rg, gs
‘

g

rg, gs
b a.

Since a N g is obtained from a ‹ g by killing the elements of the form a ˚
ipbq ´ ipaq ˚ b, where a, b P a and i : a Ñ g is the natural inclusion, we get an
isomorphism

aN g – Coker
´

η : ab aÑ ab
g

rg, gs
‘

g

rg, gs
b a

¯

.

Then, by Proposition 5.4.3 we conclude the required result.

5.5 Relationship to the universal quadratic functor
In this section K is a commutative ring with identity (not necessarily a field).
Keeping in mind Remark 5.3.6, we will use only those constructions and facts
from the previous sections, which do not require K to be a field.

In the case of Lie algebras, there is a connection between the non-abelian
exterior product of Lie algebras and Whitehead’s universal quadratic func-
tor ([15]). We can observe it in the Leibniz algebras case too.

Definition 5.5.1 ([29]). Let A be a K-module and consider the endofunctor
that sends A to the K-module generated by the symbols γpaq with a P A,
quotient by the submodule generated by

k2γpaq “ γpkaq,

γpa` b` cq ` γpaq ` γpbq ` γpcq “ γpa` bq ` γpa` cq ` γpb` cq,

γpka` bq ` kγpaq ` kγpbq “ kγpa` bq ` γpkaq ` γpbq,

for all k P K and a, b, c P A. This functor denoted by Γ is called universal
quadratic functor.

Proposition 5.5.2 ([29]). Let I be a well-ordered set and A be a free K-module
with basis teiuiPI . Then ΓpAq is a free K-module with basis

tγpeiquiPI Y tγpei ` ejq ´ γpeiq ´ γpejquiăj
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Let η : m Ñ g and µ : n Ñ g be two crossed modules of Leibniz algebras.
As we know there are induced actions of m and n on each other via the action
of g. Let m ˆg n “ tpm,nq | ηpmq “ µpnqu be the pullback of η and µ. It
is a Leibniz subalgebra of m ‘ n. Let xm, ny “ tpτmpxq, τnpxqq | x P m ‹ nu,
where τm : m ‹ n Ñ m and τn : m ‹ n Ñ n are homomorphisms introduced in
Subsection 5.3.2.

Proposition 5.5.3. xm, ny is an ideal of mˆgn and the quotient pmˆgnq{xm, ny
is abelian.

Proof. The assertion that xm, ny is an ideal of mˆgn follows by straightforward
calculations. For instance, given any m P m, n P n and pm1, n1q P m ˆg n we
get

rpτmpm ˚ nq, τnpm ˚ nqq, pm
1, n1qs “ rpmn, mnq, pm1, n1qs

“ prmn,m1s, rmn, n1sq

“ ppmnqηpm
1q, µp

mnqn1q

“ ppmnqn
1

, pm
nqn1q

“ pτmpm
n ˚ n1q, τnpm

n ˚ n1qq.

Now take any pm,nq, pm1, n1q P mˆg n, then we have

rpm,nq, pm1, n1qs “ prm,m1s, rn, n1sq “ pmm1 , nn1q

“ pmn1 , mn1q “ pτmpm ˚ n
1q, τnpm ˚ n

1qq,

showing that pmˆg nq{xm, ny is abelian.

In the subsequent statements, given a K-module A, we consider the K-
module ΓpAq as an abelian Leibniz algebra.

Proposition 5.5.4. There is a well-defined homomorphism of Leibniz algebras

Γ
ˆ

mˆg n

xm, ny

˙

ψ ,2 m ‹ n,

given by ψpγppm,nq ` xm, nyqq “ m ˚ n´ n ˚m.
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Proof. It is easy to check that ψ preserves the defining relations of Γ. Thus,
it suffices to show that pm1 ` τmpxqq ˚ pn

1 ` τnpxqq ´ pn
1 ` τnpxqq ˚ pm

1 `

τmpxqq “ m1 ˚ n1 ´ n1 ˚ m1 for each x P m ‹ n. This reduces to prove that
m1 ˚ mn ´ mn ˚m1 `mn ˚ n1 ´ n1 ˚mn “ 0. Using the defining relations of
the non-abelian tensor product we have

m1 ˚ mn´ mn ˚m1 `mn ˚ n1 ´ n1 ˚mn

“rm1,ms ˚ n´ m1n ˚m´m ˚ nm
1

´ rm,m1s ˚ n

`mn1 ˚ n`m ˚ rn, n1s ´ n1m ˚ n` rn1, ns ˚m

“rm1,ms ˚ n´ rn1, ns ˚m´m ˚ rn, n1s ´ rm,m1s ˚ n

` rm,m1s ˚ n`m ˚ rn, n1s ` rm1,ms ˚ n´ rn1, ns ˚m “ 0.

By Proposition 5.3.4 we know that Imψ is contained in the centre of m ‹ n, so
ψ is a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras.

It is clear that Imψ is contained in Kerpπ : m ‹ nÑ mN nq, where π is the
canonical projection. But the following sequence

Γ
ˆ

mˆg n

xm, ny

˙

ψ ,2 m ‹ n
π ,2 mN n ,2 0,

is not exact in many cases. Nevertheless, we have the following

Proposition 5.5.5. There is an exact sequence of Leibniz algebras

Γ
ˆ

mˆg n

xm, ny
‘

mˆg n

xm, ny

˙

rψ ,2 m ‹ n
π ,2 mN n ,2 0,

where rψpγppm,nq ` xm, ny, pm1, n1q ` xm, nyqq “ m ˚ n1 ´ n ˚m1.

Proof. Like in Proposition 5.5.4, the crucial part of the proof is to show that
pm ` τmpxqq ˚ pn

1 ` τnpx
1qq ´ pn ` τnpxqq ˚ pm

1 ` τmpx
1qq “ m ˚ n1 ´ n ˚ m1

for all x, x1 P m ‹ n. Let x “ m1 ˚ n1 and x1 “ m11 ˚ n
1
1, then proving that

m ˚ m11n11 `m
n1
1 ˚ n1 ´ n ˚m

1n11
1 ´ m1n1 ˚m

1 “ 0, will imply the result. Using
the defining identities of the non-abelian tensor product, we get

m ˚ m11n11 `m
n1
1 ˚n

1 ´ n ˚m
1n11
1 ´ m1n1 ˚m

1

“rm,m11s ˚ n
1
1 ´

mn11 ˚m
1
1 `m1 ˚ rn1, n

1s `mn1

1 ˚ n1

` rn, n11s ˚m
1
1 ´

nm11 ˚ n
1
1 ´ rm1,m

1s ˚ n1 ´m1 ˚ n
m1

1 “ 0.
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The proof is complete, since it is straightforward that in this case Im rψ “

Ker π.

In the particular case of a and b being ideals of a Leibniz algebra g, Prop-
osition 5.5.4 and Proposition 5.5.5 can be viewed as follows:

Corollary 5.5.6. There is a well-defined homomorphism of Leibniz algebras

Γ
ˆ

aX b

ra, bs

˙

ψ ,2 a ‹ b,

given by ψpγpc` ra, bsqq “ i1pcq ˚ i2pcq´ i2pcq ˚ i1pcq, for any c P aX b and the
natural inclusions i1 : aX bÑ a, i2 : aX bÑ b.

Corollary 5.5.7. There is an exact sequence of Leibniz algebras

Γ
ˆ

aX b

ra, bs
‘

aX b

ra, bs

˙

rψ ,2 a ‹ b
π ,2 aN b ,2 0,

where rψpc` ra, bs, c1` ra, bsq “ i1pcq ˚ i2pc
1q ´ i2pcq ˚ i1pc

1q, for all c, c1 P aX b.

In the next proposition aX b

ra, bs
^

aX b

ra, bs
denotes the exterior product of K-

modules.

Proposition 5.5.8. There is an exact sequence of Leibniz algebras

aX b

ra, bs
^

aX b

ra, bs

φ ,2 a ‹ b

Imψ
π ,2 aN b ,2 0,

where π is the canonical projection and φppc` ra, bsq ^ pc1 ` ra, bsqq “ i1pcq ˚
i2pc

1q ´ i2pcq ˚ i1pc
1q ` Imψ, for all c, c1 P aX b.

Proof. To check that φ is well defined, it suffices to verify the following iden-
tities:

i1pcq ˚ i2ra, bs ´ i2pcq ˚ i1ra, bs “ 0,

i1ra, bs ˚ i2pcq ´ i2ra, bs ˚ i1pcq “ 0,

for all c P aX b, a P a and b P b. Using (3c), (3d) and (4b) we have:
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i1pcq ˚ i2ra, bs ´ i2pcq ˚ i1ra, bs

“ i2rc, as ˚ i1pbq ´ i1rc, bs ˚ i2paq ´ i2pcq ˚ i1ra, bs

“ i1rc, bs ˚ i2paq ´ i2pcq ˚ i1rb, as ´ i1rc, bs ˚ i2paq ´ i2pcq ˚ i1ra, bs “ 0.

Using (3d), (3b) and (4b) we have:

i1ra, bs ˚ i2pcq ´ i2ra, bs ˚ i1pcq

“ i2ra, cs ˚ i1pbq ` i2paq ˚ i1rb, cs ´ i2ra, bs ˚ i1pcq

“ i2paq ˚ i1rc, bs ` i2paq ˚ i1rb, cs “ 0.

The proof is complete, since it is straightforward that Imφ “ Ker π.

Let g be a Leibniz algebra, and let τ : g ‹ gÑ gab b gab be the homomor-
phism defined by i1pgq˚i2pg1q ÞÑ pg`rg, gsqbpg1`rg, gsq, i2pgq˚i1pg1q ÞÑ 0, for
all g, g1 P g, where b denotes the tensor product of K-modules. Then, τ induces
well-defined homomorphisms τ : g ‹ g Ñ gab ^ gab and rτ : g ‹ g

Imψ
Ñ gab ^ gab,

where ψ is defined as in Proposition 5.5.4.

Proposition 5.5.9. We have the following exact sequence of Leibniz algebras

0 ,2 gab ^ gab φ ,2 g ‹ g

Imψ
π ,2 gN g ,2 0.

where π is the canonical projection and φ is defined as in Proposition 5.5.8.
Moreover, the following map

g ‹ g

Imψ

pπ,rτq ,2 pgN gq ‘ pgab ^ gabq

is an isomorphism of Leibniz algebras.

Proof. It is easy to see that rτ ˝ φ “ 1gab^gab . This implies both parts of the
proposition.

Proposition 5.5.10. Let g be a Leibniz algebra such that gab is free as a
K-module. Then there is an exact sequence of Leibniz algebras

0 ,2 Γpgabq
ψ ,2 g ‹ g

pπ,τq ,2 pgN gq ‘ pgab ^ gabq ,2 0.
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Proof. By the previous proposition it suffices to show that ψ is injective. By
Proposition 5.5.2 one sees easily that the composition τ ˝ψ : Γpgabq Ñ gabbgab

maps a basis of Γpgabq injectively into a set of linearly independent elements.
Therefore τ ˝ ψ is injective and ψ is injective.

5.6 Comparison of the second Lie and Leibniz ho-
mologies of a Lie algebra

In this section we return to the case when K is a field, g denotes a Lie algebra
and H2pgq denotes the second Chevalley-Eilenberg homology of g. It is known
that there is an epimorphism tg : HL2pgq Ñ H2pgq defined in a natural way
(see e.g. [27] ).

Proposition 5.6.1. There exists a vector subspace V of Kerttg : HL2pgq Ñ
H2pgqu such that we have an epimorphism V Ñ Γpgabq. Hence, if g is not a
perfect Lie algebra, then tg : HL2pgq Ñ H2pgq is not an isomorphism.

Proof. Let g ‹
Lie

g (resp. g N
Lie

g) denote the non-abelian tensor (resp. exterior)
square of the Lie algebra g (see [15]). Then we have two epimorphisms gNgÑ
g ‹
Lie

g and gN gÑ g N
Lie

g defined in a natural way. Since tg : HL2pgq Ñ H2pgq

can be viewed as the natural homomorphism from KertgNgÑ gu to Kertg N
Lie

gÑ gu, we have that tgpKertgNgÑ g N
Lie

guq “ 0. Let V “ KertgNgÑ g N
Lie

gu.
Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 ,2 V ,2

��

gN g ,2

��

g N
Lie

g ,2 0

0 ,2 Kertg ‹
Lie

gÑ g N
Lie

gu ,2 g ‹
Lie

g ,2 g N
Lie

g ,2 0.

From this diagram we have an epimorphism V Ñ Kertg ‹
Lie

g Ñ g N
Lie

gu.
Moreover, by [15, Proposition 17] Kertg ‹

Lie
gÑ g N

Lie
gu “ Γpgabq.

Finally, we give the following result, the proof of which can be found in [6, 8].
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Proposition 5.6.2. For a perfect Lie algebra g, we have the following exact
sequence:

0 Ñ HL2pg ‹
Lie

gq Ñ HL2pgq Ñ H2pgq Ñ 0.
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Chapter 6

Actor of a crossed module of
Leibniz algebras

Abstract

We extend to the category of crossed modules of Leibniz algebras the notion of
biderivation via the action of a Leibniz algebra. This results into a pair of Leib-
niz algebras which allow us to construct an object which is the actor under certain
circumstances. Additionally, we give a description of an action in the category of
crossed modules of Leibniz algebras in terms of equations. Finally, we check that,
under the aforementioned conditions, the kernel of the canonical map from a crossed
module to its actor coincides with the center and we introduce the notions of crossed
module of inner and outer biderivations.

Reference

J. M. Casas, R. Fernández-Casado, X. García-Martínez, and E. Khmaladze,
Actor of a crossed module of Leibniz algebras, preprint arXiv:1606.04871,
2016.

6.1 Introduction
In the category of groups it is possible to describe an action via an object
called the actor, which is given by the group of automorphisms. Its ana-
logue in the category of Lie algebras is the Lie algebra of derivations. Groups

139
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and Lie algebras are examples of categories of interest, introduced by Orzech
in [13]. For these categories (see [11] for more examples), Casas, Datuashvili
and Ladra [3] gave a procedure to construct an object that, under certain cir-
cumstances, plays the role of actor. For the particular case of Leibniz algebras
(resp. associative algebras) that object is the Leibniz algebra of biderivations
(resp. the algebra of bimultipliers).

In [12], Norrie extended the definition of actor to the 2-dimensional case
by giving a description of the corresponding object in the category of crossed
modules of groups. The analogue construction for the category of crossed
modules of Lie algebras is given in [7]. Regarding the category of crossed
modules of Leibniz algebras, it is not a category of interest, but it is equivalent
to the category of cat1-Leibniz algebras (see for example [6]), which is itself a
modified category of interest in the sense of [2]. Therefore it makes sense to
study representability of actions in such category under the context of modified
categories of interest, as it is done in [2] for crossed modules of associative
algebras.

Bearing in mind the ease of the generalization of the actor in the category
of groups and Lie algebras to crossed modules, together with the role of the
Leibniz algebra of biderivations, it makes sense to assume that the analogous
object in the category of crossed modules of Leibniz algebras will be the actor
only under certain hypotheses. In [5] the authors gave an equivalent descrip-
tion of an action of a crossed module of groups in terms of equations. A similar
description is done for an action of a crossed module of Lie algebras (see [4]).
In order to extend the notion of actor to crossed modules of Leibniz algebras,
we generalize the concept of biderivation to the 2-dimensional case, describe
an action in that category in terms of equations and give sufficient conditions
for the described object to be the actor.

The article is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 we recall some basic
definitions on actions and crossed modules of Leibniz algebras. In Section 6.3
we construct an object that extends the Leibniz algebra of biderivations to the
category of crossed modules of Leibniz algebras (Theorem 6.3.9) and give a
description of an action in such category in terms of equations. In Section 6.4
we find sufficient conditions for the previous object to be the actor of a given
crossed module of Leibniz algebras (Theorem 6.4.3). Finally, in Section 6.5 we
prove that the kernel of the canonical homomorphism from a crossed module
of Leibniz algebras to its actor coincides with the center of the given crossed
module. Additionally, we introduce the notions of crossed module of inner and
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outer biderivations and show that, given a short exact sequence in the category
of crossed modules of Leibniz algebras, it can be extended to a commutative
diagram including the actor and the inner and outer biderivations.

6.2 Preliminaries
In this section we recall some needed basic definitions. Throughout the paper
we fix a commutative ring with unit k. All algebras are considerer over k.

Definition 6.2.1 ([9]). A Leibniz algebra p is a k-module together with a
bilinear operation r , s : pˆ pÑ p, called the Leibniz bracket, which satisfies
the Leibniz identity:

rrp1, p2s, p3s “ rp1, rp2, p3ss ` rrp1, p3s, p2s,

for all p1, p2, p3 P p.
A homomorphism of Leibniz algebras is a k-linear map that preserves the

bracket.

We denote by Annppq (resp. rp, ps) the annihilator (resp. commutator) of
p, that is the subspace of p generated by

tp1 P p | rp1, p2s “ rp2, p1s “ 0, for all p2 P pu

presp. trp1, p2s | for all p1, p2 P puq

It is obvious that both Annppq and rp, ps are ideals of p.

Definition 6.2.2 ([10]). Let p and m be two Leibniz algebras. An action of
p on m consists of a pair of bilinear maps, p ˆ m Ñ m, pp,mq ÞÑ rp,ms and
mˆ pÑ m, pm, pq ÞÑ rm, ps, such that

rp, rm,m1ss “ rrp,ms,m1s ´ rrp,m1s,ms,

rm, rp,m1ss “ rrm, ps,m1s ´ rrm,m1s, ps,

rm, rm1, pss “ rrm,m1s, ps ´ rrm, ps,m1s,

rm, rp, p1ss “ rrm, ps, p1s ´ rrm, p1s, ps,

rp, rm, p1ss “ rrp,ms, p1s ´ rrp, p1s,ms,

rp, rp1,mss “ rrp, p1s,ms ´ rrp,ms, p1s,

for all m,m1 P m and p, p1 P p.
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Given an action of a Leibniz algebra p on m, we can consider the semidirect
product Leibniz algebra m¸ p, which consists of the k-module m‘ p together
with the Leibniz bracket given by

rpm, pq, pm1, p1qs “ prm,m1s ` rp,m1s ` rm, p1s, rp, p1sq,

for all pm, pq, pm1, p1q P m‘ p.

Definition 6.2.3 ([10]). A crossed module of Leibniz algebras (or Leibniz
crossed module, for short) pm, p, ηq is a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras
η : mÑ p together with an action of p on m such that

ηprp,msq “ rp, ηpmqs and ηprm, psq “ rηpmq, ps, (XLb1)
rηpmq,m1s “ rm,m1s “ rm, ηpm1qs, (XLb2)

for all m,m1 P m, p P p.
A homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules pϕ,ψq from pm, p, ηq to

pn, q, µq is a pair of Leibniz homomorphisms, ϕ : m Ñ n and ψ : p Ñ q,
such that they commute with η and µ and they respect the actions, that
is ϕprp,msq “ rψppq, ϕpmqs and ϕprm, psq “ rϕpmq, ψppqs for all m P m, p P p.

Identity (XLb1) will be called equivariance and (XLb2) Peiffer identity.
We will denote by XLb the category of Leibniz crossed modules and homo-
morphisms of Leibniz crossed modules.

Since our aim is to construct a 2-dimensional generalization of the actor
in the category of Leibniz algebras, let us first recall the following definitions.

Definition 6.2.4 ([9]). Let m be a Leibniz algebra. A biderivation of m is a
pair pd,Dq of k-linear maps d,D : mÑ m such that

dprm,m1sq “ rdpmq,m1s ` rm, dpm1qs, (6.2.1)
Dprm,m1sq “ rDpmq,m1s ´ rDpm1q,ms, (6.2.2)
rm, dpm1qs “ rm,Dpm1qs, (6.2.3)

for all m,m1 P m.

We will denote by Biderpmq the set of all biderivations of m. It is a Leibniz
algebra with the obvious k-module structure and the Leibniz bracket given by

rpd1, D1q, pd2, D2qs “ pd1d2 ´ d2d1, D1d2 ´ d2D1q.
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It is not difficult to check that, given an element m P m, the pair
padpmq,Adpmqq, with adpmqpm1q “ ´rm1,ms and Adpmqpm1q “ rm,m1s for all
m1 P m, is a biderivation. The pair padpmq,Adpmqq is called inner biderivation
of m.

6.3 The main construction
In this section we extend to crossed modules the Leibniz algebra of bideriva-
tions. First we need to translate the notion of a biderivation of a Leibniz
algebra into a biderivation between two Leibniz algebras via the action.

Definition 6.3.1. Given an action of Leibniz algebras of q on n, the set of
biderivations from q to n, denoted by Biderpq, nq, consists of all the pairs pd,Dq
of k-linear maps, d,D : qÑ n, such that

dprq, q1sq “ rdpqq, q1s ` rq, dpq1qs, (6.3.1)
Dprq, q1sq “ rDpqq, q1s ´ rDpq1q, qs, (6.3.2)
rq, dpq1qs “ rq,Dpq1qs, (6.3.3)

for all q, q1 P q.

Given n P n, the pair of k-linear maps padpnq,Adpnqq, where adpnqpqq “
´rq, ns and Adpnqpqq “ rn, qs for all q P q, is clearly a biderivation from q to n.
Observe that Biderpq, qq, with the action of q on itself defined by its Leibniz
bracket, is exactly Biderpqq.

Let us assume for the rest of the article that pn, q, µq is a Leibniz crossed
module. One can easily check the following result.

Lemma 6.3.2. Let pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq. Then pdµ,Dµq P Biderpnq and
pµd, µDq P Biderpqq.

We also have the following result.

Lemma 6.3.3. Let pd1, D1q, pd2, D2q P Biderpq, nq. Then

rD1µd2pqq, q
1s “ rD1µD2pqq, q

1s,

rq,D1µd2pq
1qs “ rq,D1µD2pq

1qs,

for all q, q1 P q.
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Proof. Let q, q1 P q and pd1, D1q, pd2, D2q P Biderpq, nq. According to the
identity (6.3.3) for pd2, D2q, rq1, d2pqqs “ rq1, D2pqqs, so D1µprq

1, d2pqqsq “
D1µprq

1, D2pqqsq. Due to (6.3.2) and the equivariance of pq, n, µq, one can
easily derive that

rD1pq
1q, µd2pqqs ´ rD1µd2pqq, q

1s “ rD1pq
1q, µD2pqqs ´ rD1µD2pqq, q

1s.

By the Peiffer identity and (6.3.3) for pd2, D2q, rD1pq
1q, µd2pqqs “

rD1pq
1q, µD2pqqs. Therefore rD1µd2pqq, q

1s “ rD1µD2pqq, q
1s.

The other identity can be proved similarly by using (6.3.1) and (6.3.3).

Biderpq, nq has an obvious k-module structure. Regarding its Leibniz struc-
ture, it is described in the next proposition.

Proposition 6.3.4. Biderpq, nq is a Leibniz algebra with the bracket given by

rpd1, D1q, pd2, D2qs “ pd1µd2 ´ d2µd1, D1µd2 ´ d2µD1q (6.3.4)

for all pd1, D1q, pd2, D2q P Biderpq, nq.

Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 6.3.3.

Now we state the following definition.

Definition 6.3.5. The set of biderivations of the Leibniz crossed module
pn, q, µq, denoted by Biderpn, q, µq, consists of all quadruples ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq
such that

pσ1, θ1q P Biderpnq and pσ2, θ2q P Biderpqq, (6.3.5)
µσ1 “ σ2µ and µθ1 “ θ2µ, (6.3.6)
σ1prq, nsq “ rσ2pqq, ns ` rq, σ1pnqs, (6.3.7)
σ1prn, qsq “ rσ1pnq, qs ` rn, σ2pqqs, (6.3.8)
θ1prq, nsq “ rθ2pqq, ns ´ rθ1pnq, qs, (6.3.9)
θ1prn, qsq “ rθ1pnq, qs ´ rθ2pqq, ns, (6.3.10)
rq, σ1pnqs “ rq, θ1pnqs, (6.3.11)
rn, σ2pqqs “ rn, θ2pqqs, (6.3.12)

for all n P n, q P q.
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Given q P q, it can be readily checked that ppσq1, θ
q
1q, pσ

q
2, θ

q
2qq, where

σq1pnq “ ´rn, qs, θq1pnq “ rq, ns,

σq2pq
1q “ ´rq1, qs, θq2pq

1q “ rq, q1s,

is a biderivation of the crossed module pn, q, µq.
The following lemma is necessary in order to prove that Biderpn, q, µq is

indeed a Leibniz algebra.
Lemma 6.3.6. Let ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq, ppσ

1
1, θ

1
1q, pσ

1
2, θ

1
2qq P Biderpn, q, µq and

pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq. Then

rDσ2pqq, q
1s “ rDθ2pqq, q

1s,

rq,Dσ2pq
1qs “ rq,Dθ2pq

1qs,

rθ1dpqq, q
1s “ rθ1Dpqq, q

1s,

rq, θ1dpq
1qs “ rq, θ1Dpq

1qs,

rθ1σ
1
1pnq, qs “ rθ1θ

1
1pnq, qs,

rq, θ1σ
1
1pnqs “ rq, θ1θ

1
1pnqs,

rDσ2pqq, ns “ rDθ2pqq, ns,

rn,Dσ2pqqs “ rn,Dθ2pqqs,

rθ1dpqq, ns “ rθ1Dpqq, ns,

rn, θ1dpqqs “ rn, θ1Dpqqs,

rθ2σ
1
2pqq, ns “ rθ2θ

1
2pqq, ns,

rn, θ2σ
1
2pqqs “ rn, θ2θ

1
2pqqs,

for all n P n, q, q1 P q.
Proof. Let us show how to prove the first identity; the rest of them can be
checked similarly. Let q, q1 P q, pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq and ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq P
Biderpn, q, µq. Since pσ2, θ2q is a biderivation of q, we have that rq1, σ2pqqs “
rq1, θ2pqqs. Therefore Dprq1, σ2pqqsq “ Dprq1, θ2pqqsq. Directly from (6.3.2), we
get that

rDpq1q, σ2pqqs ´ rDσ2pqq, q
1s “ rDpq1q, θ2pqqs ´ rDθ2pqq, q

1s.

Thus, due to (6.3.12), rDpq1q, σ2pqqs “ rDpq1q, θ2pqqs. Hence, rDσ2pqq, q
1s “

rDθ2pqq, q
1s.

The k-module structure of Biderpn, q, µq is evident, while its Leibniz struc-
ture is described as follows.
Proposition 6.3.7. Biderpn, q, µq is a Leibniz algebra with the bracket given
by

rppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq, ppσ
1
1, θ

1
1q, pσ

1
2, θ

1
2qqs “ prpσ1, θ1q, pσ

1
1, θ

1
1qs, rpσ2, θ2q, pσ

1
2, θ

1
2qsq

“ ppσ1σ
1
1 ´ σ

1
1σ1, θ1σ

1
1 ´ σ

1
1θ1q, pσ2σ

1
2 ´ σ

1
2σ2, θ2σ

1
2 ´ σ

1
2θ2qq, (6.3.13)

for all ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq, ppσ
1
1, θ

1
1q, pσ

1
2, θ

1
2qq P Biderpn, q, µq.
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Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 6.3.6.

Proposition 6.3.8. The k-linear map ∆: Biderpq, nq Ñ Biderpn, q, µq, given
by pd,Dq ÞÑ ppdµ,Dµq, pµd, µDqq is a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras.

Proof. ∆ is well defined due to Lemma 6.3.2, while checking that it is a homo-
morphism of Leibniz algebras is a matter of straightforward calculations.

Since we aspire to make ∆ into a Leibniz crossed module, we need to define
an action of Biderpn, q, µq on Biderpq, nq.

Theorem 6.3.9. There is an action of Biderpn, q, µq on Biderpq, nq given by:

rppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq, pd,Dqs “ pσ1d´ dσ2, θ1d´ dθ2q, (6.3.14)
rpd,Dq, ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qqs “ pdσ2 ´ σ1d,Dσ2 ´ σ1Dq, (6.3.15)

for all ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq P Biderpn, q, µq, pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq. Moreover, the
Leibniz homomorphism ∆ (see Proposition 6.3.8) together with the above ac-
tion is a Leibniz crossed module.

Proof. Let pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq and ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq P Biderpn, q, µq. Check-
ing that both pσ1d´dσ2, θ1d´dθ2q and pdσ2´σ1d,Dσ2´σ1Dq satisfy condi-
tions (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) requires the combined use of the properties satisfied by
the elements in Biderpn, q, µq and pd,Dq, but calculations are fairly straight-
forward. As an example, we show how to prove that pσ1d ´ dσ2, θ1d ´ dθ2q
verifies (6.3.1). Let q, q1 P q. Then

pσ1d´ dσ2qprq,q
1sq “ σ1prdpqq, q

1s ` rq, dpq1qsq ´ dprσ2pqq, q
1s ` rq, σ2pq

1qsq

“rσ1dpqq, q
1s ` rdpqq, σ2pq

1qs ` rσ2pqq, dpq
1qs ` rq, σ1dpq

1qs

´ rdσ2pqq, q
1s ´ rσ2pqq, dpq

1qs ´ rdpqq, σ2pq
1qs ´ rq, dσ2pq

1qs

“rpσ1d´ dσ2qpqq, q
1s ` rq, pσ1d´ dσ2qpq

1qs.

As for condition (6.3.3), in the case of pσ1d ´ dσ2, θ1d ´ dθ2q, it follows
from (6.3.11), the identity (6.3.3) for pd,Dq and the second identity in the
first column from Lemma 6.3.6. Namely,

rq, pσ1d´ dσ2qpq
1qs “ rq, σ1dpq

1qs ´ rq, dσ2pq
1qs “ rq, θ1dpq

1qs ´ rq,Dσ2pq
1qs

“ rq, θ1dpq
1qs ´ rq,Dθ2pq

1qs “ rq, θ1dpq
1qs ´ rq, dθ2pq

1qs,
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for all q, q1 P q. A similar procedure allows to prove that pdσ2´σ1d,Dσ2´σ1Dq
satisfies condition (6.3.3) as well.

Routine calculations show that (6.3.14) and (6.3.15) together with the
definition of the brackets in Biderpn, q, µq and Biderpq, nq provide an action of
Leibniz algebras.

It only remains to prove that ∆ satisfies the equivariance and the Peiffer
identity. It is immediate to check that

∆prppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq, pd,Dqsq “ ppσ1dµ´ dσ2µ, θ1dµ´ dθ2µq,

pµσ1d´ µdσ2, µθ1d´ µdθ2qq, (6.3.16)

while

rppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq,∆pd,Dqs “ ppσ1dµ´ dµσ1, θ1dµ´ dµθ1q,

pσ2µd´ µdσ2, θ2µd´ µdθ2qq. (6.3.17)

Condition (6.3.6) guarantees that (6.3.16) “ (6.3.17). The other identity can
be checked similarly. The Peiffer identity follows immediately from (6.3.14)
and (6.3.15) along the definition of ∆ and the bracket in Biderpq, nq.

6.4 The actor
In [13], Orzech introduced the notion of category of interest, which is nothing
but a category of groups with operations verifying two extra conditions. Lb
is a category of interest, although XLb is not. Nevertheless, it is equivalent
to the category of cat1-Leibniz algebras (see for example [6]), which is itself
a modified category of interest in the sense of [2]. So it makes sense to study
representability of actions in XLb under the context of modified categories of
interest, as it is done in [2] for crossed modules of associative algebras. How-
ever, since XLb is an example of semi-abelian categories, and an action is the
same as a split extension in any semi-abelian category [1, Lemma 1.3], we
choose a different, more combinatorial approach to the problem, by construct-
ing the semidirect product (split extension) of Leibniz crossed modules.

We use the term actor (as in [2, 3]) for an object which represents actions
in a semi-abelian category, the general definition of which is known from [1]
under the name split extension classifier.
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We need to remark that, given a Leibniz algebra m, Biderpmq is the actor
of m under certain conditions. In particular, the following result is proved
in [3].

Proposition 6.4.1 ([3]). Let m be a Leibniz algebra such that Annpmq “ 0 or
rm,ms “ m. Then Biderpmq is the actor of m.

Bearing in mind the ease of the generalization of the actor in the cat-
egory of groups and Lie algebras to crossed modules, together with the
role of Biderpmq in regard to any Leibniz algebra m, it makes sense to
consider pBiderpq, nq,Biderpn, q, µq,∆q as a candidate for actor in XLb, at
least under certain conditions (see Proposition 6.4.1). However, it would
be reckless to define an action of a Leibniz crossed module pm, p, ηq on
pn, q, µq as a homomorphism from pm, p, ηq to the Leibniz crossed module
pBiderpq, nq,Biderpn, q, µq,∆q, since we cannot ensure that the mentioned ho-
momorphism induces a set of actions of pm, p, ηq on pn, q, µq from which we
can construct the semidirect product.

In [5, Proposition 2.1] the authors give an equivalent description of an ac-
tion of a crossed module of groups in terms of equations. A similar description
can be done for an action of a crossed module of Lie algebras (see [4]). This
determines our approach to the problem. We consider a homomorphism from
a Leibniz crossed module pm, p, ηq to pBiderpq, nq,Biderpn, q, µq,∆q, which will
be denoted by Actpn, q, µq from now on, and unravel all the properties satisfied
by the mentioned homomorphism, transforming them into a set of equations.
Then we check that the existence of that set of equations is equivalent to
the existence of a homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules from pm, p, ηq
to Actpn, q, µq only under certain conditions. Finally we prove that those
equations indeed describe a comprehensive set of actions by constructing the
associated semidirect product, which is an object in XLb.

Lemma 6.4.2.

(i) Let q be a Leibniz algebra and pσ, θq, pσ1, θ1q P Biderpqq. If Annpqq “ 0
or rq, qs “ q, then

θσ1pqq “ θθ1pqq, (6.4.1)

for all q P q.

(ii) Let pn, q, µq be a Leibniz crossed module. Then we have that
ppσ1, θ1q, pσ2, θ2qq P Biderpn, q, µq and pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq. If Annpnq “
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0 or rq, qs “ q, then

Dσ2pqq “ Dθ2pqq, (6.4.2)
θ1dpqq “ θ1Dpqq, (6.4.3)

for all q P q.

Proof. Calculations in order to prove (i) are straightforward. Regarding (ii),
Dσ2pqq ´ Dθ2pqq and θ1dpqq ´ θ1Dpqq are elements in Annpnq, immediately
from the identities in the second column from Lemma 6.3.6. Therefore, if
Annpnq “ 0, it is clear that (6.4.2) and (6.4.3) hold.

Let us now assume that rq, qs “ q. Given q, q1 P q, directly from the fact
that pσ2, θ2q P Biderpqq and pd,Dq P Biderpq, nq, we get that

Dθ2prq, q
1sq “ rDθ2pqq, q

1s ´ rDpq1q, θ2pqqs ´ rDθ2pq
1q, qs ` rDpqq, θ2pq

1qs,

Dσ2prq, q
1sq “ rDσ2pqq, q

1s ´ rDpq1q, σ2pqqs ` rDpqq, σ2pq
1qs ´ rDσ2pq

1q, qs.

Due to (6.3.12) and the first identity in the first column from Lemma 6.3.6,
Dθ2prq, q

1sq “ Dσ2prq, q
1sq. By hypothesis, every element in q can be expressed

as a linear combination of elements of the form rq, q1s. This fact together with
the linearity of D, σ2 and θ2, guarantees that Dθ2pqq “ Dσ2pqq for all q P q.
The identity (6.4.3) can be checked similarly by making use of (6.3.3), (6.3.9),
(6.3.10) and the third identity in the first column from Lemma 6.3.6.

Theorem 6.4.3. Let pm, p, ηq and pn, q, µq in XLb. There exists a homomor-
phism of crossed modules from pm, p, ηq to pBiderpq, nq,Biderpn, q, µq,∆q, if the
following conditions hold:

(i) There are actions of the Leibniz algebra p (and so m) on the Leibniz
algebras n and q. The homomorphism µ is p-equivariant, that is

µprp, nsq “ rp, µpnqs, (LbEQ1)
µprn, psq “ rµpnq, ps, (LbEQ2)
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and the actions of p and q on n are compatible, that is

rn, rp, qss “ rrn, ps, qs ´ rrn, qs, ps, (LbCOM1)
rp, rn, qss “ rrp, ns, qs ´ rrp, qs, ns, (LbCOM2)
rp, rq, nss “ rrp, qs, ns ´ rrp, ns, qs, (LbCOM3)
rn, rq, pss “ rrn, qs, ps ´ rrn, ps, qs, (LbCOM4)
rq, rn, pss “ rrq, ns, ps ´ rrq, ps, ns, (LbCOM5)
rq, rp, nss “ rrq, ps, ns ´ rrq, ns, ps, (LbCOM6)

for all n P n, p P p and q P q.

(i) There are two k-bilinear maps ξ1 : m ˆ q Ñ n and ξ2 : q ˆ m Ñ n such
that

µξ2pq,mq “ rq,ms, (LbM1a)
µξ1pm, qq “ rm, qs, (LbM1b)

ξ2pµpnq,mq “ rn,ms, (LbM2a)
ξ1pm,µpnqq “ rm,ns, (LbM2b)
ξ2pq, rp,msq “ ξ2prq, ps,mq ´ rξ2pq,mq, ps, (LbM3a)
ξ1prp,ms, qq “ ξ2prp, qs,mq ´ rp, ξ2pq,mqs, (LbM3b)
ξ2pq, rm, psq “ rξ2pq,mq, ps ´ ξ2prq, ps,mq, (LbM3c)
ξ1prm, ps, qq “ rξ1pm, qq, ps ´ ξ1pm, rq, psq, (LbM3d)
ξ2pq, rm,m

1sq “ rξ2pq,mq,m
1s ´ rξ2pq,m

1q,ms, (LbM4a)
ξ1prm,m

1s, qq “ rξ1pm, qq,m
1s ´ rm, ξ2pq,m

1qs, (LbM4b)
ξ2prq, q

1s,mq “ rξ2pq,mq, q
1s ` rq, ξ2pq

1,mqs, (LbM5a)
ξ1pm, rq, q

1sq “ rξ1pm, qq, q
1s ´ rξ1pm, q

1q, qs, (LbM5b)
rq, ξ1pm, q

1qs “ ´rq, ξ2pq
1,mqs, (LbM5c)

ξ1pm, rp, qsq “ ´ξ1pm, rq, psq, (LbM6a)
rp, ξ1pm, qqs “ ´rp, ξ2pq,mqs, (LbM6b)

for all m,m1 P m, n P n, p P p, q, q1 P q.

Additionally, the converse statement is also true if one of the following
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conditions holds:

Annpnq “ 0 “ Annpqq, (CON1)
Annpnq “ 0 and rq, qs “ q, (CON2)
rn, ns “ n and rq, qs “ q. (CON3)

Proof. Let us suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. It is possible to define a homo-
morphism of crossed modules pϕ,ψq from pm, p, ηq to Actpn, q, µq as follows.
Given m P m, ϕpmq “ pdm, Dmq, with

dmpqq “ ´ξ2pq,mq, Dmpqq “ ξ1pm, qq,

for all q P q. On the other hand, for any p P p, ψppq “ ppσp1 , θ
p
1q, pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2qq, with

σp1pnq “ ´rn, ps, θp1pnq “ rp, ns,

σp2pqq “ ´rq, ps, θp2pqq “ rp, qs,

for all n P n, q P q. It follows directly from (LbM5a)–(LbM5c) that pdm, Dmq P

Biderpq, nq for all m P m. Besides, ϕ is clearly k-linear and given m,m1 P m,

rϕpmq, ϕpm1qs “ rpdm, Dmq, pdm1 , Dm1qs “ rdmµdm1´dm1µdm, Dmµdm1´dm1µDms.

For any q P q,

dmµdm1pqq ´ dm1µdmpqq “ ´ξ2pµdm1pqq,mq ` ξ2pµdmpqq,m
1q

“ ´rdm1pqq,ms ` rdmpqq,m
1s

“ rξ2pq,m
1q,ms ´ rξ2pq,mq,m

1s

“ ´ξ2pq, rm,m
1sq “ drm,m1spqq,

due to (LbM2a) and (LbM4a). Analogously, it can be easily checked the
identity pDmµdm1 ´ dm1µDmqpqq “ Drm,m1spqq by making use of (LbM2a),
(LbM2b) and (LbM4b). Hence, ϕ is a homomorphism of Leibniz algebras.

As for ψ, it is necessary to prove that ppσp1 , θ
p
1q, pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2qq satisfies all the

axioms from Definition 6.3.5 for any p P p. The fact that pσp1 , θ
p
1q (respectively

pσp2 , θ
p
2q) is a biderivation of n (respectively q) follows directly from the actions

of p on n and q. The identities µθp1 “ θp2µ and µσp1 “ σp2µ are immediate
consequences of (LbEQ1) and (LbEQ2) respectively.
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Observe that the combinations of the identities (LbCOM1) and (LbCOM4)
and the identities (LbCOM5) and (LbCOM6) yield the equalities

´rn, rq, pss “ rn, rp, qss and ´ rq, rn, pss “ rq, rp, nss.

These together with (LbCOM2)–(LbCOM5) allow us to prove that
ppσp1 , θ

p
1q, pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2qq does satisfy conditions (6.3.7)–(6.3.12) from Definition 6.3.5.

Therefore, ψ is well defined, while it is obviously k-linear. Moreover, due
to (6.3.13) we know that

rψppq, ψpp1qs “ ppσp1σ
p1

1 ´ σ
p1

1 σ
p
1 , θ

p
1σ

p1

1 ´ σ
p1

1 θ
p
1q, pσ

p
2σ

p1

2 ´ σ
p1

2 σ
p
2 , θ

p
2σ

p1

2 ´ σ
p1

2 θ
p
2qq,

and by definition

ψprp, p1sq “ ppσ
rp,p1s
1 , θ

rp,p1s
1 q, pσ

rp,p1s
2 , θ

rp,p1s
2 qq.

One can easily check that the corresponding components are equal by making
use of the actions of p on n and q. Hence, ψ is a homomorphism of Leibniz
algebras.

Recall that

∆ϕpmq “ ppdmµ,Dmµq, pµdm, µDmqq,

ψηpmq “ ppσ
ηpmq
1 , θ

ηpmq
1 q, pσ

ηpmq
2 , θ

ηpmq
2 qq,

for any m P m, but

dmµpnq “ ´ξ2pµpnq,mq “ ´rn,ms “ ´rn, ηpmqs “ σ
ηpmq
1 pnq,

Dmµpnq “ ξ1pm,µpnqq “ rm,ns “ rηpmq, ns “ θ
ηpmq
1 pnq,

µdmpqq “ ´µξ2pq,mq “ ´rq,ms “ ´rq, ηpmqs “ σ
ηpmq
2 pqq,

µDmpqq “ µξ1pm, qq “ rm, qs “ rηpmq, qs “ θ
ηpmq
2 pqq,

for all n P n, q P q, due to (LbM1a), (LbM1b), (LbM2a), (LbM2b). Therefore,
∆ϕ “ ψη.

It only remains to check the behaviour of pϕ,ψq regarding the action of p
on m. Let m P m and p P p. Due to (6.3.14) and (6.3.15),

rψppq, ϕpmqs “ pσp1dm ´ dmσ
p
2 , θ

p
1dm ´ dmθ

p
2q,

rϕpmq, ψppqs “ pdmσ
p
2 ´ σ

p
1dm, Dmσ

p
2 ´ σ

p
1Dmq.
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On the other hand, by definition, we know that

ϕprp,msq “ pdrp,ms, Drp,msq,

ϕprm, psq “ pdrm,ps, Drm,psq.

Directly from (LbM3a), (LbM3b), (LbM3c) and (LbM3d) one can easily con-
firm that the required identities between components hold. Hence, we can
finally ensure that pϕ,ψq is a homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules.

Now let us show that it is necessary that at least one of the conditions
(CON1)–(CON3) holds in order to prove the converse statement. Let us sup-
pose that there is a homomorphism of crossed modules

m

ϕ

��

η ,2 p

ψ
��

Biderpq, nq
∆
,2 Biderpn, q, µq

(6.4.4)

Given m P m and p P p, let us denote ϕpmq by pdm, Dmq and ψppq
by ppσp1 , θ

p
1q, pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2qq, which satisfy conditions (6.3.1)–(6.3.3) from Defini-

tion 6.3.1 and conditions (6.3.5)–(6.3.12) from Definition 6.3.5 respectively.
Also, due to the definition of ∆ (see Proposition 6.3.8), the commutativity
of (6.4.4) can be expressed by the identity

ppdmµ,Dmµq, pµdm, µDmqq “ ppσ
ηpmq
1 , θ

ηpmq
1 q, pσ

ηpmq
2 , θ

ηpmq
2 qq, (6.4.5)

for all m P m. It is possible to define four bilinear maps, all of them denoted
by r´,´s, from pˆ n to n, nˆ p to n, pˆ q to q and qˆ p to q, given by

rp, ns “ θp1pnq, rn, ps “ ´σp1pnq,

rp, qs “ θp2pqq, rq, ps “ ´σp2pqq,

for all n P n, p P p, q P q. These maps define actions of p on n and q. The first
three identities for the action on n (respectively q) follow easily from the fact
that pσp1 , θ

p
1q (respectively pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2q) is a biderivation of n (respectively q).

Since ψ is a Leibniz homomorphism, we get that

ppσ
rp,p1s
1 , θ

rp,p1s
1 q, pσ

rp,p1s
2 , θ

rp,p1s
2 qq “ ppσp1σ

p1

1 ´ σ
p1

1 σ
p
1 , θ

p
1σ

p1

1 ´ σ
p1

1 θ
p
1q,

pσp2σ
p1

2 ´ σ
p1

2 σ
p
2 , θ

p
2σ

p1

2 ´ σ
p1

2 θ
p
2qq.
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The identities between the first and the second (respectively the third and the
fourth) components in those quadruples allow us to confirm the fourth and
fifth identities for the action of p on n (respectively q).

As for the last condition for both actions, it is fairly straightforward to
check that

rrp, p1s, ns ´ rrp, ns, p1s “ θp1σ
p1

1 pnq,

rrp, p1s, qs ´ rrp, qs, p1s “ θp2σ
p1

2 pqq,

while

rp, rp1, nss “ θp1θ
p1

1 pnq,

rp, rp1, qss “ θp2θ
p1

2 pqq,

for all n P n, p, p1 P p, q P q. However, if at least one of the conditions
(CON1)–(CON3) holds, due to Lemma 6.4.2 (i), θp1σ

p1

1 pnq “ θp1θ
p1

1 pnq and
θp2σ

p1

2 pqq “ θp2θ
p1

2 pqq. Therefore, we can ensure that there are Leibniz actions
of p on both n and q, which induce actions of m on n and q via η.

The reader might have noticed that a fourth possible condition on pn, q, µq
could have been considered in order to guarantee the existence of the actions
of p on n and q from the existence of the homomorphism of Leibniz crossed
modules pϕ,ψq. In fact, if rn, ns “ n and Annpqq “ 0, the problem with
the last condition for the actions could have been solved in the same way.
Nevertheless, this fourth condition does not guarantee that (ii) holds, as we
will prove immediately below.

Regarding (LbEQ1) and (LbEQ2), they follow directly from (6.3.6) (ob-
serve that, by hypothesis, ppσp1 , θ

p
1q, pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2qq is a biderivation of pn, q, µq for

any p P p). Similarly, (LbCOM1)–(LbCOM6) follow almost immediately from
(6.3.7)–(6.3.12). Hence, (i) holds.

Concerning (ii), we can define ξ1pm, qq “ Dmpqq and ξ2pq,mq “ ´dmpqq
for any m P m, q P q. In this way, ξ1 and ξ2 are clearly bilinear. (LbM1a),
(LbM1b), (LbM2a) and (LbM2b) follow immediately from the identity (6.4.5)
and the fact that the actions of m on n and q are induced by the actions of p
via η.

Identities (LbM5a), (LbM5b) and (LbM5c) are a direct consequence
of (6.3.1)–(6.3.3) (recall that, by hypothesis, pdm, Dmq is a biderivation from
q to n for any m P m).
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Since ϕ is a Leibniz homomorphism, we have that

pdrm,m1s, Drm,m1sq “ pdmµdm1 ´ dm1µdm, Dmµdm1 ´ dm1µDmq.

This identity, together with (LbM2a) and (LbM2b), allows to easily prove
that (LbM4a) and (LbM4b) hold.

Note that, since pϕ,ψq is a homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules,
ϕprp,msq “ rψppq, ϕpmqs and ϕprm, psq “ rϕpmq, ψppqs for all m P m, p P
p. Due to the definition of the action of Biderpn, q, µq on Biderpq, nq (see
Theorem 6.3.9), we can write

pdrp,ms, Drp,msq “ pσ
p
1dm ´ dmσ

p
2 , θ

p
1dm ´ dmθ

p
2q,

pdrm,ps, Drm,psq “ pdmσ
p
2 ´ σ

p
1dm, Dmσ

p
2 ´ σ

p
1Dmq.

Identities (LbM3a), (LbM3b), (LbM3c) and (LbM3d) follow immediately from
the previous identities.

Regarding (LbM6a) and (LbM6b), directly from the definition of ξ1, ξ2
and the actions of p on n and q, we have that

ξ1pm, rp, qsq “ Dmθ
p
2pqq, rp, ξ1pm, qqs “ θp1Dmpqq,

´ξ1pm, rq, psq “ Dmσ
p
2pqq, ´rp, ξ2pq,mqs “ θp1dmpqq,

for all m P m, p P p, q P q. Nevertheless, if at least one of the condi-
tions (CON1)–(CON3) holds, due to Lemma 6.4.2 (ii), Dmθ

p
2pqq “ Dmσ

p
2pqq

and θp1Dmpqq “ θp1dmpqq. Hence, (ii) holds.

Remark 6.4.4. A closer look at the proof of the previous theorem shows that
neither conditions (LbM6a) and (LbM6b), nor the identities rp, rp1, nss “
rrp, p1s, ns ´ rrp, ns, p1s and rp, rp1, qss “ rrp, p1s, qs ´ rrp, qs, p1s (which corre-
spond to the sixth axiom satisfied by the actions of p on n and q respectively)
are necessary in order to prove the existence of a homomorphism of crossed
modules pϕ,ψq from pm, p, ηq to Actpn, q, µq, under the hypothesis that (i) and
(ii) hold. Actually, if we remove those conditions from (i) and (ii), the con-
verse statement would be true for any Leibniz crossed module pn, q, µq, even
if it does not satisfy any of the conditions (CON1)–(CON3). The problem is
that (LbM6a) and (LbM6b), together with the sixth identity satisfied by the
actions of p on n and q are essential in order to prove that (i) and (ii) as in
Theorem 6.4.3 describe a set of actions of pm, p, ηq on pn, q, µq, as we will show
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immediately below. This agrees with the idea of Actpn, q, µq not being “good
enough” to be the actor of pn, q, µq in general, just as Biderpmq is not always
the actor of a Leibniz algebra m.

Example 6.4.5. Let pm, p, ηq P XLb, then there is a homomorphism
pϕ,ψq : pm, p, ηq Ñ Actpm, p, ηq, with ϕpmq “ pdm, Dmq and ψppq “

ppσp1 , θ
p
1q, pσ

p
2 , θ

p
2qq, where

dmppq “ ´rp,ms, Dmppq “ rm, ps,

and

σp1pmq “ ´rm, ps, θp1pmq “ rp,ms,

σp2pp
1q “ ´rp1, ps, θp2pp

1q “ rp, p1s,

for all m P m, p, p1 P p. Calculations in order to prove that pϕ,ψq is indeed
a homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules are fairly straightforward. Of
course, this homomorphism does not necessarily define a set of actions from
which it is possible to construct the semidirect product. Theorem 6.4.3, along
with the result immediately bellow, shows that if pm, p, ηq satisfies at least one
of the conditions (CON1)–(CON3), then the previous homomorphism does
define an appropriate set of actions of pm, p, ηq on itself.

Let pm, p, ηq and pn, q, µq be Leibniz crossed modules such that (i) and (ii)
from Theorem 6.4.3 hold. Therefore, there are Leibniz actions of m on n and
of p on q, so it makes sense to consider the semidirect products of Leibniz
algebras n¸m and q¸ p. Furthermore, we have the following result.

Theorem 6.4.6. There is an action of the Leibniz algebra q¸p on the Leibniz
algebra n¸m, given by

rpq, pq, pn,mqs “ prq, ns ` rp, ns ` ξ2pq,mq, rp,msq, (6.4.6)
rpn,mq, pq, pqs “ prn, qs ` rn, ps ` ξ1pm, qq, rm, psq, (6.4.7)

for all pq, pq P q ¸ p, pn,mq P n ¸ m, with ξ1 and ξ2 as in Theorem 6.4.3.
Moreover, the Leibniz homomorphism pµ, ηq : n¸mÑ q¸ p, given by

pµ, ηqpn,mq “ pµpnq, ηpmqq,

for all pn,mq P n ¸ m, together with the previous action, is a Leibniz crossed
module.
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Proof. Identities (6.4.6) and (6.4.7) follow easily from the conditions satisfied
by pm, p, ηq and pn, q, µq (see Theorem 6.4.3). Nevertheless, as an example, we
show how to prove the third one. Calculations for the rest of the identities are
similar. Let pn,mq, pn1,m1q P n¸m and pq, pq P q¸ p. By routine calculations
we get that

rpn,mq, rpn1,m1q, pq, pqss “ prn, rn1, qss
loooomoooon

p1q

`rn, rn1, pss
looooomooooon

p2q

`rn, ξ1pm
1, qqs

looooooomooooooon

p3q

`rm, rn1, qss
loooooomoooooon

p4q

`rm, rn1, pss
loooooomoooooon

p5q

`rm, ξ1pm
1, qqs

loooooooomoooooooon

p6q

`rn, rm1, pss
loooooomoooooon

p7q

, rm, rm1, pss
looooomooooon

p8q

q,

rrpn,mq, pn1,m1qs, pq, pqs “ prrn, n1s, qs
loooomoooon

p11q

`rrn, n1s, ps
looooomooooon

p21q

`rrn,m1s, qs
loooooomoooooon

p31q

`rrm,n1s, qs
loooooomoooooon

p41q

`rrm,n1s, ps
loooooomoooooon

p51q

`ξ1prm,m
1s, qq

loooooooomoooooooon

p61q

`rrn,m1s, ps
loooooomoooooon

p71q

, rrm,m1s, ps
looooomooooon

p81q

q,

rrpn,mq, pq, pqs, pn1,m1qs “ prrn, qs, n1s
loooomoooon

p12q

`rrn, ps, n1s
looooomooooon

p22q

`rrn, qs,m1s
loooooomoooooon

p32q

`rξ1pm, qq, n
1s

looooooomooooooon

p42q

`rrm, ps, n1s
loooooomoooooon

p52q

`rξ1pm, qq,m
1s

loooooooomoooooooon

p62q

`rrn, ps,m1s
loooooomoooooon

p72q

, rrm, ps,m1s
looooomooooon

p82q

q.

Let us show that piq “ pi1q´pi2q for i “ 1, . . . , 8. It is immediate for i “ 1, 2, 8
due to the action of q on n and the actions of p on n and m. For i “ 5, the
identity follows from the fact that the action of m on n is defined via η together
with the equivariance of η. Namely,

rm, rn1, pss “ rηpmq, rn1, pss “ rrηpmq, n1s, ps ´ rrηpmq, ps, n1s

“ rrm,n1s, ps ´ rηprm, psq, n1s “ rrm,n1s, ps ´ rrm, ps, n1s.

The procedure is similar for i “ 7. For i “ 3, it is necessary to make use of
the Peiffer identity of µ, (LbM1b), the definition of the action of m on n and
q via η and (LbCOM1):

rn, ξ1pm
1, qqs “ rn, µξ1pm

1, qqs “ rn, rm1, qss “ rn, rηpm1q, qss

“ rrn, ηpm1qs, qs ´ rrn, qs, ηpm1qs “ rrn,m1s, qs ´ rrn, qs,m1s.

The conditions required in order to prove the identity for i “ 4 are the same
used for i “ 3 except (LbCOM1), which is replaced by (LbCOM2).
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Finally, for i “ 6, due to (LbM4b) and the definition of the action of m on
n via η, we know that

ξ1prm,m
1s, qq “ rξ1pm, qq,m

1s´rm, ξ2pq,m
1qs “ rξ1pm, qq,m

1s´rηpmq, ξ2pq,m
1qs,

but applying (LbM6b), we get

ξ1prm,m
1s, qq “ rξ1pm, qq,m

1s`rηpmq, ξ1pm
1, qqs “ rξ1pm, qq,m

1s`rm, ξ1pm
1, qqs,

so p6q “ p61q ´ p62q and the third identity holds. Note that (LbM6a)
and (LbM6b) are necessary in order to check the fourth and fifth identities
respectively.

Checking that pµ, ηq is indeed a Leibniz homomorphism follows directly
from the definition of the action of m on n via η together with the condi-
tions (LbEQ1) and (LbEQ2). Regarding the equivariance of pµ, ηq, given
pn,mq P n¸m and pq, pq P q¸ p,

pµ, ηqprpq, pq, pn,mqsq “ pµ, ηqprq, ns ` rp, ns ` ξ2pq,mq, rp,msq

“ pµprq, nsq ` µprp, nsq ` µξ2pq,mq, ηprp,msqq

“ prq, µpnqs ` rp, µpnqs ` rq,ms, rp, ηpmqsq

“ prq, µpnqs ` rp, µpnqs ` rq, ηpmqs, rp, ηpmqsq

“ rpq, pq, pµpnq, ηpmqqs,

due to the equivariance of µ and η, (LbEQ1), (LbM1a) and the definition of
the action of m on q via η. Similarly, but using (LbEQ2) and (LbM1b) in-
stead of (LbEQ1) and (LbM1a), it can be proved that pµ, ηqprpn,mq, pq, pqsq “
rpµpnq, ηpmqq, pq, pqs.

The Peiffer identity of pµ, ηq follows easily from the homonymous prop-
erty of µ and η, the definition of the action of m on n via η and the condi-
tions (LbM2a) and (LbM2b).

Definition 6.4.7. The Leibniz crossed module pn¸m, q¸ p, pµ, ηqq is called
the semidirect product of the Leibniz crossed modules pn, q, µq and pm, p, ηq.

Note that the semidirect product determines an obvious split extension of
pm, p, ηq by pn, q, µq

p0, 0, 0q ,2 pn, q, µq ,2 pn¸m, q¸ p, pµ, ηqq
,2
pm, p, ηq ,2lr p0, 0, 0q
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Conversely, any split extension of pm, p, ηq by pn, q, µq is isomorphic to their
semidirect product, where the action of pm, p, ηq on pn, q, µq is induced by the
splitting homomorphism.
Remark 6.4.8. If pm, p, ηq and pn, q, µq are Leibniz crossed modules and at least
one of the following conditions holds,

1. Annpnq “ 0 “ Annpqq,

2. Annpnq “ 0 and rq, qs “ q,

3. rn, ns “ n and rq, qs “ q,
an action of the crossed module pm, p, ηq on pn, q, µq can be also defined as a
homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules from pm, p, ηq to Actpn, q, µq. In
other words, under one of those conditions, Actpn, q, µq is the actor of pn, q, µq
and it can be denoted simply by Actpn, q, µq.
Example 6.4.9.
(i) Let n be an ideal of a Leibniz algebra q and consider the crossed module
pn, q, ιq, where ι is the inclusion. It is easy to check that Actpn, q, ιq “ pX,Y, ιq,
where X is a Leibniz algebra isomorphic to tpd,Dq P Biderpqq | dpqq, Dpqq P
n for all q P qu and Y is a Leibniz algebra isomorphic to tpd,Dq P

Biderpqq | pd|n, D|nq P Biderpnqu.
(ii) Given a Leibniz algebra q, it can be regarded as a Leibniz crossed mod-
ule in two obvious ways, p0, q, 0q and pq, q, idqq. As a particular case of the
previous example, one can easily check that Actp0, q, 0q – p0,Biderpqq, 0q and
Actpq, q, idqq – pBiderpqq,Biderpqq, idq.
(iii) Every Lie crossed module pn, q, µq can be regarded as a Leibniz crossed
module (see for instance [6, Remark 3.9]). Note that in this situation, both
the multiplication and the action are antisymmetric. The actor of pn, q, µq is
pDerpq,nq,Derpn, q, µq,∆q, where Derpq,nq is the Lie algebra of all derivations
from q to n and Derpn, q, µq is the Lie algebra of derivations of the crossed
module pn, q, µq (see [7] for the details). Given pd,Dq P Biderpq,nq, both d
and D are elements in Derpq,nq. Additionally, if we assume that at least one
of the conditions from the previous lemma holds, then either Annpnq “ 0
or rq, qs “ q. In this situation, one can easily derive from (6.3.3) that
Biderpq,nq “ tpd, dq | d P Derpq,nqu. Besides, the bracket in Biderpq,nq be-
comes antisymmetric and, as a Lie algebra, it is isomorphic to Derpq,nq. Sim-
ilarly, Biderpn, q, µq is a Lie algebra isomorphic to Derpn, q, µq and Actpn, q, µq
is a Lie crossed module isomorphic to Actpn, q, µq.
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6.5 Center of a Leibniz crossed module

Let us assume in this section that pn, q, µq is a Leibniz crossed module that
satisfies at least one of the conditions (CON1)–(CON3). Denote by Zpqq the
center of the Leibniz algebra q, which in this case coincides with its annihilator
(note that the center and the annihilator are not the same object in general).
Consider the canonical homomorphism pϕ,ψq from pn, q, µq to Actpn, q, µq, as
in Example 6.4.5. It is easy to check that

Kerpϕq “ nq and Kerpψq “ stqpnq X Zpqq,

where nq “ tn P n | rq, ns “ rn, qs “ 0, for all q P qu and stqpnq “ tq P
q | rq, ns “ rn, qs “ 0, for all n P nu. Therefore, the kernel of pϕ,ψq is the Leib-
niz crossed module pnq, stqpnq X Zpqq, µq. Thus, the kernel of pϕ,ψq coincides
with the center of the crossed module pn, q, µq, as defined in the preliminary
version of [14, Definition 27] for crossed modules in modified categories of in-
terest. This definition of center agrees with the categorical notion of center by
Huq [8] and confirms that our construction of the actor for a Leibniz crossed
module is consistent.

Example 6.5.1. Consider the crossed module pn, q, ιq, where n is an ideal of q
and ι is the inclusion. Then, its center is given by the Leibniz crossed module
pn X Zpqq,Zpqq, ιq. In particular, the center of p0, q, 0q is p0,Zpqq, 0q and the
center of pq, q, idqq is pZpqq,Zpqq, idq.

By analogy to the definitions given for crossed modules of Lie algebras
(see [7]), we can define the crossed module of inner biderivations of pn, q, µq,
denoted by InnBiderpn, q, µq, as Impϕ,ψq, which is obviously an ideal. The
crossed module of outer biderivations, denoted by OutBiderpn, q, µq, is the
quotient of Actpn, q, µq by InnBiderpn, q, µq.

Let

p0, 0, 0q ,2 pn, q, µq ,2 pn1, q1, µ1q ,2 pn2, q2, µ2q ,2 p0, 0, 0q

be a short exact sequence of crossed modules of Leibniz algebras. Then,
there exists a homomorphism of Leibniz crossed modules pα, βq : pn1, q1, µ1q Ñ
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Actpn, q, µq so that the following diagram is commutative:

p0, 0, 0q ,2 pn, q, µq ,2

��

pn1, q1, µ1q ,2

pα,βq

��

pn2, q2, µ2q ,2

��

p0, 0, 0q

p0, 0, 0q ,2 InnBiderpn, q, µq ,2 Actpn, q, µq ,2 OutBiderpn, q, µq ,2 p0, 0, 0q

where pα, βq is defined as αpn1q “ pdn1 , Dn1q and βpq1q “ ppσq
1

1 , θ
q1

1 q, pσ
q1

2 , θ
q1

2 qq,
with

dn1pqq “ ´rq, n
1s, Dn1pqq “ rn

1, qs,

and

σq
1

1 pnq “ ´rn, q
1s, θq

1

1 pnq “ rq
1, ns,

σq
1

2 pqq “ ´rq, q
1s, θq

1

2 pqq “ rq
1, qs,

for all n1 P n1, q1 P q1, n P n, q P q.
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Chapter 7

A natural extension of the
universal enveloping algebra
functor to crossed modules of
Leibniz algebras

Abstract

The universal enveloping algebra functor between Leibniz and associative algebras
defined by Loday and Pirashvili is extended to crossed modules. We prove that
the universal enveloping crossed module of algebras of a crossed module of Leibniz
algebras is its natural generalization. Then we construct an isomorphism between
the category of representations of a Leibniz crossed module and the category of left
modules over its universal enveloping crossed module of algebras. Our approach is
particularly interesting since the actor in the category of Leibniz crossed modules
does not exist in general, so the technique used in the proof for the Lie case cannot
be applied. Finally we move on to the framework of the Loday-Pirashvili category
LM in order to comprehend this universal enveloping crossed module in terms of the
Lie crossed modules case.

Reference
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sion of the universal enveloping algebra functor to crossed modules of Leibniz
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ing crossed module of Leibniz crossed modules and representations, Journal of
Physics: Conference Series 697 (2016), no. 1, 012007.

7.1 Introduction

Leibniz algebras, which are a non-antisymmetric generalization of Lie alge-
bras, were introduced in 1965 by Bloh [3], who called them D-algebras and
referred to the well-known Leibniz identity as differential identity. In 1993
Loday [19] made them popular and studied their (co)homology. From that
moment, many authors have studied this structure, obtaining very relevant al-
gebraic results [21, 22] and applications to Geometry [18, 23] and Physics [12].

Crossed modules of groups were described for the first time by Whitehead
in the late 1940s [31] as an algebraic model for path-connected CW-spaces
whose homotopy groups are trivial in dimensions greater than 2. From that
moment, crossed modules of different algebraic objects, not only groups, have
been considered, either as tools or as algebraic structures in their own right.
For instance, in [21] crossed modules of Leibniz algebras were defined in order
to study cohomology.

Observe that in Ellis’s PhD thesis [11] it is proved that, given a category
of groups with operations C such as the categories of associative and Leibniz
algebras, crossed modules, cat1-objects, internal categories and simplicial ob-
jects in C whose Moore complexes are of length 1 are equivalent structures.
Note that Ellis’s definition of category of groups with operations is more re-
strictive than the general notion of category of groups with multiple operators
introduced by Higgins [14].

Internal categories can be described in terms of what Baez calls strict 2-
dimensional objects (see [2] for groups and [1] for Lie algebras). By analogy to
Baez’s terminology, crossed modules of associative algebras (respectively Leib-
niz algebras) can be viewed as strict associative 2-algebras [17] (respectively
strict Leibniz 2-algebras [13, 29]).

In the case of Lie algebras, the universal enveloping algebra plays two im-
portant roles: the category of representations of a Lie algebra is isomorphic
to the category of left modules over its universal enveloping algebra and the
universal enveloping algebra functor is right adjoint to the Liezation functor.
For Leibniz algebras, these roles are played by two different functors: Loday
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and Pirashvili [21] proved that, given a Leibniz algebra p, the category of left
ULppq-modules is isomorphic to the category of p-representations, where ULppq
is the universal enveloping associative algebra of p. On the other hand, if asso-
ciative algebras are replaced by dialgebras, there exist a universal enveloping
dialgebra functor [20], which is right adjoint to the functor that assigns to
every dialgebra its corresponding Leibniz algebra.

Another very interesting point of view on the construction of ULppq is
explored in [22]. They introduce the tensor category of linear maps LM,
also known as the Loday-Pirashvili category. It is possible to define Lie and
associative objects in that category and to construct the universal enveloping
algebra. Since a Leibniz algebra can be considered as a Lie object in LM, it
is remarkable that ULppq can be obtained via the universal enveloping algebra
of the aforementioned Lie object in LM. This approach is especially useful
for studying the universal enveloping algebra of a Leibniz algebra in terms of
Lie algebras.

As Norrie states in [26], it is surprising the ease of the generalization to
crossed modules of many properties satisfied by the objects in the base cate-
gory. In [8], the universal enveloping dialgebra functor is extended to crossed
modules. The aim of this article is to extend to crossed modules the functor
UL, to prove that the aforementioned isomorphism between representations of
a Leibniz algebra and left modules over its universal enveloping algebra also
exists, and to study the 2-dimensional version of UL in terms of Lie objects in
LM.

Observe that the analogous isomorphism between representations and left
modules in the case of Lie crossed modules can be easily proved via the actor,
but this method cannot be applied in our case, since the actor of a Leibniz
crossed module does not necessarily exist [13] (see [6] for the 1-dimensional
case). This makes our approach especially interesting.

In Section 7.2 we recall some basic definitions and properties, such as
the concept of crossed module of associative and Leibniz algebras, along
with the notions of the corresponding cat1-objects. In Section 7.3 we give
proper definitions of left modules over a crossed module of associative algebras
and representations of a Leibniz crossed module. In Section 7.4 we describe
the generalization to crossed modules of the functor UL : Lb Ñ Alg, that is
XUL : XLb Ñ XAlg, which assigns to every Leibniz crossed module its corre-
sponding universal enveloping crossed module of algebras. Additionally, we
prove that XUL is a natural generalization of UL, in the sense that it commutes
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(or commutes up to isomorphism) with the two reasonable ways of regard-
ing associative and Leibniz algebras as crossed modules. In Section 7.5 we
construct an isomorphism between the categories of representations of a Leib-
niz crossed module and the left modules over its universal enveloping crossed
module of algebras. Finally, in Section 7.6, we introduce Lie and associative
crossed modules in the Loday-Pirashvili category and we prove that the fac-
torization of the crossed module XULppq via Lie crossed modules in LM also
holds in the 2-dimensional case.

Notations and conventions

Throughout the paper, we fix a commutative ringK with unit. All algebras are
considered over K. The categories of Lie, Leibniz and (non-unital) associative
algebras will be denoted by Lie, Lb and Alg, respectively.

7.2 Preliminaries

Definition 7.2.1 ([19]). A (right) Leibniz algebra p over K is a K-module
together with a bilinear operation r , s : pˆ pÑ p, called the Leibniz bracket,
which satisfies the Leibniz identity:

rrp1, p2s, p3s “ rp1, rp2, p3ss ` rrp1, p3s, p2s,

for all p1, p2, p3 P p. For the opposite structure, that is left Leibniz algebras,
the identity is

rp1, rp2, p3ss “ rrp1, p2s, p3s ` rp2, rp1, p3ss,

for all p1, p2, p3 P p.
A morphism of Leibniz algebras is a K-linear map that preserves the

bracket. We will denote by Lb the category of Leibniz algebras and mor-
phisms of Leibniz algebras.

If the bracket of a Leibniz algebra p happens to be antisymmetric, then
p is a Lie algebra. Furthermore, every Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra. For
more examples, see [19].

Recall that a Leibniz algebra p acts on another Leibniz algebra q if there
are two bilinear maps pˆ qÑ q, pp, qq ÞÑ rp, qs and qˆ pÑ q, pq, pq ÞÑ rq, ps,
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satisfying six identities, which are obtained from the Leibniz identity by taking
two elements in p and one in q (three identities) and one element in p and two
elements in q (three identities). See [21] for more details. Given an action of
a Leibniz algebra p on another Leibniz algebra q, it is possible to consider the
semidirect product q¸ p, whose Leibniz structure is given by:

rpq1, p1q, pq2, p2qs “ prq1, q2s ` rp1, q2s ` rq1, p2s, rp1, p2sq,

for all pq1, p1q, pq2, p2q P q‘ p.

Definition 7.2.2 ([21]). A representation of a Leibniz algebra p is aK-module
M equipped with two actions pˆM ÑM , pp,mq ÞÑ rp,ms and M ˆ pÑM ,
pm, pq ÞÑ rm, ps, satisfying the following three axioms:

rm, rp1, p2ss “ rrm, p1s, p2s ´ rrm, p2s, p1s,

rp1, rm, p2ss “ rrp1,ms, p2s ´ rrp1, p2s,ms,

rp1, rp2,mss “ rrp1, p2s,ms ´ rrp1,ms, p2s,

for all m PM and p1, p2 P p.

A morphism f : M Ñ N of p-representations is a K-linear map which is
compatible with the left and right actions of p.
Remark 7.2.3. Given a p-representation M , we can endow the direct sum of
K-modules M ‘ p with a Leibniz structure such that M is an abelian ideal
and p is a subalgebra. The converse statement is also true. It is evident that
the Leibniz structure of M ‘ p is the one of M ¸ p, as described previously.

Definition 7.2.4 ([21]). Let pl and pr be two copies of a Leibniz algebra p.
We will denote by xl and xr the elements of pl and pr corresponding to x P p.
Consider the tensor K-algebra Tppl‘ prq, which is associative and unital. Let
I be the two-sided ideal corresponding to the relations:

rx, ysr “ xryr ´ yrxr,

rx, ysl “ xlyr ´ yrxl,

pyr ` ylqxl “ 0.

for all x, y P p. The universal enveloping algebra of the Leibniz algebra p is the
associative and unital algebra

ULppq :“ Tppl ‘ prq{I.

This construction defines a functor UL : Lb Ñ Alg.
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Theorem 7.2.5 ([21]). The category of representations of the Leibniz algebra
p is isomorphic to the category of left modules over ULppq.

Proof. Let M be a representation of p. It is possible to define a left action of
ULppq on the K-module M as follows. Given xl P pl, xr P pr and m PM ,

xl ¨m “ rx,ms, xr ¨m “ rm,xs.

These actions can be extended to an action of Tppl ‘ prq by composition and
linearity. It is not complicated to check that this way M is equipped with a
structure of left ULppq-module.

Regarding the converse statement, it is immediate that, starting with a
left ULppq-module, the restrictions of the actions to pl and pr give two actions
of p which make M into a representation.

Although in [21] it is assumed that p is free as a K-module, in this theorem
the assumption is not necessary.

Recall that a left module over an associative algebra A can be described
as a morphism α : AÑ EndpMq, where M is a K-module.

Both Lb and Alg are categories of interest, notion introduced by
Orzech in [27]. See [25] for a proper definition and more exam-
ples. Categories of interest are a particular case of categories of groups
with operations as described by Ellis [11], for which Porter [28] de-
scribed the notion of crossed module. Note that the definition of cate-
gory of groups with operations by Ellis and Porter is a particular case
of the general notion of category of groups with multiple operators by
Higgins [14]. The following definitions agree with the one given by
Porter.

Definition 7.2.6. A crossed module of Leibniz algebras (or Leibniz crossed
module) pq, p, ηq is a morphism of Leibniz algebras η : qÑ p together with an
action of p on q such that

ηprp, qsq “ rp, ηpqqs and ηprq, psq “ rηpqq, ps,

rηpq1q, q2s “ rq1, q2s “ rq1, ηpq2qs,

for all q, q1, q2 P q, p P p.
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A morphism of Leibniz crossed modules pϕ,ψq from pq, p, ηq to pq1, p1, η1q
is a pair of Leibniz homomorphisms, ϕ : q Ñ q1 and ψ : p Ñ p1, such
that

ψη “ η1ϕ,

ϕprp, qsq “ rψppq, ϕpqqs and ϕprq, psq “ rϕpqq, ψppqs,

for all q P q, p P p.

Definition 7.2.7. A crossed module of algebras pB,A, ρq is an algebra homo-
morphism ρ : B Ñ A together with an action of A on B such that

ρpabq “ aρpbq and ρpbaq “ ρpbqa,

ρpb1qb2 “ b1b2 “ b1ρpb2q,

for all a P A, b1, b2 P B.

A morphism of crossed modules of algebras pϕ,ψq : pB,A, ρq Ñ pB1, A1, ρ1q
is a pair of algebra homomorphisms, ϕ : B Ñ B1 and ψ : AÑ A1, such that

ψρ “ ρ1ϕ,

ϕpbaq “ ϕpbqψpaq and ϕpabq “ ψpaqϕpbq,

for all b P B, a P A.
We will denote by XLie, XLb and XAlg the categories of Lie crossed mod-

ules, Leibniz crossed modules and crossed modules of associative algebras,
respectively. Crossed modules can be alternatively describe as cat1-objects,
namely:

Definition 7.2.8. A cat1-Leibniz algebra pp1, p0, s, tq consists of a Leibniz
algebra p1 together with a Leibniz subalgebra p0 and structural morphisms
s, t : p1 Ñ p0 such that

s|p0 “ t|p0 “ idp0 , (CLb1)
rKer s,Ker ts “ 0 “ rKer t,Ker ss, (CLb2)

Definition 7.2.9. A cat1-algebra pA1, A0, σ, τq consists of an algebra A1 to-
gether with a subalgebra A0 and structural morphisms σ, τ : A1 Ñ A0 such
that

σ|A0 “ τ |A0 “ idA0 , (CAs1)
KerσKer τ “ 0 “ Ker τ Kerσ. (CAs2)
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The notions of cat1-Leibniz algebra and cat1-algebra are equivalent to the
corresponding crossed modules due to well-known categorical facts. In [15],
Janelidze described crossed modules in semi-abelian categories using internal
actions in such a way that they are equivalent to internal categories. Note
that in this context every internal category is an internal groupoid. On the
other hand, cat1-objects are precisely internal reflexive graphs such that the
kernels of the domain and codomain maps commute. Leibniz algebras and
associative algebras form semi-abelian categories ([16]), which are therefore
Mal’tsev. In [5] it is proved that, for a Mal’tsev category, an internal reflexive
graph is an internal category if and only if the kernel equivalence relations of
the domain and codomain centralize each other in the sense of Smith ([30]).
Moreover they satisfy the so-called “Smith is Huq” condition ([24]), since they
are action accessible (see [4] and [25]). Under “Smith is Huq”, this condition on
the kernel equivalence relations is equivalent to the condition that the kernels
of the domain and codomain maps commute. Consequently, in this context
cat1-objects and internal crossed modules are equivalent.

Given a crossed module of Leibniz algebras pq, p, ηq, the corresponding
cat1-Leibniz algebra is pq ¸ p, p, s, tq, where spq, pq “ p and tpq, pq “ ηpqq ` p
for all pq, pq P q¸ p. Conversely, given a cat1-Leibniz algebra pp1, p0, s, tq, the
corresponding Leibniz crossed module is t|Ker s : Ker s Ñ p0, with the action
of p0 on Ker s induced by the bracket in p1. The equivalence for associative
algebras is analogous.

The standard functor liezation, Lie : Lb Ñ Lie, p ÞÑ Lieppq, where Lieppq
is the quotient of p by the ideal generated by the elements rp, ps, for p P p, can
be extended to crossed modules XLie : XLb Ñ XLie.

Given a Leibniz crossed module pq, p, ηq its liezation XLiepq, p, ηq is defined

as the crossed module
`Liepqq
rq, psx

, Lieppq, η
˘

, where rq, psx is the ideal generated

by the elements rq, ps ` rp, qs, for p P p, q P q. This construction can be found
in [13].

7.3 Representations of crossed modules
Since our intention is to extend Theorem 7.2.5 to crossed modules, it is neces-
sary to give a proper definition of representations over Leibniz crossed modules
and left modules over crossed modules of algebras.

In the case of crossed modules of associative algebras, by analogy to the
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1-dimensional situation, left modules can be described via the endomorphism
crossed module:
Definition 7.3.1. Let pB,A, ρq be a crossed module of algebras. A left
pB,A, ρq-module is an abelian crossed module of algebras pV,W, δq, that is
δ is simply a morphism of K-modules and the action of W on V is trivial,
together with a morphism of crossed modules of algebras pϕ,ψq : pB,A, ρq Ñ
pHomKpW,V q,EndpV,W, δq,Γq.

Note that EndpV,W, δq is the algebra of all pairs pα, βq, with α P EndKpV q
and β P EndKpW q, such that βδ “ δα. Furthermore, Γpdq “ pdδ, δdq for all
d P HomKpW,V q. The action of EndpV,W, δq on HomKpW,V q is given by

pα, βq ¨ d “ αd and d ¨ pα, βq “ dβ,

for all d P HomKpW,V q, pα, βq P EndpV,W, δq. See [7, 9] for further details.
Let pV,W, δq and pV 1,W 1, δ1q be left pB,A, ρq-modules with

the corresponding homomorphisms of crossed modules of algebras
pϕ,ψq : pB,A, ρq Ñ pHomKpW,V q,EndpV,W, δq,Γq and pϕ1, ψ1q : pB,A, ρq Ñ
pHomKpW

1, V 1q,EndpV 1,W 1, δ1q,Γ1q. Then a morphism from pV,W, δq to
pV 1,W 1, δ1q is a pair pfV , fW q of morphisms of K-modules fV : V Ñ V 1 and
fW : W ÑW 1 such that

fW δ “ δ1fV ,

pfV , fW qψpaq “ ψ1paqpfV , fW q,

fV ϕpbq “ ϕ1pbqfW ,

for all b P B, a P A.
For the categories of crossed modules of groups and Lie algebras, represen-

tations can be defined via an object called the actor (see [10, 26]). However
this is not the case for Leibniz crossed modules (see [13]). Nevertheless, it is
possible to give a definition by equations:
Definition 7.3.2. A representation of a Leibniz crossed module pq, p, ηq is an
abelian Leibniz crossed module pN,M,µq endowed with:
(i) Actions of the Leibniz algebra p (and so q via η) on N and M , such that

the homomorphism µ is p-equivariant, that is
µprp, nsq “ rp, µpnqs, (LbEQ1)
µprn, psq “ rµpnq, ps, (LbEQ2)

for all n P N and p P p.
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(ii) Two K-bilinear maps ξ1 : qˆM Ñ N and ξ2 : M ˆ qÑ N such that

µξ2pm, qq “ rm, qs, (LbM1a)
µξ1pq,mq “ rq,ms, (LbM1b)
ξ2pµpnq, qq “ rn, qs, (LbM2a)
ξ1
`

q, µpnq
˘

“ rq, ns, (LbM2b)
ξ2pm, rp, qsq “ ξ2prm, ps, qq ´ rξ2pm, qq, ps, (LbM3a)
ξ1prp, qs,mq “ ξ2prp,ms, qq ´ rp, ξ2pm, qqs, (LbM3b)
ξ2pm, rq, psq “ rξ2pm, qq, ps ´ ξ2prm, ps, qq, (LbM3c)
ξ1prq, ps,mq “ rξ1pq,mq, ps ´ ξ1pq, rm, psq, (LbM3d)
ξ2pm, rq, q

1sq “ rξ2pm, qq, q
1s ´ rξ2pm, q

1q, qs, (LbM4a)
ξ1prq, q

1s,mq “ rξ1pq,mq, q
1s ´ rq, ξ2pm, q

1qs, (LbM4b)
ξ1pq, rp,msq “ ´ξ1pq, rm, psq, (LbM5a)
rp, ξ1pq,mqs “ ´rp, ξ2pm, qqs, (LbM5b)

for all q, q1 P q, p P p, n P N m,m1 PM .

A morphism between two representations pN,M,µq and pN 1,M 1, µ1q of a
Leibniz crossed module pq, p, ηq is a morphism of abelian Leibniz crossed mod-
ules pfN , fM q : pN,M,µq Ñ pN 1,M 1, µ1q that preserves the actions together
with the morphisms from piiq.
Remark 7.3.3. As in Remark 7.2.3, given a pq, p, ηq-representation pN,M,µq,
we can obtain a Leibniz crossed module structure on pN ¸ q,M ¸ p, µ ‘ ηq
where pN,M,µq is an abelian crossed ideal and pq, p, ηq is a crossed submodule
of pN ¸ q,M ¸ p, µ ‘ ηq respectively. The converse statement is also true.
Moreover, a representation can be seen as an action of pq, p, ηq over an abelian
Leibniz crossed module pN,M,µq in the sense of [13].

7.4 Universal enveloping crossed module of alge-
bras of a Leibniz crossed module

Let pq, p, ηq be a Leibniz crossed module and consider its corresponding cat1-
Leibniz algebra

q¸ p
s ,2
t
,2 p ,
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with spq, pq “ p and tpq, pq “ ηpqq ` p for all pq, pq P q ¸ p. Now, if we apply
UL to the previous diagram, we get

ULpq¸ pq
ULpsq ,2

ULptq
,2 ULppq .

Although it is true that ULpsq|ULppq “ ULptq|ULppq “ idULppq, in general, the
second condition for cat1-algebras (CAs2) is not satisfied. Nevertheless, we can
consider the quotient ULpq¸pq “ ULpq¸pq{X , where X “ Ker ULpsqKer ULptq`
Ker ULptqKer ULpsq, and the induced morphisms ULpsq and ULptq. In this way,
the diagram

ULpq¸ pq
ULpsq ,2

ULptq
,2 ULppq

is clearly a cat1-algebra. This construction is just a particular case of the
general categorical way of obtaining an internal groupoid from a reflexive
graph in a semi-abelian category satisfying the “Smith is Huq” condition.

Note that ULppq can be regarded as a subalgebra of ULpq¸ pq.
We can now define XULpq, p, ηq as the crossed module of associative algebras

given by pKer ULpsq, ULppq, ULptq|Ker ULpsqq. This construction defines a functor
XUL : XLb Ñ XAlg.

Immediately below we prove a very helpful lemma which gives us a proper
description of Ker ULpsq.

Lemma 7.4.1. The elements of the form pq1, p1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pqk, pkq such that
there exists 1 ď i ď k with pi “ 0, generate Ker ULpsq.

Proof. Let J be the ideal of Tppl ‘ prq generated by the three relations of
Definition 7.2.4. Let I be the ideal of T

`

pq¸ pql ‘ pq¸ pqr
˘

generated by the
preimage by Tps‘ sq of those relations. Then I is the ideal generated by

pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1qr ´ pq3, p

1qr b pq4, pqr ´ pq5, rp, p
1sqr,

pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1ql ´ pq3, p

1ql b pq4, pqr ´ pq5, rp, p
1sql,

pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1ql ` pq1, pql b pq2, p

1ql.

Additionally, the kernel of Tps ‘ sq is generated by elements as those in
the statement of this lemma and by elements of the form pq1, p1qα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b

pqk, pkqαk
´pq11, p1qα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pq

1
k, pkqαk

, where αk can be r or l. Since Tps‘ sq
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is surjective, the kernel of ULpsq will be generated by I and Ker Tps‘ sq. Let
us check that all these generators are of the claimed form.

Given pq1, p
1qα1 b pq2, pqα2 ´ pq3, p

1qα1 b pq4, pqα2 P Ker Tps ‘ sq, we have
that

pq1, p
1qα1b pq2, pqα2 ´ pq3, p

1qα1 b pq4, pqα2

“ pq1, p
1qα1 b pq2, pqα2 ´ pq3, p

1qα1 b pq4, pqα2

` pq1, p
1qα1 b pq4, pqα2 ´ pq1, p

1qα1 b pq4, pqα2

“ pq1, p
1qα1 b pq2 ´ q4, 0qα2 ` pq1 ´ q3, 0qα1 b pq4, pqα2 .

By induction one can easily derive that the elements in Ker Tps‘sq are of the
expected form.

Let us take pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1qr ´ pq3, p

1qr b pq4, pqr ´ pq5, rp, p
1sqr P I. Then,

pq1,pqr b pq2, p
1qr ´ pq3, p

1qr b pq4, pqr ´ pq5, rp, p
1sqr

“ pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1qr ´ pq4, pqr b pq3, p

1qr ` rpq4, pq, pq3, p
1qsr ´ pq5, rp, p

1sqr

“ pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1qr ´ pq4, pqr b pq3, p

1qr ` pq
1, rp, p1sqr ´ pq5, rp, p

1sqr

“ pq1, pqr b pq2, p
1qr ´ pq4, pqr b pq3, p

1qr ` pq
1 ´ q5, 0qr,

and then we proceed as in the previous case. For the second and third identities
the argument is similar.

Observe that there are full embeddings

I0, I1 : Alg ÝÑ XAlg presp. J0, J1 : Lb ÝÑ XLbq

defined, for an associative algebra A (resp. for a Leibniz algebra p), by
I0pAq “ pt0u, A, 0q, I1pAq “ pA,A, idAq

`

resp. J0ppq “ pt0u, p, 0q, J1ppq “
pp, p, idpq

˘

, where the action is given by multiplication in A (resp. p). The
functor XUL : XLb Ñ XAlg is a natural generalization of the functor UL, in the
sense that it makes the following diagram commute,

Lb

UL
��

J0 ,2 XLb

XUL
��

Alg
I0
,2 XAlg

Regarding the embeddings I1 and J1, we have the following result.
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Proposition 7.4.2. There is a natural isomorphism of functors

XUL ˝ J1 – I1 ˝ UL .

Proof. Let p P Lb. It is necessary to prove that XULpp, p, idpq is naturally
isomorphic to pULppq, ULppq, idULppqq. In order to do so, we will show that
pULptq|Ker ULpsq, idULppqq is an isomorphism of crossed modules of algebras be-
tween pKer ULpsq, ULppq, ULptq|Ker ULpsqq and pULppq, ULppq, idULppqq.

It is easy to check that pULptq|Ker ULpsq, idULppqq is indeed a morphism of
crossed modules of algebras. Recall that the first step in the construction of
XULpp, p, idpq requires us to consider the cat1-Leibniz algebra

p¸ p
s ,2
t
,2 p ,

with spp, p1q “ p1 and tpp, p1q “ p`p1 for all p, p1 P p. Let us define the Leibniz
homomorphism ε : pÑ p¸p, εppq “ pp, 0q. It is clear that sε “ 0 and tε “ idp.

The next step is to apply the functor UL on the previous cat1-Leibniz
algebra and take the quotient of ULpp ¸ pq by X “ Ker ULpsqKer ULptq `
Ker ULptqKer ULpsq in order to guarantee that we have a cat1-algebra. In the
next diagram of algebras,

ULppq
ULpεq ,2 ULpp¸ pq

ULpsq ,2

ULptq
,2

π

��

ULppq

ULpp¸ pq

ULpsq

2:

ULptq

2:

where π is the canonical projection, it is easy to see that ULpsqπ ULpεq “
ULpsq ULpεq “ ULpsεq “ 0 and ULptqπ ULpεq “ ULptq ULpεq “ ULptεq “
idULppq. Hence π ULpεq takes values in Ker ULpsq and it is a right inverse for
ULptq|Ker ULpsq.

Now we need to show that π ULpεqULptq “ idKer ULpsq. Note that X Ă

Ker ULpsq, so Ker ULpsq “ Ker ULpsq{X and, as proved in Lemma 7.4.1,
Ker ULpsq is generated by all the elements of the form

pp1, p
1
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppi, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppk, p1kq (7.4.1)

with pj , p1j P p, 1 ď i, j ď k. By the definition of ULptq and ULpεq, the value of
ULpεq ULptq on (7.4.1) is

pp1 ` p
1
1, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppi, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppk ` p1k, 0q. (7.4.2)
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Furthermore, one can easily derive that, in Ker ULpsq{X ,

pp1 ` p
1
1, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppi, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppk ` p1k, 0q

“ pp1, p
1
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppi, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppk ` p1k, 0q,

By applying the same procedure as many times as required, one can deduce
that

pp1 ` p
1
1, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppi, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppk ` p1k, 0q

“ pp1, p
1
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppi, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ppk, p1kq.

Thus, the elements (7.4.1) and (7.4.2) are equal in Ker ULpsq{X and it follows
that

π ULpεqULptq|Ker ULpsq “ idKer ULpsq .

Therefore we have found an inverse for the morphism of crossed modules of
algebras pULptq|Ker ULpsq, idULppqq. It is fairly easy to prove that this construction
is natural.

7.5 Isomorphism between the categories of repre-
sentations

In this section, we give the construction of an isomorphism between the cat-
egories of representations of a Leibniz crossed module and left modules over
its corresponding universal enveloping crossed module of algebras. Recall that
the method used in the proof of the equivalent result in the case of Lie alge-
bras cannot be applied in our case due to the lack of actor in the category of
Leibniz crossed modules.

Theorem 7.5.1. The category of representations of a Leibniz crossed mod-
ule pq, p, ηq is isomorphic to the category of left modules over its universal
enveloping crossed module of algebras XULpq, p, ηq.

Proof. Let pN,M,µq be a left pKer ULpsq, ULppq, ULptq|Ker ULpsqq-module. Then
we have a homomorphism

pϕ,ψq : pKer ULpsq, ULppq, ULptq|Ker ULpsqq Ñ pHomKpM,Nq,EndpN,M,µq,Γq,

such that ψ ˝ ULptq|Ker ULpsq “ Γ ˝ ϕ, ϕpbaq “ ϕpbqψpaq and ϕpabq “ ψpaqϕpbq.
We need to define actions of p on N and M satisfying (LbEQ1) and (LbEQ2)
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and we need to define ξ1 : q ˆM Ñ N and ξ2 : M ˆ q Ñ N satisfying identi-
ties (LbM1a)–(LbM5b).

We define the actions of p on N and M as those induced by ψ : ULppq Ñ
EndpN,M,µq as in Theorem 7.2.5. The identities (LbEQ1) and (LbEQ2) fol-
low from the properties of EndpN,M,µq. We define the morphisms ξ1 and
ξ2 by ξ1pq,mq “ ϕ

`

pq, 0ql
˘

pmq and ξ2pm, qq “ ϕ
`

pq, 0qr
˘

pmq. The identi-
ties (LbM1a), (LbM2a) and (LbM1b), (LbM2b) follow from the commutative
square ψ ˝ ULptq|Ker ULpsq “ Γ ˝ ϕ applied to the elements pq, 0qr and pq, 0ql
respectively. Given the element prp, qs, 0qr P Ker ULpsq, we have that

prp, qs, 0qr “ rp0, pqr, pq, 0qrs “ p0, pqrpq, 0qr ´ pq, 0qrp0, pqr.

Applying ϕ to this relation and using that ϕpbaq “ ϕpbqψpaq and ϕpabq “
ψpaqϕpbq we obtain ϕ

`

prp, qs, 0qr
˘

“ ψ2pprqϕ
`

pq, 0qr
˘

´ ϕ
`

pq, 0qr
˘

ψ1pprq
which implies (LbM3a). Proceeding in the same way for the elements
prp, qs, 0ql, prq, ps, 0qr and prq, ps, 0ql we check that identities (LbM3b), (LbM3c)
and (LbM3d) are satisfied. Doing a similar argument on the elements
prq, q1s, 0qr and prq, q1s, 0ql we obtain identities (LbM4a) and (LbM4b). Ap-
plying ϕ to the relations

p0, pqlpq, 0ql “ ´p0, pqrpq, 0ql and pq, 0qlp0, pql “ ´pq, 0qrp0, pql

we have identities (LbM5a) and (LbM5b) respectively.
Conversely, let pN,M,µq be a pq, p, ηq-representation. We need to con-

struct a morphism of crossed modules of algebras pϕ,ψq from XULpq, p, ηq to
pHomKpM,Nq,EndpN,M,µq,Γq. The homomorphism ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q : ULppq Ñ
EndpN,M,µq is the homomorphism induced by the actions of p on N and M
as in Theorem 7.2.5. It is well defined due to identities (LbEQ1) and (LbEQ2).
Consider the homomorphism ofK-modules Φ: pq¸pql‘pq¸pqr Ñ HomKpN‘
M,N ‘Mq defined by

Φpq, pqlpn,mq “ prq, ns ` rp, ns ` ξ1pq,mq, rp,msq,

Φpq, pqrpn,mq “ prn, qs ` rn, ps ` ξ2pm, qq, rm, psq.

Note that they can also be rewritten as

Φpq, pqlpn,mq “
`

tpq, pqlpnq ` ξ1pq,mq, spq, pqlpmq
˘

,

Φpq, pqrpn,mq “
`

tpq, pqrpnq ` ξ2pm, qq, spq, pqrpmq
˘

.
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By the universal property of the tensor algebra, there is a unique homomor-
phism

TpΦq : T
`

pq¸ pql ‘ pq¸ pqr
˘

Ñ HomKpN ‘M,N ‘Mq,

commuting with the inclusion.
We consider the projection π : HomKpN ‘M,N ‘Mq Ñ HomKpM,N ‘

Mq, where πpfqpmq “ fp0,mq, and denote ϕ1 “ π ˝ TpΦq. Given an element
of the form pq1, p1qrpq, pqr ´ pq, pqrpq

1, p1qr ` rpq, pqr, pq
1, p1qrs we obtain that

ϕ1
`

pq1, p1qrpq, pqr ´ pq, pqrpq
1, p1qr ` rpq, pqr, pq

1, p1qrs
˘

pmq

“ rξ2pm, q
1q, qs `

“

rm, p1s, q
‰

` rξ2pm, q
1q, ps

´ rξ2pm, qq, q
1s ´

“

rm, ps, q1
‰

´ rξ2pm, qq, p
1s

` ξ2pm, rq, q
1sq ` ξ2pm, rq, p

1sq ` ξ2pm, rq
1, psq “ 0,

by the properties of ξ2.
Analogously, it is possible to prove that ϕ1 vanishes on the other two rela-

tions of the universal enveloping algebra. Then ϕ1 factors through ULpq¸ pq.
In order to ease notation we will refer to it as ϕ1 as well.

By definition it is clear that ϕ1|Ker ULpsqpMq Ď N and TpΦq
`

pq ¸ pql ‘

pq ¸ pqr
˘

pNq “ Tptq
`

pq ¸ pql ‘ pq ¸ pqr
˘

pNq. Then ϕ1 factors through
Ker ULptqKer ULpsq. Moreover, we have that

ϕ1
`

pq, pqrpq
1, p1qr

˘

pmq “
`

rξ2pm, qq, q
1s ` rξ2pm, qq, p

1s ` ξ2prm, ps, qq,
“

rm, ps, p1
‰˘

“
`

ξ2pm, rtpq, pqr, q
1sq ` rξ2pm, q

1q, tpq, pqrs

` rξ2pm, qq, spq
1, p1qrs, spq

1, p1qrspq, pqrm
˘

.

Extending this argument we see that ϕ1 also factors through
Ker ULpsqKer ULptq.

pq¸ pql ‘ pq¸ pqr
Φ ,2

��

HomKpN ‘M,N ‘Mq
π ,2 HomKpM,N ‘Mq

T
`

pq¸ pql ‘ pq¸ pqr
˘

TpΦq

18

��
ULpq¸ pq

ϕ1

9C
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Therefore, ϕ will be the restriction of ϕ1 to Ker ULpq¸pq and it will take values
in HomKpM,Nq, that is

ϕ : Ker ULpq¸ pq Ñ HomKpM,Nq.

With these definitions of ϕ and ψ, to check that

pϕ,ψq : pKer ULpsq, ULppq, ULptq|Ker ULpsqq Ñ pHomKpM,Nq,EndpN,M,µq,Γq

is a morphism of crossed modules of algebras is now a matter of straightforward
computations.

7.6 Relation with the Loday-Pirashvili category

In [22], Loday and Pirashvili introduced a very interesting way to see Leibniz
algebras as Lie algebras over another tensor category different from K-Mod,
the tensor category of linear maps, denoted by LM. In this section we will
extend this construction to crossed modules and check that the relation with
the universal enveloping algebra still holds in the 2-dimensional case.

Definition 7.6.1 ([22]). Let M and g be K-modules. The objects in LM are
K-module homomorphisms pM α

Ñ gq. In order to ease notation we will simply
write pM, gq if there is no possible confusion. Given two objects M α

Ñ g and
N

β
Ñ h, an arrow is a pair of K-module homomorphisms %1 : M Ñ N and

%2 : gÑ h such that β ˝ %1 “ %2 ˝α. LM is a tensor category with the tensor
product defined as

pM
α
Ñ gq b pN

β
Ñ hq “

`

pM b hq ‘ pgbNq
αb1h`1gbβ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ gb h

˘

.

An associative algebra in LM is an object pA β
Ñ Rq where R is an associa-

tive K-algebra, A is a R-bimodule and β is a homomorphism of R-bimodules.
A Lie algebra in LM is an object pM α

Ñ gq where g is a Lie algebra,
M is a right g-representation and α is g-equivariant. Given a Lie algebra
object in LM, its universal enveloping algebra in LM is pUpgq bM Ñ Upgqq,
1bm ÞÑ αpmq. The action is given by

gpxbmq “ gxbm and pxbmqg “ xgbm`xbrm, gs, g, x P g, m PM.
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A Leibniz algebra p can be viewed as a Lie algebra object in LM, namely
pÑ Lieppq.

Definition 7.6.2. Let pA α
Ñ Rq and pB β

Ñ Sq be two associative algebras in
LM. We say there is an action of pA,Rq on pB,Sq if we have the following:

• An action of algebras of R on S;

• an R-bimodule structure on B, compatible with the action of S;

• two homomorphisms ξ1 : A bR S Ñ B and ξ2 : S bR A Ñ B, such that
ξ1pa, sqs

1 “ ξ1pa, ss
1q, sξ1pa, s

1q “ ξ2ps, aqs
1, sξ2ps

1, aq “ ξ2pss
1, aq;

• β is also a homomorphism of R-bimodules, such that β
`

ξ1pa, sq
˘

“ αpaqs
and β

`

ξ2ps, aq
˘

“ sαpaq.

A crossed module of associative algebras in LM is an arrow pω1, ω2q : pB,Sq Ñ
pA,Rq and an action of pA,Rq on pB,Sq such that

• ω2 with the action of R on S is a crossed module of associative algebras;

• ω1 is a homomorphism of R-bimodules satisfying aω2psq “ ω1
`

ξ1pa, sq
˘

,
ω2psqa “ ω1

`

ξ2ps, aq
˘

, ξ1
`

ω1pbq, s
˘

“ bω2psq “ bs and ξ2
`

s, ω1pbq
˘

“

ω2psqb “ sb.

Let pω1, ω2q : pB,S, βq Ñ pA,R, αq be a crossed module of algebras in LM.
We can associate to it the crossed module of algebras

pB ‘ S,A‘R,ω1 ‘ ω2q, (7.6.1)

where

pa, rqpa1, r1q “ pαpaqa1 ` ar1 ` ra1, rr1q, a, a1 P A, r, r1 P R,

pb, sqpb1, s1q “ pβpbqb1 ` bs1 ` sb1, ss1q, b, b1 P B, s, s1 P S.

Definition 7.6.3. Let pM α
Ñ gq and pN β

Ñ hq be two Lie algebras in LM.
We say there is a right action of pM, gq on pN, hq if we have the following:

• Compatible right Lie actions of g on h and N ;

• a homomorphism ξ : M b hÑ N such that rξpm,hq, gs “ ξprm, gs, hq `
ξpm, rh, gsq and ξpm, rh, h1sq “ rξpm,hq, h1s ´ rξpm,h1q, hs;
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• β is g-equivariant and it satisfies that β
`

ξpm,hq
˘

“ rαpmq, hs.

A crossed module of Lie algebras in LM is an arrow p%1, %2q : pN, hq Ñ pM, gq
and an action of pM, gq on pN, hq such that

• %2 with the right Lie action of g on h is a crossed module of Lie algebras;

• %1 is a g-equivariant homomorphism such that %1
`

ξpm,hq
˘

“ rm, %2phqs
and rn, hs “ ξp%1pnq, hq “ rn, %2phqs.

Let p%1, %2q : pN, hq Ñ pM, gq be a Lie crossed module in LM. We con-
struct the semidirect product in LM by obtaining a Lie object pN‘M, h¸ gq,
where rpn,mq, ph, gqs “ prn, hs`rn, gs`ξpm,hq, rm, gsq. Let ps1, s2q and pt1, t2q
be two arrows in LM

N ‘M

β‘α
��

s1 ,2
t1
,2M

α

��
h¸ g

s2 ,2
t2

,2 g

where s1pn,mq “ m, s2ph, gq “ g and t1pn,mq “ %1pnq`m, t2ph, gq “ %2phq`
g. We apply the universal enveloping algebra functor in LM to the previous
diagram.

Uph¸ gq b pN ‘Mq

Upβ‘αq
��

Ups1q ,2

Upt1q
,2 Upgq bM

Upαq
��

Uph¸ gq
Ups2q ,2

Upt2q
,2 Upgq

Considering Upgq as a subalgebra of Uph¸ gq, there are induced algebra
actions of Upgq on Uph¸ gq and on Uph¸ gq b pN ‘Mq. There are also two
morphisms

ξ1 : pUpgq bMq bUpgq Uph¸ gq Ñ Uph¸ gq b pN ‘Mq,

ξ2 : Uph¸ gq bUpgq pUpgq bMq Ñ Uph¸ gq b pN ‘Mq,

where ξ1
`

p1 b mq, ph, gq
˘

“ ph, gq b p0,mq ` 1 b pξpm,hq, rm, gsq and
ξ2
`

ph, gq, p1bmq
˘

“ ph, gqbp0,mq, where ξ : MbhÑ N is the homomorphism
from the action of pM, gq on pN, hq. These actions and homomorphisms define
an action of algebras in LM.
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Let us consider the ideal of Uph¸ gq b pN ‘ Mq given by
Y 1 “ Ker Ups1qKer Upt2q ` Ker Ups2qKer Upt1q ` Ker Upt1qKer Ups2q `
Ker Upt2qKer Ups1q and the ideal of Uph¸ gq given by X 1 “ Ker Ups2qKer Upt2q`
Ker Upt2qKer Ups2q.

Lemma 7.6.4. The two squares

Uph¸ gq b pN ‘Mq

Y 1

Upβ‘αq
��

Ups1q ,2

Upt1q
,2 Upgq bM

Upαq

��Uph¸ gq

X 1
Ups2q ,2

Upt2q
,2 Upgq

are well defined. Moreover, the actions of Upgq on Uph¸ gq and Uph¸ gqbpN‘
Mq and the morphisms ξ1 and ξ2 factor through X 1 and Y 1.

Proof. Since the bottom row is the Lie algebra case, the proof can be found
in [13]. The top row follows by definition of Y 1. The homomorphism Upβ‘αq
is zero in Y 1 by the equivariance of α ‘ β and the commutativity of the di-
agram. Again, the action of Upgq on X 1 is zero since we are exactly in the
Lie case. It is obvious that X 1 acts trivially on Uph¸ gq b pN ‘Mq and that
Uph¸ gq, and consequently Upgq, acts trivially on Y 1. Let 1 bm P Upgq bM .
Then ξ2

`

Ker Ups2qKer Upt2q, 1 b m
˘

“ Ker Ups2qKer Upt2q b p0,mq Ď Y 1
and the same happens for Ker Upt2qKer Ups2q. On the other hand, ξ1

`

1 b
m,Ker Ups2qKer Upt2q

˘

is equal to Ker Ups2qKer Upt2q b p0,mq Ď Y 1 plus
Ker Ups2qKer Upt2q acting on 1b p0,mq, which clearly is also inside Y 1.

We consider now
`

Ker Ups1q,Ker Ups2q
˘

. The restriction of
`

Upt1q, Upt2q
˘

and Upβ ‘ αq to this kernel will be denoted in the same way by abuse of
notation. Then we have the following result.

Theorem 7.6.5. Let p%1, %2q : pN, hq Ñ pM, gq be a Lie crossed module in
LM. The following square illustrates a crossed module of algebras in LM
with the induced actions

Ker Ups1q

Upβ‘αq
��

Upt1q ,2 Upgq bM

Upαq
��

Ker Ups2q
Upt2q ,2 Upgq
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Moreover, it is the universal enveloping crossed module of algebras of
p%1, %2q : pN, hq Ñ pM, gq in LM.

Proof. The action is studied in Lemma 7.6.4, and the bottom row is a crossed
module of algebras since it is just the Lie algebra case. The second condition
follows straightforwardly from definitions of ξ1 and ξ2.

Let us now consider a crossed module of Leibniz algebras pq, p, ηq. It can
be viewed as a crossed module of Lie algebras in LM as a square

q
η ,2

��

p

��Liepqq
rq, psx

η ,2 Lieppq

We can consider its universal enveloping algebra, obtaining that way a crossed
module of algebras in LM

Ker Ups1q
Upt1q ,2

��

U
`

Lieppq
˘

b p

��
Ker Ups2q

Upt2q ,2 U
`

Lieppq
˘

Following the construction (7.6.1) we obtain its corresponding crossed module
of associative algebras in the classical setting

ˆ

Ker Ups1q ‘Ker Ups2q,
`

UpLieppqq b p
˘

‘ UpLieppqq,
`

Upt1q, Upt2q
˘

˙

.

Theorem 7.6.6. Let pq, p, ηq be a crossed module of Leibniz algebras. Its
universal enveloping crossed module of algebras XULpq, p, ηq is isomorphic to
the crossed module of algebras defined above.

Proof. We have the following diagram

U
`

Liepq¸ pq
˘

b pq¸ pq

��

Upt1q ,2 U
`

Lieppq
˘

b p

��
U
`

Liepq¸ pq
˘ Upt2q ,2 U

`

Lieppq
˘
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By [21, (2.4) Proposition] we know that the direct sum of the two objects of the
first column is isomorphic to ULpq¸ pq and the direct sum of the objects of the
second column is isomorphic to ULppq. Let X be the ideal Ker ULpsqKer ULptq`
Ker ULptqKer ULpsq defined in Section 7.4. Consider the isomorphism

θ : ULpq¸ pq
„
ÝÑ

ˆ

U
´Liepqq
rq, psx

¸ Lieppq
¯

b pq¸ pq

˙

‘ U
´Liepqq
rq, psx

¸ Lieppq
¯

defined on generators by θ
`

pq, pqr
˘

“ pq, pq and θ
`

pq, pql
˘

“ 1 b pq, pq. We
need to check that it maps X to X 1`Y 1 and θ´1 maps X 1`Y 1 to X , but this
follows straightforwardly by the definitions of X , X 1 and Y 1 completing the
proof.
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Chapter 8

Do n-Lie algebras have
universal enveloping algebras?

Abstract

The aim of this paper is to investigate in which sense, for n ě 3, n-Lie algebras admit
universal enveloping algebras. There have been some attempts at a construction
(see [11] and [5]) but after analysing those we come to the conclusion that they
cannot be valid in general. We give counterexamples and sufficient conditions.

We then study the problem in its full generality, showing that universality is
incompatible with the wish that the category of modules over a given n-Lie algebra L
is equivalent to the category of modules over the associated algebra UpLq. Indeed, an
associated algebra functor U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK inducing such an equivalence does exist,
but this kind of functor never admits a right adjoint.

We end the paper by introducing a (co)homology theory based on the associated
algebra functor U.

Reference

X. García-Martínez, R. Turdibaev, and T. Van der Linden, Do n-Lie algebras
have universal enveloping algebras, J. Lie Theory 28 (2018), no. 1, 43–55.

8.1 Introduction
The algebraic concept of an n-Lie algebra (also called a Filippov algebra or a
Nambu algebra) is a natural generalisation of Lie algebras. Alternative general-
isations of Lie algebras to n-ary brackets exist, such as Lie triple systems [17],

189
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but we shall not study those in the present paper. By definition, an n-Lie
algebra is a K-module with a skew-symmetric n-ary operation which is also a
derivation. In recent years these have shown their relevance in some areas of
physics such as Nambu mechanics [20] or string and membrane theory [2, 3].

In this article we investigate how to extend the concept of universal en-
veloping algebra, an important basic tool in theory of ordinary (= 2-) Lie
algebras, to n-Lie algebras where n ě 3.

Given a Lie algebra L, its universal enveloping algebra UpLq has three
distinguishing characteristics:

(U1) equivalent representations: the category of Lie modules over L is equiv-
alent to the category of “standard” modules over UpLq;

(U2) universality: the functor U: LieK Ñ AlgK has a right adjoint

p´qLie : AlgK Ñ LieK

which endows an associative algebra with a Lie algebra structure via the
bracket ra, bs “ ab´ ba;

(U3) enveloping algebras are enveloping: if L is free as K-module (for instance,
whenever K is a field), then the L-component ηL : LÑ UpLq of the unit η
of the adjunction considered in (U2) is a monomorphism [16].

In the literature, already some attempts at introducing universal envelop-
ing algebras for n-Lie algebras have been made [5, 11]. However, in the be-
ginning of Section 8.3 we give an example showing that those cannot be fully
valid. The problem with these approaches is that they depend on the existence
of a functor from n-LieK to LieK, analogous to the Daletskii-Takhtajan functor
for Leibniz algebras [10]. The construction proposed in [5], though, produces
an object is not always a Lie algebra. That is to say, the “functor” in question
does not land in the right category. In Corollary 8.3.3 and Proposition 8.3.6
we give some conditions which establish when the construction of [5] is, or
isn’t, a Lie algebra. Luckily, this imprecise definition is not an obstruction to
further results in the papers [5, 11], since those focus on simple n-Lie algebras
over the complex numbers, and in Remark 8.3.10 we explain that for those
n-Lie algebras the construction proposed in [5, 11] does indeed work. Never-
theless, the general definition of universal enveloping algebra proposed there
is not correct.
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Another point of view in this topic was given by Elgendy and Bremner
in [12], where they study the universal enveloping algebra of an n-Lie algebra
in an alternative setting. Although it does not give us information about our
problem, this framework is also interesting and challenging.

One problem we face when extending the concept of universal enveloping
algebra to the category of n-Lie algebras is the lack of a natural generalisa-
tion of the functor p´qLie, so that U cannot be defined via (U2). Therefore,
using a standard categorical technique, in Section 8.4 we define a functor
U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK such that (U1) holds: the category of modules over an n-
Lie algebra L is equivalent to the category of UpLq-modules. It happens that
this functor does not have a right adjoint. In fact, we prove that any functor
satisfying (U1) cannot have a right adjoint of the kind needed for (U2), so that
the requirements (U1) and (U2) are shown to be mutually incompatible. And
without condition (U2), the third requirement (U3), which asks that compo-
nents of the unit of the adjunction from (U2) are monomorphisms, loses its
sense. We thus end up with a functor U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK satisfying just (U1),
which we call the associated algebra functor.

In the final Section 8.5 we extend Lie algebra (co)homology to a
(co)homology theory based on this associated algebra functor and we prove it
to be different from the cohomology theories introduced in [23], [10] and [1].

8.2 Preliminaries on n-Lie algebras

Let K be a commutative unital ring and n a natural number, n ě 2. The
following definitions first appeared in [13, 8].

8.2.1 n-Leibniz algebras and n-Lie algebras

An n-Leibniz algebra L is a K-module equipped with an n-linear operation
Ln Ñ L, so a linear map r´, . . . ,´s : Lbn Ñ L, satisfying the identity

“

rx1, . . . , xns, y1, . . . , yn´1
‰

“

n
ÿ

i“1

“

x1, . . . , xi´1, rxi, y1, . . . , yns, xi`1, . . . , xn
‰

(‹)
for all xi, yi P L. A homomorphism of n-Leibniz algebras is a K-module
homomorphism preserving this bracket; this defines the category n-LeibK.
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An n-Lie algebra is an n-Leibniz algebra L where the bracket r´, . . . ,´s
factors through the exterior product to a morphism

ΛnL “ L^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ L
looooomooooon

n factors

Ñ L.

We thus obtain the full subcategory n-LieK of n-LeibK determined by the n-Lie
algebras.

The latter condition means that the bracket r´, . . . ,´s is not just n-linear,
but also alternating: it vanishes on any n-tuple with a pair of equal coordi-
nates. In other words, rx1, . . . , xns “ 0 as soon as there exist 1 ď i ă j ď n
for which xi “ xj .

When n “ 2, identity (‹) yields the Leibniz identity. In this case, being
alternating is equivalent to skew-symmetry, which gives the Jacobi identity.
Thus the above definition describes Leibniz and Lie algebras, respectively.

8.2.2 Derivations

A linear endomap d : LÑ L on an n-Lie algebra L is called a derivation if

dprx1, x2, . . . , xnsq “
n
ÿ

i“1
rx1, . . . , dpxiq, . . . , xns.

The K-module of all derivations of a given n-Lie algebra L is denoted by
DerpLq and forms a Lie algebra with respect to the commutator rd1, d2s “
d1d2 ´ d2d1.

8.2.3 Ideals

An ideal of an n-Lie algebra is a normal subalgebra. It is easily seen that a
K-submodule I of an n-Lie algebra L is an ideal if and only if rI, L, . . . , Ls Ď I.

8.2.4 Right multiplication, adjoint action

Given a generator x “ x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn´1 of Lbpn´1q, the right multiplication
and the adjoint action (also called left multiplication) by x are maps

Rx “ Rpx1, . . . , xn´1q and adx “ adpx1, . . . , xn´1q : LÑ L
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respectively defined by

Rpx1, . . . , xn´1qpaq “ ra, x1, . . . , xn´1s

and
adpx1, . . . , xn´1qpbq “ rx1, . . . , xn´1, bs

for a, b P L. Clearly, adx “ p´1qn´1Rx, and due to identity (‹) both maps are
derivations. They are called inner derivations of L and generate an ideal
InnDerpLq of DerpLq. We will use the same notations adx and Rx for the
extensions (by derivation) of these maps to the entire tensor algebra T pLq.
(That is to say, Rxpa1 b a2q “ Rxpa1q b a2 ` a1 bRxpa2q, etc.)

8.2.5 The centre

The ideal ZpLq “ tz P L | adxpzq “ 0,@x P Lbpn´1qu is called the centre of
L.

8.2.6 Simple n-Lie algebras

Given an ideal I, we write I1 “ rI, L, . . . , Ls for the K-submodule spanned by
the elements Rxpiq where i P I and x P Lbpn´1q. It is easy to see that I1 is an
ideal of L. If L1 ‰ 0 (so that it is non-abelian, i.e., it doesn’t come equipped
with the zero bracket) and L does not admit any non-trivial ideals then L is
called a simple n-Lie algebra.

We now recall from [13] an important example of an pn ` 1q-dimensional
n-Lie algebra which is an analogue of the three-dimensional Lie algebra with
the cross product as multiplication.

Example 8.2.1. Let K be a field and Vn an pn`1q-dimensional K-vector space
with a basis te1, . . . , en`1u. Then Vn, equipped with the skew-symmetric n-ary
multiplication induced by

re1, . . . , ei´1, ei`1, . . . , en`1s “ p´1qn`1`iei, 1 ď i ď n` 1,

is an n-Lie algebra.

This algebra is a simple n-Lie algebra. Conversely, as shown in [18], over
an algebraically closed field K all simple n-Lie algebras are isomorphic to Vn.
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8.2.7 Leibniz and Lie algebras associated to an n-Lie algebra

Given an n-Lie algebra L, we introduce the operations

r´,´s : Lbp2n´2q Ñ Lbpn´1q : xb y ÞÑ rx, ys “ adxpyq,
´ ˝ ´ : Lbp2n´2q Ñ Lbpn´1q : xb y ÞÑ x ˝ y “ 1

2
`

adxpyq ´ adypxq
˘

.

Note that ˝ is skew-symmetric. Furthermore, the operations coincide if and
only if adxpyq “ ´ adypxq, i.e., when r´,´s is skew-symmetric. These two
products have the following property relating them to the adjoint action.

Proposition 8.2.2. For any x, y P Lbpn´1q the equality

radx, adys “ adrx,ys “ adx˝y

holds.

Proof. Let x “ x2b¨ ¨ ¨bxn, y “ y2b¨ ¨ ¨byn and x1 P L. Then from identity
(‹) we deduce

ady adxpx1q “ adx adypx1q ` p´1qn´1
n
ÿ

k“2
rx1, . . . , adypxkq, . . . , xns,

which is equivalent to

radx, adyspx1q “ p´1qn
n
ÿ

k“2
rx1, x2, . . . , adypxkq, . . . , xns “ ´ adzpx1q,

where z “ adypxq. By symmetry, rady, adxs “ ´ adw, where w “ adxpyq.
Since InnDerpLq is a Lie algebra we obtain radx, adys “ adw “ adrx,ys and
radx, adys “ 1

2padw´ advq “ adx˝y.

The following result is due to Daletskii and Takhtajan [10].

Theorem 8.2.3. Let L be an n-Lie algebra. Then Lbpn´1q with bracket r´,´s
is a Leibniz algebra.

This algebra is called the basic Leibniz algebra associated to an n-Lie
algebra L. We denote it by BLbbn´1pLq.

Following [10] let us write Kn´1 “ Spantx P Lbpn´1q | adx “ 0u for the
kernel of the adjoint action. We recall the following result from [10].
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Theorem 8.2.4. The subspace Kn´1 is an ideal of BLbbn´1pLq and the quo-
tient algebra BLbbn´1pLq{Kn´1 is a Lie algebra.

This Lie algebra was introduced in [9] and called the basic Lie algebra
of the given n-Lie algebra L.

8.3 Algebras associated to an n-Lie algebra
Given an n-Lie algebra L over the complex numbers C, in the article [5] the
authors consider the algebra pΛn´1L, ˝q. In Proposition 1 of [5], this product
˝ is claimed to satisfy the Jacobi identity. However, this cannot be correct,
as we may see in the following example of a 3-Lie algebra, which is a member
of the class of so-called filiform 3-Lie algebras given in [15]. For the sake of
simplicity let us denote Jpa, b, cq “ a ˝ pb ˝ cq ` c ˝ pa ˝ bq ` b ˝ pc ˝ aq.

Example 8.3.1. Consider the 3-Lie algebra with basis tx1, x2, x3, x4, x5u and
the table of multiplication determined by

rx1, x2, x3s “ x4, rx1, x2, x4s “ rx1, x3, x4s “ rx2, x3, x4s “ x5.

Then Jpx1 ^ x4, x1 ^ x2, x3 ^ x2q “ ´
1
4x4 ^ x5 ‰ 0.

In order to determine when the algebra pΛn´1L, ˝q defined in [5] is actually
a Lie algebra, let us have a look at the terms of Jacobi identity.

Proposition 8.3.2. Let L be an n-Lie algebra. Then for any a, b, c P Λn´1L
the following equality holds:

Jpa, b, cq “ ´1
4
`

radb, adcspaq ` rada, adbspcq ` radc, adaspbq
˘

(:)

Proof. By Proposition 8.2.2 we obtain

a ˝
`

b ˝ cq “1
2padapb ˝ cq ´ adb˝cpaq

˘

“1
2
`

adap1
2
`

adbpcq ´ adcpbq
˘˘˘

´ 1
2 adb˝cpaq

“1
4 ada

`

adbpcq
˘

´ 1
4 ada

`

adcpbq
˘

´ 1
2 radb, adcspaq.

After similar calculations for the other terms, equality (:) follows.

Corollary 8.3.3. Let L be an n-Lie algebra with abelian InnDerpLq. Then
pΛn´1L, ˝q is a Lie algebra.
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Remark 8.3.4. Corollary 8.3.3 provides us with a sufficient condition. Due
to the results in [21], for n “ 3 it also seems to be necessary. Indeed, while
considering a more general question, in that work a similar product appears.
Now given a free skew-symmetric ternary algebra pF, r´,´,´sq, the authors
of [21] consider F ^ F equipped with the product x ¨ y “ adypxq ´ adxpyq “
´2px ˝ yq. Observe that pF ^ F, ¨q is a Lie algebra if and only if pF ^ F, ˝q is
a Lie algebra.
Remark 8.3.5. It is claimed in [21, Theorem 3.1] that if I is a non-zero minimal
ideal of F such that quotient F {I ^ F {I is a Lie algebra then

I “ xrrx1, x2, x3s, x4, x5s ´ rrx1, x4, x5s, x2, x3s | xi P F y.

However, this result cannot be correct. Indeed, consider the central extension
F “ Cz ‘ V3 of the simple 3-Lie algebra V3 over C from Example 8.2.1. We
have I “ xradx, adyspaq | a P F , x, y P F ^ F y Ď V3 so that I “ V3 because V3
is simple. Set a “ e2 ^ e4, b “ e1 ^ e2, c “ e1 ^ z and observe that adc “ 0,
rada, adbspe1q “ e4, which yields Jpa, b, cq “ z ^ e4 ‰ 0. Hence pF ^ F, ¨q is
not a Lie algebra. However, by [4, Corollary 1.2.4], pV3^V3, ˝q is indeed a Lie
algebra (isomorphic to so4). As a consequence, ZpF q “ Cz is another minimal
ideal with the property that the quotient algebra is a Lie algebra.

It follows that the condition of Corollary 8.3.3 is sufficient, but not neces-
sary. A precise characterisation seems hard to find, but we have the following
partial result.
Proposition 8.3.6. Let K be a field and let L be a 3-Lie algebra over K such
that InnDerpLq is not abelian. If dimZpLq ě 2 then pΛn´1L, ˝q is not a Lie
algebra.
Proof. By assumption there are some x, y P L^L with radx, adys “ adrx,ys ‰ 0.
Pick an element z1 P ZpLq and, if possible, take z2 P L such that adrx,yspz2q R
Spantz1u. In other words, z1 ^ adrx,yspz2q ‰ 0. Putting z “ z1 ^ z2 yields
adzpLq “ 0 and adry,zspxq ` adrz,xspyq “ 0. However, radx, adyspzq “ z1 ^
adrx,yspz2q ‰ 0 and thus the Jacobi identity does not hold.

If such a z2 does not exist, then let us assume that adrx,yspLq “ Spantz1u.
In this case, pick z3 P ZpLq linearly independent from z1. Choose a z4 P L
such that adrx,yspz4q “ z1 and consider z “ z3 ^ z4. Obviously, z ‰ 0 and
´4 Jpx, y, zq “ z3 ^ z1 which is not zero.

In the remaining cases it is not clear whether pΛn´1L, ˝q is a Lie algebra
or not.
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8.3.1 The basic Leibniz algebra BLbΛ
n´1pLq

It is hard to endow Λn´1L with a Lie algebra structure but it inherits a Leibniz
algebra structure from the basic Leibniz algebra of [10]. Consider the subspace

Wn´1 “ Spantx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn´1 | xi “ xj for some 1 ď i ă j ď n´ 1u

of Lbpn´1q.

Proposition 8.3.7. Let L be an n-Lie algebra. Then Wn´1 is an ideal of
BLbbn´1pLq and Λn´1L “ BLbbn´1pLq{Wn´1.

Proof. First, note that for any w P Wn´1 and v P Lbpn´1q we have rw, vs “
adwpvq “ 0, so that Wn´1 Ď Kn´1. For w “ x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn´1 P Wn´1, where
xi “ xj for some 1 ď i ă j ď n´ 1 and v P Lbpn´1q we have

rv, ws “ advpwq “rx1, . . . , advpxiq, . . . , xj , . . . , xn´1s

`rx1, . . . , xi, . . . , advpxjq, . . . , xn´1s

`
ÿ

k‰i,k‰j

rx1, . . . , advpxkq, . . . , xn´1s PWn´1

since the sum of the first two terms and every summand in the sum belongs
to Wn´1. Hence Wn´1 is an ideal of the Leibniz algebra BLbbn´1pLq and we
may conclude that Λn´1L “ BLbbn´1pLq{Wn´1.

Let us denote this Leibniz algebra
`

Λn´1L, r´,´s
˘

by BLbΛ
n´1pLq. The

basic Lie algebra BLbbn´1pLq{Kn´1 is a subalgebra of the Leibniz algebra
BLbΛ

n´1pLq.
Remark 8.3.8. In [11], given an n-Lie algebra L, the vector space Λn´1L is
equipped with a product rx, ys “ Rxpyq “ p´1qn´1 adxpyq. This algebra
coincides with BLbΛ

n´1pLq up to a sign p´1qn´1 in the multiplications. This
product is not skew-symmetric as shown in [4, Remark 1.1.16].

Proposition 8.3.9. BLbΛ
n´1pLq – InnDerpLq if and only if Kn´1 “Wn´1.

Proof. Due to Proposition 8.2.2 and the n-Lie structure of L, the map

x “ x2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xn ÞÑ adx

is a well-defined surjective Leibniz algebra homomorphism of BLbΛ
n´1pLq onto

InnDerpLq. Now if the kernel of this map is zero, which means adx ‰ 0 for all
x ‰ 0, then this map is an isomorphism.
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Remark 8.3.10. Consider the simple n-Lie algebra Vn over C of Example 8.2.1.
It is easily seen that Kn´1 “Wn´1, so we have an isomorphism

BLbbn´1pVnq{Kn´1 “ BLbΛ
n´1pVnq – InnDerpVnq.

Moreover, by skew-symmetry of the bracket we have x˝y “ rx, ys and therefore
pΛn´1L, ˝q is the same Lie algebra InnDerpVnq. A different construction of the
simple n-Lie algebra is given in [5] and it is proven in r18s that its basic Lie
algebra happens to be son`1 (see also [4, Corollary 1.2.4]). Hence, the algebras
constructed in [11] and [5] for Vn coincide with the basic Lie algebra [10]

BLbbn´1pVnq{Kn´1 “ BLbΛ
n´1pVnq “ pΛn´1L, ˝q – InnDerpVnq – son`1.

Wemay conclude that, although the constructions of the papers [11] and [5]
do not work in general, their results stay valid for the simple n-Lie algebra
case. In [11] the finite-dimensional, irreducible representation of the simple
n-Lie algebra is studied and in [5] irreducible highest weight representations
of the same algebra are studied.
Remark 8.3.11. The recently published Erratum [6] states that Proposition 1
and the results of Section 2 of [5] are not generally correct unless the map

Ăad: Λn´1V Ñ Λ‚V

is skew-symmetric. Using our notation (and correcting Λ‚V to EndpΛn´1V q)
we assume that skew-symmetry of the homomorphism ad: Λn´1V Ñ

EndpΛn´1V q means adxpyq “ ´ adypxq for all x, y P Λn´1V . This condi-
tion is equivalent to a˝ b “ adapbq “ ra, bs. The latter one forces pΛn´1V, ˝q to
coincide with BLbΛ

n´1pV q. Since one of them is antisymmetric and the other
one is Leibniz algebra, the result is a Lie algebra.

8.4 The associated algebra construction

8.4.1 The category of modules over an n-Lie algebra

Following [7] and [19, Section II.6], given an n-Lie algebra L over K, we say
that the category of L-modules or n-Lie modules over L is L-ModK “

Abpn-LieK Ó Lq, the category of abelian group objects in the comma category
pn-LieK Ó Lq.
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This definition may be unpacked as follows: an L-module is a K-module
M with a structure of n-Lie algebra on M ‘ L such that L is a subalgebra
of M ‘ L, M is an ideal of M ‘ L, and the bracket is zero if two elements
are in M . A homomorphism of L-modules f : M Ñ M 1 is determined by an
n-Lie algebra homomorphism from M ‘ L to M 1 ‘ L which restricts to the
identity on L. In the particular case of n “ 2 we recover the notion of a Lie
representation.

This may be further decompressed as follows. An L-module is a K-module
M with a linear map r´, . . . ,´s : pΛn´1Lq bM ÑM satisfying the relations

“

x1, . . . , xn´1, ry1, . . . , yn´1,ms
‰

´
“

y1, . . . , yn´1, rx1, . . . , xn´1,ms
‰

“

n´1
ÿ

i“1
ry1, . . . , rx1, . . . , xn´1, yis, . . . , yn´1,ms

and

“

rx1, . . . , xns, y2, . . . , yn´1,m
‰

“

n´1
ÿ

i“1
p´1qn´i

“

x1, . . . , pxi, . . . , xn, rxi, y2, . . . , yn´1,ms
‰

,

for all xi, yi P L and m PM .

Example 8.4.1. The base ring K is an L-module via the trivial action.

8.4.2 The associated algebra functor

For any n-Lie algebra L, the category L-ModK is an abelian variety of algebras.
It is well-known that this makes it equivalent to the category of modules over
the endomorphism algebra of the free L-module on one generator [14, page
106]. This process determines a functor U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK from the category
of n-Lie algebras to the category of associative unital K-algebras such that
L-ModK is equivalent to the category ModUpLq of “standard” modules over the
associative algebra UpLq. The following proposition gives an explicit algebraic
description of the functor U.
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Proposition 8.4.2. Given an n-Lie algebra L, the algebra UpLq is the tensor
algebra of Λn´1L quotient by the two-sided ideal generated by

px1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xn´1qpy1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1q ´ py1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1qpx1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xn´1q

“

n´1
ÿ

i“1
y1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ rx1, . . . , xn´1, yis ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1

and

rx1, . . . , xns ^ y2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1

“

n
ÿ

i“1
p´1qn´ipx1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ pxi ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xnqpxi ^ y2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1q,

for xi, yi P L and m PM .

Note that when n “ 2 we obtain the universal enveloping algebra of a
Lie algebra. From the point of view of Proposition 8.4.2, the equivalence of
categories L-ModK » ModUpLq may be recovered by using that the L-module
bracket rx1, . . . , xn´1,ms defines a UpLq-module action px1^¨ ¨ ¨^xn´1qm and
vice versa.

Example 8.4.3. Let Lm be the free n-Lie algebra on m generators with
m ă n ´ 1. (An explicit description of the free n-Lie algebra can be found
in [22]). Then UpLmq “ K, since the pn´ 1qst exterior product is zero.

Assumem “ n´1. Then all brackets are zero and the relations of the asso-
ciated algebra vanish straightforward. Hence UpLmq is KrXs, the commutative
polynomial ring over K with one generator.

If m ě n, we can forget the elements with brackets by the second relation
in Proposition 8.4.2. Thus we see that

pn´ 2qpx1^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^xn´1qpy1^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1q` py1^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ yn´1qpx1^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^xn´1q

´

n´1
ÿ

i“1

ˆ n´1
ÿ

j“1
p´1qn´j`ipx1^¨ ¨ ¨^pxj^¨ ¨ ¨^xn´1^yiqpxj^y1^¨ ¨ ¨^pyi^¨ ¨ ¨^yn´1q

˙

is zero.
In the case of m “ n this relation vanishes. Therefore UpLnq is isomorphic

to KxX1, . . . , Xny, the non-commutative polynomial ring over K in n variables.
If m ą n then UpLnq is the non-commutative polynomial ring on

`

m
n

˘

elements quotiented by the two-sided ideal generated by the above relation.
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Example 8.4.4. Let L be an abelian n-Lie algebra with n generators. Then
UpLq – KrX1, . . . , Xn´1s since the first identity of the associated algebra makes
it abelian, while the second one vanishes.

When n “ 2 the functor U is universal in the sense that it has a right
adjoint. Let us explain why this is not possible for general n.

Lemma 8.4.5. Consider n ą 2. If F : n-LieK Ñ AlgK preserves binary sums,
then there is an n-Lie algebra L for which F pLq is not Morita equivalent to
UpLq.

Proof. Recall that if two rings (or, in particular, K-algebras) are Morita equiv-
alent, then their centres are isomorphic.

Let L1 be the free n-Lie algebra generated by one element. The coproduct
of n ´ 1 copies of L1 is the free n-Lie algebra on n ´ 1 generators, denoted
by Ln´1. Its associated algebra UpLn´1q is KrXs as in Example 8.4.3, whose
centre is itself.

Now KrXs cannot be Morita equivalent to F pL1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L1q – F pL1q `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` F pL1q: the latter algebra being a coproduct, its centre cannot be bigger
than K, so is strictly smaller than KrXs.

Theorem 8.4.6. The functor U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK has a right adjoint if and
only if n “ 2. More precisely, for n ą 2 there is no functor F : n-LieK Ñ

AlgK with a right adjoint G : AlgK Ñ n-LieK such that there is an equivalence
of categories between L-ModK and ModFpLq for all L.

Proof. If n “ 2 this result is well known. Consider the case when n ą 2;
assume that there is an adjoint pair F % G as required. Then, on the one hand,
F preserves binary sums, while on the other hand, we have an equivalence of
categories L-ModK » ModF pLq » ModUpLq for any n-Lie algebra L. This is in
contradiction with Lemma 8.4.5.

This theorem shows that for n ą 2 there is no way we can obtain a functor
F : n-LieK Ñ AlgK satisfying both requirements (U1) and (U2) of the introduc-
tion: to have an equivalence of categories between L-ModK and ModFpLq for all
L and to have a right adjoint for the functor F . In particular, it is shown that
UpLq does not satisfy (U2). Of course there may still exist other functors F
such that all FpLq are Morita equivalent to UpLq.
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Remark 8.4.7. If K “ C and L “ Vn, then UpLq coincides with the construction
of the universal enveloping algebra given in [11] and [5]. Moreover, for any n-
Lie algebra L such that BLbΛ

n´1pLq is also a Lie algebra, UpLq is isomorphic to
the universal enveloping algebra given in [11]. However, if pΛn´1L, ˝q is a Lie
algebra, then UpLq might be different from the universal enveloping algebra
of [5].

8.5 (Co)Homology theory and the associated alge-
bra

Let L be an n-Lie algebra and M an L-module. Let

ML “ tm PM | rx1, . . . , xn´1,ms “ 0 for all xi P Lu

be the invariant submodule ofM , and letML “M{LM be the coinvariant
submodule. As in Lie algebras, we can obtain (co)homology theories deriving
the invariants and coinvariants functors.

Definition 8.5.1. The homology groups of M with coefficients in L,
denoted by H˚pL,Mq are the left derived functors of p´qL. The cohomology
groups of M with coefficients in L, denoted by H˚pL,Mq are the right
derived functors of p´qL.

There is an immediate relation between this (co)homology theory and the
associated algebra. Let ε : UpLq Ñ K be the K-algebra homomorphism sending
the inclusion of Λn´1L to zero. Its kernel, ΩpLq, is called the augmentation
ideal. Therefore, ΩpLq has a UpLq-module structure.

Proposition 8.5.2. Let L be an n-Lie algebra and M an L-module. There
are isomorphisms

H˚pL,Mq – TorUpLq
˚ pK,Mq,

H˚pL,Mq – Ext˚UpLqpK,Mq.

Proof. As in the Lie algebra case (see [24]), we just have to check that the
underlying functors are the same.

KbUpLqM “
UpLq
ΩpLq bUpLqM – M

ΩpLqM “ M
LM “ML,

and
HomUpLqpK,Mq “ HomLpK,Mq “ML.
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Following the computations done for Lie algebras in [24, Section 7.4] we
obtain that H1pL,Kq – ΩpLq{ΩpLq2 and H1pL,Kq – HomKpΩpLq,Kq. In the
particular case of Example 8.4.3, we see that

H1pLm,Kq –
ž

pm
nq

K and H1pLm,Kq –
ź

pm
nq

K.

These results show that the cohomology theory defined above is different from
the n-Lie algebra cohomology theories studied in [23], [10] and [1] when n ą 2.
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Chapter 9

A new characterisation of
groups amongst monoids

Abstract

We prove that a monoid M is a group if and only if, in the category of monoids, all
points over M are strong. This sharpens and greatly simplifies a result of Montoli,
Rodelo and Van der Linden [8] which characterises groups amongst monoids as the
protomodular objects.

Reference

X. García-Martínez, A new characterisation of groups amongst monoids, Appl.
Categ. Structures 25 (2017), no. 4, 659–661.

In their article [8], Montoli, Rodelo and Van der Linden introduce, amongst
other things, the concept of a protomodular object in a finitely complete cat-
egory C as an object Y P C over which all points are stably strong. The aim
of their definition is two-fold: first of all, to provide a categorical-algebraic
characterisation of groups amongst monoids as the protomodular objects in
the category Mon of monoids; and secondly, to establish an object-wise ap-
proach to certain important conditions occurring in categorial algebra such as
protomodularity [2, 1] and the Mal’tsev axiom [5, 6].

207
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We briefly recall some basic definitions; see [3, 7, 8] for more details. Let
C be a finitely complete category, which we also take to be pointed for the
sake of simplicity. In C, a pair of arrows pr : W Ñ X, s : Y Ñ Xq is jointly
strongly epimorphic when if mr1 “ r, ms1 “ s for some given monomor-
phism m : M Ñ X and arrows r1 : W ÑM , s1 : Y ÑM , then m is an isomor-
phism. In the case of monoids, this means that any element x P X can be
written as a product rpw1qspy1q ¨ ¨ ¨ rpwnqspynq for some wj PW , yj P Y . This
characterisation follows easily from the fact that pr, sq is a jointly strongly epi-
morphic pair in Mon if and only if the induced monoid morphismW ` Y Ñ X
is a surjection—see, for instance, [1, Corollary A.5.4 combined with Exam-
ple A.5.16]. Given an object Y in C, a point over Y is a pair of morphisms
pf : X Ñ Y , s : Y Ñ Xq such that fs “ 1Y . A point pf, sq is said to be strong
when the pair pkerpfq : Kerpfq Ñ X, s : Y Ñ Xq is jointly strongly epimorphic.
The point pf, sq is stably strong when all of its pullbacks are strong. More
precisely, if g : Z Ñ Y is any morphism, then the pullback g˚pfq together with
its splitting induced by s is a strong point.

Even though the concept of a protomodular object serves the intended
purpose of characterising groups amongst monoids, the proof of this charac-
terisation given in [8] is rather complicated, since it relies on another, more
subtle, characterisation in terms of the so-called Mal’tsev objects. The present
short note aims to improve the situation by giving a quick and direct proof
of a more general result: a monoid is a group as soon as all points over it are
strong.

Theorem 9.0.1. A monoid M is a group if and only if, in Mon, all points
over M are strong.

Proof. It is shown in [4]—this is Proposition 2.2.4 combined with
Lemma 2.1.6—that for any groupM , all points over it are homogenous, which
makes them (stably) strong. So in particular, if M is a group, then all points
over M are strong. We prove the other implication.

Consider m PM and the induced split extension

0 ,2 K � ,2 ,2 N`M
pm 1M q

,2,2 Mlr
ιMlr ,2 0,

where m : N ÑM is the morphism which sends the generator 1 of pN,`, 0q to
the element m of M . By the assumption that ppm 1M q, ιM q is a strong point,
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1 P N can be written as

1 “ k1m1 ¨ ¨ ¨miki`1mi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ knmn

for some kj P K and mj P M . Since 1 is not invertible in N, it must appear
in exactly one of the factors kj in the product on the right, say in ki`1. Then
neither k1m1 ¨ ¨ ¨mi nor mi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ knmn contains any non-zero elements of N, so
we have that in N`M

1 “ a1kb1

for some a1, b1 PM and k P K. Since 1 appears in k we can write k “ a1b where
a, b P M . Necessarily then eM “ a1a and eM “ bb1, because 1 “ a1a ¨ 1 ¨ bb1.
Furthermore, since k is in the kernel of pm 1M q, we also have that eM “ amb.
So, clearly, a and b are invertible. As a consequence, m is invertible as well.
We conclude that M is a group.

Note that the above proof shows in particular why M is gregarious in
the sense of [1], which means that for any m there exist a and b such that
eM “ amb. However, the proof also shows that those a and b are invertible,
and thus M is a group.

This result seems to indicate that in certain cases (like, for instance, in the
category of monoids) it makes sense to weaken the definition of a protomodular
object M—all points over M are stably strong—to the condition that those
points are strong. This, and related considerations, will be the subject of
future joint work with the authors of [8].
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Chapter 10

A note on split extensions of
bialgebras

Abstract

We prove a universal characterization of Hopf algebras among cocommutative bialge-
bras over an algebraically closed field: a cocommutative bialgebra is a Hopf algebra
precisely when every split extension over it admits a join decomposition. We also
explain why this result cannot be extended to a non-cocommutative setting.
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X. García-Martínez and T. Van der Linden, A note on split extensions of
bialgebras, preprint arXiv:1701.00665, 2017.

10.1 Introduction

An elementary result in the theory of modules says that in any short exact
sequence

0 ,2 K
k ,2 X

f ,2 Y
s

lr ,2 0 f ˝ s “ 1Y

where the cokernel f admits a section s, the middle object X decomposes as
a direct sum X – K ‘ Y . If, however, the given sequence is a short exact
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sequence of, say, groups or Lie algebras, then this is of course no longer true:
then we can at most deduce that X is a semidirect product K ¸ Y of K and
Y . In a fundamental way, this interpretation depends on, or even amounts to,
the fact that X is generated by its subobjects kpKq and spY q. One may argue
that, in a non-additive setting, the join decomposition X “ kpKq _ spY q in
the lattice of subobjects of X is what replaces the direct sum decomposition,
valid for split extensions of modules.

When the given split extension is a sequence of cocommutative bialgebras
(over a commutative ring with unit K), we may ask ourselves the question
whether such a join decomposition of the middle object in the sequence always
exists. Although kernels are not as nice as one could expect [2, 3], it is not
difficult to see that if Y is a Hopf algebra then the answer is yes.

The main point of this note is that this happens only then, at least when K
is an algebraically closed field. We shall prove, in other words, the following
new universal characterization of cocommutative Hopf algebras among cocom-
mutative bialgebras over K:

All split extensions over a bialgebra Y admit a join decomposition
if and only if Y is a Hopf algebra.

This result is along the lines of, and is actually a variation on, a similar
characterization of groups among monoids, recently obtained in [12, 7]. There
the authors show that all split extensions (of monoids) over a monoid Y admit
a join decomposition if and only if Y is a group.

In fact something stronger than the existence of a join decomposition may
be proved in a more general context; this will be the subject of Section 10.2,
where we explore some basic aspects of split extensions of cocommutative bial-
gebras. In particular, we show that over a Hopf algebra, all split extensions
of cocommutative bialgebras admit a join decomposition (Corollary 10.2.5).
In Section 10.3 we focus on the other implication and prove that among co-
commutative bialgebras over an algebraically closed field, only Hopf algebras
admit join decompositions of their split extensions (Theorem 10.3.5). In the
final Section 10.4 we explain why the constraint that the bialgebras in this
characterization are cocommutative is essential. As it turns out, in a non-
cocommutative setting, even the very weakest universal join decomposition
condition is too strong.
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10.2 Split extensions over Hopf algebras
A split extension in a pointed category with finite limits C is a diagram

K
k ,2 X

f ,2 Y
s

lr

where k is a kernel and s is a section of f . So f ˝ s “ 1Y , but a priori we are
not asking that f is a cokernel of k, so that pk, fq is a short exact sequence,
and this is not automatically the case. We do always have that K and Y ,
considered as subobjects of X, have a trivial intersection. Indeed, using that
k is the pullback of 0 Ñ Y along f , it is easy to check that the pullback of k
and s is zero.

In this general context, a join of two subobjects may not always exist, but
the concept introduced in the next definition expresses what we want, and
agrees with the condition that X “ kpKq _ spY q whenever that expression
makes sense—as it does in any regular category with binary coproducts, for
instance [4].

Definition 10.2.1. A pair of arrows pk, sq with the same codomain X is
jointly extremally epimorphic when the arrows k and s cannot both factor
through one and the same proper subobject ofX: whenever we have a diagram

M
��
m

��
K

k
,2

:D

X Ys
lr

Zd

where m is a monomorphism, necessarily m is an isomorphism. We say that a
split extension as above is strong when pk, sq is a jointly extremally epimor-
phic pair; the couple pf, sq is then called a strong point. When we say that
a split extension admits a join decomposition, we mean that it is strong.

The given split extension is said to be stably strong (the couple pf, sq is a
stably strong point) when all of its pullbacks (along any morphism g : W Ñ

Y ) are strong. Following [12], we say that an object Y is protomodular when
all split extensions over Y are stably strong.

Remark 10.2.2. It is easily seen [12] that the split epimorphism f in a strong
point pf, sq is always the cokernel of its kernel k. This means, in particular,
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that all split extensions over a protomodular object Y , as well as all of their
pullbacks, are (split) short exact sequences which admit a join decomposition.

Remark 10.2.3. When all objects in C are protomodular, C is a protomodular
category in the sense of [5]. Next to Barr exactness, this is one of the key
ingredients in the definition of a semi-abelian category [9], and crucial for
results such as the 3ˆ3 Lemma, the Snake Lemma, the Short Five Lemma [6,
4], or the existence of a Quillen model category structure for homotopy of
simplicial objects [15]. Typical examples are the categories of groups, Lie
algebras, crossed modules, loops, associative algebras, etc. As recently shown
in [8, 10], also the category of cocommutative Hopf algebras over a field of
characteristic zero is semi-abelian.

Given a category with finite products C, we write MonpCq for the cate-
gory of internal monoids, and GppCq for the category of internal groups in C.
For a commutative ring with unit K, we let CoAlgK,coc denote the category
of cocommutative coalgebras over K. It is well known [14] that there is an
equivalence between the category BiAlgK,coc of cocommutative bialgebras over
K and MonpCoAlgK,cocq, which restricts to an equivalence between the category
HopfK,coc of cocommutative Hopf algebras over K and GppCoAlgK,cocq. This is
easily seen using that in CoAlgK,coc the product X ˆ Y is X b Y and 1 is K.

Theorem 10.2.4. Let C be a category with finite limits. If Y P GppCq then
all split extensions in MonpCq over Y are stably strong. In other words, any
internal group in C is a protomodular object in MonpCq.

Proof. Consider in MonpCq the commutative diagram

Kerpπ1q

l
���	

Kerpfq

k
��

M ,2 m ,2W ˆY X

π1��

π2 ,2 X

f

��
W

x1W ,s˝gy

LR

g
,2

U_

Y

s

LR

where the bottom right square is a pullback, m is a monomorphism, and Y
is an internal group. We shall see that m is an isomorphism. Since only
limits are considered, the whole commutative diagram is sent into a category
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of presheaves of sets by the Yoneda embedding, in such a way that the in-
ternal groups and internal monoids in it are mapped to ordinary groups and
monoids, respectively. Since the Yoneda embedding reflects isomorphisms,
it now suffices to give a proof in Set. There, it is easy to see that m is
an isomorphism, since every element pw, xq of W ˆY X can be written as
p1, x ¨ spgpwq´1qq ¨ pw, sgpwqq, where clearly the first element belongs to the
kernel of π1 and the second one comes from W .

Corollary 10.2.5. Cocommutative Hopf algebras are protomodular in
BiAlgK,coc.

It follows that, over a Hopf algebra, split extensions of bialgebras are well-
behaved; not only are they short exact sequences, but it is also not hard to see
that the Split Short Five Lemma holds for them, so that equivalences classes
of split extensions may be considered as in ordinary group cohomology.

10.3 A universal characterization of cocommutative
Hopf algebras

The converse is less straightforward. In the case of groups and monoids (C “
Set in Theorem 10.2.4), it was shown in [12] (resp. in [7]) that all points in Mon
over Y are stably strong (resp. strong) if and only if Y is a group. However,
those proofs involve coproducts, and so a Yoneda embedding argument as in
Theorem 10.2.4 would not work.

We now let K be an algebraically closed field. We consider the adjoint pair

BiAlgK,coc
G ,2
J Mon

Kr´s
lr

where the left adjoint Kr´s is the monoid algebra functor and the right adjoint
G sends a bialgebra B (with comultiplication ∆B and counit εB) to its monoid
of grouplike elements GpBq “ tx P B | ∆Bpxq “ xb x and εBpxq “ 1u.

Lemma 10.3.1. Kr´s preserves monomorphisms.

Proof. The functor Kr´s sends any monoid monomorphism to a bialgebra
morphism of which the underlying vector space map is an injection.
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Our aim is to prove that G preserves protomodular objects: then for any
protomodular bialgebra B, the monoid of grouplike elements GpBq is a group,
so that B is a Hopf algebra by [14, 8.0.1.c and 9.2.5].
Proposition 10.3.2. For any monoid M we have GpKrM sq – M . For any
bialgebra B, the counit εB : KrGpBqs Ñ B of the adjunction at B is a split
monomorphism with retraction πB : B Ñ KrGpBqs, determined in a way which
is functorial in B.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the definition of KrM s,
while the second depends on [14, 8.0.1.c and 8.1.2].

Since protomodular objects are closed under retracts [12], it follows that
if B is a protomodular bialgebra, then so is KrGpBqs.
Proposition 10.3.3. The functor G preserves jointly extremally epimorphic
pairs.
Proof. Let pk, sq be a jointly extremally epimorphic pair in BiAlgK,coc. Then
the commutativity of the diagram

KrGpKqs
KrGpkqs,2 KrGpXqs KrGpY qs

KrGpsqslr

K
k

,2

πK

LR

X

πX

LR

Y

πY

LR

s
lr

obtained via Proposition 10.3.2 and the fact that the upward pointing arrows
are split epimorphisms imply that the pair pKrGpkqs,KrGpsqsq is jointly ex-
tremally epimorphic. Now suppose that m is a monomorphism making the
diagram on the left

M
��
m

��
GpKq

6?

Gpkq
,2 GpXq GpY q

_h

Gpsq
lr

KrM s
��
Krms
��

KrGpKqs

4=

KrGpkqs
,2 KrGpXqs KrGpY qs

aj

KrGpsqs
lr

commute. Applying Kr´s we obtain the diagram on the right, in which Krms
is a monomorphism by Lemma 10.3.1. Since, by the above, the bottom pair is
jointly extremally epimorphic, we see that Krms is an isomorphism. But then
alsom “ GpKrmsq is an isomorphism, which proves our claim that pGpkq, Gpsqq
is a jointly extremally epimorphic pair.
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Proposition 10.3.4. If all split extensions over a bialgebra Y are strong,
then all split extensions over GpY q are strong. In particular, G preserves
protomodular objects.

Proof. Consider a split extension

K
k ,2 X

f ,2 GpY q
s

lr

over GpY q. We apply the functor Kr´s, then take the kernel of Krf s to obtain
the split extension of bialgebras

L
l ,2 KrXs

Krf s ,2 KrGpY qs.
Krss
lr

From Proposition 10.3.2 it follows that all split extensions over KrGpY qs are
strong. Hence pl,Krssq is a jointly extremally epimorphic pair. Applying the
functor G, we regain the original split extension, since G is a right adjoint, thus
preserves kernels; but G also preserves jointly extremally epimorphic pairs by
Proposition 10.3.3, so that the pair pk, sq is jointly extremally epimorphic. As
a consequence, all split extensions over the monoid GpY q are strong, and GpY q
is protomodular [7].

Theorem 10.3.5. If K is an algebraically closed field and Y is a cocommuta-
tive bialgebra over K, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Y is a Hopf algebra;

(ii) in BiAlgK,coc, all split extensions over Y admit a join decomposition;

(iii) Y is a protomodular object in BiAlgK,coc.

Proof. (i) implies (iii) is Theorem 10.2.4, and (ii) is obviously weaker than
(iii). For the proof that (ii) implies (i), suppose that all split extensions over
Y admit a join decomposition. Then Proposition 10.3.4 implies that in Mon
all split extensions over GpY q are strong. Hence GpY q is a group by the result
in [7], which makes Y a Hopf algebra by [14, 8.0.1.c and 9.2.5].

Remark 10.3.6. This implies that the category BiAlgK,coc cannot be protomod-
ular: otherwise all bialgebras would be Hopf algebras. In particular, the Split
Short Five Lemma is not generally valid for bialgebras.
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10.4 On cocommutativity

In this final section we study what happens beyond the cocommutative setting.
Here K is a field.

All objects in the category of cocommutative K-bialgebras satisfy a cer-
tain weak join decomposition property: being a category of internal monoids
(in CoAlgK,coc), the category BiAlgK,coc is unital in the sense of [4]. Given an
object Y , it is said to be a unital object [12] when every split extension of
the type

X
x1X ,0y

,2 X ˆ Y
πXlr πY ,2 Y

x0,1Y y

lr

is strong. Notice how this condition is symmetric in X and Y . So proto-
modular objects are always unital of course, but in fact this condition is weak
enough to be satisfied by all cocommutative bialgebras over K.

Let us now leave the cocommutative setting and ask ourselves what it
means for an object Y in BiAlgK to be unital—a very weak thing to ask, com-
pared with the condition that all split extensions over Y are (stably) strong.

Proposition 10.4.1. If Y is a unital object of BiAlgK, then for every object
X we have an isomorphism X ˆ Y – X b Y .

Proof. Given any bialgebra X we may consider the diagram

X X b K
ρX

–
lr

1XbηY

,2 X b Y
1XbεYlr εXb1Y ,2 Kb Y

λY

–
,2

ηXb1Y

lr Y.

We are first going to prove that the comparison morphism

m “ xρX ˝ p1X b εY q, λY ˝ pεX b 1Y qy : X b Y Ñ X ˆ Y

is a monomorphism.
Note that it is almost never an injection; for instance, taking X “ Y to

be a tensor algebra T pV q (with counit εT pV qpvq “ 0 for v P V ) yields easy
counterexamples. However, in the category BiAlgK, monomorphisms need not
be injective [13, 1].

Let h : Z Ñ X b Y be a morphism of bialgebras. We write

f “ ρX ˝ p1X b εY q ˝ h : Z Ñ X and g “ λY ˝ pεX b 1Y q ˝ h : Z Ñ Y.
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It suffices to prove that h “ pf b gq ˝∆Z as vector space maps for our claim
to hold. Indeed, if h and h1 induce the same f and g, then the given equality
of vector space maps proves that h “ h1.

Since h is a coalgebra map, we have that ∆XbY ˝h “ phbhq˝∆Z . Writing
τX,Y : X b Y Ñ Y bX for the twist map, we calculate:

pf b gq ˝∆Z

“ pρX b λY q ˝ p1X b εY b εX b 1Y q ˝ phb hq ˝∆Z

“ pρX b λY q ˝ p1X b εY b εX b 1Y q ˝∆XbY ˝ h

“ pρX b λY q ˝ p1X b εY b εX b 1Y q ˝ p1X b τX,Y b 1Y q ˝ p∆X b∆Y q ˝ h

“ pρX b λY q ˝ p1X b εX b εY b 1Y q ˝ p∆X b∆Y q ˝ h

“ pρX b λY q ˝ pρ
´1
X b λ´1

Y q ˝ h “ h.

It follows that m is a monomorphism. Moreover, m makes the diagram

X b Y
��
m

��
X

x1X ,0y
,2

p1XbηY q˝ρ
´1
X

5?

X ˆ Y Y
x0,1Y y

lr

pηXb1Y q˝λ
´1
Y

_i

commute. The assumption that Y is unital tells us that m is an isomorphism.

This immediately implies that any unital object Y in BiAlgK has to
be cocommutative, since ∆Y : Y Ñ Y b Y is the morphism of bialgebras
x1Y , 1Y y : Y Ñ Y ˆ Y . In particular, the category BiAlgK is not unital, so it
cannot be protomodular, and not even Mal’tsev [4].

However, the situation is actually much worse, since it almost never hap-
pens that XbY is the product of X in Y in the category of all K-bialgebras—
not even when both X and Y are cocommutative. In fact, K itself cannot be
a protomodular object in BiAlgK, since this would imply that all objects of
BiAlgK are unital [12]. As we have just seen, this is manifestly false.

The same holds for the category HopfK of Hopf algebras over K. At first
this may seem to contradict results in [11] on split extensions of Hopf algebras.
We must keep in mind, though, that for a Hopf algebra H, the map x1H , 0y
in the diagram

H
x1H ,0y

,2 H ˆH
π1lr π2 ,2 H

x0,1Hy

lr
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is the kernel of π2, but π2 need not be its cokernel, unless H is cocommutative.
Hence this diagram does not represent a short exact sequence, and so neither
Theorem 4.1 nor Theorem 4.2 in [11] saying that H ˆH – H bH applies.

We conclude that it makes no sense to study protomodular objects in
BiAlgK or in HopfK, and we thus restrict our attention to the cocommutative
case.
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Chapter 11

A characterisation of Lie
algebras amongst alternating
algebras

Abstract

Let K be an infinite field. We prove that if a variety of alternating K-algebras—
not necessarily associative, where xx “ 0 is a law—is locally algebraically cartesian
closed, then it must be a variety of Lie algebras over K. In particular, LieK is the
largest such. Thus, for a given variety of alternating K-algebras, the Jacobi identity
becomes equivalent to a categorical condition: it is a law in V if and only if V is a
subvariety of a locally algebraically cartesian closed variety of alternating K-algebras.
This is based on a result saying that an algebraically coherent variety of alternating
K-algebras is either a variety of Lie algebras or a variety of antiassociative algebras
over K.

Reference

X. García-Martínez and T. Van der Linden, A characterisation of Lie algebras
amongst alternating algebras, preprint arXiv:1701.05493, 2017.

11.1 Introduction
The aim of this article is to prove that, if a variety of alternating algebras—not
necessarily associative, where xx “ 0 is a law—over an infinite field admits
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algebraic exponents in the sense of James Gray’s Ph.D. thesis [15], so when
it is locally algebraically cartesian closed (or (LACC) for short, see [17, 7]),
then it must necessarily be a variety of Lie algebras. Since, as shown in [16],
the category LieK of Lie algebras over a commutative unitary ring K is always
(LACC), this condition may be used to characterise Lie algebras amongst
alternating algebras.

The only other non-abelian “natural” examples of locally algebraically car-
tesian closed semi-abelian [20] categories we currently know of happen to be
categories of group objects in a cartesian closed category [17], namely

1. the category Gp of groups itself;

2. the category XMod of crossed modules, which are the group objects in
the category Cat of small categories [22, 24]; and

3. the category HopfK,coc of cocommutative Hopf algebras over a field K of
characteristic zero [14, 10], the group objects in the category CoAlgK,coc
of cocommutative coalgebras over K.

At first with our project we hoped to remedy this situation by finding fur-
ther examples of (LACC) categories of (not necessarily associative) algebras.
However, all of our attempts at constructing such new examples failed. Quite
unexpectedly, in the end we managed to prove that, at least when the field
K is infinite, amongst those algebras which are alternating, there are no other
examples: the condition (LACC) implies that the Jacobi identity holds. Thus,
in the context of alternating algebras, the Jacobi identity is characterised in
terms of a purely categorical condition. This is the subject of Section 11.2.

We do not know what happens when the algebras considered are not al-
ternating. The category of Leibniz algebras is not (LACC), so at least one
of the implications in our characterisation fails in that case. We make a few
additional observations in Section 11.3, and hope to study this question in
future work.

11.1.1 Cartesian closedness

Algebraic exponentiation is a categorical-algebraic version of the concept of
exponentiation familiar from set theory, linear algebra, topology, etc. In its
most basic form, exponentiation amounts to the task of equipping the set
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HomCpX,Y q of morphisms from X to Y with a suitable structure making it
an object Y X in the category C at hand.

Depending on the given category C, this may or may not be always pos-
sible. A category with binary products C is said to be cartesian closed
when for every object X the functor X ˆ p´q : C Ñ C admits a right adjoint
p´qX : C Ñ C, so that for all Y and Z in C, the set HomCpXˆZ, Y q is isomor-
phic to HomCpZ, Y

Xq. In particular then, an object Y X exists for all X and
Y ; see [24] for further details.

The category Set of sets is cartesian closed, with Y X the set HomSetpX,Y q
of functions from X to Y . Also the category Cat of small categories is car-
tesian closed. The category Y X has functors X Ñ Y as objects, and natural
transformations between them as morphisms. For any commutative ring K,
the category CoAlgK,coc of cocommutative coalgebras over K is cartesian closed
by a result in [1].

11.1.2 Closedness in general

The categories occurring in algebra are seldom cartesian closed. The concept
of closedness has thus been extended in several different directions. One option
is to replace the cartesian product by some other product, such as for instance
the tensor product bK when C is the category VectK of vector spaces over a
field K. In that case the result is the well-known tensor/hom adjunction, where
the object Y X in the isomorphism HomKpX bK Z, Y q – HomKpZ, Y

Xq is the
set of K-linear maps HomKpX,Y q with the pointwise K-vector space structure.

11.1.3 An alternative approach

Another option, fruitful in non-abelian algebra, is to keep the cartesianness
aspect of the condition, but to make it algebraic in an entirely different way [15,
17, 7]. To do this, we first need to understand what is local cartesian closedness
by reformulating the condition in terms of slice categories. Here we follow
Section A1.5 of [21].

11.1.4 Local cartesian closedness

Let C be any category. Given an object B of C, we write pC Ó Bq for the slice
category or category of objects over B in which an object x is an arrow
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x : X Ñ B in C, and a morphism f : xÑ y is a commutative triangle

X
f ,2

x
�%

Y

y
y�

B

in C, so that y˝f “ x.
Assuming now that C is finitely complete, given a morphism a : AÑ B,

we write
a˚ : pC Ó Bq Ñ pC Ó Aq

for the change-of-base functor which takes an arrow x : X Ñ B in C and
sends it to its pullback a˚pxq as in the diagram

AˆB X ,2

a˚pxq
��

X

x

��
A a

,2 B.

If B is the terminal object 1 of C then pC Ó Bq “ pC Ó 1q – C. Any ob-
ject A of C now induces a unique morphism a “!A : AÑ 1, and the functor
!˚A : C Ñ pC Ó Aq sends an object Y to the product AˆY (considered together
with its projection to A). It is easily seen that the category C is cartesian
closed if and only if for every X in C, the functor !˚X admits a right adjoint.

A category with finite limits C is said to be locally cartesian closed or
(LCC) when for every morphism a : AÑ B in C the change-of-base functor
a˚ has a right adjoint. Equivalently, all slice categories pC Ó Bq are cartesian
closed—so that C is cartesian closed, locally over B, for all B in C. This
condition is stronger than cartesian closedness (the case B “ 1); examples
include any Grothendieck topos, in particular the category of sets, while for
instance [12] the category Cat is not (LCC), even though it is cartesian closed.

11.1.5 Categories of points

We may now modify the concept of (local) cartesian closedness in such a way
that it applies to algebraic categories. The idea is that, where slice categories
are useful in non-algebraic settings, in algebraic categories a similar role may
be played by categories of points.
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Let C be any category. Given an object B of C, we write PtBpCq for the
category of points over B in which an object px, sq is a split epimorphism
x : X Ñ B in C, together with a chosen section s : B Ñ X, so that x˝s “ 1B.
Given two points px : X Ñ B, s : B Ñ Xq and py : Y Ñ B, t : B Ñ Y q over B,
a morphism between them is an arrow f : X Ñ Y in C satisfying y˝f “ x and
f˝s “ t.

Change of base is done as for slice categories: since sections are preserved,
given any morphism a : AÑ B in a finitely complete category C, we obtain a
functor

a˚ : PtBpCq Ñ PtApCq.

11.1.6 Protomodular and semi-abelian categories

A finitely complete category C is said to be Bourn protomodular [3, 5, 2]
when each of the change-of-base functors a˚ : PtBpCq Ñ PtApCq reflect isomor-
phisms. If C is a pointed category, then this condition may be reduced to
the special case where A is the zero object and a “ ¡B : 0 Ñ B is the unique
morphism. The pullback functor ¡˚B : PtBpCq Ñ C then sends a split epimor-
phism to its kernel. Hence, protomodularity means that the Split Short Five
Lemma holds: suppose that in the commutative diagram

K
k ,2

g

��

X

f

��

x ,2 B
s

lr

L
l
,2 Y

y ,2 B,
t

lr

the morphism k is the kernel of x and l is the kernel of y, while f is a mor-
phism of points px, sq Ñ py, tq; if now g is an isomorphism, then f is also an
isomorphism.

A pointed protomodular category which is Barr exact and has finite co-
products is called a semi-abelian category [20]. This concept unifies earlier
attempts (including, for instance, [19, 13, 28]) at providing a categorical frame-
work that extends the context of abelian categories to encompass non-additive
categories of algebraic structures such as groups, Lie algebras, loops, rings, etc.
In this setting, the basic lemmas of homological algebra—the 3ˆ3 Lemma, the
Short Five Lemma, the Snake Lemma—hold [5, 2], and may be used to study,
say, (co)homology, radical theory, or commutator theory for those non-additive
structures.
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In a semi-abelian category, any point px, sq with its induced kernel k as
above gives rise to a split extension, since x is also the cokernel of k, so
that pk, xq is a short exact sequence. By the results in [8], split extensions
are equivalent to so-called internal actions by means of a semi-direct prod-
uct construction. Through this equivalence, there is a unique internal action
ξ : B5K Ñ K such that X – K ¸ξ B. Without going into further details,
let us just mention here that the object B5K is the kernel of the morphism
p1B 0q : B `K Ñ B, that the functor B5p´q : C Ñ C is part of a monad, and
that an internal B-action is an algebra for this monad. The category PtBpCq
is monadic over C, and its equivalence with the category of B5p´q-algebras
bears witness of this fact.

11.1.7 Examples

All Higgins varieties of Ω-groups [18] are semi-abelian, which means that any
pointed variety of universal algebras whose theory contains a group operation
is an example. In particular, we find categories of all kinds of (not neces-
sarily associative) algebras over a ring as examples, next to the categories
of groups, crossed modules, and groups of a certain nilpotency or solvability
class. Other examples include the categories of Heyting semilattices, loops,
compact Hausdorff groups and the dual of the category of pointed sets [20, 2].

11.1.8 Algebraic cartesian closedness and the condition
(LACC)

A category with finite limits C is said to be locally algebraically cartesian
closed or (LACC) when for every morphism a : AÑ B in C, the change-of-
base functor a˚ : PtBpCq Ñ PtApCq has a right adjoint [15]. This condition is
much stronger than algebraic cartesian closedness or (ACC) which is the
case B “ 1.

When a semi-abelian category is (locally) algebraically cartesian closed,
this has some interesting consequences [17, 7, 10]. For one thing, (ACC) is
equivalent to the condition that every monomorphism in C admits a centraliser.
The property (LACC) implies categorical-algebraic conditions such as peri-
abelianness [6], strong protomodularity [4], the Smith is Huq condition [25],
normality of Higgins commutators [11], and algebraic coherence. We come
back to the latter condition (which implies all the others mentioned) in detail,
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in Subsection 11.1.9 below.
The condition (ACC) is relatively weak, and has all Orzech categories of

interest [28] for examples. In comparison, (LACC) is very strong: as men-
tioned above, we have groups, Lie algebras, crossed modules, and cocommuta-
tive Hopf algebras over a field of characteristic zero as “natural” semi-abelian
examples, next to all abelian categories. An example of a slightly different
kind—because it is non-pointed—is any category of groupoids with a fixed
object of objects [7].

In what follows, we shall need the following characterisation of (LACC),
valid in semi-abelian varieties of universal algebras. Instead of checking that all
change-of-base functors a˚ : PtBpVq Ñ PtApVq have a right adjoint, it suffices
to check that some change-of-base functors preserve binary sums.

Theorem 11.1.1. For a semi-abelian variety of universal algebras V, the
following are equivalent:

(i) V is locally algebraically cartesian closed;

(ii) for all B in V, the pullback functor ¡˚B : PtBpVq Ñ V preserves all colim-
its;

(iii) for all B in V, the functor ¡˚B preserves binary sums;

(iv) the canonical comparison pB5ιX B5ιY q : B5X`B5Y Ñ B5pX`Y q is an
isomorphism for all B, X and Y in V.

Proof. This combines Theorem 2.9, Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.1 in [17].

Via the equivalence between split extensions and internal actions, condition
(ii) means that the forgetful functor from the category of B-actions in V to
V preserves all colimits. Hence in this varietal context, (LACC) amounts
to the property that colimits in the category of internal B-actions in V are
independent of the acting object B, and computed in the base category V.

11.1.9 Algebraic coherence

The concept of an algebraically coherent category was introduced in [10]
with the aim in mind of having a condition with strong categorical-algebraic
consequences such as the ones mentioned above for (LACC), while at the same
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time keeping all Orzech categories of interest as examples. It is to coherence
in the sense of topos theory [21, Section A1.4] what algebraic cartesian closed-
ness is to cartesian closedness: a condition involving slice categories has been
replaced by a condition in terms of categories of points.

The formal definition is that all change-of-base functors
a˚ : PtBpCq Ñ PtApCq preserve jointly strongly epimorphic pairs of ar-
rows. This is clearly weaker than asking that the a˚ preserve all colimits.
We shall only need the following characterisation, which is essentially
Theorem 3.18 in [10]: algebraic coherence is equivalent to the condition that
for all B, X and Y , the canonical comparison

pB5ιX B5ιY q : B5X `B5Y Ñ B5pX ` Y q

from Theorem 11.1.1 is a regular epimorphism.
Algebraic coherence has somewhat better stability properties than

(LACC). For instance, any subvariety of a semi-abelian algebraically coherent
variety is still algebraically coherent. We shall come back to this in the next
section.

Some examples of semi-abelian varieties which are not algebraically co-
herent are the varieties of loops, Heyting semilattices, and non-associative
algebras (the category AlgK defined below).

11.2 Main result

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 11.2.9, which says that any
(LACC) variety of alternating algebras over an infinite field K is a category of
Lie algebras over K. On the way we fully characterise algebraically coherent
varieties of alternating algebras (Theorem 11.2.7). This is an application of
a more general result telling us that a variety of K-algebras is algebraically
coherent if and only if it is an Orzech category of interest (Theorem 11.2.5).

11.2.1 Categories of algebras and their subvarieties

Let K be a field. A (non-associative) algebra A over K is a K-vector
space equipped with a bilinear operation r´,´s : AˆAÑ A, so a linear map
AbAÑ A. We use the notations rx, ys “ x ¨ y “ xy depending on the
situation at hand, always keeping in mind that the multiplication need not be
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associative. We write AlgK for the category of algebras over K with product-
preserving linear maps between them. It is a semi-abelian category which is
not algebraically coherent. A subvariety of AlgK is any equationally defined
class of algebras, considered as a full subcategory V of AlgK.

The category of associative algebras over K is the subvariety of AlgK

satisfying xpyzq “ pxyqz.
The category AltK of alternating algebras over K is the subvariety of AlgK

satisfying xx “ 0. It is easily seen that those algebras are anticommutative,
which means that xy “ ´yx holds. If the characteristic of the field K is
different from 2, then the two classes coincide.

The category AAAlgK of antiassociative algebras over K is the subvariety
of AlgK satisfying xpyzq “ ´pxyqz. We write AAAAlgK for the category of
alternating antiassociative algebras over K.

The category LieK of Lie algebras over K is the subvariety of alternating
algebras satisfying the Jacobi identity xpyzq ` zpxyq ` ypzxq “ 0.

An algebra is abelian when it satisfies xy “ 0. The subvariety of AlgK

determined by the abelian algebras is isomorphic to the category VectK of
vector spaces over K. An algebra A is abelian if and only if ` : AˆAÑ A is
an algebra morphism, which makes pA,`, 0q an internal abelian group, so an
abelian object in the sense of [2].

11.2.2 Algebras over infinite fields

We assume that the field K is infinite, so that we can use the following result
(Theorem 11.2.1, which is Corollary 2 on page 8 of [29]). We first fix some
terminology. For a given set S, a polynomial with variables in S is an element
of the free K-algebra on S. Recall that the left adjoint Set Ñ AlgK factors as a
composite of the free magma functor M : Set Ñ Mag with the magma algebra
functor Kr´s : Mag Ñ AlgK. The elements of MpSq are non-associative words
in the alphabet S, and the elements of KrMpSqs, the polynomials, are K-linear
combinations of such words. A monomial in KrMpSqs is any scalar multiple
of an element of MpSq. The type of a monomial ϕpx1, . . . , xnq is the element
pk1, . . . , knq P Nn where ki is the degree of xi in ϕpx1, . . . , xnq. A polynomial
is homogeneous if its monomials are all of the same type. Any polynomial
may thus be written as a sum of homogeneous polynomials, which are called
its homogeneous components.
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Theorem 11.2.1. [29] If V is a variety of algebras over an infinite field,
then all of its laws are of the form φpx1, . . . , xnq “ 0, where φpx1, . . . , xnq
is a (non-associative) polynomial, each of whose homogeneous components
ψpxi1 , . . . , ximq again gives rise to a law ψpxi1 , . . . , ximq “ 0 in V.

11.2.3 Description of B5X in AlgK

Let B and X be free K-algebras. Then the object B5X, being the kernel of the
morphism p1B 0q : B ` X Ñ B, consists of those polynomials with variables
in B and in X which can be written in a form where all of their monomials
contain variables in X. For instance, given b, b1 P B and x P X, the expression
pbpxxqqb1 is allowed, but b or b1 are not.

11.2.4 The reflection to a subvariety V of AlgK

Let B and X be free K-algebras. We write B and X for their respective reflec-
tions into V, which are free V-algebras. These induce short exact sequences in
AlgK such as

0 ,2 rXs ,2 X
ηX ,2 X ,2 0

where ηX is the unit at X of the reflection from AltK to V. We never write the
right adjoint inclusion, but note that it preserves all limits. The kernel rXs
is a kind of relative commutator; all of its elements are laws of V. Reflecting
sums now, then taking kernels to the left, we obtain horizontal split exact
sequences

0 ,2 pB5Xq X rB `Xs

��

,2 rB `Xs

��

,2
rBs

��

,2lr 0

0 ,2 B5X

ρB,X

��

,2 B `X

ηB`X

��

p1B 0q ,2 B

ηB

��

,2lr 0

0 ,2 B5VX ,2 B `V X
p1

B
0q
,2 B ,2lr 0

in AlgK, where the sum B`VX – B `X is taken in V. Using, for instance, the
3ˆ 3 Lemma, it is not difficult to see that the induced dotted arrow ρB,X is a
surjective algebra homomorphism. In fact, the upper left square is a pullback,
and we have three vertical short exact sequences. The one on the left allows
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us to view the elements of B5VX as polynomials in B5X, modulo those laws
which hold in V that are expressible in B5X. These laws are precisely the
elements of the top left intersection. We freely use this interpretation in what
follows, abusing terminology and notation by making no distinction between
the equivalence class of polynomials that is an element in the quotient B5VX,
and an element in B5X which represents it.

11.2.5 Subvarieties of LieK need not be (LACC)
Subvarieties of locally algebraically cartesian closed categories need no longer
be such: we may take the variety of Lie algebras that satisfy xpyzq “ 0 as an
example.

Proposition 11.2.2. Let V be a variety of non-associative algebras in which
xpyzq “ 0 is a law. If V is locally algebraically cartesian closed, then it is
abelian.

Proof. Let B, X and Y be free algebras in V, respectively generated by their
elements b, x and y. Then the split epimorphisms

pp1B 0q : B `X Ñ B, ιB : B Ñ B `Xq

and
pp1B 0q : B ` Y Ñ B, ιB : B Ñ B ` Y q

correspond to the free B-actions respectively generated by x and y. Their sum
in PtBpVq is

pp1B 0 0q : B `X ` Y Ñ B, ιB : B Ñ B `X ` Y q.

Applying the kernel functor, (LACC) tells us that the canonical morphism

pB5ιX B5ιY q : B5X `B5Y Ñ B5pX ` Y q

is an isomorphism (Theorem 11.1.1). When considering the sum B5X `B5Y
as a subobject of the coproduct B `X `B ` Y , we write b1 and b2 for the
generators of the two distinct copies of B; then pB5ιX B5ιY q maps the bi to b,
sends x to x and y to y.

Now x P B5X and yb2 P B5Y are such that x ¨ yb2 is sent to zero by the
above isomorphism, since the law xpyzq “ 0 holds in V. As a consequence,
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x ¨yb2 is zero in the sum B5X`B5Y . Recall that b2 R B5Y , so that yb2 cannot
be decomposed as a product of y and b2 in B5Y . By Theorem 11.2.1, yb2 can
also not be written as a product in which more than one y or b2 appears,
unless yb2 is zero in B5Y . As a consequence, x ¨ yb2 can only be zero if either
yb2 is zero in B5Y , or xz “ 0 is a law in V. In the former case, yb2 is zero in
the sum B ` Y , which is a free algebra on tb2, yu; then yz “ 0 is a law in V.
In either case, V is abelian.

11.2.6 (Anti)associative algebras

Essentially the same argument gives us two further examples, which we shall
need later on:

Proposition 11.2.3. If a variety of either associative or antiassociative al-
gebras is locally algebraically cartesian closed, then it is abelian.

Proof. In the antiassociative case we have x, ´xb1 P B5X and b2y, y P B5Y
such that x ¨ b2y and ´xb1 ¨ y are sent to the same element in B5pX ` Y q by
the above isomorphism pB5ιX B5ιY q : B5X `B5Y Ñ B5pX ` Y q.

Similarly, in the associative case, we see that xb1 ¨ y and x ¨ b2y are two
distinct elements of the sum B5X `B5Y which the morphism pB5ιX B5ιY q
sends to one and the same element of B5pX ` Y q.

Lemma 11.2.4. Any variety of K-algebras that satisfies the law xpxyq “ 0 is
a subvariety of AAAlgK.

Proof. Taking x “ a` b and y “ c gives us

0 “ pa` bqppa` bqcq “ apacq ` bpacq ` apbcq ` bpbcq “ bpacq ` apbcq

so that apbcq “ ´bpacq. It follows that puvqw “ ´wpuvq “ upwvq “ ´upvwq
is a law in V, and V is a variety of antiassociative algebras.

11.2.7 Algebraic coherence

Theorem 11.2.1 gives us a characterisation of algebraic coherence for varieties
of K-algebras.

Theorem 11.2.5. Let K be an infinite field. If V is a variety of non-
associative K-algebras, then the following are equivalent:
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(i) V is algebraically coherent;

(ii) there exist λ1, . . . , λ16 in K such that

zpxyq “ λ1ypzxq ` λ2xpyzq ` λ3ypxzq ` λ4xpzyq

` λ5pzxqy ` λ6pyzqx` λ7pxzqy ` λ8pzyqx

pxyqz “ λ9ypzxq ` λ10xpyzq ` λ11ypxzq ` λ12xpzyq

` λ13pzxqy ` λ14pyzqx` λ15pxzqy ` λ16pzyqx

are laws in V;

(iii) V is an Orzech category of interest [28].

Proof. From the results of [10] we already know that (iii) implies (i). It follows
immediately from the definition of an Orzech category of interest that (ii)
implies (iii). To see that (i) implies (ii), we take free B-actions as in the first
part of the proof of Proposition 11.2.2 and obtain the regular epimorphism

pB5ιX B5ιY q : B5X `B5Y Ñ B5pX ` Y q.

Any element bpxyq of B5pX `Y q is the image through this morphism of some
polynomial ψpb1, x, b2, yq in B5X ` B5Y . Note that this polynomial cannot
contain any monomials obtained as a product of a bi with xy or yx. This
allows us to write, in the sum B `X ` Y , the element bpxyq as

λ1ypbxq ` λ2xpybq ` λ3ypxbq ` λ4xpbyq ` λ5pbxqy ` λ6pybqx

` λ7pxbqy ` λ8pbyqx` νφpb, x, yq

for some λ1, . . . , λ8, ν P K, where φpb, x, yq is the part of the polynomial in b,
x and y which is not in the homogeneous component of bpxyq. Since B`X`Y
is the free V-algebra on three generators b, x and y, from Theorem 11.2.1 we
deduce that the first equation in (ii) is again a law in V. Analogously for pxyqb
we deduce the second equation in (ii).

Remark 11.2.6. This result may be used to prove the claim made in [10] that
the category of Jordan algebras—commutative and such that pxyqpxxq “
xpypxxqq—is not algebraically coherent. Indeed, as explained in [27], it is not
a category of interest.
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In the case of alternating algebras, this characterisation becomes more
precise:

Theorem 11.2.7. Let K be an infinite field. If V is a subvariety of AltK, then
the following are equivalent:

(i) V is algebraically coherent;

(ii) V is a subvariety of either AAAlgK or LieK.

Proof. (ii) implies (i) since AAAAlgK and LieK are Orzech categories of inter-
est [28], so their subvarieties are algebraically coherent. To see that (i) implies
(ii), we first use anticommutativity to simplify the law given in Theorem 11.2.5
to

zpxyq “ λypzxq ` µxpyzq

for some λ and µ in K. Choosing, in turn, y “ z and x “ z, we see that

1. either λ “ ´1 or z ¨ zx “ 0 is a law in V, and

2. either µ “ ´1 or x ¨ xy “ 0 is a law in V.

In any of the latter cases, V is a variety of antiassociative algebras by
Lemma 11.2.4, which makes it abelian (Proposition 11.2.3). We are left with
the situation when λ “ µ “ ´1, which means that the Jacobi identity is a law
in V, so that V a variety of Lie algebras.

Example 11.2.8. The variety of alternating associative algebras is an exam-
ple. We have that 0 “ xpyyq “ pxyqy is a law, so that by Lemma 11.2.4 those
algebras are antiassociative as well. It follows that xyz “ 0 is a law. We
regain a variety as in Proposition 11.2.2, so since it is not abelian, it cannot
be (LACC).

11.2.8 A characterisation of Lie algebras amongst alternating
algebras

The condition (LACC) eliminates one of the two options in Theorem 11.2.7.

Theorem 11.2.9. Let K be an infinite field. If V is a locally algebraically car-
tesian closed variety of alternating K-algebras, then it is a subvariety of LieK.
In other words, LieK is the largest (LACC) variety of alternating K-algebras.
Thus for any variety V of alternating K-algebras, the following are equivalent:
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(i) V is a subvariety of a (LACC) variety of alternating K-algebras;

(ii) the Jacobi identity is a law in V.

Proof. This combines Theorem 11.2.7 with Proposition 11.2.3.

Remark 11.2.10. By Proposition 11.2.2, the condition

(iii) V is (LACC)

is strictly stronger than the equivalent conditions (i) and (ii).
Remark 11.2.11. We do not know any non-abelian examples of (LACC) sub-
varieties of LieK, or whether such subvarieties even exist.

11.3 Non-alternating algebras

An important question which we have to leave open for now, is what happens
when the algebras we consider are not alternating. We end this note with
some of our preliminary findings.

Some of the results and techniques used in the previous section are valid
for non-alternating algebras of course. For instance, Proposition 11.2.2, Prop-
osition 11.2.3 and Theorem 11.2.5 are.

Proposition 11.2.2 contradicts—in spirit only, since we are working over a
field—Proposition 6.9 in [17], which claims that the category of all commu-
tative non-unitary rings satisfying xyz “ 0 is locally algebraically cartesian
closed. It turns out that the argument given in Proposition 11.2.2 is still
valid in this case, and shows that the variety under consideration, should it
be (LACC), would be abelian—which is false.

We noticed that the functor R constructed in the proof of [17, Proposi-
tion 6.9] is not well defined on morphisms. Let us give a concrete example
showing this in detail. We follow the notations from [17, Proposition 6.9]. Let
B “ xby “ Zrbs act on the commutative ring

X “ xx, y | xx “ xy “ yy “ 0y “ Zrx, ys{pxx, xy, yyq

by bx “ y and by “ 0. Consider

M “ xm, p, q | mp “ q, mq “ pq “ mm “ pp “ qq “ 0y
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with the trivial B-action, and let g : X Ñ M be the ring homomorphism
sending x and y to m. Let f P RpXq be defined by fpn, bq “ nx` bx. Then

Rpgqpfqp0, bq ¨ p “ pg˝fqp0, bq ¨ p “ gpyq ¨ n “ mp “ q ‰ 0,

which shows that Rpgqpfq is not an element of RpMq.

11.3.1 Leibniz algebras

The category LeibK of (right) Leibniz algebras [23] over K is the subvariety
of AlgK satisfying the (right) Leibniz identity pxyqz “ xpyzq ` pxzqy. This
law is clearly equivalent to the Jacobi identity when the algebras are alterna-
ting, so that a Lie algebra is the same thing as an alternating Leibniz algebra.
However, examples of non-alternating Leibniz algebras exist. Analogously, we
can consider the category of (left) Leibniz algebras, with corresponding
identity xpyzq “ pxyqz ` ypxzq. Both categories are of course equivalent.

We do not know whether Theorem 11.2.9 extends to the non-alternating
case. What is certain, though, is that the category of Leibniz algebras is not
locally algebraically cartesian closed. Indeed, using the notations of Proposi-
tion 11.2.2, the Leibniz identity allows us to deduce

#

pxyqb “ xpybq ` pxbqy

pxyqb “ ´xpbyq ` pxbqy

so that x ¨ yb “ ´x ¨ by in B `X ` Y . This means that x ¨ yb2 and ´x ¨ b2y
are two distinct elements of B5X ` B5Y which are sent to the same element
of B5pX`Y q by the morphism pB5ιX B5ιY q. Hence this morphism cannot be
an isomorphism, and LeibK is not (LACC).

We may ask ourselves what happens in the “intersection” between right
and left Leibniz algebras. They are called symmetric Leibniz algebras and,
as shown in [26], the chain of inclusions LieK Ď SLeibK Ď LeibK is strict. Doing
a rearrangement of terms as in

bpxyq “ pbxqy ` xpbyq “ bpxyq ` pbyqx` xpbyq,

we see that pbyqx`xpbyq “ 0. From this we may conclude that, in order to be
(LACC), a variety of symmetric Leibniz algebras must either be alternating
or abelian. We thus regain the known cases of Lie algebras and vector spaces.
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11.3.2 Free algebra on one generator

A variety of algebras is alternating precisely when the free algebra on a single
generator is abelian: xx “ 0 is a law in the variety, if and only if the bracket
vanishes on the algebra freely generated by txu. This corresponds to the
condition that the free algebra on a single generator admits an internal abelian
group structure. This condition makes sense in arbitrary semi-abelian varieties,
and we may ask ourselves whether perhaps it is implied by (LACC), as in the
case of symmetric Leibniz algebras. This would allow us to drop the condition
that V is alternating in Theorem 11.2.9.

The example of crossed modules proves that this is false. In [9] it is shown
that on the one hand, a crossed module B : T Ñ G with action ξ admits an
internal abelian group structure if and only if the groups T and G are abelian
and the action ξ is trivial. On the other hand, the free crossed module on
a single generator is the inclusion κZ,Z : Z5Z Ñ Z ` Z, equipped with the
conjugation action. We see that in this case the free object on one generator
is not abelian, even though XMod is a locally algebraically cartesian closed
semi-abelian variety. However, it is not a variety of non-associative algebras
of course.

Perhaps this is not the right conceptualisation, and we must think of other
ways of making the law xx “ 0 categorical. The question then becomes
whether (LACC), or any other appropriate categorical-algebraic condition,
would imply this new characterisation.
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Chapter 12

Future research

At the moment of writing this dissertation, several ongoing joint projects are
being worked on. One such with José Manuel Casas and Tim Van der Linden
is to study low-dimensional homology of multiplicative Hom-Lie algebras [7].
This category is of special interest since, even though it has some good alge-
braic behaviour, it is an example of semi-abelian category where the Smith is
Huq condition [10], normality of Higgins commutators [2] or even the universal
central extension condition [1] do not hold.

A joint project with Rafael Fernández-Casado is to generalise the notion of
actor of crossed modules of Leibniz algebras to the dialgebras setting [8]. The
aim is to extend Chapter 6 to complete the square-shaped diagram formed by
associative algebras, Lie algebras, dialgebras and Leibniz algebras:

XAs
XLieAs

,2

i

��

K

%

XLie

i

��

XUlr

$

XDial
XLb ,2

XAs

LR

J XLb
XUd

lr

XLieLb

LR

Note that the first two cases were studied in my coauthor’s Ph.D. thesis [4].
An other ongoing project with James Gray is to prove that all categories of

Lie objects over an abelian, cocomplete, symmetric, closed, monoidal category
are (LACC) [5], generalizing his proof in the case of R-modules [6]. This
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result is interesting since it will add some examples to the short list of known
(LACC) categories, as Lie superalgebras or differential graded Lie algebras.
Moreover, it will automatically imply that Lie algebras in the Loday-Pirashvili
category [9] are (LACC). Thus we regain the non-(LACC) category of Leibniz
algebras as a full reflective subcategory of a (LACC) one.

Of the lines of work that can emerge from this thesis, maybe the most
ambitious one is to extend Chapter 11. The obvious question is what happens
if we consider all non-associative algebras instead of alternating ones. The
author believes that the characterisation is still valid, but no proof has been
found yet. In any case, a negative solution, i.e. a counterexample, would also
be a very meaningful and surprising result.

In Chapter 10, some questions are left open. Since pBiAlgK,cq
op »

Mon
`

pAlgK,cq
op˘ and pHopfK,cq

op » Gp
`

pAlgK,cq
op˘, Theorem 10.2.4 implies

that the category of commutative Hopf algebras is coprotomodular. Neverthe-
less, it is not known if it is an example of a co-semi-abelian category.

A group G is called capable if there exists another group Q such that
G – Q{ZpQq. In [3] it was proven that a group is capable if and only if the
exterior centre Z^pGq “ th P G | h^ g “ 1 for all g P Gu is trivial. This was
extended to Lie algebras in [11] and it is interesting to see if it is still true in
the Leibniz algebras case, since in Chapter 5 the non-abelian exterior product
of Leibniz algebras was introduced.
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Resumo da Tese de doutoramento (in Galician)

Categorical-algebraic methods in non-commutative and non-
associative algebra

Resumo abreviado:
Métodos categórico-alxébricos en álxebra non asociativa e non conmutativa

Esta tese ten un dobre obxectivo: o primeiro é empregar métodos categóricos
e alxébricos para estudar propiedades homolóxicas dalgunhas estruturas alxébricas
variantes de Lie ou Leibniz, e o segundo consiste en empregar métodos categóricos e
alxébricos para estudar e caracterizar certas coñecidas estruturas. Por unha parte,
estúdase a teoría de extensións centrais universais e o produto tensor non abeliano,
calcúlanse explicitamente algúns grupos de homoloxía, e resólvense tamén problemas
sobre álxebras envolventes universais e accións. Por outra parte, centrarémonos en
dar caracterizacións categóricas de certas estruturas alxébricas, como caracterizar a
categoría de grupos dentro da categoría de monoides, a categoría de álxebras de Hopf
dentro das biálxebras coconmutativas ou a categoría de álxebras de Lie dentro das
álxebras non asociativas alternadas.

Dende que nos anos 50 se definiron as categorías abelianas como unha abs-
tracción categórica das propiedades dos grupos abelianos e módulos, tratouse
de atopar un marco similar que sexa capaz de abstraer as propiedades das
categorías de grupos (non necesariamente abelianos), aneis ou álxebras.

Houbo varios intentos de conseguir este nivel de abstracción ao longo dos
anos: salientando os esforzos de Higgins [26], Huq [28] ou R.-Grandjeán [35],
pódese consultar en [29] unha lista máis ampla. Xa que ningún destes
intentos foi plenamente satisfactorio e as conexións entre eles non esta-
ban moi claras, non se estudaron con moita intensidade e nin sequera
se lles deu un nome. En 1999, Janelidze, Márki e Tholen decatáronse
de que a propiedade de Barr-exactitude [3] xunto co concepto de Bourn-
protomodularidade [5] proporcionan un contexto que simplifica e unifica os
“antigos” sistemas de axiomas mencionados previamente; e a través de-
les, pódense explorar facilmente as relacións coa álxebra categórica mod-
erna.
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Expresada nos termos dos axiomas “novos”, unha categoría semi-abeliana
é unha categoría punteada que é Barr-exacta e Bourn-protomodular con sumas
finitas. En particular, podemos atopar moitas das estruturas alxébricas non
asociativas e non conmutativas estudadas na literatura [4], incluíndo aquelas
cunha estrutura de grupo subxacente. Precisamente, calquera variedade de
álxebras que ten entre as súas operacións e identidades as de teoría de grupos,
é semi-abeliana.

Unha das vantaxes deste marco categórico é que permite un estudo unifi-
cado de moitas propiedades homolóxicas. Por exemplo, nunha categoría semi-
abeliana cúmprense os lemas diagramáticos clásicos (o Lema corto escindido
dos cinco, o Lema 3 ˆ 3, o Lema da serpente, os Teoremas de Isomorfía de
Noether). Como se pode ver en [37], a teoría das categorías semi-abelianas está
perfectamente equipada para o estudo da (co)homoloxía non abeliana e a corre-
spondente teoría de homotopía, unificando moitos aspectos básicos das teorías
de (co)homoloxía clásicas de grupos, álxebras de Lie e módulos cruzados.

Dende un punto de vista alxébrico, a teoría de cohomoloxía de álxebras
de Lie foi definida en [11], tratando de dar una construción alxébrica da co-
homoloxía de espazos topolóxicos de grupos de Lie compactos. Esta teoría
estudouse ao longo dos anos e estendeuse a moitas estruturas como módu-
los cruzados de álxebras de Lie [8, 7], superálxebras de Lie [33], álxebras de
Lie-Rinehart [27, 36], (super)álxebras de Leibniz [30], n-álxebras de Lie [1],
n-álxebras de Leibniz [9], etc.

A teoría de álxebras non asociativas está fortemente relacionada con áreas
das matemáticas moi diferentes e ten moitas aplicacións en física, mecánica,
bioloxía e outras ciencias. Como insignias de álxebras non asociativas,
atopamos as álxebras de Lie e de Jordan, que tiveron unha relevancia enorme
durante o decurso do século pasado. O estudo das álxebras non asociativas
engloba a teoría de R-álxebras non necesariamente asociativas (sendo as álxe-
bras asociativas un caso especial moi importante), onde R pode ser un anel
ou un corpo. Os problemas que se abordan son variados, como por exemplo o
estudo de solubilidade ou nilpotencia, clasificacións, caracterizacións, relacións
coa xeometría diferencial, etc.

O obxectivo desta tese é dobre: o primeiro é empregar métodos categóricos-
alxébricos para estudar propiedades homolóxicas dalgunhas das estruturas
non asociativas, semi-abelianas, xa mencionadas; o segundo é usar méto-
dos categórico-alxébricos para estudar propiedades categóricas e dar carac-
terizacións categóricas dalgunhas coñecidas estruturas alxébricas.
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Por unha parte, estudaranse as extensións centrais universais xunto co
produto tensor non abeliano, e empregaranse para calcular explicitamente
algúns grupos de homoloxía [10, 13, 19, 21, 20], e resolveranse algúns prob-
lemas sobre álxebras envolventes universais e accións [16, 17, 6, 22]. Por
outra banda, centrarémonos en dar caracterizacións categóricas dalgunhas es-
truturas alxébricas, como unha caracterización da categoría de grupos dentro
dos monoides [18], de álxebras de Hopf coconmutativas dentro das biálxebras
coconmutativas [24] e das álxebras de Lie dentro das álxebras alternadas [23].

A continuación darase unha explicación detallada de cada un dos capítulos,
e salientándose en cada un os resultados máis importantes. No Capítulo 1
estúdase as extensións centrais universais na categoría de álxebras de Lie-
Rinehart, dando unha descrición alxébrica. Tamén se estuda o levantamento
de automorfismos e derivacións de extensións centrais. Despois, seguindo o
modelo de Ellis de produto tensor non abeliano [15], dáse unha definición do
produto tensor non abeliano de álxebras de Lie-Rinehart, relacionándoo coas
extensións centrais universais.

Teorema 1.3.11. Sexa L unha álxebra de Lie-Rinehart perfecta. Entón

Ker u ÝÑ uceAL
u
ÝÝÑ L,

é una extensión central universal de L. Ademais, se L non ten centro, entón
Ker u “ ZApuceALq.

Proposición 1.5.9. Dada unha álxebra de Lie-Rinehart perfecta L, o produto
tensor non abeliano LbL é a extensión central universal de L, onde a quasi-
acción de L sobre si mesmo é o corchete de Lie.

No Capítulo 2 dáse unha definición do produto tensor non abeliano no caso
de superálxebras de Lie, estudando diversas propiedades e emprégase para o
estudo de extensións centrais universais. Preséntase unha definición da ho-
moloxía non abeliana de dimensións baixas e relaciónase coa homoloxía cíclica
de superálxebras. Para rematar, defínese un produto exterior non abeliano
probando un análogo do teorema de Miller, una fórmula de Hopf e unha suce-
sión exacta de seis termos na homoloxía de superálxebras.

Teorema 2.5.9. Sexa A unha superálxebra asociativa con unidade. Entón
existe una sucesión exacta de supermódulos:
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A

rA,As
bK HC1pAq H1

`

A,VpAq
˘

H1pA, rA,Asq

HC1pAq HCM
1 pAq

rA,As
“

A, rA,As
‰ 0.

Teorema 2.6.6. Sexa M un ideal graduado dunha superálxebra de Lie P .
Entón existe una sucesión exacta

KerpP^M Ñ P q Ñ H2pP q Ñ H2pP {Mq Ñ
M

rP,M s
Ñ H1pP q Ñ H1pP {Mq Ñ 0.

No Capítulo 3 atópase a extensión central universal das superálxe-
bras de matrices slpm,n,Aq onde A é unha superálxebra asociativa e
m ` n “ 3, 4, relacionándoa coa superálxebra de Steinberg stpm,n,Aq.
Calcúlanse H2

`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

e H2
`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

, e para rematar, introdúcese
un novo método usando o produto tensor non abeliano de superálxebras
de Lie (definido no capítulo anterior) para atopar unha conexión entre
H2

`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

e a homoloxía cíclica de superálxebras asociativas cando
m` n ě 3.

Teorema 3.8.1. Sexa K un anel conmutativo con unidade e A unha K-
superálxebra asociativa con unidade. Entón,

H2
`

stpm,n,Aq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0 for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
A6

3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,
A6

2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,
ΠpA2q

6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,
A4

2 ‘A
2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

onde Am é o cociente de A polo ideal mA`ArA,As (Definición 3.2.3) e Π é
o funtor cambio de paridade.

Teorema 3.8.2. Sexa K un anel conmutativo con unidade e A unha
K-superálxebra asociativa con unidade con unha K-base que conteña a
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unidade. Entón,

H2
`

slpm,n,Aq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

HC1pAq for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
HC1pAq ‘A

6
3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,

HC1pAq ‘A
6
2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,

HC1pAq ‘ΠpA2q
6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,

HC1pAq ‘A
4
2 ‘A

2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

onde Am é o cociente de A polo ideal mA`ArA,As (Definición 3.2.3) e Π é
o funtor cambio de paridade.

Seguindo as liñas do capítulo anterior, no Capítulo 4 complétase o pro-
blema de atopar a extensión central universal na categoría de superálxebras
de Leibniz das superálxebras de matrices slpm,n,Dq cando m ` n ě 3 e D
é unha superdiálxebra, resolvendo o problema particular de cando se trata
dunha álxebra asociativa, superálxebra ou diálxebra. Para completar esta
tarefa, empregamos un método orixinal distinto do habitual que se pode atopar
na literatura. Tamén se introduce o cadrado tensor non abeliano de álxebras
de Leibniz para estudar as súas relacións coa extensión central universal.

Teorema 4.6.1. Sexa R un anel conmutativo con unidade e D unha R-
superdiálxebra asociativa con unidade e unha R-base que conteña a bar-
unidade. Entón,

HL2
`

slpm,n,Dq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

HHS1pDq for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
HHS1pDq ‘D

6
3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,

HHS1pDq ‘D
6
2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,

HHS1pDq ‘ΠpD2q
6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,

HHS1pDq ‘D
4
2 ‘D

2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

onde Dm e o resultado de cocientar D polo ideal mD` prD,Ds % Dq (Defini-
ción 4.4.2) e Π é o funtor cambio de paridade.

Teorema 4.6.2. Sexa R un anel conmutativo con unidade e D unha R-
superdiálxebra asociativa con unidade e unha R-base que conteña a bar-
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unidade. Entón,

HL2
`

stlpm,n,Dq
˘

“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0 for m` n ě 5 or m “ 2, n “ 1,
D6

3 for m “ 3, n “ 0,
D6

2 for m “ 4, n “ 0,
ΠpD2q

6 for m “ 3, n “ 1,
D4

2 ‘D
2
0 for m “ 2, n “ 2,

onde Dm e o resultado de cocientar D polo ideal mD` prD,Ds % Dq (Defini-
ción 4.4.2) e Π é o funtor cambio de paridade.

No Capítulo 5 introdúcese o produto exterior non abeliano de dous mó-
dulos cruzados de álxebras de Leibniz e investígase a súa relación coa ho-
moloxía de Leibniz en dimensión baixa. Este produto aplícase á construción
dunha sucesión exacta de oito termos. Por último, establécese unha relación co
funtor cuadrático universal, aplicándoo a unha comparación entre a segunda
homoloxía de Lie e a segunda homoloxía de Leibniz.

Corolario 5.4.4. Sexa 0 Ñ a Ñ g Ñ h Ñ 0 unha extensión central de
álxebras de Leibniz, é dicir, ra, xs “ rx, as “ 0 para todo a P a e x P g. Entón
existe a seguinte sucesión exacta:

HL3pgq Ñ HL3phq Ñ Coker
ˆ

ab a
η
Ñ ab

g

rg, gs
‘

g

rg, gs
b a

˙

Ñ HL2pgq Ñ HL2phq Ñ aÑ HL1pgq Ñ HL1phq Ñ 0,

onde η : ab aÑ ab g
rg,gs ‘

g
rg,gs b a ven dado por ab b ÞÑ pab b,´ab bq, con

a “ a` rg, gs e b “ b` rg, gs para cada a, b P a.

Proposición 5.6.1. Sexa g unha álxebra de Lie. Entón, existe un subes-
pazo vectorial V de Kerttg : HL2pgq Ñ H2pgqu tal que temos un epimor-
fismo V Ñ Γpgabq. De este xeito, se g non é unha álxebra de Lie perfecta,
tg : HL2pgq Ñ H2pgq non é un isomorfismo.

No Capítulo 6 esténdese a noción de biderivación á categoría de módulos
cruzados de álxebras de Leibniz a través das accións de álxebras de Leibniz.
Isto permítenos construír un obxecto que é o actor baixo certas circunstancias.
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Ademais, dáse unha descrición da acción na categoría de módulos cruzados
de álxebras de Leibniz en termos de ecuacións. Para rematar, compróbase
que baixo certas condicións, o núcleo do morfismo canónico que vai dende un
módulo cruzado ao seu actor coincide co seu centro, e introducimos as nocións
de biderivacións internas e externas en módulos cruzados.

Teorema 6.4.3. Sexa pm, p, ηq e pn, q, µq en XLb. Sempre que se cumpran
certas condicións de compatibilidade, existe un homomorfismo de módulos
cruzados dende pm, p, ηq a pBiderpq, nq,Biderpn, q, µq,∆q. Ademais, o recíproco
tamén é certo se estamos nalgún dos seguintes casos:

Annpnq “ 0 “ Annpqq, (CON1)
Annpnq “ 0 e rq, qs “ q, (CON2)
rn, ns “ n e rq, qs “ q. (CON3)

No Capítulo 7 esténdese a módulos cruzados o funtor álxebra envolvente
universal entre álxebras asociativas e álxebras de Leibniz. Constrúese un iso-
morfismo entre a categoría de representacións dun módulo cruzado de álxebras
de Leibniz e a categoría de módulos pola esquerda sobre o seu módulo cruzado
envolvente universal. O modo de estudar o problema é especialmente intere-
sante xa que o actor na categoría de módulos cruzados de álxebras de Leibniz
non existe por norma xeral, así que a proba no caso de Lie non pode ser
aplicada. Para rematar, estudamos o devandito funtor dentro do marco da
categoría de Loday-Pirashvili [31] para entender este módulo cruzado envol-
vente universal en termos do caso de módulos cruzados de álxebras de Lie.

Teorema 7.5.1. A categoría de representacións dun módulo cruzado de álxe-
bras de Leibniz pq, p, ηq é isomorfa á categoría de módulos pola esquerda sobre
o seu módulo cruzado de álxebras envolvente universal XULpq, p, ηq.

No Capítulo 8 investígase en que sentido, para n ě 3, as n-álxebras de
Lie admiten álxebras envolventes universais. Houbo varios intentos dunha
construción (ver [14] e [2]) mais despois de analizalas polo miúdo chegamos á
conclusión de que en xeral non son válidas. Para isto, danse contraexemplos
e condicións suficientes. Logo, analizamos o problema en toda a súa xene-
ralidade, demostrando que a universalidade é incompatible co feito de que a
categoría de módulos sobre unha n-álxebra de Lie dada sexa equivalente á
categoría de módulos sobre a álxebra asociada UpLq. De feito, existe cando
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menos un funtor álxebra asociada U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK que induce esta equi-
valencia, pero nunca admite un adxunto pola dereita. Para rematar, defínese
una teoría de (co)homoloxía baseada no funtor álxebra asociada U.

Proposición 8.3.9. BLbΛ
n´1pLq – InnDerpLq se e só se Kn´1 “Wn´1.

Teorema 8.4.6. O funtor U: n-LieK Ñ AlgK ten un adxunto pola dereita se
e só se n “ 2. Máis concretamente, para n ą 2 non existe ningún funtor
F : n-LieK Ñ AlgK cun adxunto pola dereita G : AlgK Ñ n-LieK que induza
unha equivalencia de categorías entre L-ModK e ModFpLq para todo L.

No Capítulo 9 próbase que un monoideM é un grupo se e só se, na categoría
de monoides, todos os puntos sobre M son fortes. Este resultado mellora e
simplifica o traballo e Montoli, Rodelo e Van der Linden [32] que caracteriza
os grupos entre os monoides coma os obxectos protomodulares.

Teorema 9.0.1. Un monoide M é un grupo se e só se, en Mon, todos os
puntos sobre M son fortes.

No Capítulo 10 dáse unha caracterización universal das álxebras de Hopf
entre as biálxebras coconmutativas sobre un corpo alxebricamente pechado:
una biálxebra coconmutativa é unha álxebra de Hopf cando toda extensión
escindida sobre ela admite unha descomposición. Tamén se resolve que este
resultado non pode ser estendido ao contexto non coconmutativo, probando
así que as categorías de biálxebras e álxebras de Hopf non son unitais nin
protomodulares.

Teorema 10.3.5. Se K é un corpo alxebricamente pechado e Y é unha biálxe-
bra coconmutativa sobre K, entón as seguintes condicións son equivalentes:

(i) Y é unha álxebra de Hopf;

(ii) en BiAlgK,coc, todas as extensións escindidas sobre Y admiten unha des-
composición;

(iii) Y é un obxecto protomodular en BiAlgK,coc.

Proposición 10.4.1. Se Y é un obxecto unital de BiAlgK, entón para todo X
temos un isomorfismo X ˆ Y – X b Y .
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No Capítulo 11 próbase que se K é un corpo infinito, unha variedade
de K-álxebras alternadas—non necesariamente asociativas, onde se cumpre
xx “ 0—é localmente alxebricamente cartesiana pechada (segundo a definición
de Gray [25]), entón é unha variedade de álxebras de Lie. En particular, LieK é
a variedade máis grande. Deste xeito, para unha variedade de K-álxebras alter-
nadas, a identidade de Jacobi convértese nunha condición categórica. Tamén
se dá unha caracterización das variedades coherentes alxebricamente (segundo
Cigoli, Gray e Van der Linden [12]).

Teorema 11.2.9. Sexa K un corpo infinito. Se V é unha localmente alxebrica-
mente cartesiana pechada de K-álxebras alternadas, entón é unha subvariedade
de LieK. En outras palabras, LieK é a maior (LACC) variedade de K-álxebras
alternadas. Entón, para unha variedade de K-álxebras alternadas, son equiva-
lentes:

(i) V é unha subvariedade dunha variedade (LACC) K-álxebras alternadas;

(ii) a identidade de Jacobi cúmprese en V.

Teorema 11.2.5. Sexa K un corpo infinito. Se V é una variedade de K-
álxebras non asociativas, entón son equivalentes:

(i) V é coherente alxebricamente;

(ii) existen λ1, . . . , λ16 in K tales que as identidades

zpxyq “ λ1ypzxq ` λ2xpyzq ` λ3ypxzq ` λ4xpzyq

` λ5pzxqy ` λ6pyzqx` λ7pxzqy ` λ8pzyqx

pxyqz “ λ9ypzxq ` λ10xpyzq ` λ11ypxzq ` λ12xpzyq

` λ13pzxqy ` λ14pyzqx` λ15pxzqy ` λ16pzyqx

cúmprense en V;

(iii) V é unha categoría de interese de Orzech [34].

Por último, no Capítulo 12 fálase sobre diversos traballos de investigación
que o autor está a realizar neste momento, e sobre ideas que poden xurdir
tendo esta tese como punto de partida.
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